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[the Board) by the Port of Tacoma,
grantee of FTZ 86, requesting authority
on behalf of Tesoro Refining and
Marketing Company (Tesoro), to expand
the scope of manufacturing activity
conducted under zone procedures
within Subzone 86D at the Tesoro oil
refinery complex in Anacortes,
Washington. The application was
submitted pursuant to the ForeignTrade Zones Act, as amended (19 U.S.C.
81a-81u), and the regulations of the
Board (15 CFR part 400). It was formally
filed on July 10 2007.
Subzone 86D f108.200 BPD caDacitv,
350 employees] was approved b; the
Board in 2001 for the manufacture of
fuel products and certain petrochemical
feedstocks and refinery by-products
[Board Order 1140,66 FR 6583-6585,l22-2001).
The subzone is located on West
March Point Road in Anacortes,
Washington [Skagit County). The
request anticipates expansion of
Tesoro’s crude unit and modifications
and upgrades to existing units within
the refinery complex that may increase
the overall crude distillation capacity of
the refinery up to 150,000 BPD. No
additional feedstocks or products have
been requested.
Zone procedures would exempt the
increased production from customs duty
payments on the foreign products used
in its exports. On domestic sales of the
increased production, the company
would be able to choose the finished
product duty rate on certain
petrochemical feedstocks and refinery
by-products (duty-free) by admitting
foreign crude oil in non-privileged
foreign status. The duty rates on crude
oil range from 5.25 centdbarrel to 10.5
centshamel. The application indicates
that the savings from zone procedures
help improve the refinery’s
international competitiveness.
In accordance with the Board’s
regulations, a member of the FTZ staff
has been designated examiner to
investigate the application and report to
the Board.
Public comment is invited from
interested parties. Submissions (original
and 3 copies) shall be addressed to the
Board’s Executive Secretary at the
address below. The closing period for
their receipt is September 17, 2007.
Rebuttal comments in response to
material submitted during the foregoing
period may be submitted during the
subsequent 15-day period [to October 1,
2007).
A copy of the application and
accompanying exhibits will be available
for public inspection at each of the
following locations:
U.S. Department of Commerce Export

Assistance Center, 2601 Fourth
Avenue, Suite 310, Seattle, WA
98121.
Office of the Executive Secretary,
Foreign-Trade Zones Board, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Room
2111, 1401 Constitution Ave., NW,
Washington, DC 20230.
For further information, contact Diane
Finver at Dian e-Fin vefiita .doc.govor
(202) 482-1367.
Dated: July 10,2007.
Andrew McGilvray,
Executive Secretmy.
[FR Doc. E7-13824 Filed 7-16-07; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510-DS-S

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Bureau of Industry and Security
[Docket No. 070619210-7211-01]

Request for Public Comments on a
Systematic Review of the Commerce
Control List

Bureau of Industry and
Security, Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of inquiry.
AGENCY:

SUMMARY: The Bureau of Industry and
Security ( B E ) is soliciting comments
from the public regarding the Commerce
Control List (CCL) in the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR). BIS
has already requested that its Technical
Advisory Committees (TACs) review the
CCL and recommend potential changes
to BIS. BIS believes that it would also
be beneficial to allow interested
members of the public to submit
comments regarding the CCL.
DATES: Comments must be received by
September 17,2007.
ADDRESSES: Written comments on this
notice of inquiry may be sent by e-mail
to publiccomments@bis.doc.gov.
Include “Notice of Inquiry-CCL” in the
subject line of the message. Comments
may also be submitted by mail or hand
delivery to Timothy Mooney, Office of
Exporter Services, Regulatory Policy
Division, Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce,
14th St. & Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Room 2705, Washington, DC 20230,
ATTN: Notice of Inquiry-CCL; or by
fax to (202) 482-3355.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Timothy Mooney, Regulatory Policy
Division, Bureau of Industry and
Security, telephone: (202) 482-2440, email: tmooney@bis.doc.gov,
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
The Commerce Control List (CCL) is
found in Supplement No. 1to part 774
of the EAR. The CCL is a list of items
subject to the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR). Items subject to the
EAR are under the export control
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Industry
and Security (BIS), U.S. Department of
Commerce. The CCL covers items (Le.,
commodities, software, and technology)
enumerated in Export Control
Classification Numbers (ECCNs).There
are 10 general categories (0-9) of ECCNs
and each category has five parts
(Systems, Equipment and Components;
Test, Inspection and Production
Equipment; Materials; Software; and
Technology]. The CCL covers a broad
range of commodities, software and
technologies and plays an important
role in the U.S. system for controlling
the export of dual-use items. Items not
listed on the CCL, but subject to the
EAR, are designated as EAR99.
Changes are made regularly to the
CCL to reflect revisions in the control
lists of the multilateral export control
regimes (Wassenaar Arrangement;
Missile Technology Control Regime;
Australia Group; Nuclear Suppliers’
Group). To conduct a more systematic
review of the CCL, BIS has requested
that its TACs review the CCL and
recommend potential changes to BIS.
In addition to seeking
recommendations from its TACs, BIS is
also inviting the interested public to
submit comments regarding:
(1)The overall structure of the CCL,
including suggestions for how the
structure of the CCL may be changed to
better advance US.national security,
foreign policy, and economic interests;
(2) Types of items that should be
listed on the CCL and the appropriate
levels of controls to be placed on those
items, taking into account technology
levels, markets, and foreign availability;
(3) Any updates to the CCL item
descriptions that would enable the
descriptions to better reflect the intent
of the multinational controls and to
eliminate any overly broad descriptions
that inadvertently capture non-critical
items that are not controlled by other
countries; and
(4) Coordination and harmonization
of controls on items covered by the
multilateral regimes, such as the
Wassenaar Arrangement.
Comments should be submitted to BIS
as described in the ADDRESSES section of
this notice by September 17, 2007.
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administrative review of this order.2 On
June 30, 2006, in accordance with 19
CFR 351. 213(b)(l),the following
requests were made: Clearon
Corporation (“Clearon”) and Occidental
Chemical Corporation (“OxyChem”),
BILLING CODE 351043-P
petitioners in the underlying
investigation, and BioLab, Inc.
(“BioLab”), a domestic producer of the
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
like product, requested that the
International Trade Administration
Department conduct an administrative
review of Jiheng Chemical’s sales and
A-570-896
entries during the POR; On the same
date, in accordance with 19 CFR
Chlorinated lsocyanurates from the
351.213(b)(2),Jiheng Chemical, a foreign
People’s Republic of China:
producer/exporter of subject
Preliminary Results of Antidurnping
merchandise, requested that the
Duty Administrative Review
Department review its sales of subject
AGENCY: Import Administration,
merchandise.
International Trade Administration,
On July 27, 2006, the Department
Department of Commerce.
initiated this administrative review with
SUMMARY: The Department of Commerce respect to Jiheng Chemicals3The
(“the Department”) is conducting an
Department issued an antidumping duty
administrative review of the
questionnaire to Jiheng Chemical on
antidumping duty order on chlorinated August 15, 2006.
isocyanurates (“chlorinated isos”) from
On August 16,2006,the Department
the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) requested that the Office of Policy
covering the period December 16, 2004, provide a list of surrogate countries for
through May 31, 2006. We have
this review.4 On August 23, 2006, the
preliminarily determined that sales have Office of Policy issued its list of
been made below normal value (“NV”) surrogate c o u n t r i e ~ . ~
On August 24,2006, the Department
by Hebei Jiheng Chemical Company Ltd.
requested that interested parties submit
(“Jiheng Chemical”). If these
surrogate value information. On
preliminary results are adopted in our
September 12, 2006, the Department
final results of this review, we will
requested that interested parties provide
instruct U.S. Customs and Border
surrogate country selection comments.
Protection (“CBP”)to assess
On September 15,2006, Clearon and
antidumping duties on all appropriate
OxyChem (“Petitioners”) and BioLab
entries of subject merchandise during
requested an extension of time for all
the period of review (“POR’)).
interested parties to submit surrogate
Interested parties are invited to
value information, provide surrogate
comment on these preliminary results.
country selection comments, and submit
We intend to issue the final results no
factual information. On September 19,
later than 120 days from the date of
2006, the Department granted the
publication of this notice, pursuant to
Petitioners’ and BioLab’s extension
section 751(a)(3)(A)of the Tariff Act of
requests. On October 25, 2006, BioLab
1930, as amended (“the Act”).
requested a further extension of time to
EFFECTIVE DATE: July 17, 2007.
submit surrogate value information and
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Katharine Huang or Charles Riggle, AD/ provide surrogate country selection
CVD Operations, Office 8, Import
2 See Antidumping or Countervailing Duty Order,
Administration, International Trade
Finding, or Suspended Investigation; Opportunity
Administration, U.S. Department of
to Request Administrative Review, 71 FR 32032
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution (June 2,20061.
3 See Initiation of Antidumping and
Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20230;
Countervailing Duty Administrative Reviews and
telephone: (202) 482-1271 or (202) 482- Requestfor
Revocation in Part, 7 1 FR 42626 (July
0650, respectively.
17,2006).
Dated: July 11,2007.
Matthew S. Borman,
Deputy Assistant Secretaryfor Export
Administration.
[FRDoc. E7-13843 Filed 7-16-07; 8:45 am]

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
On June 24,2005, the Department
published the antidumping duty order
on chlorinated isos from the PRC.1 On
June 2,2006, the Department published
a notice of opportunity to request an
See Notice of Antidumping Duty Order:
Chlorinated Isocyanumtes From the People‘s
Republic ofchina, 70 F’R 36561 (June 24,2005).

1 See Memorandum to Ron Lorentzen, Director,
Office of Policy, from Wendy Frankel, Director, AD/
CVD Operations, Office 8,“Surrogate-Country
Selection: 2004-2006Administrative Review of the
Antidumping Duty Order on Chlorinated
Isocyanurates from the People’s Republic of China”
(August 16,2006).
See the Memorandum from Ron Lorentzen,
Director, Office of Policy, to Wendy Frankel,
Director, AD/CVD Operations, Office 8,
“Administrative Review of Chlorinated
Isocyanurates from the People’s Republic of China:
Request for a List of Surrogate Countries” (August
23,20061 (“SurrogateCountry Memorandum”).
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comments. On October 31, 2006, the
Department granted the requested
extension to all parties.
On November 17, 2006, Petitioners,
BioLab and Jiheng Chemical provided
comments on publicly available
information to value the factors of
production (“FOP”) and the selection of
a surrogate country. All interested
parties recommended India as the
surrogate country. On November 27,
2006, Jiheng Chemical submitted
rebuttal comments on Petitioners’
November 17, 2006 surrogate value
submission. On November 27, 2006,
Petitioners and BioLab requested an
extension of time for all parties to
submit rebuttal information concerning
surrogate values. On November 28,
2006, the Department granted
Petitioners’ and BioLab’s extension
requests. On November 30, 2006, BioLab
requested an extension of time for all
parties to submit factual information.
On December 4,2006, the Department
granted BioLab’s extension request. On
December 6, 2006, Petitioners and
BioLab submitted rebuttal comments on
Jiheng Chemical’s November 17, 2006
surrogate value submission. On
December 15,2006,Jiheng Chemical
submitted rebuttal information on
Petitioners’ and BioLab’s December 6,
2006 submissions.
On December 15, 2006, Petitioners
and BioLab submitted factual
information on surrogate value
selection. On December 26, 2006,
Petitioners submitted comments on
Jiheng Chemical’s December 15, 2006
rebuttal information. On January 5,
2007, Jiheng Chemical submitted
rebuttal information on Petitioners’
December 26, 2006 comments. On
January 16, 2007, Petitioners submitted
rebuttal information on Jiheng
Chemical’s January 5, 2007 comments.
On October 11, 2006, Jiheng Chemical
submitted its sections A, C, and D
questionnaire responses (“AQR, CQR
and DQR’, respectively). On November
6, 2006, the Department issued a section
A supplemental questionnaire to Jiheng
Chemical. On November 17,2006,
BioLab submitted comments on Jiheng
Chemical’s AQR, CQR and DQR.
Petitioners submitted comments on
Jiheng Chemical’s AQR, CQR and DQR
on November 20,2006. On November
28, 2006, Jiheng Chemical submitted
rebuttal comments on Petitioners’
November 20, 2006, and BioLab’s
November 17,2006, comments on its
AQR, CQR and DQR. On December 5,
2006, Jiheng Chemical submitted its
section A supplemental questionnaire
response (“1st SQR’)).On January 19,
2007, BioLab submitted comments on
Jiheng Chemical’s 1st SQR.
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Virginia 23229-5014; Telephone
DATES: The fees would be chargcd from
number (804) 287-1691; Fax number
May 1 to September 30.
(804) 287-1737. Copies of the practice
ADDRESSES: Forest Supervisor, Rogue
River-Siskiyou National Forest, 333 W. standards will be made available upon
written requcst to the address shown
8th StreeUP.0. Box 520, Medford.
above or on the Virginia NRCS Web site:
Oregon 97501-0209.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jerry h ttp://www.va mcs. usda .gov/technical/
dmftstundards.html.
Sirski, Recreation Specialist, 541-8993815.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORHATION Section
343 of the Federal Agriculture
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
Federal Recreation Lands Enhancement Improvement and Reform Act of 1996
Act (Title VII, Pub. L. 108-447) directed states that revisions made after
the Secretary of Agriculture to publish
a six month advancc notice in the
Federal Register whenever new
recreation foe areas are proposed.
These facilities are in close proximity
to the Wild, Scenic, and Recreational
segments of the Illinois River. This area
offers significant recreational vicwing
opportunities, fishing experiences, and
is rich in historical and cultural
importance. A market analysis indicates
that thc $4/per day single vehicle fee is
both reasonable and acceptablc for this
sort of uniquc recreation experience,
Dated: August 29,2007.

enactment of the law to NRCS State
technical guides used to carry out
highly erodible land tinct wetland
provisions of the law shall bc made
available for public review and
comment. For the next 30 days, the
NRCS in Virginia will receive comments
relative to the proposed changes.
Following that period, a determination
will be rnadc by the M C S in Virginia
regarding disposition of those comments
and a final dctcrmination of changc will
be made to the subject standards.
Datod: August 27,2007.
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Exporter Services, Regulatory Policy
Division, Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce,
14th SI.& Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.,
Room 2705. Washington, DC.20230,
ATTN Notice of Inquiryor by
fax to (202) 482-3355.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACR

Timothy Mooney, Regulatory Policy
Division, Bureau of Industry and
Security, Telephone: (202) 482-2440, Emai 1: tmooneflbis.doc.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

On July 17,2007, the Bureau of
Industry and Security (BIS) published a
notice of inquiry in the Federal Register
(72 FR 39052) that invited the public to
submit comments regarding the
Commerce Control List (CCL) in the
Export Administration Regulations
(EAR).
Thc notice indicated that, in addition
to seeking recommendations from its
Kennella E. Coder,
Tcchnical Advisory Committccs (TAG)
Assisfont Slot8 Conservolionist ~Progrurnz),
Scott D. Conroy.
as a part of a systematic review of the
Notum1Resources Conservation Service.
CCL, BIS believed that it would also be
Forest Supervisor,Rogue River-Siskiyou
Richmond, Virginia.
National b‘ores:.
beneficial to allow interested members
[FR Doc. E7-17624 Filed 4.547: 8:45 am]
of the public to submit commcnts
[FRDoc. 074344 Filed 9-547;8:45 am]
BNLYO CODE 3410-16-P
regarding the CCL.
BUlW CODE UlO-1l-N
Specifically, in addition to seeking
recommendations from its TACs, BIS
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
invited thc intarcsted public to submit
comments
regardi ng:
Natural Resources Conservation
Bureau of Industry and Security
(1) The overall structure of the CCL,
Service
[Docket No. 0706192167484-02]
including suggestions for how the
Notice of Proposed Change to Section
of thc CCL may be changed to
structure
IV of the Virginia State Technical Guide Request for Public Comments on a
better
advance
U.S.national security,
Systematic Review of the Commerce
foreign policy, and economic interests;
AGENCV: Natural Resources
Control List
(2) Types of items that should be
Conservation Service (NRCS), U.S.
AGENCY: Bureau of Industry and
Department of Agriculture.
listed on the CCL and thc appropriate
Security, Commerce.
lovels of controls to be placcd on those
ACTION: Notice of availability of
items, taking into account technology
proposed changes in the Virginia NRCS A m N : Notice of Inquiry: extension of
comment period.
levels, markets, and foreign availability;
State Technical Guide Cor review and
commcnt.
(3) Any updotcs to the CCL item
SUML(ARV: This notice extends tho
descriptions
that would enable the
comment
period
on
a
July
17,
2007
SUMMARY: It has been determined by the
NRCS State Conservationist for Virginia notice of in uiry in which the Buroau of descriptions to better reflect the intent
of the multinational controls and to
that changes must be made in the NRCS Industry an%Security (BIS)solicited
comments from the public regarding the eliminatc any overly broad descriptions
State Technical Guidc specifically in
that inadvertently capture non-critical
Commerce Control List (CCL) in the
practice standards: #396, Fish Passage
items that arc not controlled by other
Export Administration Regulations
and #645,Upland Wildlife Habitat
countrios; and
(EAR). This extension of time would
Management. Thoso practices will be
allow the public additional timc to
used to plan and install conservation
(4) Cwrdinatiori and harmonization
comment on tho notice of inquiry.
practices on cropland, pastureland,
of controls on items covered by the
woodland, and wildlife land.
multilateral regimes, such as the
DATES: Comments must bc received by
Wassenaar Arrangement.
DATES: Comments will be rwxived for a
Novembcr 1,2007.
30-day period commencing with the
ADDRESSES Written corriments on this
The notice of inquiry indicated that
date of this publication.
notice of inquiry may be sent by e-mail
the deadline for public comments closes
FOR FURTHER INFORMATIONCONTACT:
to p ubliccammentsObis.doc.gov.
on September 17,2007. BIS is now
Inquire in writing to John A. Bricker,
Include “Notice of Inquiry-CCL” in the extending the comment period until
State Conservationist, Natural Resources subject line of the message. Commcnts
November 1, 2007, to allow the public
Conservation Scrvice (NRCS), 1606
may also be submitted by mail or hand
additional time to comment on the
Santa Rosa Road. Suite 209, Richmond, dolivery to Timothy Mooncy, O f l l c ~of
notice of inquiry.
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Dated: August 30,2007.
Tom Andrukonis.
Acfing, Director, Office of Exporter Services.
[FR Doc. E747639 Filod 9-5-07; 8:45 am]
BILuNa CODE 3610-33-P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Membership of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
Performance Review Board
AGENCY: National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Department of Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of Membership of thc
NOAA Pcrformance Review Board.
SUMWRY: In

accordancc with 5 U.S.C.
4314(c)(4), NOAA announces the
nppointment of twenty-two members to
serve on the NOAA Performance Review
Board (PRB].The NOAA PRB is
responsible for rcvicwing performance
appraisals and ratings of Senior
Executive Service (SES)members and
making written recommendations to the
appointing authority on SES retention
and compensation matters, including
performance-bascd pay adjustments,
awarding of bonuses and rcvicwing
recommendations for potential
Presidential Rank Award nominees. The
appointment of members to the NOAA
PRB will be for a pcriod of 24 months.
EFFECTIVE DATE: The effective date of
service of the twenty-two appointees to
the NOAA Performance Review Board is
September 4,2007.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATIONCONTACT:

Claudia McMahon, Executive Rcsources
Program Manager, Workforce
Management Office, NOAA, 1305 EastWest Highway, Silver Spring, Maryland
20910, (301) 713-6306.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The

names and position titles of the
members of the NOAA PRB are set forth
below (all are N O M officials except
TyraD. Smith, Director, Human
Resources, Bureau of thc Census,
Department of Commerce; William J,
Fleming, Deputy Director for Human
Resourcos Management, Office of
Human Resources Managcment,
Department of Commerce:
John E.Oliver, Jr.-Deputy Assistnnt
Administrator for 0 erations,
National Marine Fisgeries Service
Maureen E. W y l i M h i e l Financial
Officer
Vickie L. Nadolski-Director, Wcstern
Re ion, National Weather Service
Charfes S. Baker-Deputy Assistant
Administrator, Notional

Environmental Satellite, Data and
Information Scrvice
Alexander E. MacDonald-Deputy
Assistant Administrator for
Laboratories and Cooperative
Institutes and Director, ESRL, Office
of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research
Paul N. Doremus-Direclor, Strategic
Planning Office of Program Planning
and Intwration
William C6rso-Deputy Assistant
Administrator for Ocean Services and
Coastal Zone Management.
National
Ocean Service
Timothy R.E. Keeney-Deputy Assistant
Secretary
Tyra D. Smith-Director, Human
Resources, Bureau of the Census,
Department of Commerce
Craig N. McLean-Deputy Assistant
Administrator for Programs and
Administration, Ofice of Oceanic and
Atmospheric Research
Elizabeth R. Scheffler-Associate
Assistant Administrator for
Management and CFOKAO, National
Ocean Service
Rebecca Lent-Director, International
Affairs, National Marine Fisheries
Service
Deidre R. Jonos-Director, Systems
Engineering Center, National Weather
Servicc
Joseph F. Klimavicz-Chief Information
Officcr and Director for Hiah
Performance Computing G d
Communicotions, Office of the Under
Secretary
Scott C. Ravder-Chief of Staff for
NOAA
Helen M.Hwcombe-Dirwtor.
Acquisition and Grants Office
Gregory A. Mandt-Director, Scienca
and Technology, Nalional Weather
Service
Louis W. Uccellini-Director, National
Centers for Environmental Prediction.
National Weather Service
Samuel D. Rauch III-Deputy Assistant
Administrator for Regulatory
Programs, National Marine Fisheries
Service
Kathleen A. Kclly-Director. Office of
Satellite Operations, National
Environmental Satellite, Data and
Information Service
Daniel J.Basta-Dircctor, Office of
Nationol Marine Sanctuaries, Notional
Occan Servicc
William J. Fleming-Deputy Dircctor for
Human Rcsources Management,
Department of Cornmcrce
Dated huguat 28, 2007.
Conrad C. Laulenbrcher, Jr.,
Vice Admiml, US.Novy(Ret.), Under
of Cornmew for Oceans and

Zgxere,
IFR Doc. 07-4347 Filed 9-5-07: 8 4 5 en11
ElUlNO CODE !36lD-IW

COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING
COMMISSION

Sunshine Act Meeting
THE

AGENCY

Commodity FutuesTrading
Commission (Commission).
DATE AND TIME: Tucsday, September 18,
2007, commencing at 9 a.m.
PLACE: 1155 21st Street, NW.,
Washington, DC, Lobby Level Hearing
Room (Room 1000).
STATUS: Open.
MATIERS TO BE CONSIDERED: Public
hearing to examinc thc ovcnight of
trading on regulated futures exchanges
and Exempt Commercial Markcts

(ECMs).
CONTACT PERSONS AND ADDRESSES:

Requests to ap ear and supporting
materials shou d be mailed to the
Commodity Futures Trading
Commission, Three Lafayette Center,
1155 21st Street, NW.. Washington, DC
20581, allention Office of the
Secretariat; transmitted by facsimile at
2 0 2 4 1 8 6 5 2 1 ; or transmitted
electronically to Isecrela~y@cfic.govl.
Reference should bc made to “oversight
of trading on regulated futures
exchanges and Exempt Commcrcial
Markets.”For substantive questions
regarding requests to appear and
supporting materials, please contact
David P. Van Wagner, Chief Counsel,
(202) 418-5481: or Duane Andresen,
Special Counsel, (202) 418-5492.
Division of Market Oversight.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATKIN: The
Commission is undertaking a rcview of
issues related to the oversight of trading
on regulated futures exchanges and
Exempt Commercial Markets (ECMs). In
furtherance of that review, the
Commission hereby announces that it
will hold a public hearing to commence
on Tuesday, September 18,2007, at 9
am., at the Commission’s headquarters
in Washington, DC.
The Commission has previously
announced that the hcaring will
gencrally FOCUS on a numbcr of issues,
including:
The tiered regulatory approach of
the Commodity Futuros Modernization
Acl OF 2000 (CFMA) and whether this
risk-based model is beneficial;
The similarities and differences
between ECMs and regulated exchan es;
The associated regulatory risks of
each market category;
The types of regulatory or
legislativc changes that might be
ap ropriate to address such identified
ris s; nnd
T h e im act that regulatory or
legislative cxanges might have on the
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Date:

Liz Gant 'I < 1i z @ shap i r0.com>
<publiccomments@bis,doc.gov>
Tue, Jul 31, 2007 2:19 PM

Subject :

Notice of Inquiry--CCL

From:

To :

Reference: Notice of Inquiry--CCL
Bureau of Industry and Security
[Docket No. 070619210-7211-011
Request for Public Comments on a Systematic Review of the
Commerce Control List:

To Whom It May Concern,

As an International Freight Forwarder, we are constantly receiving
questions on the CCL and how it may work. We do not have specific
comments about what items should be on the CCL, but we would like to
offer a suggestion to make things easier for exporters to identify items
which may fall on the CCL.

We would like to see BIS link the CCL with a Schedule B number and/or
HTS number. Maybe it could be worded similar to what Commerce does for
ADD/CVD - the HTS numbers are provided for reference only, but the
Department of Commerce written description of the CCL item or ECCN
remains the deciding factor as to whether or not the item is controlled.
If exporters could query a list of possible Schedule B/and or HTS
numbers, this would make things a little less confusing for exporters
and forwarders.
Thank you for considering this suggestion.
Sincerely,
Liz Gant
Samuel Shapiro

&

Co., Inc.

Liz Gant
Samuel Shapiro & Company, Inc.
Email: liz@shapiro.com
http://www.shapiro.com
Mailing Address:
45662 Terminal Drive
Suite100
Dulles, VA 20166
Phone: 703-723-3184
Fax: 410-510-1459
Baltimore corporate address:
One Charles Center

100 North Charles Street, Suite 1200
Baltimore, MD 21201-3895

This E-mail message may contain legally privileged and confidential
information intended only for the use of the individual(s) named above. If you
are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you should not
disseminate, distribute, save, copy or forward this E-mail message. If you
have received this E-mail message in error, please notify the sender
immediately. All business transactions are subject to our Terms and Conditions
of Service, which can be found on our website (www.shapiro.com). Please
contact us if you would like us to forward you a copy. Thank you
This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email

cc :

"Jane Taeger" <jane@shapiro. corn>, "Nigel McCallum"
<nigel@shapiro.com>

Submitted on Auqust 13, 2007 by Walter H. Zimmer, an individual commenter

I offer these comments, having read the proposed CCL to understand the
limits of coverage afforded critical US Defense technologies, particularly
those with nominally "dual use" turbine engine materials manufacturing
technology, common to both Military and commercial engines.
I n examining other Commerce Dept Bureau of Industry and Security
"Completed Assessments", the following areas are seriously out of date and
coulf benefit from re-evaluationas indicated.
rReference:
~~

~

RPW 1
1) Forging (1992)
Additional Comment: The Commerce Control List appears not to address the
export of critical FORGING (manufacturing)technology required to produce
high reliability fan and compressor components key to the F119, F135 and
F136 engines. DoD sponsored research and development has sponsored and is
now productivelyand technologically exploiting advanced forging processes
(high temperature, controlled strain rate process, strain limited, tool
cooling compensated) that create forged machining performs with low defect
population, controlled defect size, controlled, homogenous, microstructures
in titanium and nickel based superalloys. Based on DoD supported/sponsored
software, such as DEFORM, forging tooling and process parameters (temp,
strain rate) are explicitly and dynamically controlled to yield high
reliability rotating fan and compressor integrally bladed rotors. Beyond the
DESIGN component of turbine engine technology covered in Dept of State
Foreign Export Control Regime, the export of the forging and manufacturing
technology underpinning these advanced tubine components represents a grave
compromise of critical turbine engine technology.
2 ) Investment Castings (1987)
Additional comment: The Commerce Control List appears not to address the
export of critical casting technology required to produce turbine engine
components with technologically advanced airfoil geometry, structural
stability, internal cooling and orientation control. DoD sponsored research
and development has advanced certain casting technology to enable high
temperature components for compressor and tubine blade (hot section) of
advanced turbine engines. Beyond the DESIGN component of turbine engine
technology covered in Dept of State Regime, the export of the casting and
manufacturingtechnology underpinning these advanced tubine components
represents a grave compromise of critical turbine engine technology.
Is it possible to address these items with language similar to
h~://www.sw.aov/Ms/ear/pdf/cd9.pdf
"98004 Tools, dies or fixtures for the solid state joining of "superalloy",
titanium or intermetallic airfoil-to-disk
combinations"? Engine manufacturersand their subcontractor suppliers are
apparently seeking to outsource the manufacturingcomponent of turbine
engine technology (Foreign Export Control language addressing manufacture is
somewhat vague. Such language in BIS regime fj)
3) Ball and Roller Bearings (2000)
Additional Comment: Similar concerns to the above regarding the manufacture
and production of advanced bearings for Turbine Engines.
4 ) Advanced Composites (1993)
Additional Comment: Similar concerns to the above regarding the manufacture
and production of advanced Organic matrix and ceramic matrix composites for
Turbine Engines.
Additionally, is there a planned evaluation for the F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter similar to the 2005 "National Security Assessment of the C-17
Globemaster Cargo Aircraft's Economic and Industial Base Impacts"l5). The
update of "Technology Transfer to China"( 1999), particularly relating to
aircraft turbine engine technology, is obviously needed.
Walter H. Zimmer
Senior Materials Engineer Collocate to JSF Propulsion, 577AESG/YJN
Wright-PattersonAFB, OH 45433

Our name means tailor-made."

August 27,2007
Mr, Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
De artment of Commerce
14 St. & Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.
Washington, DC 20230

tR

A T T " Notice of Inquiry-CCL

Dear Mr. Mooney:
The export of "Hydroxy-terminatedpolybutadiene (HTPB) other than that
controlled by the US. Munitions List" is controlled by ECCN Number 1C111 Propellants and constituent chemicals for propellants under section b.2. The
typical HTPB resins have hydroxyl functionalities greater than or equal to 2 and
are reacted with diisocyanates to produce polyurethane elastomeric propellant
binders. Sartomer Company has recently developed monofunctional HTPB resins
and believed that these materials should be classified as EAR 99 since such
products cannot be used in the preparation of polyurethane elastomers. However,
CCATS # GO55777 contained the statement that "The entry for ECCN 1C111B.2.
does not allow for discrimination among various types of HTPB". Since the monofunctional HTPB resins cannot be used to make polyurethane elastomers and
therefore are not viable for the production of propellant binders, it is suggested that
ECCN i C 1 i l .b.2 be modified to specify HTPB resins with hydroxyl functionalities
greater than or equal to 2. Such a change would eliminate an overly broad
description that inadvertently captures a non-critical item.
Best regards,

John R. Murphy
Business DevelopmenVExport Licensing & Compliance Manager

Sartorner Company, Inc. Oaklands Corporate Center 502 Thomas Jones Way Exton. PA 19341
Tel: 610-363-4100 8W-SARTOMER (800-727-8663)Far 610-3634140 Web: www.sartorner.com

TOTAL

September 9,2007
To :
From:

publiccomments(ii,bis.doc.gov
William A. Root, Export Control Consultant

Subject:

Notice of Inquiry CCL

-

Re: Notice appearing in the July 17,2007, Federal Register (Docket 0706 19210-72 1 1-01
Swciallv designed
The highest priority fix to the CCL with the greatest impact and the simplest solution is to
remove “(MTCR context)” from the definition of “specially designed” in part 772.
Munitions Droduction
The most significant omissions from the CCL are a munitions production technology sub-item
negotiated in COCOM 25 years ago and retained by Wassenaar and “production facilities” for
“missiles,” which was the main objective of the Missile Technology Control Regime when it was
established 20 years ago. See recommended 2EO18.b in Attachment doc cclatt8wa and revised
9B 1 16 in Attachment doc cclatt9mt.
Overall structure of the CCL
Columns AT1 and AT2 are obsolete, since all the countries listed in these columns are subject to
virtually total embargoes. The embargo of Syria should be moved from a Supplement to part 736
to part 746, as is the embargo of Cuba now. The OFAC embargo of Sudan should be described in
part 746, as is the OFAC embargo of Iran now. Attachment docs cclatt1742supp2, cclaairaq,
cclatt3china, and cclatt4otherunilateral contain details on the related issues of different
treatments among embargoed countries and selective controls on some ECCNs xx99x to Iraq,
China, India, Pakistan, Russia, and UAE and on computers to an entity in Israel.
A separate NS column 3 in the Country Chart for items eligible for GBS would simplify
administration. It is misleading to state eligibility for LVS if the same item or sub-item is
eligible for GBS to the same destinations regardless of dollar value. It is irrational to require a
TSR assurance for exports to Country Group B of software which are eligible for CIV to Country
Group D: 1. Attachment doc cclatt5lvsgbscivtsr contains details on these License Exception
issues.
T Y D ~ofS items to be listed on the CCL
Unless an item is on the Wassenaar Sensitive List, Wassenaar members obtain no information on
what other members are exporting. This suggests limiting the Wassenaar list (and the
corresponding Wassenaar-based CCL items) to what is on the Sensitive List. Also see above

referenced docs cclattl, 2 , 3 , and 4 for suggested ECCN xx99x changes.
Updates to CCL item descriptions to better reflect intent
In addition to defining “specially designed’’ for other than MTCR context (see above), it is
suggested that the General Technology Note, with its defined “required” criterion, apply to all
software as well as all technology items. Attachment doc cclatt6gtn contains details.
Coordination and harmonization with multilateral regimes
Attachment doc cclatt7xref contains suggested additional cross-references to assist in identifying
related items on the CCL. Attachments docs cclatt8wa, cclatt9mt, cclattl Onp, and cclatt 1 1cb
contain recommended changes to harmonize the CCL with Wassenaar, MTCR, NSG, and
AG/C WC multilateral regimes respectively.

Attachment I
742 Sumlement 2

The following differences between 742 Supplement 2(c)(6-45) and the CCL concerning license
requirements and licensing policy for embargoed countries should be resolved:

20
6

7

8

9

10

11

11

Comment
6 covers all aircraft, helicopters, engines, and related spare parts and
components; 9A991.a-b cover all non-USML aircraft (a term which
includes helicopters), 9A991 .c covers aero gas turbine engines and
specially designed parts therefor, 9A99 1.d covers aircraft parts and
components. Therefore, 6 engines other than gas turbine engines are
EAR99 and 9A991 parts and components other than related spare parts
and components are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6Q).
9A990.c
7 covers heavy duty on-highway tractors; 9A990.c covers on-highway
tractors with single or tandem rear axles rated for 9 mt per axle (20,000
Ibs.) or greater and specially designed parts. Therefore, 7 tractors not
meeting 9A990.c specifications are EAR99 and 9A990.c parts are not
authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 66).
8 and 9A990.b both cover off-highway wheel tractors of carriage capacity
9A990.b
9t (10 tons) or more; 9A990.b also covers parts and accessories.
Therefore, 9A990.b parts and accessories are not authorized by EAA
sections 6(a) or 6Q).
9A990.a
9 covers large diesel engines (greater than 400 horsepower) and parts to
power tank transporters; 9A990.a covers diesel engines for trucks, tractors,
and automotive applications of continuous brake horsepower of 400 BHP
(298 kW) or greater (performance based on SAE J 1349 standard
conditions of I O Kpa and 25'). Therefore, engines meeting 9 but not not
9A990.a specifications are EAR99 and engines meeting 9A990.a but not 9
specifications are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6Q).
10 and 5A992.b both cover cryptographic, cryptoanalytic, and cryptologic
5A992.b
equipment; 5A992.b also covers other information security equipment and
components. Therefore, 5A992.b other equipment and components are not
authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 66).
11 covers radar equipment; 6A998 covers airborne radar equipment and
6A998
specially designed components therefor. Therefore, 1 1 radar equipment
other than airborne is EAR99 and 6A998 components are not authorized
by EAA sections 6(a) or 6(i).
7A994 1 1 covers navigation and direction- finding equipment; 7A994 covers navigation
direction finding equipment, inertial navigation systems, including parts
and components. Therefore, 1 I direction finding equipment which is not
navigation and navigation equipment which is neither direction finding
nor inertial is EAR99 and 7A994 parts and components are not authorized
ECCN
9A99 1.a-d

12

38992

13

5A991.g

14

6A991

15

2A994

16

8A992.f

17

8A992.g

I8

8A992.a-d

19

8A992.e

by EAA sections 6(a) or 6a).
12 covers electronic test equipment; 3B992 covers equipment for testing
only specified electronic items but also covers specially designed
components and accessories for such equipment. Therefore, 12 equipment
for testing equipment not specified in 3B992 is EAR99 and 38992
components and accessories are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or
6ci).
13 and 5A991 .g both cover mobile communications equipment; 5A99 1 .g
also covers assemblies and components therefor. Therefore, 5A991.g
assemblies and components are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or
6ci).
14 covers acoustic underwater detection equipment; 6A99 I covers marine
or terrestrial acoustic equipment capable of detecting or locating
underwater objects or features or positioning surface vessels or underwater
vehicles and specially designed components. Therefore, 14 equipment not
having 6A991 capabilities is EAR99 and 6A991 equipment for other than
underwater detection and components are not authorized by EAA sections
6(a) or 6Cj).
15 covers portable electric power generators; 2A994 covers portable
electric generators and specially designed parts. Therefore 2A994
generators which are not “power” generators and 2A994 parts are not
authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6u).
16 covers vessels and boats, including inflatable boats; 8A992.f covers
boats including inflatable boats and specially designed components
therefor and 8A992 heading covers specially designed parts therefor.
Therefore 16 vessels are EAR99 and 8A992.f components and parts are
not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6Q).
17 and 8A992.g both cover marine and submarine engines; 8A992.g also
covers specially designed parts therefor. Therefore, 8A992.g parts are not
authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6u).
18 covers Underwater photographic equipment; 8A992.a covers specified
types of underwater television systems, 8A992.b covers photographic still
cameras specially designed or modified for underwater use, 8A992.c
covers stroboscopic light systems specially designed for underwater use,
8A992.d covers other underwater camera equipment, and 8A992 heading
covers specially designed parts therefor. Therefore, 18 photographic
equipment not specified in 8A992.a-c nor regarded as 8A992.d camera
equipment is EAR99 and 8A992.c stroboscopic light systems not regarded
as photographic equipment and 8A992 parts are not authorized by EAA
sections 6(a) or 6G).
19 and 8A992.e both cover submersible systems; 8A992 heading covers
specially designed parts therefor. Therefore, 8A992 parts are not
authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6Cj).

3
20

8A992.h

20 covers scuba gear and related equipment; 8A992.h covers underwater
breathing equipment (scuba gear) and related equipment and 8A992

heading covers specially designed parts therefor. Therefore, underwater
breathing equipment not regarded as scuba gear and 8A992 parts are not
authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6Q).
Both 21 and 9A991 .e cover pressurized aircraft breathing equipment;
9A991 .e
21
9A991 .e also covers specially designed parts therefor. Therefore, 9A991 .e
parts are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6Q).
28993 .c & .d 22 covers computer numerically controlled machine tools; 2B991 .c & .d
22
cover such tools meeting specified technical conditions. Therefore, 22
tools not meeting 28991 conditions are EAR99.
23 and 9B990 both cover vibration test equipment; 9B990 also covers
98990
23
specially designed parts and components. Therefore, 9B990 parts and
components are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6Q).
24 covers digital computers with an APP of 0.00001 WT or above,
4A994
24
assemblies, and related equipment; 4A994.b covers digital computers with
an APP equal to or greater than 0.00001 WT and specially designed
components therefor. 4A994.a covers computers, related equipment, and
“electronic assemblies” rated for a specified temperature and specially
designed components therefor. 4A994.c-g cover other “electronic
assemblies” and related equipment exceeding specified technical
thresholds and specially designed components therefor. Therefore, 24
assemblies and related equipment not described in 4A994 are EAR 99 and
4A994.a computers and 4A994 components are not authorized by EAA
sections 6(a) or 60’).
24
48994
24 covers equipment for development or production of magnetic and
optical storage equipment; 48994 covers only such equipment meeting
specified technical conditions. Therefore, 24 equipment not described in
48994 is EAR99.
24
4c994
24 covers materials for fabrication of head/disk assemblies; 4C994 covers
materials specially formulated for and required for the fabrication of
head/disk assemblies for controlled magnetic and magnetic-optical hard
disk drives. Therefore, 24 materials not controlled by 4C994 are EAR99.
25(A) 5A991.h
25(A) covers radio relay systems or equipment operating at a frequency
equal to or greater than 19.7 GHz; 5A991.h covers radio relay
communications equipment designed for use at frequencies equal to or
greater than 19.7 GHz and assemblies and components therefor.
Therefore, 25(A) systems or equipment not regarded as communications
equipment or operating at but not designed for use at greater than 19.7
Ghz are EAR99 and 5A991.h designed for use at but not operating at such
frequencies and 5A991 .h assemblies and components are not authorized
by EAA sections 6(a) or 60’).
25(A) 5A991.b.7.c

25(A) covers radio relay systems or equipment operating at “spectral
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25(B) 5A991.b.5.a

25(C) 5A99 1.b. 1

26(i)

3A991.a

efficiency” greater than 3 bit/s/Hz; 5A991.b.7.c covers
telecommunications transmission equipment and systems employing
digital modulation techniques other than quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) controlled by b.7.a or b.7.b having a “spectral efficiency”
exceeding 3 bit/sec/Hz and specially designed components and accessories
therefor but excluding equipment specially designed to be integrated and
operated in any satellite system for civil use and excluding radio relay
equipment for operation in an ITU allocated band not exceeding 960 MHz
or “total digital transfer rate” not exceeding 8.5 Mbit/s and “spectral
efficiency” not exceeding 4 bit/sec/Hz. Therefore, 25(A) QAM systems or
equipment not controlled by 5A991.b.7.a or b.7.b and 25(A) non-QAM
systems or equipment excluded from 5A991.b.7.c are EAR99 and
5A991.b.7.a and b.7.b not meeting 25(A) specifications and 5A991 .b.7
components and accessories are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or
6cj).
25(B) covers fiber optic systems or equipment operating at a wavelength
greater than IO00 nm;SA99 I .b.5.a covers telecommunications
transmission equipment and systems employing a “laser” and having a
transmission wavelength exceeding 1,000 nm and specially designed
components and accessories therefor. Therefore, 25(B) systems or
equipment not regarded as telecommunications transmission or not
employing a “laser” or operating at a wavelength greater than 1000 nm but
not “having” (assuming “having” interpreted as designed for) a
transmission wavelength exceeding 1,000 nm system are EAR99 and
5A991 .b.5.a systems or equipment not regarded as fiber optic and
5A991 .b.5.a components and accessories are not authorized by EAA
sections 6(a) or 66).
25(C) covers “telecommunications transmission systems” (the term
defined in 5A991.b is “telecommunications transmission equipment”) or
equipment with a “digital transfer rate” at the highest multiplex level
exceeding 45 Mb/s; 5A99 1 .b. 1 covers telecommunications transmission
equipment or systems designed to operate at a “digital transfer rate” at the
highest multiplex level exceeding 45 Mbit/s or a “total digital transfer
rate” exceeding 90 Mbit/s and specially designed components and
accessories therefor excluding equipment specially designed to be
integrated and operated in any satellite system for civil use. Therefore,
25(C) systems or equipment “with” (assuming “with” interpreted as
operating at) the specified “digital transfer rate” but not designed to
operate at that rate and 25(C) equipment specifically excluded from
5A99 1.b. 1 are EAR99 and 5A99 1.b. I with a “digital transfer rate” less
than 45 Mbit/s but a “total digital transfer rate” exceeding 90 Mbit/s and
5A991.b. I components and accessories are not authorized by EAA
sections 6(a) or 6G).
26(i) covers microprocessors operating at a clock speed over 25 MHz;
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26(ii) 3A991 .a

27

3B991

28

3D003

29
30

5A991.c. IO
6D993

31

6A997

32

6A996

3A99 1 .a covers “microprocessor microcircuits”, “microcomputer
microcircuits”, and microcontroller microcircuits having a clock frequency
exceeding 25 MHz. Therefore, 26(i) microprocessors not meeting the
definition of “microprocessor microcircuits” or “operating” at a clock
speed over 25 MHz but not “having” (assuming “having” is interpreted as
designed for) a clock frequency exceeding 25 MHz are EAR99 and
3A99 1 .a “microcomputer microcircuits” and microcontroller microcircuits
are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6Q).
26(ii) covers microprocessors with a CTP of 550 mtops or above; but the
3A99 1 License Requirement Note conditionally permitting
microprocessors with a CTP below 550 MTOPS to be shipped NLR (No
License Required) to North Korea has been deleted. 26(ii) is apparently a
subset of 26(i). The omission of an entry for Iran for 26(ii) could be
construed, perhaps unintentionally, to mean that the portion of 26(i)
covered by 26(ii) is not controlled to Iran.
27 covers semiconductor manufacturing equipment described in 3800 1
and 3B991. 3B001 is also covered by 742 Supplement 2(c)(l), so that the
EAR provides that this ECCN is authorized by EAA section 60) as well as
by EAA section 6(a).
28 covers software specially designed for the computer-aided design and
manufacture of integrated circuits; 3D003 covers computer-aided-design
software designed for integrated circuits meeting any of three technical
conditions. 3D003 is covered by 2(c)( 1). Therefore, 28 software for
manufacture rather than design and for design if not meeting any 3D003
technical condition is EAR99.
29 covers packet switch equipment described in 5A991 .c.
30 covers specially designed software for air traffic control applications
that uses any digital signal processing techniques for automatic target
tracking or that has a facility for electronic tracking; 6D993 covers ATC
software application programs hosted on general purpose computers
located at ATC centers and capable of automatically handing over primary
radar target data (if not correlated with secondary surveillance radar data)
from the host ATC center to another ATC center. Therefore, 30 software
not meeting 6D993 specifications is EAR99 and 6D993 software not
meeting 30 specifications is not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 6Q).
3 1 and 6A997 both cover gravity meters having static accuracy of less
(better) than 100 microgal, or gravity meters of the quartz element
(worden) type; but 6A997 is limited to gravity meters for ground use.
Therefore, 3 1 gravity meters for other than ground use are EAR99.
32 and 6A996.a cover the same type of magnetometers. 6A996.b covers
other types of magnetometers. Therefore, 6A996.b is not authorized by
EAA sections 6(a) or 6Q).

6
33

I C006.d

34

IC210

35

28993

36
37

28996

38

2B997

39

2A983

40

2D983

41

2E983

42

lE355

43
44

I C992
1 C997

45

Numerous

33 covers fluorocarbon compounds described in 1 C006.d for cooling
fluids for radar. 1COO6 is covered by 742 Supplement 2(c)( 1). Therefore,
1C006.d is authorized by both EAA section 6(a) and EAA section 6G).
34 covers fibers described in 1C2 10. I C2 10 is covered by 742
Supplement 2(c)(4). 34 incorrectly refers to (c)( l).Therefore, 1C006.d is
authorized by both EAA section 6(a) and EAA section 60) but the contract
sanctity dates given in 34 are incorrect.
35 coven machines described in 2B003 and 2B993 for cutting gears up to
1.25 meters in diameter (28003 is covered by 742 Supplement 2(c)( 1)).
Therefore, 28993 machines not for cutting gears up to 1.25 meters in
diameter are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 66).
36 covers aircraft skin and spar milling machines; there is no comparable
ECCN. Therefore, 36 is EAR99.
37 covers manual dimensional inspection machines described in ECCN
28996.
38 and 28997 both cover robots capable of employing feedback
information in real time processing to generate or modifj, programs;
28997 also covers robots to generate or modify numerical program data.
Therefore, 28997 robots to generate or modify numerical program data
are not authorized by EAA sections 6(a) or 60).
39 covers explosive device detectors described in 2A983.2A983 also
covers parts and components.
40 covers software described in 2D983 specially designed or modified for
the development, production, or use of explosives detection equipment.
41 covers technology described in 2E983 specially designed or modified
for the development, production, or use of explosives detection equipment.
42 covers production technology controlled under 1 C355. However,
IC355 covers materials, not technology. 1E355 is probably intended.
43 covers commercial charges and devices controlled under I C992.
44 covers ammonium nitrate, including certain fertilizers containing
ammonium nitrate, under ECCN 1C997.
45 covers specific processing equipment, materials, and software
controlled under OA999,0B999,0D999, 1A999, I C999, 1D999,2A999,
28999,3A999, and 6A999. Both 45 and these ECCNs are identified as
applicable only to North Korea, even though Cuba, Iran, Sudan, and Syria
are also subject to complete embargoes.

Recapitulation

The only ECCNs applicable to Iran, North Korea, Sudan, and Syria which match 742
Supplement 2(c)(6-44) descriptions in every substantive respect are:
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1C006.d (33)
IC210 (34)
1C992 (43)
1C997 (44)
1E355 (42)
2B996 (37)
2D983 (40)
2E983 (41)
38991 (12)
5A99 1.c. 10 (29)
6A996 (32)
9A991 .a,b (6)
The following ECCNs cover less than the corresponding 742 Supplement 2(c) descriptions.
ECCNs are generally more carefully drafted from a technical point of view than descriptions in
other parts of the EAR. Therefore, rather than broadening the following ECCNs to cover what is
now 742 Supplement 2(c) EAR99 coverage, the descriptions in 742 Supplement 2(c) might
reasonably be narrowed to remove existing EAR99 coverage. 742 Supplement 2(c) citations
follow the ECCN numbers in parenthesis.
2B991 .c,d (22)
2B997 (38)
2B (no ECCN) (36)
3A99 1.a (26)
3B992 (1 2)
3D003 (28)
4A994 (24)
48994 (24)
4C994 (24)
5A991 .b.l (25C)
5A991 .b.5.a (25B)
5A991.b.7 (25A)
5A991.h (25A)
6A991 (14)
6A997 (3 1)
6A998 (1 1)
6D993 (30)
7A994 (1 1)
8A992.a-d ( I 8)
8A992.f (16)
9A990.a (9)
9A990.c (7)
9A991 .c (6)
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The following ECCNs or parts thereof are not now described in 742 Supplement 2(c). Therefore,
there is now no stated EAA authority for their control. Most AT-only ECCNs were established
simply to continue coverage for AT purposes of items removed from COCOM or Wassenaar
coverage, without any consideration of relevance to anti-terrorism. For this reason, rather than
broadening 742 Supplement 2(c) descriptions to include these items, they might reasonably be
deleted. The 742 Supplement 2(c) citation which describes the portion of the ECCN not stated as
authorized by either EAA section 6(a) or EAA section 6Q) follows the ECCN number in
parenthesis. If there is no such citation, the entire ECCN, or part thereof, might, by this
reasoning, be deleted.
1C990
1C991
1C995
1C996
1D993
1E994
2A983 (39)
2A994 (15)
2B991 .a,b
28992
2B993 (35)
2B997 (38)
2B998
2D99 1
2D992
2D994
2E99 1
2E994
3A99 1.a (26)
3A99 1.b-1
3A992
3B992 (12)
3C992
3D991
3E99 1
4A994 (24)
4D993
4D994
4E992
48993
SA99 1.a
5A991.b.l (25C)
5A991.b.2-4
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5A991.b.5.a (25B)
5A991.b.5.b-e
5A991.b.6
5A991.b.7 (25A)
5A991.b.8
5A991.c.l-9, 11-12
5A99 I .d-f
5A991.g (13)
5A991.h (25A)
58993
5c99 1
5D991
5E99 1
5A992.a
5A992.b (1 0)
58992
5D992
5E992
6A991 (14)
6A992
644994
6A995
6A998 (1 1)
68995
6C992
6C994
6D99 1
6D992
6D993 (30)
6E99 1
68992
6E993
7A994 (1 1)
7B994
7D994
7E994
8A992.a-d (1 8)
8A992.e (1 9)
8A992.f (1 6)
8A992.g (1 7)
8A992.h (20)
8A992.i-k
8D992
8E992

9A990.a (9)
9A990.b (8)
9A990.c (7)
9A991 .c,d (6)
9A992
98990 (23)
9B99 1
9D990
9D99 I
9E990
9E99 1
9E993

1
Attachment 2

Unilateral Controls to Iraq
There are two types of U.S. unilateral controls on exports to Iraq:
-license requirements for RS reasons for ECCNs OB999,OD999, 1B999, 1 C992, 1C995,
I C997, 1C999, and 6A992, per 742.6(a)(3) and 746.3(a)(3); and
-the “ballistic missile” definition “for purposes of exports or reexports to Iraq or transfers
within Iraq” as “any missile capable of a range greater than 150 kilometers,”
per746.3(a)(5) and the reference to 746.3 at the end of the 772.1 definition of “missiles.”
The RS controls mean that those 8 listed xx99x ECCNs cannot be deleted, even though they
might otherwise disappear because AT1 and AT2 columns are now obsolete.
The apparent intent of the unique to Iraq “ballistic missile” definition is to require a license to
Iraq for 2 150 km range in instances where the license requirement to other countries is for 2 300
km range. However, this intent is nowhere stated in the EAR. Ranges between 150 and 300 krn
are now EAR99 except for 9A120 based on MTCR 19.A.3, related 20.A.1 subsystems which are
USML, and 9B115 and 9B 1 16 production equipment and production facilities for those
subsystems. There is no stated license requirement to Iraq for this portion of EAR99.
There are 45 ECCNs containing a 300 km range parameter, namely:
1A101, 1ClOl,lD103, IE001,1EI01,1E102
3A101,3D101,3E001,3E101,3E102
4A101,4E001
6A102,6A107,6Al08,6B108,6D102,6D103,6E001,6E002,6E101
7A102,7A103,7D001,7D101,7E001,7E002,7E101
9A101,9A104,9A106,9A110,9B105,9BI15,9B116,9D001,9D002,9D003,9D101,9D104,
9E00 1,9E002,9E 101,9E 102
Suggested remedies:
-Revise 746.3(a)( 1) to state clearly the 150 krn modification of MT controls to Iraq
-Match each of the 45 relevant ECCNs with a new unilateral ECCN to Iraq (plus Cuba,
Iran, North Korea, Sudan, and Syria), e.g.:
New matchinp ECCN
ECCN(s) to be matched
IAlOl
1A191
1E001,1E101, 1E102
1E191
6E00 1,6E002,6E101
6E191
7D001,7D101
7D191
9Al I O
9A I90
9B115,9B116
9B 196
9D001,9D002,9D003,9D101
9D191
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9E001.9E002,9E101,9E1029E191
-In Related Controls paragraphs in each of the 45 existing ECCNs, reference the
corresponding new unilateral ECCN
-In Related Controls paragraphs in each of the new unilateral ECCNs reference the
corresponding existing ECCN,

Attachment 3

Unilateral China Controls
There are four types of U.S. unilateral controls on exports to China:
3 1 ECCNs xx99x to military end-use per 744 Supplement 2;
all items subject to the EAR to some Chinese entities specified in 744 Supplement 4;
-all items except EAR99 to other Chinese entities specified in 744 Supplement 4;
-all items except EAR99 and ECCNs xx999 to still other Chinese entities specified in 744
Supplement 4.
It is recommended that selective controls on Chinese entities listed in 744 Supplement 4 ( i . ~ . .all
,
except EAR99 or all except EAR99 and xx999) be limited to the 3 1 xx99x ECCNs listed in 744
Supplement 2, but for all end-uses, not just military end-uses.
(This would be consistent with the extensive review of unilaterlly controlled items which
preceded issuance of the China military end-use rule.)
The following changes in license requirements and licensing policies for the 3 1 xx99x ECCNs
listed in 744 Supplement 2 are recommended:
Deemed Export
734.2(b)(2) Export oftechnology or sofhvare ... (ii) Any release of technology or source code
subject to the EAR to a foreign national. Such release is deemed to be an export to the home
country or countries of the foreign national. This deemed export rule does not apply to persons
lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the United States and does not apply to persons
who are protected individuals under the Immigration and Naturalization Act (8 U.S.C.
1324b(a)(3)) and does not apply to Chinese employees of a validated end-user (see 748.151,
including a transfer inside the United States and does not apply to release of technology or
source code listed in 744 Suu~lementNo. 2 to Chinese nationals intended for other than
“military end-use” as defined in 744.2 IcQ....
(This would put into regulations the response to Comment 40 in the June 19,2007,
Federal Register on the VEU impact on deemed exports and would resolve the ambiguity
in the following response to Comment 4 1: “Under the new “military end-use” control, a
license is now required for any deemed export covered by section 744.2 1 of the EAR.” It
is reasonable to construe “any” to be modified by “military end-use.”)

De minimis
734 Supplement No. 2 (a)(l)(ii) In calculating the U.S. content value, do not include parts,
components, or materials that could be exported from the United States to the new country of
destination without a license (designated as “NLR”; designated as “C57”fur exports not
requiring a license to a Validated End-User (748.15): or not requiring a license for exDort or
reexport to China for items listed in 744 Supplement 2 if not intended for “military end-use”) ...

(This would be a reasonable interpretation of the impact of the June 19,2007, final rule
on de minimis exclusions from “subject to the EAR,” a topic not mentioned in that rule.)
Licensing Policies
742.2(b)(4) License applications for items described in paragraph (a) or (bN3) of this section,
when destined for the People’s Republic of China, will be reviewed in accordance with the
licensing policies in
paragraph (b) of this section; ai4 742.4(b)(7) if controlled for
national securitv reasons; or. if there is a third reason. the licensing policies amlicable to that
third reason. whichever is more restrictive.
742.3(b)(4) License applications for items described in paragraph (a) or (bM2) of this section,
when destined for the People’s Republic of China, will be reviewed in accordance with the
licensing policies in be& paragraph (b) of this section; ai4 742.4(b)(7) if controlled for
national securitv reasons; or. if there is a third reason. the licensing policies applicable to that
third reason. whichever is more restrictive.

742.4(b)(7) For the People’s Republic of China (PRC), there is a general policy of approval for
..
license applications
for transactions
described in paragraph (a) of this sectjon except that there is a presumption of denial for lieettse
9
transactions that would make a direct and
significant contribution to the PRC’s military capabilities such as, but not limited to, the major
weapons systems described in Supplement No. 7 to Part 742 of the EAR which would Drove
detrimental to the national securitv of the United States.

a

9

.

742.5(b)(4) License applications for items described in paragraph (a) or (bM31of this section,
when destined for the People’s Republic of China, will be reviewed in accordance with the
licensing policies in be& paragraph (b) of this section; ttffe 742.4(b)(7) if controlled for
national securitv reasons: or. if there is a third reason. the licensing policies ap~licableto that
third reason, whichever is more restrictive.
744.21(e)(I) 1
’
There is a general policv of
auuroval for license apulications described in pwgqA+j paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section
except that there is a presumDtion of denial for transactions that would make a meWia4 direct
and significant contribution to the military capabilities of the PRC
. ..
* ‘
4
which
would move detrimental to the national
. *
security iff(erests of the United States.
Y

744.21(~)(3)Applications for items requiring a license for other reasons that are destined to the
PRC for a military end-use &e will be subject to the review policy stated in paragraph (c)(l) of
this section if controlled for national security reasons or to the review policv for other reasons,
whichever is more restrictive.
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(Licensing policies described in paragraph (b) for items described in paragraph (a) of
742.2,742.3, and 742.5 differ from policies described in 742.4(b)(7). Therefore, both
cannot apply.
742.4(b)(7) and 744.21(e)(l) provide no guidance for military use which does not rise to
the type of military use warranting denial. 744.21(e)(l) does not even provide guidance
for purely civil use.
EAA Section 3(2)(A) language should be used in setting licensing policy for national
security controls. 744.2 I(e)( 1) includes in license review standards for the new license
requirements to China “contrary to the national security interests of the United States.”
Licensing policy for 742.4 national security should omit transfers, since the license
requirement applies only to exports and reexports. Although 744.21(a) requires a license
for transfers, this may have to be revised for reasons set forth below under that
reference .)
Maior Weapons Systems
742 Supplement No. 7 entries (6) and (7)(a)... missiles ... range of at least 150 kilometers ...
(For consistency with Iraq, per 746.3(a)(5). If a range less than 300 km is intended to
affect license requirements, many ECCNs would be affected. These ECCNs have not yet
been revised to reflect the Iraq 150 km range. If a similar short-range policy is in effect
for China, these numerous ECCNs should also be annotated to that effect.)
742 Supplement No. 7 entry (7)(c) Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) of any type, including
sensors for guidance and control of these systems, except model aimlanes.

...

742 Supplement No. 7 entry f
l

(Such systems or capabilities are defensive, not offensive. They are intended to counter
U S . offensive systems in space, They are similar to US.efforts to build ABM systems.
They should be encouraged rather than discouraged, just as we are encouraging Russia to
join the United States in developing ABM systems.)
742 Supplement No. 7 entry 9 ... (C4ISR): Systems specificallv designed, modified or configured
for military applications that support ...
(For consistency with USML Category XI, Military use of civil communications
networks does not constitute a direct and significant contribution to the PRC’s military
capabilities.)
742 Supplement No. 7 entry 11 Night vision equipment specifically desimed, modified, or
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configured for military use: tkty This includes electro-optical devices rkaeis used to detect
visible and infrared energy and to provide an image,;
night vision goggles,
forward-looking infrared systems, thermal sights, and low-light systems that are night vision
devices, as well as infrared focal plane array detectors and cameras
..
image intensification and other night
sighting equipment or systems ~;
..

s
;
second generation and above iid-hiy image intensification tubes

e
and infrared,
,
visible and ultraviolet devices
* .

(For consistency with USML Category 12(c).)
Military End-Use Restrictions
any item subiect to the EAR listed in
744.2 1 (a) ... you may not exportSupplement No. 2 to Part 744 or reexport any U.S.-orinin such item to the PRC without a license
if, at the time of the exportT3reexport, a+ms#k~
,you know ...
(Limiting “reexport” controls to U.S.-origin items is for consistency with numerous
references to “subject to the EAR’ in the 734.2(b) definition of “reexport” coupled with
the reference to “US.-origin” in the 734.3(a)(2) portion of the definition of items subject
to the EAR. It is also consistent with the 736.2(b)( 1) General Prohibition One concerning
“reexport any item of US-origin.”
Deleting “transfer” is because it is probably unintended to require, as the existing text
does, that a Chinese national resident in China obtain a US. license to transfer a Chineseorigin item listed in Supplement 2 to another Chinese national resident in China. The
772.1 definition of “you” is very broad.
The word “transfer” in the existing text literally includes transfers within the United
States. Even if modified by adding “(in country),” it would be more restrictive for these
unilaterally controlled items than is now the case for multilaterally-controlled nuclear
items, per 744.2 and 744.5. The only transfers control of which is authorized by the EAA
are transfers to an embassy or affiliate of a controlled country or to a person with the
knowledge or intent that the goods or technology will be transferred to an unauthorized
recipient (EAA Section 16(5)(B,C), whereas this control is based on military end-use, not
on military end-user.
Adding “subject to the EARyis because, without that change, the 772.1 definition of
“item,” unintentionally but literally, includes items not subject to the EAR, such as
publicly available and de minimis.)
744.21(a)( 1) You have knowledge, as defined in 772.1 of the EAR, that the item is intended,
for a “military end-use,” as defined in paragraph ( f ) of this section, in the
(2) You have been informed by BIS, as described in paragraph (b) of this
PRC; or
section, that the item is or may be intended, for a “military end-use” in the
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PRC.
(Deleting “,entirely or in part,” is for consistency with BIS oral briefings that coverage
of parts and components has been removed from this control.)
to exmrt any item
744.21(b) ... a license is required
subject to the EAR listed in Supplement No. 2 to Part 744 or reexport any U.S.-orinin such item
(For consistency with 744.21 (a)(2). The rule contains no statement that 744.2 1(b) is
intended to catch all items, including all xx99x ECCNs and EAR99.)
744.2 1(c) Despite the p w k k f k s license reauirements described in paragraphs (a) and (b) of
this section, you may export or reexport items subject to the EAR listed in Sumlement No. 2 to
Part 744 to the PRC without a license under the provisions of the following License Exceptions:
/ I ) TMP for items for use by the news media as set forth in 740.9(a)(2)(viii) of the EAR;
2
(J GOV for items for personal or official use by personnel and agencies of the U.S. Government
as set forth in 740.1 l(b)(2)(i) and (ii) of the EAR;
/3) TSU for oueration technology and software. sales technologv and software uDdates Dursuant
to the terms of 740.13(a), (bl, or (c) of the EAR;
(4) BAG Dursuant to the terms of 740.14(a) throuph (d) only of the EAR; and
( 5 ) AVS for the temporary soiourn of civil aircraft pursuant to the terms of 740.1 5(a)f4) of the
EAR.
(For consistency with 736 Supplement No. 1 General Order No. 2(c) and 744.2(c). All
civil aircraft are subject to this control by the inclusion of 9A991(b) in 744 Supplement
No. 2. Omission of an exception for temporary sojourn of aircrafl was probably
inadvertent .)
744.21(e): See above under Licensing Policy
744.21(f) ... “military end-use means: incorporation into a military item described on the U.S.
Munitions List ...; incorporation into a military item described on the International Munitions
List ...; incorporation into items listed under ECCNs ending in “A018” on the CCL ...; e&Ae
“use”, “development”, or “production” of military items described on the USML, 8(: the IML, or
66
‘ *
ECCNs ending in “A01-8”
,or “deployment” &items by means of aircraft classified under ECCN 9A991 .a or .b of military
items described on the USML, the IML. or CCL ECCNs ending in “ A O l 8 ” + w x G & & t
9,

(The existing “deployment” element of the “military end-use” definition is unclear as to
whether the concern is that aircraft themselves might be placed in battle formation or
strategic position or that aircraft might be used to deploy items on the USML, IML, or
A0 18 ECCNs. The above assumes the latter was intended, since aircraft as defined in
9A991 .a or .b appear to be unsuitable for battle formation or strategic position.)

End-User Statements
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748.9(b)( 1) Does your transaction involve items controlled for national security reasons? eeeS

(2) Does your transaction involve items controlled for national security reasons destined
for one of the following countries? (This applies only to those overseas destinations specifically
. .
i
listed.) f
(i) If yes, your transaction may require an Import Certificate or End-User

. .

Statement.

748.10(a) ... &
(b)(4)

a'*

*
. .

(i) ...

(ii) If your license application involves a lesser transaction that is part of a larger
order for items controlled for national security reasons
in a
single ECCN exceeding $50,000, an Import Certificate, or a PRC End-User Statement, as
appropriate, must be obtained,
(iii) ... You also may be specifically requested by BIS to obtain an End-User
Statement for a transaction valued under $50,000 or 3
PR€ for reasons in the EAR other than those listed on the CCL.
(c)(l)

*
"VU.

...

(Any pre-requisite action by the PRC for a US. export is counter-productive, especially if
the required action goes beyond support documentation required generally for other
countries. Many years ago, a similar, Fowler-Debre, requirement for a French
Government certification of non-nuclear use of U.S. high performance computers being
considered for export to France was removed for this reason. A request by a U.S. exporter
for an EUS for one of the 31 items would alert the Chinese authorities that the Americans
assume a military end-use which would result in denial if that use were determined to
constitute a direct and significant contribution to Chinese military capabilities. This could
delay issuance of the EUS while the Chinese tried to figure out how to reduce the risk of
denial. Meanwhile the exporter would be unable to submit the license application
because of the requirement that it include the EUS number. The exporter may be
motivated to apply for a license either to alert U.S. authorities to a potential problem or to
seek to persuade U.S. authorities that the license should be approved because the military
nature of the end-use was inconsequential. Either way, the Chinese delay would be to the
disadvantage of both the U.S. exporter and the U.S. governmental authorities. The latter
would be kept in the dark while the Chinese sought to acquire the item from another
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source less likely to be denied. In other words, the EUS requirement could defeat the
purpose of the new control. This would be particularly unfortunate, since the Chinese
statement would be largely, perhaps entirely, irrelevant, being related to the end-user,
whereas the U.S. control applies to the end-use and not to the end-user.
References to reasons listed on the CCL are confusing. 744 Supplement 2 lists all or parts
of items listed on the CCL. However, the entries for those items on the CCL do not
mention the China military end-use license requirement.
There is no apparent reason for China to be treated more restrictively than other
destinations with respect to the $50,000 de minimis EUS exception. 748.1 O(b)(4)(i)
states:
If the total value of entries that require a license to the PRC for any reason
on the CCL on a license application exceeds $50,000, then a PRC End-User
Statement covering all controlled items on your license application must be
obtained.
This means that a license application involving 10 different ECCNs, each at $5001,
would require a PRC EUS. This contrasts with the preceding sentence in 748.1 O(b)(4)(i)
which, for a destination other than the PRC, requires an IC only if a single national
security entry on the CCL exceeds $50,000. One wonders why $5001 non-national
security items to China would require an EUC whereas a $49,999 national security item
to another destination would not.
744 Supplement 2
The following recommended changes do not include any deletions of items listed in 744
Supplement 2 in the belief that only revisions could be considered at this time. The changes
recommended are designed to come closer to the objective of denying items which would make a
direct and significant contribution to the PRC’s military capabilities without hindering exports or
reexports which would not make such contributions.
“sDecially designed” for the “development”, “production”,
1 D993 “Software”
or “use” of qi+mM+xfibrous and filamentary materials controlled by 1C210.b, or 1C990.
(Remove “(MTCR context)” from the definition of “specially designed” in Part 772.1.
Neither 1C210.b nor 1C990 controls any equipment.)
1D999 Limited to specific software controlled by 1D999.b for equipment controlled by 1B999.e
“specially designed” for the production of prepregs controlled iR
that is
by 1CO 1O.e or 1C21O.C.
(The only prepregs specified in Category 1 are those described in 1CO 10.e or 1C2 1O.c.
The expression “n.e.s.” in this Supplement implies inclusion of production of prepregs
controlled only by EAR99; but BIS interprets the expression “controlled in the CCL” to
omit EAR99. Moreover, 1B999.e and 1D999.b use “n.e.s.” to define equipment or
software, not to define prepregs.)
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1E994 Limited to “technology” according to the General Technology Note for the
“development”, “production”,of fibrous and filamentary materials controlled by
1 C990 other than glass, aramid or polyethylene
(The word “technology” is extraordinarily broad without the usual General Technology
Note modifier. Wassenaar recognizes that “use” technology is much less significant than
“development” or “production” technology. The unmodified text in the final rule could
be misinterpreted to cover technology for EAR99 materials excluding only glass, aramid
or polyethylene controlled by 1 C990.)
2A99 1 Limited to bearings
Q
*controlled bv 2A99 I .a. 1
(2A991 .a. 1 is the only portion of 2A991 using the figure 573K. It does not control
bearing systems. It is limited to bearings having all the characteristics in the heading of
2A99 1.a and in 2A991 .a, 1 .)
28991 Limited to “numerically controlled” machine tools controlled bv 2899 1 .c having
“positioning accuracies”, with all compensations available, less (better) than 9 micrometer along
any linear axis; and machine tools controlled ttffeer 2899 1 .d. 1 .a.
(28991 .c contains parameters other than positioning accuracy. The headings of 28991 .d
and 28991 .d. 1 limit the coverage of 28991 .d. I .a.)
28996 Limited to manual dimensional inspection 1
machines
controlled bv 2B996.a with measurement uncertainty equal to or less
(better) than (1.7 + L/1000) micrometers in any axes (L measured Length in mm)).
(28996.a is limited to machines having two or more axes as well as by a stated
measurement uncertainty.)
3A292.d Limited to digital oscilloscopes and transient recorders, using analog-to-digital
conversion techniques, capable of storing transients by sequentially sampling single-shot inputs
at successive intervals of less than 0.4 ns (greater than 2.5 giga-samples per second), digitizing to
8 bits or greater and storing 256 or more samdes
(3A292.d contains parameters other than samples per second.)
3A999.c All flash x-ray machines, $
including Marx generators, but omitting comDonents )
(Pulse shaping, capacitors, and triggers of concern are covered by ECCNs 3A228,
3A229,3A230, or 3A001 .e.2.b.)
3E292 Limited to “technology” according to the General Technology Note for the
of digital oscilloscope and transient recorders with
“development”, “production”+$%&
3
controlled bv the portion of
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3A292.d described in this Supdement

,controlled by 4A994.b with an
4A994 Limited to computers
Adjusted Peak Performance (“APP”) exceeding 0.5 Weighted TeraFLOPS (WT)
(Adding “controlled by 4A994.b” more clearly states the apparent intent not to include
any other sub-item and not to include components.)
4D993 “Program” proof and validation “software”, “software” allowing the automatic generation
that are speeidy
of “source codes”, and operating system ‘‘software”
Qest%tteB “sDeciallv designed” for real time processing equipment and have 4D993.a. .b. .c
characteristics.
(The heading of 4D993 on the CCL should be amended to add “see List of Items
Controlled.” The three sub-items on the CCL should be linked with either “and” or “or.”)
5A99 1 Limited to telecommunications equipment Befigffee “sDeciallv designed” to operate
outside the temperature range from 21 9K (-54OC) to 397K (1 24’C), which is controlled by
SA99 1 .a; radio equipment using Quadrature-amplitude-modulation (QAM) techniques, which is
. . 5A991 .b.7.a or 5A991 .b.7.b; d or phased array antennae, operating
controlled by 5pt99ce3
above 10.5 Ghz, containing active elements and distributed components. and designed to permit
electronic control of beam shaping: and pointing, except landing systems with instruments
meeting international ICAO standards (MLS), which are controlled by 5A991 .f
(5A991 .a uses the expression “specially designed,” not “designed.” 5A991.b.7.c is not
QAM. 5A991 .f contains more parameters than the frequency.)
5D991 Limited to “software”
“sDeciallv designed” for the
“development”, “production”, or “use” of equipment controlled by 5A99 1 .a, 5A991 . b . 7 ~
a d 5A991f .f er
‘ &
*,
bb

m,

5E991 Limited to “technology” according to the General Technoloev Note for the
of equipment controlled by 5A991 .a, 5A99 1.b.7=
“development”, or “production”, .b 7 b -or
f .19A
95
99

66

3,

6A995 ‘LLasers”%
See List of Items Controlled
(6A995 heading on the CCL should be amended to add “See List of Items Controlled”)
7A994 Other navigation direction finding equipment, airborne communication equipment, all
aircraft inertial navigation systems not controlled under 7A003 or 7A 103, and other avionic
equpimen-t
, ...
Note. This item does not control inertial navieation systems certified for use on “civil aircraft”
by civil authorities of a countrv in Countw Group A: 1 or theodolite svstems incorporating
inertial eauipment desiened for civil surveying DurDoses.
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(The expression “parts and components, n.e.s.” is extraordinarily broad. The suggested
Note is based on 7A003 Notes 2 and 3.)
7B994 Other equipment “speciallv designed” for the test, inspection, or “production” of
navigation and avionics equipment controlled bv 7A994
7D994 ‘ ‘ S o R w a r e ” m “sDeciallv designed” for the “development”, “production”, or “use” of
navigation, airborne communication and other avionics, controlled bv 7A994
7E994 “Technology”,

or ‘‘production’’-

according to the General Technologv Note, for the “development”,
of navigation, airborne communication, and other avionics equipment

controlled bv 7A994.
8A992 Limited to underwater systems or equipment,
controlled by 8A992.a.b,c1, and
“specially designed” parts therefor
8D992 “Software”
’
“sDeciallv designed” for the “development”,
“production”, or “use” of equipment controlled by 8A992aabbec.
88992 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note for the “development”,
“ p r o d u c t i o n y ’of~ equipment controlled by 8A992&
controlled bv 9A991 .a or .b and aero gas turbine engines
controlled bv 9A991 .c
(The 772 definition of “civil aircraft,” the term used in 914991 .b, does not include all
“aircraft”, n.e.s. “Aero” gas turbine engines controlled by 9A991 .c does not include all
gas turbine engines not controlled by 9A001 or 9A101.)

9A991 Limited to ‘‘aircraft”-

9D991 “Software” “speciallv designed” for the “development”. “production”, or “use’’ of
equipment controlled by 9A991.a.b,c e14394I
9E99 1 “Technology” according to the General Technolonv Note for the “development”,
“production”, or “use” of equipment controlled by 9A991.a,b,c ei?S994

Attachment 4

Selective Unilateral Controls
744 Supplement 4 and 736 Supplement 1 General Order 3 require a license to export to specified
entities in specified countries items which would not otherwise require a license to those
countries. No CCL issues arise if the controls apply to all items subject to the EAR. However,
controls for some entities are applied only to selected items, as follows:
China:
India:
Israel:
Russia:

7 entries all except EAR99 and 5 entries all except EAR99 and xx999
1 entry all except EAR99 and xx999
1 entry for computers above Tier 3 level described in 742.12(b)(3)(i)(B)
1 entry all except EAR99

742,6(a)(3) and 746,3(a)(3) require licenses to export to Iraq the following:
0B999,0D999, 1B999, 1C992, 1C995, 1C997, 1 C999,6A992
742.8(a)(2) and 742.10(a)(2) exclude the following from reexport controls to Iran and Sudan:
2A994, 3A992.aY5A991 .g, 5A992,6A991,6A998, 7A994, 8A992.d,eYf,g,9A990.a,bY9A991 .dye
744 Supplement 2 lists the following 31 ECCNs as wholly or partly controlled to China if for
military end-use:
1A290, 1 C990, 1C996, 1D993,l D999, 1 E994,2A991,2B99 1 ,28992,2B996, 3A292.dY
3A999.q 36292,4A994,4D993,4D994,5A991,5D991,5E991,6A995,6C992,7A994,78994,
7D994,7E994,8A992,8D992,88992,9A991.a,b,c, 9D991, 9E991
Were it not for the above selective controls, all ECCNs xx99x could be deleted, now that all
countries designated as supporting terrorism are subject to total embargoes.
There are several anomalies in the above selective controls:
The citation in the Israel control has been deleted.
1,
Given that Israel is a Computer Tier 3 country, computers above the Tier 3 level for
2.
License Exception APP would require a license to this entity even if it were not listed.
ECCNs xx999 are treated liberally to some Chinese and Indian entities whereas three of
3.
them are treated restrictively to Iraq and one is treated restrictively to China military enduse and they were originally established as restrictive controls to North Korea when other
xx99x ECCNs were (temporarily) removed from license requirements to North Korea.
7A994 is treated liberally to Iran and Sudan but restrictively to China military end-use.
4.
There is no correlation between Iraq and China controls.
5.
The only recent reviews of ECCNs xx99x were in connection with the Iraq regional stability
controls and the China mjljtary end-use controls.

It is suggested that:
-all xx99x ECCNs be deleted except the 8 to Iraq the 10 to Iran and Sudan and the 28 to
China; and
-the Israeli entity computer control be deleted.

Attachment 5

License Exceations LVS, GBS, CIV, and TSR
The following changes are recommended relating to License Exceptions LVS, GBS, CIV, and
TSR, eligibility for which is now specified on the CCL.
1.

Substitute a new NS Column 3 showing license requirements only for countries not listed
in Country Group B for GBS.

2.

Do not show LVS eligibility for any ECCN or part thereof which is eligible for GBS
(new NS Column 3) to the same countries regardless of dollar value.

3.

Make software items eligible for CIV also eligible for GBS, rather than for TSR. Present
coupling CIV with TSR permits unintended more liberal treatment to D: 1 countries than
to B countries, since CIV is not, and cannot be, subject to the TSR assurance against
reexport to D:l countries.

4.

Convert the obsolete 2B018 Advisory Note into text for GBS eligibility.

5.

Specify GBS, CIV, and TSR non-availability for the portions of NS items also controlled
for MT or NP.

6.

Add previous eligibility overlooked in earlier CCL revisions.

7.

Restrictions on TSR based on the Wassenaar Very Sensitive List (VSL) should be revised
for consistency with that List.

Consequential CCL changes for recommendations 2 through 7 (but not 1) would be as follows:

lDOOl
GBS: Yes. exceut N/A for MT
CIV: Yes, except N/A for MT
N/A
TSR:
1DO02
GBS: Yes, except N/A for MT
CIV: Yes, except N/A for MT
N/A
TSR:
1E002
TSR: Yes, except l%&€W&e

.

NIA for MT

2B018
Delete Advisory Note and revise GBS entry to read:
GBS: Yes, as follows, except N/A for Rwanda:
Equipment used to determine the safety data of explosives as required by the International
Convention on the Transport of Dangerous Goods (C.I.M.) Articles 3 and 4 in Annex 1 RID,
provided that such equipment will be used only by the railway authorities of current C.I.M.
members, or by the Government-accredited testing facilities in those countries, for the testing of
explosives to transport safety standards, of the following description:
Equipment for determining the ignition and deflagration temperatures;
a.
b.
Equipment for steel-shell tests;
Drophammers not exceeding 20 kg in weight for determining the sensitivity of explosives
c.
to shock;
Equipment for determining the friction sensitivity of explosives when exposed to charges
d.
not exceed 36 kg in weight.
2E003
TSR: -sY
e

*

9 .

Y .

3A001
CIV: Yes, for ... a.5.b....
(for consistency with previous CIV eligibility)
3E002
TSR: Yes4A003
LVS $&€@&NIA &
4D002
- TSR:
s e Y

66

9%

5A001
LVS: NIA
5B001
LVS: $sjeee N/A
5D001
GBS: Yes. exceut for “software” controlled by 5D001 .a and stmially designed for the
“development” or “Droduction” of items controlled by 5A001 .bS.
CIV: Yes, except for “software” controlled by 5D001 .a and specially designed for the
“development” or “production” of items controlled by 5A001.bS.
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TSR:

N/A, except Yes for exports and reexports to
Austria, ... of
“software” controlled by 5D001.a and specially designed for “development” or
“production” of items controlled by 5A00 1 .b.5
yef

5D002
TSR: M Y e s

5E002
TSR: N446A003
GBS: Yes for 6A003.a.l and the non-NP portion of 6A003.a.2 with framing sueed of not more
than 2 million frames Der second.
CIV: Yes for 6A003.a.l and the non-NP uortion of 6A003.a.2 with framing speed of not more
than 2 million frames per second.
(For consistency with Advisory Note 3 in pre-I996 CCL)
6A005
GBS: Yes, for;
6A005.d (except the NP portion of d.2.c.);
6A005.a.4.a. a.4.b. and the non-NP portion of a.4.c (including the CO/CO2 wrtion of a.3)
C02 or CO/CO2 “lasers” having an output wavelength in the range from 9,000 to 1 1,000
nm and having a pulsed output not exceeding 2 J per pulse and a maximum rated average
single or multimode output power not exceeding 5 kW;
6A005.a.3 CO “lasers”having a CW maximum rated single or multimode output power
not exceeding 10 kW;
6A005.a.4.a. a.4.b. and the non-NP portion of a.4.c “lasers” that operate in CW multiple
transverse modei and have a CW output power not exceeding 15 kW;
6A005.b “lasers” designed for use with a civil fiber optic communication svstem that
have an output wavelength not exceeding 1.370 nm and a CW Dower output not
exceedinp 100 m W;
non-NP uortion of 6AOOS.c.2.b.2.b Neodymium-doped (other than glass, pulse-excited,
“Q-switched lasers” -5
.d.Whaving a pulse duration equal to or
more than I nsi and a multiple transverse mode output with a “peak power’’ not
exceeding 400 MW;
6A005.c.2.b.3.b. or c.2.b.4.b Neodymium-doped (other than glass) “lasers”em&eh&y
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C
.....
that have an output wavelength exceeding 1,000 nm; but not
that have an average or CW output power not exceeding 2 kWta and
exceeding 1,100 nm$
that operate in a pulse-excited, non-"Q-switched" multiple-transverse mode$ or in a continously
excited, multiple-transverse mode; and

(eligibility for 6AOO5.b is based on Advisory Note 9 in Category 5 Part 1
Telecommunications)
CIV: Yes, for:
6A005.d (except the NP oortion of d.2.c.);
6A005.a.4.a. a.4.b. and the non-NP portion of a.4.c (including the CO/CO2 portion of a.31
C02 or CO/CO2 "lasers" having an output wavelength in the range from 9,000 to 1 1,000
nm and having a pulsed output not exceeding 2 J per pulse and a maximum rated average
single or multimode output power not exceeding 5 kW;
6A005.a.3 CO "lasers" having a CW maximum rated single or multimode output power
not exceeding 10 kW;
6A005.a.4.a. a.4.b. and the non-NP Portion of a.4.c "lasers" that operate in CW multiple
transverse mode$ and have a CW output power not exceeding 15 k W;
6A005.b "lasers" designed for use with a civil fiber ootic communication svstem that
have an output wavelength not exceeding 1,370 nm and a CW Dower output not
exceeding 100 mW;
non-NP uortion of 6A005.c.2.b.2.b Neodymium-doped (other than glass, pulse-excited,
. . . . . having a pulse duration equal to or
"Q-switched lasers"
more than 1 nst and a multiple transverse mode output with a "peak power'' not
exceeding 400 MW;
6A005.c.2.b.3.b. or c.2.b.4.b Neodymium-doped (other than glass) "lasers" ee&wk#y
k+be&4W5..c.2.&
..
that have an output wavelength exceeding 1,000 nmT
but not exceeding 1,100 nmta aRB that have an average or C W output power not
exceeding 2 k Wta and that operate in a pulse-excited, non-"Q-switched" multipletransverse mode: or in a continously excited, multiple-transverse mode; and
4.v
n. e .

6A005.&f(Eligibility for 6A005.b is based on pre-1998 Advisory Note 9 in Category 5
Part 1 Telecommunications.)
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6D003
GBS: Yes for 6D003.h
CIV: Yesfor64WM-4
. . 6D003.h
TSR: Yes, except for the following:
(1)
P
6D003.h; or
(2)
Exports or reexports to destinations outside of Austria, ... of “software” for items
controlled by 6D003.a.
(All of 6D003.h was eligible for GLX (the predecessor of CIV) per 771A
Supplement 1 , when it was 6D03A.d. Nothing in 6D003 is controlled for MT
reasons.)
6E001
TSR: Yes, except for the following: ...
(3)(a) ... 6A001 .a. 1 .b. I (havine: sound pressure level > 210 dB and operating frequency in band
from 30 Hz to 2 kHz), ... 6A002.a.2.a.4, ...

6E002
TSR: Yes, except for the following: ...

tz:

” “production” ,..
(3)
... 66
(3)(a) ... 6A001 .a.l .b.l (having sound pressure level > 210 dB and operating freauency in band
from 30 Hz to 2 kHz),... 6A002.a.2.a.4, ...

7D001
TSR: W Yes. except NIA for MT
7D002
TSR: W Yes. except N/A for MT
7D003
TSR: W Yes. except for the following:
111 Items controlled for MT reasons;
2
(J
Exports or reexuorts to destinations outside of (17 countries listed in 1 EO01 TSR
paragraph (2)) of 7D003.a or .b
7E001
TSR: W Yes, except NIA for MT
7E002
TSR: W Yes, except N/A for MT

6
7E003
TSR: NA Yes, except NIA for MT
7E004
TSR: W Yes, except NIA for MT
8D001
TSR: Yes, except

w

(2)

Exports or reexports to destinations outside of ... of “technology” for the “development”
or “production” of items controlled by ...

8E00 1
TSR: Yes, except

w

(2)

Exports or reexports to destinations outside of ... of “technology” for the “development”
or “production” of items controlled by ...

9A006
LVS:$5+Mkw@NIA Gx-MT
9B002
LVS:

NIA &i+IT

9B003
LVS:$s$w#w+ NIA k+MT
9B004
LVS:

NIA k+MT

9B006
LVS:

NIA # k d K F

9D001
TSR: €444Yes, except for the following;
Items controlled for MT reasons; or
(2J
Exports or reexports to destinations outside of ... of “software” for the “develooment” of
items controlled by 9E003.a. 1 or 9E003.a.3.a.

a

9D002
TSR: NA Yes. except N / A for MT
9D003
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GBS: Yes. except NIA for MT
CIV: Yes, except NIA for MT

TSR:

NIA

9D004
TSR: M4 Yes. except NIA for MT
9E00 1
TSR: M4 Yes, exceut for the followinp;
(
l
J
Items
-controlled for MT reasons: or
2
(J
Exports or reexports to destinations outside of ... of “software” controlled by 9D001 for
the “development” of items controlled bv 9E003.a.1 or 9E003.a.3.a.
9E002
TSR: Fh(A Yes. exceut NIA for MT

9E003
TSR: M4 Yes, except for exports or reexports to destinations outside of (list the allied
countries receivinp favored TSR treatment in other ECCNs) of “technolorrv” controlled
bv 9E003.a.l or 9E003.a.3.a.

Attachment 6

General Technology Note
The General Technology Note (GTN) for the Wassenaar Dual-Use List (WDUL) limits
technology controls to what is “required,” with “required” defined as “peculiarly responsible for
achieving or exceeding the controlled performance levels, characteristics or functions.” A similar
GTN for the Wassenaar Munitions List (WML) also uses the defined word “required.” The
Wassenaar GTNs do not apply to software.
The part 772 definition of “required” includes “software” as well as “technology”; but no CCL
software item refers to the GTN. Most CCL software items now use the undefined expressions
“specially designed or modified” or “specially designed.” Some CCL technology and software
items contain no such qualifier at all.
The multilateral regimes other than Wassenaar (MTCR, NSG, and AG) contain technology notes
which use the undefined expression “directly associated with, rather than the defined term
“required.”
It is recommended that:
-the U.S. propose that the Wassenaar GTNs be revised to cover software and that
Wassenaar software items be revised to replace “specially designed or modified” or
“specially designed” with “according to the General Technology Note”;
-the US. propose that MTCR, NSG, and AG adopt the Wassenaar GTN as amended and
that their technology and software items be qualified by “according to the General
Technology Note”; and
-all CCL sofiware and technology ECCNs subject to Commerce licensing authority
include “according to the General Technology Note,” except for a few which already
contain the substance of the definition of “required.”
Consequential revisions to the CCL would be as follows:
OD999.a Software according to the General Technolow Note ...
OD999.b Software according to the General Technologv Note ..,
OD999.c Software according to the General Technology Note ...
OEOl8 “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note .,.
OE918 “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note ...
OB982 “Technology” exdtmdy
*
according to the General Technolow Note
OB984 “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note ...
’

...

according to the General Technolow Note ...
1DO0 1 “Software”
ID002 “Software” according to the General Technolow Note ...
lDOl8 “Software”
’
according to the General Technolorry Note ...

*

1D I O 1 “Software”
according to the General Technolonv Note ...
’
1D 103 “Software”
according to the General Technologv Note ...
1D20 1 “Software”
according to the General Technology Note ...
1D390 “Software” according to the General Technologv Note ...
*
1D993 “Software”
according to the General Technology Note ...
1D999.a Software
’
according to the General Technologv Note ...
1D999.b Software
*
according to the General Technology Note ...

e
e

1E002.a “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...

1E002.b “Technology” accordinp to the General Technologv Note ...
1E002.c “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
1E002.d “Technology” according to the General Technolonv Note ...
1E002.e “Technology” accordine to the General Technoloav Note ...
1E002.f “Technology” according to the General Technoloav Note ...
” “Technology” accordinp to the General Technologv Note
1E103
1E104 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
1E355.a “Technology” accordinn to the General Technoloav Note ...
1E355.b “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
1E994 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
1E998 “Technology” accordinn to the General Technologv Note ...
2D001 “Software”

...

...

’

...

according to the General Technology Note

2D002 “Software” according to the General Technologv Note ...
2D018 “Software” according to the General Technoloyy
Note ...
*
accordinp to the General Technology Note ...
2D 101 “Software”
according to the General Technologv Note ...
2D201 “Software”
’
according to the General Technolow Note ...
2D202 “Software”
*
accordinp to the General Technolow Note ...
2D290 “Software”
according to the General Technolow Note ...
2D983 “Software”
’
according to the General Technoloev Note ...
2D99 1 “Software”
2D992.a “Software” according to the General Technologv Note ...
2D994 “Software”
*
according to the General Technology Note ...
2E003.a “Technology” according to the General Technoloav Note ...
2E003.b “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note ...
2E003.c “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
2E003.d “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note ...
2E003.e “Technology” according to the General Technoloev Note ...
2E018 “Technology” according to the General Technolo~vNote ...
28983 “Technology”
*
accordina to the General Technoloav Note

...

2E991 “Technology” according to the General Technoloav Note ...
2E994 “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note ...
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according to the General Technology Note ...
3D001 “Software”
’
according to the General Technology Note ...
3D002 “Software”
*
accordinp to the General Technology Note ...
3D003 ... “software”according to the General Technology Note ...
3D004 “Software”
*
according to the General Technolow Note ...
3D101 “Software”
3D980 “Software”
according to the General Technology Note ...
according to the General Technologv Note ...or “software”
3D991 “Software”
according to the General Technology Note ...
*

e

e
e

3E003 Other “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
3E980 “Technology”according to the General Technology Note ...
3E991 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
according to the General Technology Note

4D001.a “Software”

...

4D001 .b ‘‘Software” ...
according to the General Technology
Note
...
’
according to the General Technology Note ...
4D002 “Software”
4D003.a Operating system “software”, “software” development tools and compilers &
&signed according to the General Technology Note ...
(5D002makes 4D003.credundant.)
4D980 “Software”
*
according to the General Technology Note ...
’
4D993 ... “software”
according to the General Technology Note ...
’
4D994 “Software”...
according to the General Technology Note

...

4E001.b“Technology” ...

‘

according to the General Technolow

Note ...

4E980 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
4E992 “Techno1ogy”other than that controlled in 4E001 according to the General Technology

Note ...

4E993 “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
5D001.a “Software”

*

according to the General Technolow Note

5D001.b “Software”

’

according to the General Technolow Note

*

according to the General Technolow Note

...

...
5D001.c “Software”

...
5D001 .d “Software”

’

according to the General Technology Note

...

5D980.a“Software”

according to the General Technology Note ...
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5D980.b “Software”
5D991 “Software”

.

.

according
to the General Technology Note ...
*
according to the General Technolorrv Note ...

5E001 .b. 1 Repwed “technology” according to the General Technoloev Note ...
5E001 b.2 “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
5E001 b.3 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
5E001 b.4 “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
5D002.a ‘‘Software’’

*

accordinp to the General Technology Note

*

according to the General Technologv Note

...

5D002.b “Software”

...

5D002.c. 1 “Software” having the characteristics or performing or simulating the functions of ...
5D002.c.2 “Software” accordinv to the General Technology Note ...
5D992.a. 1 “Software”
*
according to the General Technolorrv Note

...
5D992.a.2 “Software”

*

according to the General Technolorrv Note

...

5D992.b. 1 “Software” having the characteristics or performing or simulating the functions of ...
5D992.b.2 “Software”
*
according to the General Technology Note ...
5E992 a “Technology”n.e.s., according to the General Technology Note ...
5E992 b “Technology”n.e.s., according to the General Technolow Note ...
*

according to the General Technology Note ...
6D00 1 “Software”
’
according to the General Technology Note ...
6D002 “Software”
accordine to the General Technology Note ...
6D003.a. 1 “Software”
6D003.a.2 “Souce code” according to the General Technologv Note ...
6D003.a.3 ‘‘Software”
’
according to the General Technolow Note ...
6D003.a.4 “Source Code” according to the General Technology Note ...
‘
according to the General Technology Note ...
6D003.f. 1 “Software”
*
6D003.f.2 “Software”
accordinp to the General Technology Note ...
6D003.g “Software”
’
according to the General Technology Note ...
6D003.h. 1 Air Traffic Control ‘‘software” application “programs” hosted on general purpose
computers located at Air Traffic Control centers and 6apMe-d according to the General
Technoloay Note for any of the following: ...
6D003.h.2 “Software” according to the General Technology Note ...
’
6D 102 “Software”
according to the General Technology Note ...
6D103 “Software” according to the General Technology Note that processes post-flight recorded
data, enabling determination of vehicle position throughout its flight path, specially designed or
modified for “missiles”.
’
according to the General Technology Note ...
6D99 1 “Software”
*
according to the General Technoloev Note ...
6D992 “Software”
6D993.a Air Traffic Control (ATC) “software” application “programs” hosted on general
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purpose computers located at Air Trafic Control centers and e e p b b e f according to the
General Technologv Note ...
6E003 d Optics,“technology”accordine:to the General Technolow Note, ...
6E003 e Lasers. ‘ ‘ T e c h n ~ l o g y according
~’~
to the General Technoloav Note ...
6E991 “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note ...
6E992 “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
6E993.a Optical fabrication technologies according to the General Technoloav Note ...
6E993.b “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
6E993.c “Technology” according to the General Technoloav Note ...
6E993.d ‘‘Technology’’ wipked according to the General Technologv Note ...
7D001 “Software”
’
according to the General Technolorrv Note ...
7D002 “Source code” according to the General Technologv Note ...
7D003.a ‘‘Software”
*
according to the General Technolosv Note

...

7D003.b “Source code” according to the General Technologv Note ...
7D003.c “Source code” according to the General Technologv Note ...
7D003.d “Source code” according to the General Technoloev Note ...
7D003.e Computer-aided-design (CAD) “software”
‘
according to the General
Technologv Note ...
*
according to the General Technology Note ...
7D 101 “Software”
7D102.a Integration “software” according to the General Technoloev Note ...
according to the General Technologv Note ...
7D002.b Integration “software”
7D 103 “Software”
according to the General Technoloav Note ...
7D994 “SoAware”, n.e.s., according to the General Technology Note ...
7E004.a “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
7E004.b “Development” “technology” according to the General Technolow Note
7E004.c “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note ,,.
7E102 “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note ...
7E994 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
8D001 “Software”
8D002 Specific “software”

Note ...

8D992 “Software”

...

*

according to the General Technolosv Note ...
*
according to the General Technolosv

’

according to the General Technoloav Note ...

8E002.a “Technology” accordinp to the General Technoloav Note ...
8E002.b ‘‘Technology’’ according to the General Technologv Note ...
8E992 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
9D001 “Software”

*

according to the General Technoloev Note ...
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according to the General Technology Note ...
9D002 “Software”
’
according to the General Technology Note ...
9D003 “Software”
9D004.a 2D or 3D viscous “software” according to the General Technology Note validated with
wind tunnel or flight test data feqwed for detailed engine flow modeling.
9D004.b “Software” according to the General Technologv Note for testing aero gas turbine
*
to collect, reduce and analyze data in real
engines, assemblies or components,
time, -with
feedback control , including ... ...
9D004.c “Software”
according to the General Technology Note ...
9D004.d “Software” in source code “object code” or machine code w q w i d according to the
General Technology Note ...
9D018 “Software” according to the General Technology Note ...
according to the General Technology Note ...
9D IO 1 “Software”
9D 104 “Software”
according to the General Technology Note ...
9D990 “Software”, n.e.s., according to the General Technology Note ...
9D991 “Software” according to the General Technology Note ...
*

9E003.a “Technology” %xpk# according to the General Technoloav Note ...
9E003.b “Technology” %q++kxPaccording to the General Technology Note ...
9E003.c “Technology” %etptwP according to the General Technologv Note ...
9E003.d “Technology” %qt&ecP according to the General Technoloev Note ...
9E003.e “Technology” according to the General Technolow Note ...
9E003.f “Technology” %eqtwe& according to the General Technology Note ...
9E003.g “Technology” %eqww~Vaccordiw to the General Technologv Note ...
*
9E003.h “Technology”...
according to the General Technology Note for ...
9E018 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
9E990 “Technology” according to the General Technologv Note ...
9E991 “Technology” according to the General Technology Note ...
9E993 Other “technology” according to the General Technology Note ...

Attachment 7

CCL Cross-References
It is recommended that underlined text be added to the CCL and
OAOOl
Controls:

be deleted.

... (see 10 CFR part 110 Item 8(a))

OA002
... See 22 CFR part 121 Categories W e ) and XV(e)
OAO18
Related Controls: W (I 1See 746.8(b)(l) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) See also OA979.0A988, and USML Categories I(a). 1Mb-d). and X(a)
0A978
Related Controls: W See 746.8(b)(I ) for additional licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry.
0A979
Related Controls: W (1) See 746.8tbMI) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) See also OA018,0A988. and USML Category X(a)
0A982
Related Controls: W (1) See 746.8(b)(1) for additional licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entrv. (2) See also 3.498 1.
OAa83

Related Controls: W See 746.8(b)(l) for additional licensine requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry.

0A984
... Defense Trade Controls USML Category 1. (2) See 746.8(b)(l) for
Related Controls:
additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda concerning this entry. (3) See also 0A986 and
USML CatePorv I.
0A985
Related Controls: PUA [l) See 746.8(b)(l) for additional licensine requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) See also USML Category I.
0A986
Related Controls: PUA [ l ) See 746.8(b)(l) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concernine this entry. (2) See also OA984.

0A987
Related Controls: W I1 See 746.8(b)(l) for additional licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) See also USML Category Kb).
OA988
Related Controls: $444[1) See 746.8(bMlI for additional licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry, (2) See also OAOl8.0A979, and USML Category X(ah
0A999
Related Controls: W See also OB001.c.IO.
OB001
Controls: ... 10 CFR part 110 Item 8(b)
Related Controls: W See also OA999,2A226,2A292.2A999.2B228.2B229.28350.3A992.a,
6A005.6A205. and 6A995
OB002
Controls: ... 10 CFR part 110 Item 8(b)
Related Controls: W See also OC201 and 3A233
OB003
Related Controls: W See also OC20 1 and 10 CFR part 1 10 Item 8(fl
OB004
Controls: ... 10 CFR part 110 Item 8(&
OB005
Controls: ... 10 CFR part 110 Item 8(ej
OB006
Controls: ... 10 CFR part 1 10 Item 8(d)
OB986
Related Controls: W See also 2B018 ant JSML Category III(d)
OB999
Related Controls: W See also 1A004 and 2A29 1

OCOOl
Controls:

... 10 CFR part 110 Item 9(bj
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oc002

Controls: ... 10 CFR part 110 Item 9(a)
Related Controls: W See also 1CO 12

OC004
Controls: ... 10 CFR part 110 Item 9(d)
ocoo5

Controls: ... 10 CFR part 1 10 Item 9(e)
Related Controls: NA4 See also 1C 107
OC006

Controls: ... 10 CFR part 110 Item 8(b)
oc201

Controls: ... 10 CFR part 110 Item 8(b)
Related Controls: PUA See also OB002 and OB003

OD001
Controls: ... (see 10 CFR part 110 Items 8(a. b. d-@).
and XVCQ).
Related Controls: N A Also see OD999

... (see 22 CFR part 121 Categories VI(&

OD018
Related Controls: (1 ) See 746.8(b)(1) for additional licensing requirements concerning this
entry. (2) See also USML Categorv I(e) and III(e)

OD999
Specific software, not controlled by OD001 or 9D103,as follows ...
OEOOl
Controls: ... (see 22 CFR part -121.1 Categories VI(g) and XV(Q).
Related Controls: PUA Also see 10 CFR Dart 110 items 8(a, b. d-g)

OE018
Related Controls: PUA J1) See 746.8(b)(l)for additional licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) See also USML Categories I(i) and III(e)
0E982
Related Controls: MSee 746.8(b)(l) for additional licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry.
03984

4
Related Controls: N44 See 746.8(b)( 1) for additional licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry.

lAOOl
Related Controls:

... (see 22 CFR part 121 Catepory XXI). (2) See also 1 C009.

1A002
Related Controls: (1) See also 1A102, IA202,9AO10, and 9A110, and USML Categories IVcQ
and XIIIfdl.
1A003
Related Controls: ... See also 1 C008.
1A004
Related Controls: ( 1 ) See ECCNs 08999, 1A995, 18999,28351, and 2B352. (2) ... (see 22 CFR
part 121J Categoryies X and XIV(f)
1A005
Related Controls: (1) ... (See 22 CFR part 121.1 Categories X(a) and XIV(f,h).) (2) ... (3) See
746.8(b)( 1 for additional licensina requirements concerning this entry.
1A102
Resaturated pyrolized carbon-carbon components, not controlled bv 1A002 or 9A0 10, designed
for “missiles” ... 22 CFR part 121.1 Categories IVff) and XIII(d1
1A202
Composite structures, -not
controlled by 1A002, IA102.9A010, or 9A110, ...
Related Controls: .., (3) ... (see 10 CFR 110 item 8(a))
Made with any of the “fibrous or filamentary materials” spe4W-m controlled bv
b.
1C21O.a or with carbon prepreg materials spe&%x& controlled bv 1C2 1O.c

1 A225
Related Controls: ... 53) See also 1B228. 1B229. 1B230. and 1B231
1A226
Related Controls:

...{3) See also 1B228. 1B229. and IB230

1A227
Related Controls:

... (see 10 CFR part 110 item %a).)

1A290
Depleted uranium ( ... ), not controlled by OCOO1. USML Category XXI, or NRC item 9(b)
1A984
T-ear
- gas formulations containing I percent or less of ... etkef:

5

pyrotechnic articles having dual military and commercial use not controlled by lCOl8.i
Related Controls: W [ I ) See 746.8(bM1) for additional BIS licensinp requirements re Rwanda
concerninp this entry. (2) See also USML Categow XIV(d) for coverage of other tearpases and
Category V(c) for coverage of other pyrotechnics..

1A985
Related Controls: W [l) See 746.8(b)(I) for additional BIS licensinp reauirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) See also 4A980
1A995
Related Controls: See ECCNs OB999,l A004, 1 B999,2B35 1, and 28352
1A999
Specific processing equipment, n.e.s. not controlled bv 1A004 or USML Category XVKc), as
follows ...:
lBOOl
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see IBlOl &, lB201, 1B999. and 2B005; ..,
1B018
Related Controls: W See also 2B 1 16 and 9B006.9B 106. and 9B990
lBlOl
W&ed Controls: ...
Related Controls: Also see 1 B20 I , 1B999.2B001. and 28005
1B102

not controlled by 1BO02 ...

...

1B115
Equipment, cA&hMh& not controlled iR 1B002, lBOl8,w 1B102, or 2B018 for the
“production” of propellant or propellant constituents, as follows, and specially designed
components therefor
... for liquid propellants or propellant constituents controlled by lCOl1 .a, 1COI 1.b,
a.
lClll,or~U.S.MunitionsListCategoryV.a.l2.i.a.20.i,b.3.~.3.i-iv,c.5.~.6.i.A,
c.6.ii.A. c.6.ii.B. d.1. d.2, d.lO. d.11. e.2. e.3, e.6. e.7. e.16. f.3.i-iv. f.10, f.14, f.16, f.17,
or f 18.
... for solid propellants or propellant constituents & s e t 4 k h’ controlled by 1CO11 .a,
b.
lCOll.b,w IC111, oreRtkeU.S. MunitionsList V.a.l2.i.a.20.i, b.3.c.3.i-iv, c.5,
c.6.i.A. c.6.ii.A. c.6.ii.B. d.1, d.2. d.lO, d.11. e.2, e.3. e.6. e.7, e.16. f.3.i-iv, f. 10. f.14,
f.16. f.17. or f.18.
-9

1B116
Related Controls: W See also 2B 104
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1B117
Batch mixers, not controlled bv 2B018, ...
Related Controls: FlcA See also 1B 1 15. 1B 1 18, and 1B 1 19
1B118
Continuous mixers, not controlled bv 2B0 18, ...
Related Controls: WA See also 1B 1 15, 1B 1 17. and 1B 1 19
1B119
Fluid energy mills, not controlled bv 2B018, for grinding or milling propellant or propellant
constituents s p e e t k h controlled by lCOl lea, lCOl l.b, w 1C11 I or m-tk U.S. Munitions List
V.a.12.i. a.20.i. b.3. c.3.i-iv, c.5. c.6.i.A. c.6.ii.A. c.6.ii.B. d.1. d.2, d.lO, d.11, e.2. e.3. e.6, e.7,
e. 16, f.3.i-iv. f. 10, f. 14. f. 16. f. 17. or f. 18, and specially designed components therefor.
Related Controls: FlcA See also 1B 1 15. 1B 1 17. and 1B 1 18
1B201
Filament winding machines, -not
Related Controls:
... [21 See also 1B999

m

1B225
Related Controls:
1B228
Related Controls:

controlled by ECCN lBOOl or 1B101, ...

...(2) See also 1B999

... (3) See also 1A225. 1A226. and NRC item 8 k )

1B229
Related Controls: (1) ... (see 10 CFR part 110 item 8(e;). ... (3) See also 1A225 and 1A226
1B230
Related Controls: (1) ... (see 10 CFR part 110 item 8(&. .... /31 See also 1A225. 1A226,2A293,
2B23 1. and 28350
1B231
Related Controls: (1) ... (see 10 CFR part 110 item 9(c)).
3A23 1

... 13) See also 1A225. 1C235, and

1B999
Related Controls: See also 1B001, 1B101, 1B201, 18225, aRB 1D999, and 3A201
lC0Ol
Related Controls: (1) See 743.1 for reporting requirements for exports under specified License
Exceptions. (2) See also 1C 10 1.
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1coo2
Related Controls: See also OB001.c. 1C 1 18, 1 C202, and 1C228
1COO4
Related Controls: W See also 1C1 17 and 1 C226

1coo5
Related Controls: W See also 3A00 I , 3A20 I , and 6A006
1C006
Related Controls: W See also 1C996
1 COO7
Related Controls: See also OC005, 1C 107. and 1C234,

lC008
Related Controls: +#A See also 1A003
1C009
Related Controls: W See also 1A00 1
lCOl0
Related Controls: ... (4) Also see OB001 .c.
lC0ll
Related Controls: ( I ) See also 1C018 and IC1 11. (2) ... (see 22 C F R ~ F N S 121.1 C a t e a o u )
1c012
Control(s): ... (see IO CFR part 110 item 9(a))
Related Controls: W See also OC002.
1C018
Related Controls: ... (6) See also 1A984, IC01 1, c111,m C 2 3 9 a 1C992. ... IS) See
746.8(b)( 1) for additional licensing requirements re Rwanda concerning this entrv.
1C107
Graphite and ceramic materials,

controlled by 1C007, ...

lCll1
controlled by I CO11,as follows ...
,,. chemicals ...,
. . CatePorv V.f.3).
Related Controls: 111 ... (See 22 CFR
(2) For propellants and constituent chemicals for propellants not controlled by 1 C 1 1 1. 1CO 1 1,
1C018. or 1C992. see 22 CFR 121.1 Category V.
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1C116

Related Controls: ... (2) Also see OBOOl .c and 1C216

1C117

Tungsten, molybdenum, and alloys of these metals,not controlled bv 1C004, ...
Related Controls: ?%4 See also 1C226

IC118
Titanium-stabilized duplex stainless steel (Ti-DSS), not controlled bv 1C002.
Related Controls: W See also 1C202

1c202
Alloys,
not controlled by 1COO2&&e-ed
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCN -l-€W2OBOOl .c

. or IC118

1c210

... , ~ A ~ & ~ & ~ n o t c o n t r o l l by
e d 1C010.aY.b or .e or bv 9C110, as follows ...
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCNs 4-€04-0OBOOl .c and 1C990.
1C216

by IC116 ...
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCN Wl44 OBOOl .c. (3) ... (see 10 CFR 1 IO item 8(a)).

... -notcontrolled
1C226

Parts made of tungsten, tungsten carbide, or tungsten alloys (greater than 90% tungsten)&
controlled bv 1 COO4 or 1C 1 17, ...

1 C227
Related Controls:

u ... (2) See also 2A225

1 C228

Magnesium (high purity), not controlled by 1C002 or 1C111, ...
Related Controls: (
l
...
J
(2) See also 2A225

1C230

Beryllium, not controlled bv 1 C1 1 1 or 6C004, metal, ...

1C231

Hafnium, not controlled bv 6C004, metal, ...
Related Controls:
... c2) See also 2A225

a

1C234
Zirconium, not controlled bv 1C007, 1C 1 1 1. or 6C004, with

...

9
Related Controls: ... (2) ... (see 10 CFR 110 item 8(a)). (3) See also 1A003 and 2A225

1C235

Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCNS. 1B231 and 3A231. (3) ...(see 10 CFR part I I O d

90).
1 C236
Related Controls: ...(2) ...(see 10 CFR part 110 item 9(c)). 13) See also IC999
1C239
High explosives, -not
Munitions List, ...

controlled by lCOl1. 1C018. 1C111, 1C992, or the U.S.

1C240
Related Controls: ... (2) ... (see I O CFR 1 I O item 8(a)). [3) See also 1 C002. 1 C004. 1 C 1 16,
2A292. and 28350

1C350
Related Controls: E The DeDartment of State controls CWC Schedule 1 chemicals in Category
XIV(a)(l), (a)(3), and (cMl-4) and C WC Schedule 2 chemicals in Categorv XIV(aM2). (a)(4),
and (c)(S) (see 22 CPR 121.1). Also see ECCNs 1C355, 1C395. and lC995. Chemical agents
having military application which produce a powerful phvsiological effect are subject to the
exoort licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade
Controls (see 22 CFR part I2 1 Categorv XIV). See also ECCN 1A984; DEA 2 1 CFR I3 1 11313; EPA 40 CFR 168.75.262.59 f, and 707.60; CPSC 16 CFR 1010 and 1019; and FDA 21
CFR 312.1 10.

1C351
Related Controls: ... See 22 CFR part 1211, Category XIV/a)(l). (aM3). and (cMl-4) ~HxH-~W
for additional CWC Schedule 1 chemicals controlled by the Department of State. .... Biological
agents modified to increase a capabilitv to produce casualties in humans or livestock, degrade
equipment. or damage croos are subiect to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department
of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (see 22 CFR part 121 Cateaorv XIV(b)). See
also DEA 21 CFR 131 1-1313; EPA 40 CFR 168.75.262.59 f, and 707.60; CPSC 16 CFR 1010
and 1019; and FDA 21 CFR 312.110.

1C352
Related Controls: ... [ I ) BioloPical agents modified to increase a capabilitv to produce casualties
in humans or livestock, degrade equipment. or damage crops are sub-iect to the export licensing
authoritv of the U.S. DeDartment of State. Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (see 22 CFR
part 121 Categorv XIV(b1). (2) Seetihe Vaccines are controlled under ECCN I C99 1. (3) See
also DEA 21 CFR 131 1-1313; EPA 40 CFR 168.75.262.59 f. and 707.60; CPSC 16 CFR 1010
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and 1019: and FDA 21 CFR 312.1 10.

1C353
Related Controls: (
l
Vaccines
J ... (2) Biological agents modified to increase a cauability to
produce casualties in humans or livestock, degrade equipment. or damage crops are subiect to the
export licensing authority of the U.S. Deuartment of State, Directorate of Defense Trade
Controls (see 22 CFR part 121 Category XIV(b)). (3) See also DEA 21 CFR 1311-1313: EPA 40
CFR 168.75.262.59 f. and 707.60; CPSC 16 CFR 1010 and 1019: and FDA 21 CFR 312.1 10.

1C354
Related Controls: ,,,(1) Biological agents modified to increase a cauabilitv to produce casualties
in humans or livestock, degrade equipment, or damage crops are subiect to the export licensing
authoritv of the U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (see 22 CFR
part 121 Category XIV(b)). (2) See-tAe Vaccines are controlled under ECCN 1C991. (3) See
also DEA 21 CFR 1311-1313; EPA 40 CFR 168.75.262.59 f. and 707.60; CPSC 16 CFR 1010
and 1019;andFDA21 CFR312.110.
1C355
Related Controls: ... See also DEA 21 CFR 131 1-1313; EPA 40 CFR 168.75.262.59 f. and
707.60; CPSC 16CFR 1010and 1019;andFDA21 CFR312.110.
1C990
... ,not controlled by ICO10,ef 1C210, or 9C110,
1C991
Vaccines, “immunotoxins”,“medical products”, “diagnostic and food testing kitsJJ&
controlled by 1C351. 1C352. lC353. 1C354. lC395, or 1C995 as follows:
Related Controls: hdPrl;nnl
... See also DEA 21 CFR 1311-1313; EPA 40 CFR 168.75,2
and 707.60; CPSC 16 CFR 1010 and 1019: and FDA 21 CFR 312.1 10.
Related Definitions: ... See 1C351 Related Definitions.
1C992
Commercial charges and devices containing energetic materials, m not controlled by IC01 8
or the U.S. Munitions List 22 CFR 121.1 Category V. as follows (see List of Items Controlled):
Related Controls For Qommercial charges and devices containing USML controlled energetic
materials that exceed the quantities noted or that are not covered by this entry,
&see
IC018 or USML Category V.
1C996
Hydraulic fluids, containing synthetic hydrocarbon oils, not controlled by 1C006, ...
1C999
Related Controls: See also 16uB2A292 re 1C999.b and c.
... ball bearings (3 mm or greater diameter), not controlled bv 2A001 or 2A991;
C.
not controlled by 1C236 or 10 CFR 1 10 Item 9(c).
d.
Alpha-emitting radionuclides,
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lDOOl
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see 1D002, lDlOl,twxUW-& 1D201. and 1D999.
1D002
Related Controls: (see 22 CFR part 121 Categories IV and XIII). See also 1 DO0 I , 1D10 1 I
1D102. 1D201. and 1D999.
1D018
Related Controls: I444 See 7468bMl) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry.
lDlOl
“Software”, not controlled bv 1DO0 1I ...
Related Controls: (
l
...
J
12) See also 1 D002. 1D201, and 1 D999.
1D201
“Software”, not controlled by lDOOl or 1D101, ...
...(2) See also 1 DO02 and 1D999.
Related Controls:
1D999
Specific “software”, mnot controlled bv IDOO1. 1D101, or 1D201, as follows ...
Related Controls: See also 4-WN1DO02
lEOOl
“Technology” ... for ... 1A102, ... IC (except lCO18. lC351 to 1C354, ...1C996).
NS applies to “technology” for items controlled by ... lCOOl to 4€W3 l C O l l + A U M - 8
Related Controls: (1) See also 1El 0 1 d 1E201, and 1E994. (2) “Technology” for items
e e & d k # y the NRC portion of 1C235 we & ... (see I O CFR part 810). (3) “Technology” for

items described in 1C012 f t ~ ...~(see 10 CFR part 1 10 item 9(a)). (4) “Technology” for items
controlled by 1A004 or lA102 or bv the portions of 1A005. lCOl1, or 1C111 subject to
Department of State export licensing authoritv we is itself subject to the export licensing
authority of the U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (see 22 CFR
part 12 1 Categories IV, V. and XIII).
1E002
Related Controls:
See also 1EO0 1, 1E 101, 1E 102, 1E202, and -EM4 1E994 for “technology”
related to 1E002.e. or.f,

a

1E018
Related Controls: See 746.8(b)( 1 I for additional licensing reauirements re Rwanda concerning
this entrv.
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lElOl
“Technology”, not controlled bv 1 E002.e or .f, ...
Related Controls: (J “Technology” for items controlled by 1AI 02 or bv the portions of 1 CO 1 1
or IC1 11 subiect to Deuartment of State exuort licensing authority we is itself subject to ... (see
22 CFR part 121 Categories IV, V. and XIII). (2) See also 1EO01 , 1E20 1. and 1E994.
1E102
Related Controls:

a...a
See also 1E203

1E201
“Technology”, not controlled bv IE002.f or 1E101, ...
Related Controls: W See also 1 EO01 , 1 E202, and 1E994.
1E202
“Technology”, not controlled bv 1EOOl, ...
Related Controls: W See also 1E002.f. 1E101. 1E201, and IE994.
1E203
“Technology”, not controlled bv 1E203, ...
1E350
“Technology”, not controlled bv 1E001, ...

13994
“Technology”, not controlled bv 1E001, 1E002.f. 1E101. 1E201. or IE202,

...

2A001
Related Controls: (1) See also 2A991 and 1C999.a. (2) ... (See 22 CFR part 12 I Category VKf).)
2A225
Crucibles, not controlled by 1C227, 1C228. 1C23 I , or 1C234,

..#

2A226
Valves, not controlled by OB001 or 9A106.d, ...
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCNs LC999,2A292, ftRa 2B350.g. and 2B999. (3) ... ee&&
n d e a w s a plants for the separation of the isotopes of uranium are subject to the export
licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. (See 10 CFR part 1 IO item 8(b).)
2A290
Related Controls: ... (See 10 CFR part 110 item 8(a).)
2A291
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs 2A291 and 08999. (4) ... (see IO CFR part 110
( 5 ) ... (see 22 CFR 7
part 121.I Cateporv XVI).

m.)
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2A292
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs OBOOl.OCOO6, 1C004. 1C116, 1C240. 1C990, 1C999,
2A226,2A29OY2B350.n.h. and 2B999.n.k. (4) ... (see 10 CFR part 1 IO item 8(a).)
2A293
Related Controls: ... (3) ... (see 10 CFR part 110 item 8(a).) [4) See also 1B230.28231, and
2B350.
2A983
Related Controls: W Also see 1A004 and 11-3995.
2A991
Controls: This entrv does not control ...
Related Controls: (1)
(2) Also see I C999.a.

... (2) ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Category VItfi.)

2A994

Note.

A license is not required to reexport this entry to Iran or Sudan. See 742.8taM2) and
742.1 O(aM2L

2A999
. Valves specially designed or prepared for plants for
Related Controls:
the separation of the isotopes of uranium are subiect to the exDort licensing authority of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. (See 10 CFR Dart 1 I O item 8(b).)
Items:
Bellows-sealed valves, not controlled by OB001 .b. I , 08001 .d.6.2A226,2A292, or
a.
2B350.

-

2B001
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs 2B002,2B20lY28290, ad 2B991.2B992. and 2D002.

2B004

Related Controls: ... (3) For specially designed dies, molds and tooling, see lB003,2B018,
9B001.9B004, and 9B009 t m d - M M 8 - m
(4) ... ( 5 ) Also see ECCNs 281 17
2B999.a.

2B005
Related Controls: ... (4) See also 2B999.i.
2B006
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs 2B008,2B206, ad 2B996. and 3A992.a.
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2B007
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see 2B008,2B207,28225, aid 28997, and 8A002.h.
2B009
Related Controls: ... (4) Also see 2B999.1.
2B018
Related Controls: W (1) See 746.8(b)(l) for additional BIS licensing reauirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) See also 1B 1 15, 7 8 103.9B I 15. and 9 8 I I6
2B104
“Isostatic presses”, e&&hdme @ controlled by 28004, having ...
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs
2B204, a d 281 17, and 2B999.a.
2B105
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) furnaces
not controlled by 2B005.a
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs 2BQ& aid 2B117,2B226. and 2B227.

...

2B109
Flow-forming machines,
controlled by 2B009, ...
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs 2€30Wed2B209 and 2B999.1.

a

2B116
Vibration test systems, equipment and components therefor, not controlled bv 1BO1 8.b. or
9B006, ...
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs 9B106, and 9B990.
2B121

... c%&&M&w

@ controlled

by

...

2B201
Machine tools, -not
controlled by 2B001, ...
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs 2FXM-k 28290, and 2B291
2B204
controlled by 2B004 or 2B 104 ...
“Isostatic presses,”
2B999.a
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCN2B206
Dimensional inspection machines, instruments or systems,
2B006, ...

not controlled by

15
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs 2liWXAd 2B996 and 3A992.a.

2B207
“Robots” or “end-effectors”, -not
controlled by 2B007, ...
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCNs Z€WX$2B225, tmi 2B997, and 8A002.h
2B209
Flow-forming machines ..., e h A m - k w not controlled by 2B009 or 2B109,
Related Controls: ... (3) Also see ECCN2B999.1.

...

2B225
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCNs 1A004. 1A005, 1A995,2B007, and 2 B 2 0 7 d
28352.f.2 and Related Definitions. (3) ... (see 10 CFR 110 items 8(a) & (d)).
2B226
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCNs 2B104,2B227,

3B001. and 38991.

2B227
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCNs 2B104 and 2B226.
2B228
Related Controls: (
I
J
...J2) Speciallv designed or prepared assemblies and components for plants
for the separation of isotopes of uranium are subiect to the export licensing authoritv of the
Nuclear Regulatorv Commission (see 10 CFR part 10 item 8(b)). (3) Also see OB001 .
2B229
Related Controls: ... J3) Speciallv designed or prepared assemblies and components for plants for
the separation of isotopes of uranium are subiect to the export licensing authoritv of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (see 10 CFR part 10 item 8(b)). (4) Also see OB00 1 and 2B999.m.
2B230
Related Controls:
.../2) Also see 6A226 and 9BOO8.
2B231
Related Controls: ... 2
(J ... (see I O CFR part 10 item 8(b)). (3) Also see OBOOI. 1B230.2A203.
2B350, and 2B999.i.

a

2B232
Related ControIs:

a... J2) Also see U.S. Munitions List Categories I(a) and 1I(a).

2B290
Related ControIs: ... (3) Also see ECCN2B350
ControIs: The controls in this entrv do not amlv to ...

,

2B991.
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.

.

Related Controls:
... Also see ECCNs 08001 , 18230,
2A226.2A292.2A293.and 2B23 1 and 22 CFR 121.1 Category XIV(1).

2B351
Related Controls:
...(2) See also ECCN 28225 and 22 CFR part 121 Categorv XIV(f-1). (3)
Eauipment for monitoring and detection. and identification of chemical agents which have
militarv application and produce a powerful phvsiological effect or biological agents which have
been modified to increase their capabilitv to produce casualties in humans or livestock, degrade
eauipment. or damage cram are subiect to the export licensing authoritv of the U.S. DeDartment
of State (see 22 CFR part 121 , I Category X I V ( f l ~
2B352
Related Controls: (1) ... (21 See also ECCN 28225 and 22 CFR part 121 Category XIV(f-12
(3) Equipment for dissemination. detection, and identification of, and defense against. chemical
agents and biological agents are subiect to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department
of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (see 22 CFR 121. I Category XIVCQ
2B991
Related Controls: Also see 2B001,2B201,

2B290,28998. and 2D002

2B993
Related Controls: W See also 28998.
2B996
... equipment, not controlled by 28006 or 28206.
Related Controls: FUA See also 28998.
2B997
Related Controls: W See also 28998.
2B998
Assemblies, units or inserts, not controlled bv 28008,...

-

2B999
a. Isostatic presses,
not controlled bv 2B004.28 104. or 28204
C
not controlled by OBOOl.OB002.OB004,2B228.or NRC 10 CFR part 1 10.8;
f.
..., not controlled bv 2B350;
..., not controlled bv 2A226.2A292.or 2B350;
g.
not controlled bv 2B001 .f;
h.
1.
...,not controlled bv 28005;
..., not controlled bv 2A293,2823I , or 28350;
j.
1.
not controlled bv 2B009.2B109.or 28209;
m.
..., not controlled bv 28229;
...y
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n.

..., not controlled bv 2B350.

2D001
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCNs 2D101, BRB 2D201,21>202,21)290. and 2D991.
2D002
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see 2B001 ,2D202,2D290. and 2D991
2D018
Related Controls: w/A (1 1 See 746.8(bM I1 for additional BIS licensing reauirements re Rwanda
concerning this entrv. (2) See also the software comDonents of 7B103 and 9B 1 16
2DlOl
“Software”, not controlled bv 2D001, ...
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see 2D201 and 9D004
2D201
“Software”, not controlled bv 2D001 or 2D101
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see ECCNs

...
2D991

2D202
“Software”, not controlled bv 2D001,or 2D002, ...
Related Controls: N4.A Also see ECCNs 2D290 and 2D99 1
2D290
“Software”, not controlled bv 2D001.2D002. or 2D202
Related Controls: (
I
J
... /2) Also see 2D991

...

2D991
“Software”, not controlled bv 2D001. 2D002.2D201.2D202. or 2D290, ...
2EOOl
“Technology” ... for ... 2B (except 2B018. 2B352,2B99 I 2B992, ...) ...
Related Controls: See&&XW!
29(2E001 is limited to development; 2E101,2E20Iy and 2E301 are limited to use.)
2E002
“Technology” ... for ... 2B (except 2B018.2B352,2B99lY28992, ...)
2E003
Related Controls: See 2E001,2l3Wkmd
,
or 2E 101 for “development”BRB
for equipment that are designed or modified for densification of
structural composite rocket nozzles and reeentry nose tips.
2E018

“use” technology
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“Technology” for the “devebment”. “production”. or “use” of equipment controlled by 2 BO 18
Related Controls: €444 (11 See 746.8(bMI) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) See also 1EO0 1 and 1 El 01 for 1 B 1 15 and 9E00 1.9E002. and 9E I02
for 9B115 and 9B1 I6
2E101
Related Controls: ... /21 Also see 2E201
2E201
“Technology”, not controlled bv 2E101 I ...
Related Controls: €444 Also see 2E290 and 2E991
23991
“Technology”, not controlled bv 2E201 or 28290, ...
3A001
Related Controls: (1) ... (22 CFR part 121.1 Category XV) ... (2) ... (22 CFR part 12 I . 1 Catenorv
XV). (3) See also 1C005,3A101,3A201,3A991,3A992.a and 6A006.
3A002
Related Controls: See also 3A292, a d 3A992. and USML Category XV.
3A002
Related Controls: ... (22 CFR part 121.I Category XV).
3A101

... -not

Related Controls:

controlled by 3A001, ...
... (See 22 CFR part 121 Category XV). (2) Also see 3A992.a.

a

3A201

...-not
controlled by 3A001 or 3A101, ..,
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see
..
..
1B999. 1CO05.3A99 1.3A992.a. 3A999.c. and 6A006.

3A225
... Pnot controlled by OB001.c. 1 I
Related Controls: ... . /3) Also see 3A999.a.

...

3A226
... Pnot controlled by OBOOl.j.6 ...
3A227

...

not controlled by OB001 .j.5 ...
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3A229
Related Controls: ... J31 Also see 3A230.3A232, and 3A999.d
3A230
Related Controls: 111 ... (2) Also see 3A239 and 3A999.d.
3A232
Related Controls:

... (3) Also see 3A229.

3A233
Related Controls: ... (2) ... (See 10 CFR part 10 item 8(b)) [3) Also see OB002.g. 3A992.a,
3A999.d. and 3A999.f.
3A292

...
controlled by 3A002.a.5 ...
Related Controls: (
I
J
... 12) Also see 3A992.a.
3A980
Related Controls: PIkZ See 746.8(b)(l) for additional BIS licensinn requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry.
3A981
Related Controls: PIkZ (1) See 746.8(b)(l) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) Also see 0A982 and 4A980
3A991
... not controlled by 3A001 or 3A201.b ...
Related Controls: W Also see 1COO5 and 6A006.
3A992
...not controlled by 0B001.2B006.28206,3A001,3A002,3A101.3A201.3A233,3A292,
3B002, or 5B001
Related Controls: PUA Also see USML Categorv XV
Note. A license is not required to reexport 3A992.a to Iran or Sudan. See 742.8(a)(2) and
742.1O(aM2).
3A999
... not controlled bv 3A225;
a.
... not controlled bv 3A233;
b.
... not controlled bv 3A00 I .e.2.3A20 1 .a or .c, or 3A226 to 3A230;
C.
... not controlled bv 3A229 or 3A230;
d.
...
e.
... not controlled by 3A233.
f.
3B002
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Related Controls: See also 3A999.a and 38992.

3B992
Related Controls: W See also 3A992.a.
3C003
Controls: This entry controls only ...
Related Controls:

... Also see lC350.2B351.a.

and 3C004.

3C004
Related Controls: W See also lC350.2B351.a. and 3C003.b.
3D001
NS applies to ... ai&3€3 3B001 and 3B002 ...
Related Controls: ... See also 34344-3D003 and 3D991.
(3D001 is for development or production, whereas 3D101 is for use.)
3D002
Related Controls: W Also see 3D991.
3D003
Related Controls:

... (3) Also see 3D001 and 3D991.

3D980
Related Controls: W (1) See 746,8(b)(l) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) Also see 4D980
3D991
“Software”, not controlled by 3D001.3D002. 3D003. or 3D101, ...
3E00 1
3E002. 3E292.3E980. and 3B991.
Related Controls: (1) See also
(3E001 is for development or production, whereas 3E101 and 3E201 are for use.)
3E980
Related Controls: W [ I ) See 746.8(b)(1) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry. (2) See also 4E980
3E991
“Technology’~,not controlled bv 3E001.3E101, 3E201. or 3E292, ...
4A00 1
Equipment designed or rated
Related Controls: (
I
J
See also 4A101, arte 4A994 ,and 5A002.
for transient ionizing radiation ... (See 22 CFR part I21 CatePories Xl(aM6) and XV.)
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4A003
(ECCN 4A980 controls such computers.)
Related Controls: See also 4A994 and 4A988 5A00 1.

4A004
Related Controls: W See also 3A001.a.9. neural network integrated circuits, 3A001 .a.6. outical
intemated circuits, and 6A002.d and 6A004.b. outical sensors and comDonents.
4A101

... -not
controlled by 4A001, ...
Related Controls: NA4 See also 4A994 and USML Categorv XI(aM4.5).

4A 102
... See 22 CFR part 121 Cateaorv XI(aM6).
4A980
Related Controls: W See 746.8(b)(1) for additional BIS licensing reauirements re Rwanda
concerning this entw.
4A994
... not controlled by 4A001,4A002,81: 4A003,4A 10 1. or 4A102, ...

4D001
(ECCN 4D980 controls such software.)
Related Controls: NA4 See also 4D994.

4D003
Related Controls: NA4 See also 4D993.
4D980
Related Controls: W See 746.81b)(1) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entrv.
4D994
“Software”, not controlled bv 4D00 1,

...

4E001
(ECCN 4E980 controls such technology.)
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Related Controls: W Also see 4E992.
...
...
Items: a.

4E980
Related Controls: W See 746.8(b)(1) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry.
4E992
“Technology”, not controlled bv 4E001, ...
5A001
Related Controls: ... (22 CFR ’ 121.1 Categorv XI(aM4.5) or XXI). See also 5A-KJkd5A991
5A980
Related Controls: W See 746,8(b)(l) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entrv.
5B001
Related Controls: See also 3A992.a. and 58991
5B991
Telecommunications test equipment, m not controlled bv 5B00 1
513991
“Software”, not controlled by 5D001, ...
5E001
Related Controls: ... (22 CFR part 12 1. I Cateaorv XV). See also sti;cBcaffB 5E99 1.
5E991
“Technology”, not controlled bv 5E001,...
5A002
Controls: This entry does not control ...
Related Controls: See also 4A001 .b and 5A992.

...

5A992
Equipment not controlled by 4A001 .b or 5A002
Note: Per 742.8(a)(2) and 742.1O(aN2). a license is not required for reexport to Iran or Sudan
5D002
Controls: This entry does not control ...
Related Controls:
5D992

... See also 4D001 for 4A001 .b and 5D992.
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... not controlled by 4D001 for 4A001.b or 5D002
5E002
Related Controls: See also 4E001 for 4A001 .b. 4E001 for 4D001 for 4A001 .b. and 5E992.
53992
... not controlled by 4E001 for 4A001.b or 5E002
6A001
Related Controls: See also 6A018,6A991, and USML Categorv XI(a)(l.2).
6A002
Related Controls: ... (22 CFR part 121 Categorv XII(c) and XV .) ... See also 6A102,6A202,
a d 6A992,6A999.a. and 6C992. See 746.8(b)(1) for additional BIS licensing requirements re
Rwanda concerning this entrv.
6A003
Related Controls: ... (2) Also see 6A203 and 6A999.b. ...(4) See 746,8(bMl) for additional BIS
licensing requirements re Rwanda concerning this entry.
6A004
Related Controls: (
l
...
J
(22 C.F.R. part 121 Categorv XV). 2
(J See also 6A994 and 6C004. 3
(J
See 746.8(b)(1) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda concerning this entry.
6A005
Related Controls:.,, (5) ... (see 10 CFR I10 Item 8(b) and ECCN OBOOl.h.6). (6) ... (22 CFR part
121 Category XIUb).)
6AOO8
Controls: This entry does not control ...
Related Controls:
USML Categories IV(h) and XI(aM3). ...

... See also 6A 108, atte 6A998,7A006.7A106,

6A102

...

not controlled by 6A002 ...
Related Controls: W See also 6A202, 6A992.6A999.a. and USML CatePory XII(cl.
6A107
Related Controls: W See also 6A202.6A992. and USML Catenorv XII(c).
controlled by 6A007.b
a. ... -not
6A 108

not controlled by 6A008 or 7A006
...
Controls: This entry does not control ...

and
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Related Controls: ( I )
IV(h) and XI(aM3)).@J

v ... (2)
!
... (see 22 CFR part 121. ICategories
Also see 6A998.

6A202
Photomultiplier tubes, not controlled bv 6A002 or 6A102, ...
Related Controls: (
l
...J
(2) Also see 6A992. 6A999.a. and USML Catenorv XII(c).
6A203
... e h A m H h x not controlled by 6A003 or 8A002.d or .e ...
. 6A999.b
Related controls: ... (2) Also see ECCN BABB3 2,”.3 md-a-4
Y

6A205
... other than those not controlled by OB001 z.5. OB001 .h.6. or 6A005

&...

..

Related Controls: ... (2) Also see BABBsaffB 6A995 and USML Cateaorv Xll(b).

6A226
Pressure sensors, not controlled bv 2B230 or 9B008, as follows ...
6A991
Marine or terrestrial acoustic equipment-,
not controlled bv 6A001, ... m
Related Controls: W Also see USML Categorv XI(aM 1.21
Note: Per 742.8(aM2) and 742.1O(aM2). a license is not reauired for reexport to Iran or Sudan
6A992
Optical sensors, not controlled by 6A002, 6A102. or 6A202.
Related Controls: W See also USML Cateaorv XWc)
6A994
Related Controls: W Also see USML Cateaorv XV
6A995
Lasers, not controlled by OB001 .g.5,OBOOl.h.6,6A005, or 6A205
Related Controls: W See also USML Category XII(b]
6A996
“Magnetometers’*,+wiks not controlled bv 6A006, ...
6A997
Gravity meters (gravimeters) for ground use,6A998
Radar systems, equipment, and assemblies,*
7A106 (See List of Items Controlled) ...

not controlled bv 6A007

not controlled by 6A008.6A 108. 7A006. or
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Related Controls: W Also see USML Categories IV(h) and XI(aM3).
Note: Per 742.8(a)(2) and 742.1 O(a)(2), a license is not required for reexport to Iran or Sudan.

6A999
Seismic detection equipment, not controlled by 6A002.6A102.6A202.6A992. or USML
a.
Categories XII(c) or XV;
Radiation hardened TV cameras, m not controlled bv 6A003.6A203. or 8A002.d.
b.
6C004
Related Controls: See also 1C230, 1 C23 1. 1C234. and 6C994
6C994
Optical materials, not controlled bv 6C004
Related Controls: W Also see 1C234
6D001
Related Controls:

... (22 CFR part 121 Category XV). See also 6D991 and 6D992.

6D002
Related Controls: ... (22 CFR part 121 Category XV).

...

6D102
“Software”, not controlled bv 6D002, ...
Related Controls: NA4 Also see 6D991
6D103
“Software”, not controlled by 6D003, ...
Related Controls: See also 6D993
613991
“Software”, not controlled by 6D001.6D002, or 6D102, ...
6D992
“Software”, not controlled by 6D001 or 6D002, ...
6D993
Other “software” not controlled by 6D003 or 6D103, ...
6E001
Related Controls: ,.. (22 CFR part 121 Categorv XV). ... See also 6E101,6E201, aid 6 E 9 9 1 A
6E992. See 746.8(bM 1) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda concerning this
entrv.
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6E002
Related Controls: ... (22 CFR part 121 Categorv XV). ... See also 6E101, 6E201, 6E991 and
6E992. See 746.8(b)(1) for additional BIS licensinp reauirements re Rwanda concerning this
entrv.
6E101
“Technology”, not controlled bv 6E001 or 6E002, ...
6E201
“Technology”, not controlled bv 6E001 or 6E002, ,..
63991
“Technology”, not controlled bv 6E001.6E002. or 6E101, ...
63992
“Technology”, not controlled bv 6E001.6E002.6E101. or 6E201 ...
7A003
Related Controls: ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Category VIII(e)Z
7A005
... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Cateaorv XV).
Related Controls: See also 7A105 and 7A994.
7A101
Accelerometers,

not controlled by 7A00 I , ...

7A 102
... gyros,
not controlled by 7A002, ...
Related Controls: W Also see 7A994.
7A 103
... equipment and systems,
not controlled by 7A003, ...
Related Controls: (1) ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Cateaorv VINe)). (2) ... (See 22 CFR part 121
Cateaorv VIII(e)). /3) See also 7A994.
Inertial or other equipment using accelerometers or gyros controlled by 7A00 1, or 7A002
a.
for MT reasons, or 7A 101, or 7A 102 ...
7A104
... devices, & h & m + k ~not controlled by 7A004, ...
Related Controls:
... (2) See also 7A994.

a

7A105
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controlled by 7A005, ... (... 22 CFR part 121 Cateaorv XV(c1).
...
Related Controls: Also see 7A994.

7A106

...

not controlled by 7A006, ... ( ... 22 CFR part 121 Cateaorv IV(h)).

Related Controls: Also see 7A994.

7A994
€Mwnavigation direction finding equipment, airborne communication equipment, 4aircraft
i ,and ecker avionic
inertial navigation equipment f
equipment, including parts and components, ~ ; e ; fnot
:
controlled bv 5A00 I. 5A I O I. 5A99 I
6A008.6A 1OS. 6A998, 7A00 1-7A007.7AlO 1-7A 106,7A 115-7A I 16. or 9A99 I
Related Controls: ... (22 CFR part 121 Cateaorv XV) ...
Note: Per 742.8(a)(2) and 742.1 O(a)(2), a license is not required for reexport to lran or Sudan
%

7B001
Test, calibration or alignment equipment specially designed for equipment controlled by 7A
@we+W@Q 7A001 to 7A006. 7A116. or 7A117, including items, or portions thereof. subiect
to the export licensing authoritv of the U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade
Controls
(7A101 to 7A104 are omitted, because MTCR 9.B.1. controls test
equipment used “with”, not “for,” equipment specified in 9.A. and this equipment
is covered by 7B 101; 7A105,7A106, and 7A 1 15 are omitted, because MTCR I 1
does not control any test equipment; 7A I 16 and 7A117 are included to conform
with MTCR 2.B.1., 2.B.2., and 10.B.l.)
NS applies to e&k-e&y equipment
.
specially designed for 7A001 to 7A006
Controls: This entrv does not control ...
Related Controls: 0 See also 7B002.7B003. 7B101,7B102,7B103,7B104 and 7B994.
7B003
suecially designed for 7A00 1 to 7A006
NS applies toetttireefflrqr eauiDment
.

Controls: This entrv includes ...
Related Controls: 0 See also

7B002.7B101-7B 104, and 7B994.

7B101

..

...

7B00 1I

not controlled bv 2B0 18,2B 1 19 to 2B 122, ...
... 7
Controls: This entrv includes ... 7B001-7B003 ttRB or 7B 102
Related Controls: &See
l also 1
, 78994.-

7B102
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.., -not
controlled by 7B002 ...
Related Controls: W Also see 7B994
7B103
Specially designed “production facilities”, not controlled bv 2B018.2D018. or 2E0 18.a or .b for
equipment controlled by 7A 1 17.
11
r
.-c v

&..

171

Related Controls: pu14 Also see 7B994.

7B994
QhwSquiprnent, not controlled bv 2B0 18.2B 1 19 to 2B 122.6B008.6B 1 08. 7B00 1-7B003 or
7B 101-7B103, ...
7D001
Related Controls: (1 ) See also 7 D 0 0 3 , W 7D 102. 7D 103, and 7D994. (2) The software
related to .., e 4 B - W ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Categories VI11 and XV.) (3) ... (see 22 CFR part
121 Categorv VIII.)
7D002
Controls: This entrv does not control ...
Related Controls: 0 See also 7D003.7D 101I 7D102, and 7D994.
f3cM&€k

7D003
Related Controls: See also 7D00 1, 7D002.7D 101,7D102,7D 103 and 7D994.
7D101
“Software”, not controlled bv 7D002 or 7D003, ...
Related Controls: (1) The software related to ... fx-XH43... ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Categories
IV. VIII, XII. and XV.) (2) ... (See 22 CFR part 12 1 Categorv XV.) (3) See also 7D994.
7D102
Integration “software”, not controlled bv 7D001.7D002 or 7D003, ...
Related Controls:
.,.(See 22 CFR part 121 Category XV.) (2) See also 7D994.

a

7D103
“Software”, not controlled bv 7D00 1 or 7D003, ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Cateaorv IV.)
Related Controls: See also 7D994.
7D994
“Software”, -not
controlled bv 5D001,5D101,6D001-6D003.6D102-6D103.7D0017D003. or 7D101-7D103, ...
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7E001
Related Controls: ( 1 ) See also 7E004,7E101, 7E104, and 78994. (2) The “technology” related to
... 7€3-W3...(see 22 CFR part 121 Categories IV, VIII. and XV).
7E002
Related Controls: (1) See also 7 E 0 0 4 . 7 E 1 0 1 , ~
7E104, and 78994. (2) The “technology”
related to ... 7W-W ... (see 22 CFR part 121 Categories IV. VIII. and XV).
7E003
Controls: This entry does not control ...
Related Controls: See also 7E101. 7E102,7E994, and USML Category VIII.
7E004
Related Controls: See also 7 E 0 0 1 , 7 E 0 0 2 . 7 E 1 0, 1 , ~7E994 and USML Category VIII.

7E101
“Technology” not controlled bv 7E00 I -7E004, ...
Related Controls: (1) The “technology” related to ... X34-03... (See 22 CFR part 121 Categories
IV, VIII. and XV.). (2) ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Category VIII.).
7E104
Design “technology”, not controlled bv 7E004.b.5, ... See 22 CFR part 121.1 Categories IV and
VIII.).
7E994
“Technology”,
not controlled bv 5E001, 5E101.5EI 11.6E001,6E002.6E101.7E0017E004.7E101.7E102, or 7E104, ...
8A00 1
Related Controls: (lJ ... (2) See also USML Category XX.

8A002
Systems and equipment not controlled bv 8A0 18, as follows ...
Related Controls: ... Also see 2B007.2B207, 28997.6A003.6A203, and USML Categories
VI(e.0 and XIII(cM 1).
8A018
Related Controls: (lJ See also 8A002, i
d8A992,9A002. and USML Cateaorv VI(e,D. (2) See
746.8(bMl) for additional BIS licensing reauirements re Rwanda concerning this entry.
8A992
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Related Controls: See also 8A882Ewc8ABcsUSML Category VI(f).

8D001
’’Software” not controlled by 8D018 ...
Related Controls: p(cA See also 8D992 and USML Category VI(a).
8D002
Related Controls: See also 8D992 and USML Category VI(g).

8D018

“Software” specially designed or modified for the “development”. “production”. or “use” of
8A018.
Related Controls: (1) See also 8D992. 9D001-9D004. and USML Cateeorv VI(a). (2) See
746.8(b)(l) for additional BIS licensing reauirements re Rwanda concernine this entry.

8D992
“Software” not controlled by 8D002 or 8D018 ...
8E001
“Technology” not controlled bv 8E018, ...
Related Controls: M4 See also 8E992 and USML Category VI(g).
8E002
Related Controls: See also 8E992 and USML CatePory VI(a).

8E018
“Technology” according to the General Technology Note for the “development”. “production”,
or “use” of 8A018.
Related Controls: (1) See also 8E992 and USML Category VI(d. (2) See 746.8(bMl) for
additional BIS licensing reauirements re Rwanda concerning this entry.

8E992
“Technology”, not controlled bv 8E001 or 8E018, ...
9A001
Aero gas turbine engines, not controlled bv 9AO18.a.2, ...
Related Controls: See also 9A003.9A011,9A101, aid 9A991, and USML Catevory VIIKb).
9A002
Related Controls: W See also 8A018 and USML Categow VI(e.Q.
9A003
Specially designed assemblies and components, not controlled bv 9A018.a.4,
Related Controls: M4 See also 9A001.

...
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9A004
Related Controls: (1) See also 9A104,9A115. and USML Categories IV(b) and XV(a).

...

9A005
... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Categorv M a l . )
Related Controls: See also 9A IO5
9A006
... (... See 22 CFR part 121 Category IV(b)).
Related Controls: See also 9A 106 and 9A 108.
9A007
... ( ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Categorv IV(a1).
Related Controls: See also 9A107.
9A008
... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Categorv IV(b)).
Related Controls: See also 9A 1OS.
9A009
... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 CatePorv IV(a)).
Related Controls: See also 9A109.
9A010
... ( ... See 22 CFR part 12 1 Category IV(b)).
Related Controls: See also 1A002 and 9A110.
9A011
... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Categories IV(a) and VIIIfb)).
Related Controls: See also 9A 1 1 1.
9A018
Related Controls:
...(2) See also 9A001.9A003.9A991.9A992 and USML Categories
VII(a-f) and IX(a). (3) See 746,8(b)(1) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entry.
9A101

...

Related Controls:

not controlled by 9A001 ...

a... (see 22 CFR part 121 Category IV). (2) See also 9A991.

9A 104
... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Category IV(a)).
Related Controls: See also 9A012.
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9A105
Liquid propellant rocket engines, not controlled bv 9A005. ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Category

IV(a).)
9A 106

...-not

Related Controls:

9A107

... -not

9A108

... -not

controlled by 9A006 ...
... (See 22 CFR part 121 Category IVlb).)
controlled by 9A007 ... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Category IV(a).)
controlled by 9A008 ... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Category IV(b).)

9A109
... etket.-(kaff(kese not controlled by 9A009 ... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Category IV(a).)
Related Controls: See also 9A105.
9A110

...-not
controlled by 1A002 or 9A010 ...
Related Controls: (1) See also -l&@
lCOl0&
and 1C210. (2)
CFR part 121 Category IV(a)).

... Department of State (see 22

9A111

... ( ... See 22 CFR part

121 Category IV(aZ)
Related Controls: See also 9A011.

9A115
Launch support equipment, not controlled bv 9A001 or 9A004-9AO11, designed or modified for
“missiles”. ( ... , See 22 CFR part 121 Category IV(b).)
9A116

... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Categow IV(b).)

9A117

... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Category IV(b).)

9A118

... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Category IV(bL)

9A119

... ( ... See 22 CFR part 121 Category IV(bb)
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9A980
Related Controls: PIkZ See 746.8(bMl) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda
concerning this entrv.
9A990
Related Controls: PIkZ See also USML Category VIIM.
Note: Per 742.8(aM2) and 742.10(a)(2). a license is not required for reexport of 9A990.a or .b to
Iran or Sudan
9A991
“Aircraft”, m not controlled bv 9A018 or USML Categorv VIII, and gas turbine engines, not
controlled by 9A001 or 9A101 or USML Category VIII, and parts and components, m
controlled bv 6AOO8,6A 108.7A00 1-7A004.7A006.7A 101-7A 104. or 9A003 or USML
Categorv VI11
Note: Per 742.8faM2)and 742.10(aM21. a license is not required for reexport of 9A991 .d or .e to
Iran or Sudan
9A992
... use, not controlled bv 9A018.e
Related Controls: N44 See also USML Catenorv VI11
9B001
Related Controls: 111 ... 9B I 15 and 9B 1 16. Q) See also 9B002,9B003.9B004,9B009. and
9899 1.
9B002
Related Controls: W See also 9B00119B003. 9B004,9B009,9B 1 15.9B 1 16. and 9B991.
9B003
Related Controls: See also 9B001,9B002.9B004.9B009,9B 1 15,9B 1 I 6, and 9899 1.
9B004
Related Controls: PIkZ See also 9B002.9B003. 9B004.9B009.9BI 15.9B116, and 98991.
9B005
Related Controls: See also 9B007,9B 105.9D004.a. and 9E003.b. 1.
9B006
Acoustic vibration test equipment, not controlled bv lBOl8.b, ...
Related Controls: See also 2B 1 1 6.9B007,9B 106, and 9B990. P
(As in other potential overlap situations, 9B 106 should not control what is controlled by

9B006.)
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9B007
Related Controls:
9B990

See also 1 BO1 8.b. 2B 1 16, 9B005.9B006.9B008,9B 105.9B 106. and

9BOO8
Related Controls: W See also 2B230 and 6A226
9B009
Related Controls: W See also 9B001-9B004. and 9B991.
9B105
Related Controls: See also 98005 and 9B007
9B106
Environmental chambers and anechoic chambers, not contrc’k bv 1B018.bor B006, ...
Related Controls: W See also 2B 1 I6 and 9B990.
9B115
,.. “production equipment”, not controlled bv 1B003.2B018. or 9B001-9B004 ...
Controls: Although ... BIS.
... . Also see 9B009 and 9B991.
Related Controls:
9B116
Specially designed “production facilities”, not controlled bv 2B018.2D018. 2E018.a or .b. or
9B001-9B004 for ...
9B990

... M

not controlled by 2B018.2BI 16,9B006, or 9B106

9B991
... not controlled by 9B001-9B004.9B009, or 9B115
9c110
Resin impregnated fiber prepregs and metal coated fiber preforms therefor, not controlled by
lCOlO.e, ...
9D00 1
Related Controls: (1) ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Category XV.) (2) ... (See 22 CFR part 121
Categories IV. VIII. and XV.) (3) Also see 9D004.9D990, and 9D991.
9D002
Related Controls: (1) ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Category XV.) (2) ... (See 22 CFR part 121
Categories IV. VIII. and XV.) (3) See also 9D004.9D103,9D990. and 9D991.
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9D003
Related Controls: (1) See also 9D004.9D I O 1.9D 102,9D 103,9D990, and 9D99 I . (2) ... (See 22
CFR part 121 Category XV.) (3) ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Categories IV. VIII. and XV.)
9D004
Related Controls: W See also 9D00 1 -9D003.9D IO 1, 9D104.9DI 05.9D990. and 9D99 1.
9D018
“Software” speciallv designed for the “development”. “Droduction”. or “use” of equipment
controlled by 9A018.
Related Controls: W 1) See also 9D990.9D99 I and USML Catepories VII. VIII, and IX. (2)
See 746.8(b)(I) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda concerning this entrv.
9D101
“Software”, not controlled bv 2D018, 9D003 or 9D004, ...
Related Controls: W(I See also 2D101.9D102.9D990.9D991 and USML Categories IV,
VIII, and XV.
9D 103
“Software”, not controlled bv 9D001-9D003, ... (... See 22 CFR part 121 Categorv IV.)
Related Controls: See also 9D990 and 9D99 1,
9D104
“Software”, not controlled bv 9D003 or 9D004, ...
Related Controls: (
I
J
“Software” for items controlled by 9A005 ... (see 22 CFR part 121
CatePory IV.) (2) For other related “software”. see also 9D 10 I19D990,9D991. and USML
Categories IV. VIII. and XV.
9D 105
... (... See 22 CFR part I2 1 Catenorv IV.)
9D990
“Software”, w not controlled bv 2DOI 8.2D10 1.9D00 1,9D002,9D10I , or USML Catevory
VI1

-9

9D991
“Software”, not controlled bv 6D001.6D002.6D102.6D103. 7D00 1 -7D003. 7D 10 I , 7D 102,
9D001-9D004.9DO18.9D101.9D104. or USML Category VIII, ...
9E001
... controlled by 9A-€K&e 9A001.b ... or 9D (except 9D018.9D990, or 9D991)
NS applies ... controlled by 9A40-h9A001 .b. 9A004 to 9AO12, ...
Related Controls: (1) ... (2) ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Category XV.) (3) ... (See 22 CFR part 121
Categories IV. VIII, and XV.) (4) See also 9E003.9E018,9E990. and 9E991
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9E002
... controlled by !&A-QWe9A001.b
“technology” for items controlled by 9A0011 .b. 9A004 to 9A0 1 1,
NS applies to
9B00 1 to 9B0 10
Related Controls: (1) See also 9E4-02
(2) ... (3) ... 22
CFR part 121 Category XV.) (4) ... (See 22 CFR part 121 Categories 1V. VIII. and XV.)
9E003
Related Controls: (1)
(2)

.., Department of State (see 22 CFR Dart 121 Categories IV, VIII. and XV.)

1..

9E018
Related Controls: W (1) See also 9E990.9E991. and USML Categories VII. VIII, and 1X. (2)
See 746.8(bM1) for additional BIS licensing requirements re Rwanda concerning this entry.
9E101
“Technology”>not controlled by 9E001-9E003 ...
... (see 22 CFR part 121 Cateeory IV.). J2) See also 9E990 and 9E99 I
Related Controls:
9E102
“Technology”, not controlled by 2E0 18 or 9E00 1-9E003, ...
Controls: For the Durpose of this en try. “use” technology is limited to items controlled for MT
and their subsystems.
. . .
i
Related Controls: (1) f
...
... (see 22 CFR part
121.1 Category 1V.)- (2) See also 9E990.
LL

99

93990
“Technology”, m not controlled bv 2EO18,2E101,9E001,9E002.9E018.9E102. or USML
Categorv VII, ...
93991
“Technology”, not controlled by 6E00 1.6E002.6E 101.7E001-7E004,7E I 0 1.9E00 I -9E003,
9E018,9E101.9E102. or USML Category VIII, ...

Attachment 8

Harmonization wtih Wassenaar
Wassenaar Dual-Use List vs. ECCNs xxOO1-xxO12

1B003
Unit: €%+pwx&
Tools in number; fmqxmn&dies, molds, or fixtures in $ value.
2B001
Unit: €yipme& Machine tools in number; 7
*
deep-ho le-dri11i ng machine
components in $ value.
2B003
Unit: l%+pme& Machine tools in number; pa&s components. controls, and accessories in $
value
2B004
Unit: 4kpipm~
Presses in number; pa&s comuonents and accessories in $ value.
2B009
... and having all

’

’

of the following (see List of Items Controlled):

4A001
Unit: IZqwpm~Computers and related eauiument in number; 7
“electronic assemblies” and components in $ value.
4A003
Unit: Qwpment Computers and related equipment in number; 7
“electronic assemblies” and components in $ value.
b.
Having the characteristics or performing functions exceeding the limits in Category 5 ,
Part 2 (“Information Security”).
Note: 4A001 .b does not control electronic computers and related eauipment when
accompanying their user for the user’s Personal use..
(4A001 .b is covered by 5A002. Wassenaar should delete 4.A. 1.b and
move its Note to 5.A.2.)
4A004
Unit: fZq&pwt Computers and related equipment in number; 7
“electronic assemblies” and commnents in $ value.
4D003
C.

“Software” having characteristics or performing functions exceeding the limits in
Category 5 , Part 2 (“Information Security”).

Note: 4D003.c does not control “software” when accomDanving its user for the user’s
personal use.
(4D003.c is covered by 5D002. Wassenaar should delete 4.D.3.c and
move its Note to 5D002.)

5B001
Unit: Equipment in number; pi& comDonents and accessories in $ value

SA002
Note: 5A002 does not control commodities elieible for the CrvDtograPhv Note (see Category 5
Part 2 Note 3L
JD002

(This Note differs not only from Wassenaar but also from various EAR
provisions which treat encryption software as software, rather than as a
commodity.)
(Wassenaar does not control publicly available encryption software. To
conform with Wassenaar in this respect, parts 734 and 732.2(b) would also have
to be revised.)

(To conform with Wassenaar in this respect, 740.8,740.17, and 742.15
would also have to be revised.)

6A002
Unit: Equipment, detectors, and sensors in number; pi& comwnents
value
6A004
Unit: Equipment in number;

. in$

; components in $ value

6A005
Unit: Equipment in number; 7
“lasers”.assemblies and components in §!
value

3

7A005
Global navigation satellite systems (Le., GPS or GLONASS) receiving equipment having any of
the followinv characteristics, and specially designed components therefor:
a.
Emdoving decryption: or
b.
A null-steerable antenna
7B001
NS applies to e&w-e&y portion of 7B001 for 7A001-7A004 and 7A006

7B003
NS applies to e&w-e&y portion of 7B003 for 7A001-7A004 and 7A006
Move and revise Related Controls (2) to a Note, as follows:
Note. This entry includes 1

$
...
st&tim.

(To conform with 7.B.3. Note.)
7D001
NS applies to “software” for equipment controlled by 7A001 to 7A004, 7A006, the NS Dortion
of 7B001,7B002, or the NS Dortion of 7B003
7E001
NS applies to “technology” for items controlled by 7A001 to
the NS portion of 7B001.7B002. the NS Dortion of 7B003,
7D001.7D002. or 7D003

-

7A006,

,the NS portion of

7E002
NS applies to “technology” for items controlled by 7A001 to 7++@&& 7A006,
the NS portion of 7B001.7B002. or the NS portion of 7B003,
8A001
Unit:

*

number-

9A001
Unit:

*

number-

9A004
Unit:

*

n

* .

. .
u

m

b

e

. .r

a

9A006
Systems and components specially designed for liquid rocket propulsion systems, as follows:
Items:
Cryogenic refriperators. flightweight dewars. cryogenic heat pipes or cryogenic systems
a.

4
suecially designed for use in space vehicles and capable of restricting cryogenic fluid
losses to less than 30% per year;
Cryogenic containers or closed-cycle refrigeration systems capable of providing
I73OC) or less for “aircraft” cauable of sustained flight at speeds
temperatures of 100 K !exceeding Mach 3. launch vehicles or “spacecraft”;
Slush hydrogen storage or transfer systems;
High uressure !exceeding 17.5 Mpa) turbo Dumps, Dump components or their associated
gas generator or expander cycle turbine drive svstems;
High-uressure (exceeding 10.6Mua) thrust chambers and nozzles therefor;
Prouellant storage systems using the urinciple of capillary containment or positive
exuulsion !Le., with flexible bladders);
Liquid propellant iniectors, with individual orifices of 0.381 mm or smaller in diameter
(an area of 1.14x IO” cm2or smaller for non-circular orifices) specially designed for
liquid rocket engines;
One-Piece carbon-carbon thrust chambers or one-piece carbon-carbon exit cones with
densities exceeding 1.4g/cm3 and tensile strengths exceeding 48 MPa.

9A007
Solid rocket propulsion systems with any of the following:
-a
Total imDulse caDacity exceeding I. I Mns;
b.
Specific impulse of 2.4kNs/kg or more when the nozzle flow is expanded to ambient sea
level conditions for an adiusted chamber uressure of 7 Mpa;
C.
Stage mass fractions exceeding 88% and uropellant solid loadings exceeding 86%;
d.
Any of the components controlled by 9A008; or
e.
Insulation and propellant bonding systems using direct-bonded motor designs to provide
a strong mechanical bond or a barrier to chemical migration between the solid propellant
and case insulation material.
Technical Note
For the Purposes of 9A007.e. a strong mechanical bond means bond strength equal to or
more than Propellant strength.
9A008
Components, as follows, specially designed for solid rocket propulsion systems: ...
Items:
Insulation and Dropellant bonding systems using liners to urovide a strong mechanical
a.
bond or a barrier to chemical migration between the solid propellant and case insulation
material;
Technical Note: For the purposes of 9A008.a.. a strong mechanical bond means bond
strength eaual to or more than propellant strength.
Filament-wound
“composite” motor cases exceeding 0.61 m in diameter or having
b.
structural efficiency ratios !PV/W) exceeding 25 km.
Technical Note: The structural efficiency ratio !PV/W) is the burst pressure (P)
multiplied by the vessel volume (VI divided by the total pressure vessel weight (W).
Nozzles with thrust levels exceeding 45 kN or nozzle throat erosion rates of less than
c.
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d.

0.075 mm/s;
Movable nozzle or secondary fluid iniection thrust vector control svstems capable of any
of the followinp:
d. I , Omni-axial movement exceeding + or - 5”;
d.2. Angular vector rotations of 20°/s or more; or
d.3. Angular vector accelerations of 40°/s2 or more.

9A009
Hybrid rocket propulsion systems yit&
Items:
Total impulse cauacitv exceeding 1.1 Mns; or
a.
Thrust levels exceeding 220 kN in vacuum exit conditions.
-b

-

9A010
... or “spacecraft”, as follows: ...
Items:
Comuonents and structures each exceeding 10 ka. speciallv designed for launch vehicles
a,
manufactured using metal “matrix”. “composite”, organic “composite”, ceramic “matrix”
or intermetallic reinforced materials controlled by 1C007 or 1C010;
Note: The weight cut-off is,not relevant for nose cones.
Components and structures specially designed for launch vehicle propulsion svstems
b.
controlled by 9A005 to 9A009 manufactured using metal matrix. comDosite. organic
composite, ceramic matrix or intermetallic reinforced materials controlled bv 1COO7 or
1CO10;

c.
d.

Structural components and isolation svstems sueciallv designed to control actively the
dvnamic response or distortion of “suacecrafl” structures;
Pulsed licluid rocket engines with thrust-to-weight ratios equal to or more than 1 kN/kq
and a resDonse time (the time reauired to achieve 90% of total rated thrust from start-up)
of less than 30 ms.

9B009
Unit: Eq+mw-m

numbe-r

. .

9D001
Related Controls: (1) “Software” %qwi+xPswciallv desianed or modified ... (2) “Software”
%eq+we& suecially designed or modified ...
9D002
Related Controls: (1) “Software” %eq+k& speciallv desimed or modified
%eqwe# speciallv designed or modified ...

...(2) “Software”

9D003
NS applies to “software” for “use” of FADEC for equipment controlled by 9A00 1 to 9A003,

6
9A005.9A007.9A009, or 9A011 and for eauipment controlled bv 9B001 to 98009
Related Controls: ... (2) “Software” %xpike# specially desimed or modified ...

9E001
Related Definition:
... N/A
(Note at beginning of E. Technology makes 9E00 1 Related Definition redundant.)
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Wassenaar Munitions List vs. ECCNs xx018

OAOl8
* .
a.
Construction equipment
,specially designed for aiAeiw
kmspwt militarv use, and specially designed 7
*
components therefor
(For consistency with WML 17.b)
C.

(This item is not on the WML)

OD018

“Software” speciallv designed or modified for the ”development, ‘jxoduction” or “use” of
eauiDment controlled by OA018.b. c, or f
(For consistency with WML 21 .a. Also note that a separate ECCN OD0 I8
would bring this software under the controls described in 746.8(b)( I)(ii), as is
probably intended.)
~~~

OE018
”Technology” according to the General Technolonv Note for the “development”, “production” or
. OAO18.a. b. or d or for OD018
“use“ of items controlled by
(For consistency with WML 22)
4-zwl8

(1B018 should be deleted in its entirety, because it is subsumed by 2B018 if
2B018 is revised, as suggested below, to conform with WDUL 18.a and .b)

1C018

Note: 1 CO 18.a does not control perforators speciallv desirined for oil well logging.
j.
k.

7
“Militarv pyrotechnics” having dual military and commercial use ...
Other commercial explosive devices and charges ... V
...
(Note to a. is for consistency with WML 8 Note 4.
“Military pyrotechnics” is for consistency with WML 4.a. and “having
dual military and commercial use” is for consistency with the USML Category V
exception. Also see suggested change to 1A984 in Appendix 4-3.
Deletion of “when used for commercial applicatjons”is for consistency
with the following portion of ITAR 22 CFR 120.3: “The intended use of the
article or service after its export (;.e., for a military or civilian purpose) is not

7
relevant in determining whether the article or service is subject to the controls of
this subchapter." Also see suggested change to 1C992 in Appendix 4-3.)

1D018
"Software" specially designed or modified for the "development, "production" or "use" of items
controlled by 4-WX-8 1CO 18
(For consistency with WML 2 I .a and with proposed transfer of 1 BO I8 to
2B018.)
1EO0 1
"Technology" ... for ... 1C (except lCOl8, ...).
NS applies to "technology" for items controlled by ... lCOOl to W IC01 l+x4€044
(Technology for 1CO18 should be in a separate 1 E01 8, because of
regulations, such as 746.8(b)( I )(ii), which refer to "items described by ECCNs
ending in "01 ,'I.)

1E018
"Technologv" according to the General Technology Note for the "develoDment". "Droduction" or
"use" of items controlled bv 1C018 or 1DO18
(For consistency with WML 22. Also note that a separate ECCN lEOl8
would bring this technology under the controls described in 746.8(b)( l)(ii), as is
probably intended.)

2B018

..
3
Munitions production

Unit: Equipment in number; 7
components in $ value
Items: delete and substitute:
Specially designed or modified "production" equipment for the "production'' of products
a.
controlled bv the U.S.Munitions List (22 CFR 121) or bv ECCNs on the CCL with last
two digits "1 8" and s~eciallvdesigned components therefor;
Specially designed environmental test facilities and sueciallv designed eauiument
b.
therefor, for the certification, qualification. or testing of products controlled by the U.S.
Munitions List (22 CFR 121) or bv ECCNs on the CCL with last two digits 18".
Note: 2B018 includes the following equipment:
a.
Continuous nitrators;
Centrifugal testinp apparatus or eauiument having any of the following characteristics:
b.
1.
Driven by a motor or motors having a total rated horsepower of more than 298
kW (400 hp);
2.
Cauable of carrving a payload of 1 13 ke or more: or
3.
Capable of exerting a centrifugal acceleration of 8 or more on a payload of 91
kg or more;
C.
Dehydration presses;
Screw extruders specially desiened or modified for military explosive extrusion;
d.
Cutting machines for the sizing of extruded propellants;
e.

8

f.
g,
h.

-1.

i.

Sweetie barrels (tumblers) 1.85 m and over in diameter and having over 227 kg product
cauacitv;
Continuous mixers for solid propellants;
Fluid energy mills for grinding or milling the ingredients of military explosives;
Eauipment to achieve both sphericitv and uniform particle size in metal uowder listed in
22 CFR 121.12 (a)(l);
Convection current converters for the conversion of materials listed in 22 CFR
121.12(aMlO).
(The above would permit deletion of 1BO1 8)

2E001
... 2B (except 2B018, ...
2E002
... 2 8 (except 2801 8, ...
2E018 “Technologv”as follows:
“Technology” according to the General Technologv Note for the “development”,
a,
“production” or “use” of equipment controlled by 2B018 and for the “urnduction” of
commodities or software controlled bv the U.S. Munitions List (22 CFR 121.1) or by
ECCNs on the CCL with last two digits “1 8”
“Technology” specific to the design of. the assembly of components into, and the
b.
operation, maintenance and reuair of complete production installations even if the
components themselves are not controlled
(To conform with WML 22 and with USML coverage of development or
use technology for USML-listed commodities or software.)
8AO18
.a.

b. 1
b.2
b.3

(covered by USML Category XIII(c))
Diesel engines of 1,500 hp and over with rotary speed of 700 rpm or over specially
designed for submarines, and sueciallv designed components therefor
(To conform with WML 9.b.l)
Electric motors specially designed for submarines, Le., over 1,000 hp. quick reversing
type, liquid cooled, and totally enclosed, and specially desiyned components therefor
(To conform with WML 9.b.2)
Nonmagnetic diesel engines, 50 hp and over, specially designed for military purposes;

. .
content d in excess of 75 percent of total
comuonents therefor

with nonmagnetic
ma^^ and specially desimed

9

b.4

(To conform with WML 9.b.3)
Submarine and torpedo nets and specially designed components therefor
(To conform with WML 9.d)

B,5

(WML 9 portion moved to b.1-4)

8D018

"Software" specially designed or modified for the "development." "production" or "use" of
equipment controlled by 8A018
(To conform with WML 2 1 .a. Also note that a separate ECCN 8D0 I 8
would bring this software under the controls described in 746,8(b)(l)(ii), as is
probably intended.)

8E018
"Technologv" according to the General Technology Note for the "develoument", "production" or
use'' of items controlled by 8A0 1 8 or 8DO18
(For consistency with WML 22. Also note that a separate ECCN 8E018
would bring this technology under the controls described in 746.8(b)( I)(ii) and
746.9(b)( l)(ii), as is probably intended.)

'I

9A018
b.
Vehicles specially designed or modified for military pwpeses use_ ...
(To conform with WML 6)
Pressure refuellers, pressure refueling equipment, aRB equipment specially designed to
c.
facilitate operations in confined areast and ground equipmentdeveloped specially
for military "aircraft! 1
...
(To conform with WML 1O.f; the definition of "aircraft" includes
helicopters)
d.
Pressurized breathing equipment specially designed for use in military :aircraft: BRQ
e.

f.

-

y

Military parachutes

3
except

parachutes for uin Point dropuing of rangers or dropuing of paratroouers. cargo
parachutes, paragliders (drag uarachutes. drogue Darachutes for stabilization and attitude
control of droupinp bodies, e x . , recovery capsules. eiection seats, bombs). drogue
parachutes for use with eiection seat systems for deployment and inflation sequence
regulation of emergency uarachutes, recovery parachutes for guided missiles. drones or
space vehicles. or apuroach parachutes and landing deceleration parachutes. all of which
are subiect to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State. Directorate
of Defense Trade Controls. (See 22 C.F.R. uarts 120 through 1301
(To conform with WML 10.h.7; assumes WML 10.h.l-6 are covered by USML)
Military instrument flight trainers, except for combat simulation; and components&aehw&s and accessories specially designed for such equipment
(To conform with WML 14)

9D018
"Software"specially designed or modified for the "develoument,"Droduction"or "use"of
equipment controlled by 9A018
(To conform with WML 21 .a)

9E018
"Technology"according to the General Technologv Note for the "development","production"or
''use''of eqt+me& items controlled by 9A018 or 9D018

Attachment 9

Harmonization with MTCR
Also see Attachment 1 for recommended changes in cross-references involving MT items.
Also see Attachment 2 for unilateral MT controls to Iraq for 150 km range missiles.
This Attachment 9 contains recommendations concerning the Missile Technology Control
Regime, or MTCR (referred to as MT on the CCL), divided into the following four parts:
1,
Commodity jurisdiction
2.
Subsystems
3.
MT portions of Wassenaar-based ECCNs
4.
MT only ECCNs
Recommended changes from existing texts are indicated by line-in underlining or ke-e&

1.

Commodity iurisdiction

ITAR section 22 CFR 12 1.16 is an attempt to comply with a statutory mandate to indicate which
items on the Missile Technology Control Regime Annex are subject to State jurisdiction. It is
based on an out-of-date MTCR Annex and does not indicate which USML and/or CCI, items
correspond with each of the MTCR items. What follows is an analysis of which USML Category
and/or which CCL ECCN appear to correspond with each current MTCR item.
In almost all cases, CCL language uses MTCR terminology. However, for most of the MTCR
items controlled by ITAR, the USML uses different terminology. Therefore, there is room for
doubt whether the ITAR administrators agree with the indicated USML Category references.
For some MTCR items no citation in either the USML or the CCL was found, either for the
entire item or for part of the item. These are marked with a single asterisk in the following table
and are discussed in more detail immediately after the table. Both agencies clearly claim
jurisdiction for one MTCR item. This is marked with both USML and CCL citations and a
double asterisk and is discussed at the end of the table under concurrent jurisdiction. It is
recommended that priority attention be given to resolving jurisdictional questions regarding
these single and double asterisk entries.
Some MTCR items with both USML and CCL citations are not marked with a double asterisk.
These are covered in part by the USML and in a different part by the CCL.
MTCR General
USML CCL
Item
Description
Category
1 .A. 1 Rocket systems 500 kg 300 km
IV.a,b
1.A.2 Unmanned airvehicle systems 500 kg 300 km
V1Il.a
* 1.B. 1 Production facilities for 1.A

ECCN

* 1 .D. 1 Software for 1.B. 1
1.D.2 Coordination software
1 .E. 1 Technology for 1A; 1D2
*1.E.1 Technology for 1BI; 1D1

IV.i, VII1.i
1V.i. VII1.i

2.A. 1.aRocket stages for l.A
Heat shields
2.A. 1.b. 1
2.A. 1.b.2
Heat sinks
Electronic equipment
2.A. 1.b.3
2.A. 1.cRocket motors and engines
2.A. 1.dGuidance sets
2.A.1 .eThrust vector control sub-systems
Safing, arming, fuzing, firing
*2.A. 1 .f
2.8.1 Production facilities for 2Ala-e

IV.c,h
IV.c,h
IV.c,f,h
XI.a.7
IV.c,h
X1I.d
IV.c,h
9B 1 16,9B007,
7B103,7BOOI

*2.B. 1 Production facilities for 2A1 f.
2.B.2 Production equipment for 2Ala-e
*2.B.2
2.D. 1
2.D.2
2.D.3
2.D.4
2.D.5
2.D.6
2.E.1
2.E. 1
2.E.1
2.E.1

Production equipment for 2Alf
Software for 2B1
Software for 2Alc
Software for 2Ald
Software for 2Alb3
Software for 2Ale
Software for 2A1 f
Technology for 2Ala, b1,2, c,e,f; 2D2,5,6
Technology for 2A1b3; 2D4
Technology for 2Ald; 2D3
Technology for 2B1; 2D1

2.E. 1
2.E.l
2.E. 1
2.E. 1

Technology for 2B 1
Technology for 2B; 2D1
Technology for 2B
Technology for 2B2

3.A. 1
3.A.2
3.A.3
3.A.4
3.A.5
3.A.6
3.A.7
3.B.1
3.B.2

Engines
Ramjet/scramjet/pulsejet/combinedcycle engines
Rocket motor cases
Staging mechanisms
Liquid and slurry propellant control systems
Hybrid rocket motors
Radial ball bearings
Production facilities for 3A; 3C
Production equipment for 3A, 3C

9B 1 I5,9B007,
2B018,7B001
9DIOI, 7D101
lV.i
XI1.f
X1.d
1V.i
1V.i
IV. 1
X1.d
XI1.f
7E101,7E102
7E00 1
7E002
9E 102,9E00 1
9E002
2E018
IV.h,VIII.b
IV.h, VII1.b
1V.h
IV.c,h

9A001,9A101

9A 106.d
1V.h
2A00 1
9B 1 16,9B001 -4,
9B115,9B001-4

3
3.B.3
3.C. 1
3.C.2
3.D. 1
3.D. 1
3.D.2
3.D.2
3.D.2
3.D.3
3.E. I
3.E.1
3.E. 1
3.E. I
3.E.1
3.E. 1

Flow forming machines
Interior lining
Insulation
Software for 3B 1
Software for 3B3
S o h a r e for 3A I ,2,4,6
Software for 3A I ,4
Software for 3A 1,5
Software for 3A2,3,4
Technology for 3A 1-4,6; 3C1,2;
3D2 for 3A 1,2,4,6; 3D3
Technology for 3A 1,2; 3D2 for 3A 1,4
Technology for 3A 1 3 ; 3B I ,2; 3D2 for 3A 1,5
Technology for 3B I ,2; 3D 1 for 3 8 I ,2;
3D2 for 3A1,5
Technology for 3B3,3D1 for 3B3
Technology for 3B3

2B109,2B009
IV.c,f,h
IV.c,f,h
9D101,9D003
2D101,2D001
1V.i
V1II.i
9D I04
9D00 1

1V.i
lV.i
VII1.i

9E101,9E102

9E00 1
2E101.2E001
2E002

4.B.1 Production equipment for item 4 liquid

1BI 15.a, 1B018.a,
2B018

4.B.2 Production equipment for item 4 solid

1B115.b, 1BO18.a,
2B018

4.B.3.a Batch mixers
4.B.3.bContinuous mixers
4.B.3.c Fluid energy mills
4.B.3.dMetal powder production equipment
*4.C. I
Composite double base propellants
4.C.2 .a hydrazine
4.C.2.bUDMH
4.C.2.c aluminum powder
4.C.2.d beryllium powder
4.C.2.dmagnesium powder

1B117
1b118
1b119
18102, I BO02
V.c.3.i-iii
V.c.3.i~
v.c.5
V.c.6.i.A
V.c.6.ii.B

4 .C.2.d zirconium powder
V.c.6.ii.B
4.C.2.dzirconium
4.C.2.e boron powder
V.c.6.ii.A
4.C.2.e boron or boron carbide
4.C.2.f
V.b.3
high energy density fuel substances
4.c.3
perchlorates, chlorates, chromates
V.d. I I
4.C.4.a. 1
dinitrogen trioxide
4.C.4.a.2
nitrogen dioxide
4.C.4.a.3
dinitrogen pentoxide
4.C.4.a.4
mixed oxides of nitrogen

1CI 1l.a.l
1C I 1 1.a.2, 1C230
1C11 l.a.2, IC01 l.a,
I C228
IC1 I I.a.2, IC01 I.a,
1C234, 1C007.d
1C11 l.a.2
1C011 .b
IC1 1 1 .a.3.a
lClll.a.3.b
1C11 l.a.3.c
I CI I 1 .a.3.d

4
V.d. IO
* *4.C.4.a.5 inhibited red fuming nitric acid
1C11 l.a.3.e
I COI 8.m
4.C.4.a.6
fluorine compounds
I C238
4.C.4.a.6
chlorine compounds
ammonium perchlorate
V.d.2
4.C.4.b. I
4.C.4.b.2
ADN
V.d. 1
V.a. 12.i
4.C.4.b.3
HMX
4.C.4.b.3
RDX
V.a.20.i
1C11 I .b.l
4.C.5.a CTPB
V.e.7
IC1 1 l.b.2
4.CS.bHTPB
V.e.6
4.C.5.c GAP
IC1 1 l.b.3
4.C.S.dPBAA
1C11 l.b.4
4.CS.ePBAN
V.f. 10
4.C.6.a. 1
MAP0
4.C.6.a.2
BlTA
V.f. 14
4.C.6.a.3
Tepanol
V.f. 17
V.f.16
4.C.6.a.4
Tepan
V.f. 14
4.C.6.a.5
polyfunctional aziridine amides
4.C.6.bTPB
V.f. 18
4.C.6.c. 1
carboranes, decaboranes, pentaboranes
V.e.2
4.C.6.c.2
ferrocene derivatives
v.f.3
V.f.3.ii
4.C .6.c.2.a
catocene
V.f.3.i
4.C.6.c.2n
butacene
4.C.6.d.l
TEGDN
IC1 1 l.c.2
4.C.6.d.2
TMETN
1C1 1 l.c.4
V.e.3
4.C.6.d .3
B"
4.C.6.d.4
DEGDN
IC 1 1 1 .c.5
4.C .6.e. 1
2-nitrodiphenylamine
lC11I.c.3
V.e. 16
4.C.6.e.2
N-methyl-p-nitroaniline
4.D. 1 Software for 4.B
ID101, IDOOI,
1DO18.2D018
1EIOI. 1E001.
4.E. 1 Technology for 4.8
I E018,2EOI 8
4.E. 1 Technology for 4C2a-f; 3; 4a4; 4bl-3; 5b,c;
V.h
6a,b; 6c 1,2,4,5; 6d3; 6e2
4.E. 1 Technology for 4C2c-e; 4al-3; 5a,b,d,e;
6c3; 6d 1,2,4; 6e 1
IEIOI, IEOOl
6.A. 1
6.A.2
6.B. 1
6.B.2
6.B.3
6.B.4
6.B.5

Composite structures
Pyrolized components
Production of structural composites
Nozzles for 6E3 processes
Hot isostatic presses
Chemical vapor desposition furnaces
Densification and pyrolysis

IV.f, XI1I.d

1A002,9A 1 IO

1V.f
IB101, lBOOl
IBI I6
2B 104.2B004
2B105
2B1 I7
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6.C. 1
6.C.2
6.C.3
6.C.4
6.C.5
6.C.6
6.C.7

Prepregs and preforms
Pyrolized materials
Graphites bulk density
Graphites pyrolytic or fibrous reinforced
Ceramic composite materials
Silicon carbide
Tungsten

6.C.7
6.C.8
6.C.9
6,C,9
6.D. 1
6.D.1
6.D. 1
6.E. 1
6.E. 1
6.E. 1
6.E. 1
6.E. 1
6.E. 1
6.E. 1

Molybdenum
Maraging steel
Titanium alloys
Titanium stabilized duplex stainless steel
Software for 68
Software for 6B3,4,5
Software for 6B3
Technology for 6A 1
Technology for 6A 1,2; 6C2
Technology for 6B or 6D
Technology for 6B1
Technology for 6B2
Technology for 6B3,4,5; 6D
Technology for 6B3,4,5

6.E.1
6.E.1
6.E.2
6.E.3

Technology for 6C1.3-9
Technology for 6C3-9
TechnoIogy to regulate autoclaves or hydroclaves
Producing pyrolytically derived materials

9.A. 1 Integrated flight instrument systems
**9.A.2
Gyro-astro compasses
9.A.3 Accelerometers threshold, linearity
9.A.4 Gyros
9.A.5 Accelerometers or gyros
9.A.6 Inertial equipment
9.A.7 Integrated navigation systems
9.B.1 Production equipment used with 9A
9.B. 1 .a. 1
Scatterometer
Reflectometer
9.B. 1 .a.2
9.B.1 .a.3
Profilometer
9.B.1 .bother specified equipment
9.B.2.a Balancing machines
9.B.2.bIndicator heads
9.B.2.c Motion simulators
9.B.2.dPositioning tables

9C110, lCOl0
1V.f
lC107.a
1C107.b
1COO7
1C107.c, 1C007.d
1C117, lC226,
1COO4
1C117
IC1 16
1coo2
1C118
IDIOI, ID001
2D101
2D00I
9E101,9E102

XIII.1
1V.i

IElOl
1 EO0 1

IE101,1EOOl
2E101,2E001
2E002

XI1.d

1EO0 1

lElOl
1E103
1E104
7A 103.b
7A 104,7A004
VIII.e, X11.d 7A101, 7A001
VIII.e, X1I.d 7A102, 7A002
XI1.d
7A001 .c, 7A002.b
VIII.e, X1I.d 7A103.a, 7A003
7A103.c
2B018
7 8 102.a, 7B002.a
7 8 102.b
7B 102.c. 7B002.b
7B101,7B003
2B119.a
2B 1 19.b
2 8 120
2B121
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9.B.2.e Centrifuges
28122,28229
9.D. 1 Software for 9A 1,3-6
X1I.f
7D002,7D003
9.D. 1 Software for 9A2-4,6
7D101
9.D. 1 Software for 9A2-4,6; 9B 1
VII1.i
9.D.1 Software for 9A3,4,6
2D101,2D018
9.D. 1 Software for 9B2
7D102.a
9.D.2 Integration software for 9A1
7D 102.b
9.D.3 Integration software for 9A6
9.E.1 Technology for 9A1,3-6; 9D1 for 9A1,3-6
X1I.f
7E101,7E001
9.E. 1 Technology for 9A2; 9B 1,9Dl for 9A2,9B1; 9D2,3
7E002,7E003
9.E. 1 Technology for 9A2; 9B1
9.E.1 Technology for 9A3,4,6; 9D1 for 9A3,4,6
V1II.i
2E018
9.E. 1 Technology for 9B 1
9.E. 1 Technology for 9B2; 9D 1 for 9B2
2E101
2E002
9.E. 1 Technology for 9B2
1V.h
10.A.1 Flight control systems
10.A.2 Attitude control equipment
lO.A.3 Flight control servo valves
I O,B, I Test equipment for I OA
10.D.I Software for 10A
10.D.l Software for 1OB
Integrate fuselage, propulsion, lifting
* 1O.E. 1
1O.E.2 Integrate flight control, guidance, propulsion1V.i
10.E.3 Technology for 10A1,2; lODl for 10A1,2
lO.E.3 Technology for 1OB 1 ; 1OD1 for 1OB1

IV.c,h
9A 1 06.d
7B001,2B018

1V.i
7D002,2DO 18
7E104,7E004.b.5

lV.i
7E101,7E001,
2E018
7E002

1O.E.3 Technology for 1OB 1
1 1 .A. 1 Radar, including altimeters

XI,a,3

1 1.A.2 Passive sensors
1 1 .A.3 Global positioning satellite receivers
1 1.A.4 Electronic assemblies *partly
11.D.1 Software for 11Al

X1.b
xv,c

1 1.D. 1 Software for 1 1A2
11.D. 1 Software for 11A4
11.D.2 Software for 1 1A3
11.E. I Protection against EMP and EM1
11.E.2 Technology for 11Al; 11D1 for 11Al
1 1 .E.2 Technology for 1 1A 1

XI.a.7

6A 108.a, 6A008.
7A006

X1.d

3A001 .a.2.a
6D 102,6D002,
7D101

X1.d
X1.d
XV.f

3D101
7E102
7E101,7EOOI,
6E102,6E10lY
6E00 1
6E002
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11.E.2
1 1.E.2
1 I .E.2
I 1 .E.2

Technology for
Technology for
Technology for
Technology for

11A1,2,4; 11D1 for 11A1,2,4
X1.d
1 1.A.3; 1 1D2
XV.f
1 1A4; 1 1D1 for 1 I A4
1 1 A4

12.A. 1 Apparatus for handling 1A
12.A.2 Vehicle for handling 1A
12.A.3 gravity meters
12.A.4 Telemetry
12.A.5 Tracking
12.D.l Software for 12A1,2
12.D.2 Software to process post-flight data
12.D.3 Software for 12A4 usable in 1A
12.D.3 Software for 12A5 usable in IA
12.E.1 Technology for 12A1; 12D1
12.E.1 Technology for 12A3,5; 12D2; 12D3 for 12A5
12.E. 1 Technology for 12A3,5
12.E.1 Technology for 12A4; 12D3 for 12A4

3E101
3E00 1

1v.c
IV .c
6A107, 6A007.bYc
5A101
6A108.b
1V.i
6D103
5DlOl
6D102

1V.i
6E101
6E002
5E101

13.A. 1 .a
Computers temperature rated
Computers, ruggedized or radiation-hardened
I3.A. 1 .b
13.E. 1 Technology for 13A
14.A.1.a

Analog to digital converters ruggedized

X1.c

* 14.A.1.b

Analog to digital converters other
14.E.1 Technology for 14A

4A IO1 .a, 4A001 .a. I
4A I 0 1 .b, 4A00 1 .a.2
4E00 1

3A 101.a, 3A00 1.a. 1 .a,
3A001 .a.2,3A00 I .a.5.a

X1.d

3E101,3E001

15.B.1 Vibration testing equipment
15.B.2 Wind tunnels
15.B.3 Test benches
15.B.4 Environmental and anechoic chambers
15.B.5 Accelerators
15.D.I Software for 15B 1
I5.D. 1 Software for I5B2,3,4
15.D. 1 Software for 15B5
15.D.l Software for 15B for testing 1A or 2A
15.E.1 Technology for 15B1; 15D1 for 15BI
I5.E. 1 Technology for 15B1
15.E.1 Technology for 15B2,3,4; 15DI for 15B2,3,4
I5.E. 1 Technology for 15B2,3,4
15.E.l Technology for I5B4; 15D1 for 15B4

2BI 16,9B006
9B 105
9B117
9B 106,9B006,
lBOl8.b
3A101.b
2D101
9D101
3DIOI
IDOl8, 2D018,
9D004
2E101,2E001
2E002
9E102,9E001
9E002
1E018
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3E101,3E102
3E00 1

15.E.1 Technology for 15B5; 15D1 for 15B5
15.E.1 Technology for 15B5
16.A.1 Hybrid computers
16.D.1 Software modeling 1A or 2A
16.E.1 Technology for 16A1
16.E.1 Technology for 16D1

XI.a.6
1V.i
X1.d
IVi
lAlOl
6B I08,6B008
1C101,lCOOl
ID103
lElOl
lEOOl
6El01,6E001
6E002

17.A.1 Reduced observables devices
17.B. 1 Radar cross section measurement
17.C.1 Reduced observables materials
17.D. 1 Reduced observables software
17.E.1 Technology for 17A1; 17C1; 17D1
17.E. 1 Technology for 17A 1; 17C1
17.E.1 Technology for 17Bl; 17D1 for 17B1
17.E.1 Technology for 17B1
18.A. 1 Microcircuits radiation hardened against nuclear
effects
18.A.2 Detectors

XV.d

* 18.A.3

Radomes
18.E. 1 Technology for 18A 1
18.E. I Technology for 18A2

3A001 .a. 1 .a
6A I02,6A002,
6A003,l A004.c
3E101,3E001
6EIOI,6E001,
6E002

18.E. 1 Technology for I8A3

X1.d

19.A. I Rocket systems 300 km
19.A.2 Unmanned airvehicle systems 300 km
19.A.3 Unmanned airvehicle to dispense aerosols
19.D. 1 Coordination software for 19A1
19.D.I Coordination software for 19A2

IV.a,b
VII1.a

19.E. 1 Technology for 19A 1
19.E. 1 Technology for I9A2
Technology for 19A3
* 19.E. I

1V.i
VI1I.i

Individual rocket stages usable in 19A
20.A. I .a
Rocket motors or engines usable in 19A
20.A. 1.b
20.B. 1 Production facilities for 20A
20.B.2 Production equipment for 20A
20.D. 1 Software for 20B 1

IV.c,h
lV.h

20.D.2 Software for 20A 1b

lV.i

1V.i
V1II.i

9A012
9A 120
9D I05,9D00 1,
9D002

9B 1 16,98007
9B 1 15,9B007
9D101,9D001,
9D002
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20.E. 1 Technology for 20A 1; 20D2
20.E. 1 Technology for 20B 1,2; 20D 1

1V.i

20.E. 1 Technology for 208 1,2

9E101.9E102.
9E00 1
9E002

The following MTCR items, marked with a single asterisk, are not covered by corresponding
wording on either the Commerce Control List or the State United States Munitions List:
1.B. 1 “production facilities” specially designed for “missiles,” and 1 .D. 1 and I .E. 1 software
and technology for 1 .B. 1.
(Controlling the production of missiles was the central objective in establishing the
MTCR in 1987. Its omission from U.S. controls can be remedied by adding “missiles” to
9B 1 16. Related software and technology would then be covered by 9D 101,9E00 I ,
9E002, and 9E 102, with no wording changes in those ECCNs.).
2.A.1 .f weapon or warhead safing, arming, fuzing, and firing mechanisms and 2.B. 1 and 2.B.2
“production facilities” and “production equipment” for 2.A.1 .f and 2.D.6 and 2.E. 1 software and
technology therefor.
(This can be remedied by adding 9A121 as a new ECCN for these mechanisms, in
Related Controls noting that 9A 12 I is subject to DDTC jurisdiction (if true), and
including 9A121 in a new definition of “missile subsystems” (see part 2 of this
Attachment) to which reference would be made in 9B 1 1 5 and 9B 1 16.)
4.C. 1 composite and composite modified double base propellants.
(This can be remedied by adding a new sub-item d. to 1 C111.)
10.E.1 design “technology” for integration of air vehicle fuselage, propulsion system and lifting
control surfaces, designed or modified for “missiles,” to optimize aerodynamic performance
throughout the flight regime of an unmanned air vehicle.
(This can be remedied by adding a new ECCN 7E105.)

1 1 .A.4 electronic assemblies and components designed or modified for use in “missiles” and
specially designed for military use and operation at temperatures in excess of 125°C.
(This can be remedied by adding a new sub-item c. to 3A101 and by adding to the MT
portion of 3A00 1 “portion of 3A001.a.2.a also described in 3A 101 ,c.”)
14.A.1 .b Analog-to-digital converters designed or modified for military use.
(This can be remedied by moving “designed to meet military specifications for
ruggedized equipment” from 3A 101.a heading to new 3A 101 .a. I and adding new
3A 10 I .a.2, as follows:
2
Designed or modified for military use and being any of the following types:
Analog-to-digital converter “microcircuits”, which are “radiationa.
hardened” or have all of the following characteristics:
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1.
Having a quantization corresponding to 8 bits or more
when coded in the binary system;
2.
Rated for operation in the temperature range from below 54OC to above +125OC; and
3.
Hermetically sealed; or
b.
Electrical input type analog-to-digital converter printed circuit
boards or modules, having all of the following characteristics:
Having a quantization corresponding to 8 bits or more when coded
in the binary system;
2.
Rated for operation in the temperature range from below 45OC to above +55OC; and
Incorporating “microcircuits” specified in 3A 101.a.2.a.)
3.

1.

18.A.3 radomes.
(This could be remedied by adding a new sub-item c. to 6A 108, as follows:
Radomes designed to withstand a combined thermal shock greater than
4.184 x 1O6 J/m* accompanied by a peak over pressure of greater than 50 kPa,
usable in protecting rocket systems and unmanned air vehicles against nuclear
effects (e.g., Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP), X-rays, combined blast and thermal
effects), and usable for “missiles.”)
There is one clear example of concurrent jurisdiction, marked with a double asterisk. The
identical text of CCL IC1 1 1.a.3.e “Inhibited red fuming nitric acide (JRFNA)” also appears on
the USML in Category V.d.10. Clearly, one or the other should be deleted.
The following confusing 9A 101 Related Controls text raises a jurisdictional issue:
9A 101.b controls only engines for non-military unmanned air vehicles [UAVs] or
remotely piloted vehicles [RPVs], and does not control other engines designed or
modified for use in “missiles’y,which are subject to the export licensing authority of the
U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (see 22 CFR part 121.)
9A101.b text is:
Engines designed or modified for use in “missiles”, regardless of thrust or specific fuel
consumption.
Thus, the text of 9A I 0 I .b controls more than “engines for non-military unmanned air vehicles
[UAVs] or remotely piloted vehicles [RPVs].” Perhaps the intent is to note that 9A101 .b is
subject to DDTC jurisdiction except for engines designed or modified for use in “missiles”
which are also “for non-military unmanned air vehicles [UAVs] or remotely piloted vehicles
[RPVs].” If so, that should be clearly stated. If not, the different intent should be clearly stated.
2.

Subsvstems

The MTCR Annex defines missile subsystems as those listed in 2.A. 1. Some ECCNs refer to
undefined subsystems of missiles (1 A 101 1C 101, 6B I08,9B 105, and 9E10 1 Related Controls).
The definitions of missile subsystems in some ECCNs omit portions of the MTCR definition
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(9A110,9B115.9B116, and 90103). Some ECCNs completely omit MTCR references to
missile subsystems (2B116,3AIOl.b, 3D101,4A102,9B106, and 9BI 17).
Similar discrepancies occur between CCL and MTCR definitions of missile propulsion
components, equipment, and materials and other rocket systems.
Recommended remedies follow:
Add following new definitions of terms to 772.1 :
-“Missile subsystems” (MTCR context) (Cat. 1,2,3,4, 5,6,7,9) - Items controlled by
7Al 17,9A007.a, 9A105.a, 9A106.c, 9A108.c, 9A116,9A121, the portion of 9A1 19
“usable” in “missiles”, or the portions of 9A006 or 9A008 also described in 9A I06.c or
9A 108.c
-“Missile propulsion components, equipment, or material”(MTCR context) (Cat.9)-Items
controlled by 9A009,9A011,9A 101,9A 106.b, 9A 108,9A I09,9A 1 I I , 9A 1 17,9A I 18,
9C 101,9C 102, the MT portion of 9A00 I , or the portions of 9A006 or 9A008 also
described in 9A 106.b or 9A I OS
-“Other rocket subsystems” (MTCR context) (Cat. 9) - Items controlled by 9A105.b,
9A 107.b, or 9A 1 19.b
Revise ECCNs on the CCL as follows:
1A I O 1 change “their subsystems” to “missile subsystems” (in double quotation marks)

1C 101 change “their subsystems” to “missile subsystems” (in double quotation marks)
2B116 add to heading: usable for “missiles” or “missile subsystems”
3A101 .b after “”accelerators” insert: usable for “missiles” or “missile subsystems”

3D10 1 at end of heading after “3A 101.b” add:
usable for testing “missiles” or “missile subsystems” or the portion of 3A001 .a.2.a
controlled for MT reasons
4A I02 after “missiles” insert: or “missile subsystems” (in double quotation marks)
6B 108 change “their subsystems” to: “missile subsystems” (in double quotation marks)
9A 1 10 change “or the subsystems controlled by entries 9A005,9A007,9A I 05.a, 9A 106 to
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9A108,9A116 to 9A119” to:
“missile subsystems” (in double quotation marks)
add new item 9A 121 to conform with MTCR 2.A. 1 .E
Weapon or warhead safing, arming, fuzing, and firing mechanisms usable in “missiles”
9B 105 change “their subsystems” to: “missile subsystems” (in double quotation marks)
9B 106 after “anechoic chambers” insert: ,usable for “missiles or “missile subsystems,”
9B115 change “systems, sub-systems, and components controlled by 9A004 to 9A009,9A011,
9A101,9A104 to 9A109,9A111,9A116 to 9A119” to:
“missile subsystems”; “missile propulsion components, equipment, or materials”; or
“other rocket subsystems”
9B 1 16 change “systems, sub-systems, and components controlled by 9A004 to 9A009,9A011,
9AO12,9A101,9A104 to 9A109,9A111,9A116 to 9A119” to:
“missiles“; “missile subsystems”; “missile propulsion components, equipment, and
materials”; or ‘‘otherrocket subsystems”
9B 1 17 after “rocket motors” insert: , usable for “missiles or “missile subsystems,”
9D001 change “9A (except 9A018,9A990 or 9A991), 9B (except 98990 or 98991) or 9E003”
to:
9A001 to 9A011,9A106.b, 9B001 to 9B009, the portion of 9B116 for “other rocket
subsystems”, or 9E003
9D002 change “9A (except 9A018,9A990 or 9A99l), 9B (except 98990 or 98991)” to:
9A001 to 9A011,9B001 to 9B009, or the portion of 9B116 for “other rocket subsystems”
9E101 Related Controls change “missile systems and subsystems” to:
“missiles” or “missile subsystems”
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3.

MT portions of Wassenaar-based items

The CCL now completely omits several overlaps between MT and Wassenaar-based items,
includes some which do not exist, and misstates others.
1A002
MT applies to "composite" structures or laminates that are speciallv designed for use in
"missiles" or "missile subsvstems".
(To conform with MTCR 8.A.1)

lBOOl
MT applies to f
i
..
. the following for the production of structural
"composites" usable in "missiles": IBOO 1.a, b except tow placement machines. c. d. 1-3. and e
(MTCR 6.B. 1. is limited to equipment for the production of structural composites usable
in "missiles";
MTCR 6.B. 1 .b does not cover lBOOl .b tow-placement machines)
IC001
items controlled bv 1COO1 for applications "usable" for "missiles" or
MT applies to
"missile subsvstems"
(To conform with MTCR 17.C.1 .)
1c002
MT applies to Dortion of 1COO2 also described in 1C 1 18.
1C004
MT apdies to portion of 1COO4 also described in 1C117.
1COO7
MT applies to f
i
,
. .
1
portion of 1C007.d also
described in 1C 107.
(For consistency with MTCR 8.C.3.)

IC010
MT applies to wrtion of 1COIO.e also described in 9C 1 10
lCOl1
MT applies to lCOl1 .a wid-& and the following Dortion of .b: metal fuels consisting of 97
percent by weight of boron

lC238
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Chlorine trifluoride
MT applies to entire entry
(Covered by MTCR 4.C.4.a.5)

1DO0 1
MT applies to “software” for the
1 BOO1 for MT reasons.
(MTCR 6.D. 1. is limited to “use” software.)
99

66

”, “use” of items controlled by

lEOOl
MT applies to “technology” for items controlled by 1A002, ... ICOIO,... for MT reasons

1E002
MT applies to -lBW&eportion of 1E002.e applicable to MT portion of IC00 1 and to uortions of
1E002.f apulicable to MT portions of 1A002 or 1C007

2B004
MT applies to e&e-e&y portion of 2B004 also described in 2B 104.
(MTCR 7.B.2. does not include Wassenaar 2.B.4.b.3. control of a facility for
hydrocarbon impregnation and removal of resultant gaseous degradation products.)
2B009
MT applies to spin-forming machines combining the functions of spin-forming and flow
forming: and flow-forming machines 1
with more than two axes which can be coordinated simultaneouslv for contourina control and
which are “usable in” the “production” of uropulsion components and equipment (ex.. motor
cases) for “missiles”
(MTCR 3.B.3.b “more than two axes which can be coordinated” vs. 2B009.a “two or
more controlled axes”)
2B018
MT applies to

..
3
portions of 2B0 18 also
described in 1B115, 1B117.7B001.7B003.7B101.7B103.9B007,9BlOS. 9B106.9BI 15,
9B 1 16, or 9B 1 I7 for MT reasons
(MTCR 1 .B. 1 covers production facilities for only what is defined in “missiles”; MTCR
I9 does not control production equipment for other rocket systems or unmanned air
vehicles; pyrolytic deposition and densification is not the only MTCR-listed production
equipment which overlaps ML 18)
2w01
MT applies to “software”for the “use” of equipment controlled by 2B004 ftRB or 2B009 for MT
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reasons
(EU interprets software in MTCR 7.D. 1. to be limited to ”use.” Most MTCR software
items specify “use” only. MTCR 7.D. 1, does not specify development or production.)

2D018
MT applies to “software” for the “use” of equipment controlled by 2B018 for MT reasonsportions of 2D018 also described in the Dortions of 7D101 for the portions of 2B018 also
described in 7B00 1. 7B003, or 7B 101 for MT reasons: the Dortions of 2D018 also described in
the Portions of 9D001-9D003 or 9D101 for the Dortions 2B018 also described in 9B007.9B 104,
9B 106.9B 1 15-9B117 for MT reasons: and the Dortions of 2D0 18 also described in 7B 103 or
9B116 (software is included in the definition of “Droduction facilities”).
(The only explicit MTCR “development” or “production” software is in 3.D.3. In
addition 7.D.1. and 20.D. 1 might be construed to cover “development” or “production”
software. However, these three MTCR software items are for equipment which is not
covered by the Wassenaar Munitions List.)
2E001
MT applies ... 2B434-8...
2E002
MT applies ... 2W4-8 ...
2E018
MT applies to “technology” for equipment controlled by 2B018 for MT reasons; the Dortion of
2E0 18 also described in the portions of 1EO0 1 or 1E 101 for 1B 1 15 or 1B 1 17: the portion of
2E018 also described in the portions of 7E001.7E002, or 7E101 for 7B001.7B003.7B101. or
7B 103 for MT reasons: and the portion of 2E018 also described in the portions of 9E001.9E002,
or 9E 102 for 9B007.9B 105.9B 106.9B 1 15.9B 1 16, or 9B 1 17 for MT reasons.
3A001
MT applies to 3A001 .a. 1.a. when usable in “missiles”; to portion of 3A001 .a.2.a. also described
..
‘
*
39
in 3A101 .c, and to portion of 3A001.a.5.a
(6

. .
;
tMe€
also described in 3A101.a
(3A 101.c would be a new sub-item to conform with MTCR 1 1.A.4. It would read:
“Electronic assemblies and components, not controlled by 3A00 1.a.2.a, designed
or modified for use in “missiles” and specially designed for military use and
operation at temperatures in excess of 125°C.y’
3A101.a would be revised to include all of MTCR 14.A.1, rather than just 14.A. 1.b
heading and I4.A. 1.b. 1.b and .c.)

6A007
MT applies to portion of 6A007.b and c
weeded described in 6A107

. .
~

..
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(For consistency with MTCR 12.A.3.)

6AOO8
. .
MT applies to
Vthe portion of 6AOO8 also described in 6A 108
(6A008 specifications differ in many respects from those in MTCR items I I .A. 1. and
12 .A.5.)
6B008
MT applies to e&w+m€y portion of 6B008 described in 6B 108
(For consistency with MTCR 17.B.1 .)
6D001
(MTCR 1 1 and 12 do not cover development or production software; MTCR 17 does not
cover any software for 17.B. I .)

6D002
MT applies to “software” for equipment controlled by 6A008 ef4E)888 for MT reasons.
(MTCR 17.D does not cover any soflware for 17.B.1 .)
6D003
TSR: Yes, except for the following

...
(No portion of 6D003 is controlled for MT reasons.)
7A001
portion of 7A00 1 .a and b also described in 7A 10 1 and to 7A00 1.c if
MT applies to
continuous output
(MTCR 9.A.3. threshold and linearity differ from 7A001 .a and b bias stability and scale
factor stability; MTCR 9.A.5. is narrower than the comparable 7A001 .c, being limited to
continuous output)
7A002
MT applies to effeli.eertky portion of 7A002.a also described in 7A 102 and to 7A002.b if
continuous outDut
(For consistency with MTCR 9.A.4 and.MTCR 9.A.5.)

7A003
portion of 7A003 also described in 7A103.a
MT applies to
(MTCR 9.A.6. is limited to equipment or systems using 9.A.3. or 9.A.5. accelerometers
or 9.A.4. or 9.A.5 gyros, whereas 7A003 is not so limited)
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7A005
MT apulies to portion of 7A005 also described in 7A 1 05
7A006
MT applies to e&kee&y portion of 7A006 also described in 7A I06
(For consistency with MTCR I 1.A.I .)
7B001
MT applies to e&ken&y equipment specially designed to be used for 7A 1 I 6 or 7A 1 17 or to be
used with 7A004 or the MT portions of 7A00 1.7A002. or 7A003
(The MT portions of 7A005 and 7A006 are omitted because MTCR I 1 does not control
any test equipment. 7A007 is omitted, because MTCR does not control such direction
finding equipment.)
7B003
Equipment specially designed for the “production” of equipment controlled by ~A+w?@
3t2994)7A001 to 7A006. or 7A117. including items. or portions thereof. subiect to the export
licensing authority of the U.S. Deuartment of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls
(7A 101 to 7A 104 are omitted, because MTCR 9.B. 1 controls production equipment used
“with”, not “for,” equipment specified in 9.A and this equipment is covered by 7B I O I .
7A 1 05,7A 1 06,7A 107, and 7A 1 15 are omitted because MTCR 1 I does not control any
production equipment.
7A 116 is omitted, because MTCR 10.B. 1, does not cover production equipment other
than test, calibration, and alignment equipment.
7AI 17 is included to conform with MTCR 2.B. 1 and 2.B.2.)
MT applies to e&kem&y equipment specially designed to be used for 7A 1 17 or to be used with
7A004 or the MT portions of 7A001.7A002. or 7A003
(The MT portions of 7A005 and 7A006 are omitted because MTCR I 1 does not control
any production equipment.)
7D001
“Software” specially designed or modified for the “development” or “production” of equipment
controlled by
7A00 1 to 7A006 or 7B00 1 to 7B003
~

Related Controls: ... (2) The “software” related to 7A003.b, 7A005,
1 14
c , 7-117
,

3

=.a‘,

...

(MTCR 2,9, 10, and 11 do not control development or production software.)

7D002
MT applies to e&keMiy portion of 7D002 also described in 7D10 1
(MTCR does not control “software” for uncontrolled equipment)
7D003
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MT applies to m€kee&y p ortion of 7D003 also described in 7D002.7D IO 1.7D102 or 7D 103
for MT reasons
(MTCR does not control software pursuant to 7D003 specifications; but there may be
some overlap between those specifications and MTCR controls.)

7E001
MT applies to e&bxwby "technology" for items controlled by 7A001 to 7A006. 7A 101 to
7A 107.7B001 to 7B003.7B 101 to 7B104,7D002.7D003. or 7D 101 to 7D 103 for MT reasons
(MTCR does not cover technology 7D001 or for the non-MT portions of 7A00l to
7A006,7B001 to 7B003,7D002, or 7D003)
7E002
MT applies to e&bxwby "technolow" for items controlled by 7A001 to 7A006. 7A 10I to
7A 106.7B00 1 to 7B003, or 7B 101 to 7B104 for MT reasons
(MTCR does not cover technology for the non-MT portions of 7A00 1 to 7A006 or 7B00 I
to 7B003)
7E003
MT applies to
"technoloev'l for equipment controlled by 7A00 1 to 7A004 for MT
reasons
(MTCR does not cover technology for non-MTCR portions of 7A00 I to 7A003)
7E004
MT applies to e&w+wky portion of 7E004.b.5 also described in 7E104
8D001
TSR: Yes, except
(No part of 8D00l is MT.)

8E001
TSR: Yes, except
(No part of 8E00 1 is MT.)

9A005
MT applies to portion of 9A005 also described in 9A105
9A006
MT applies to portion of 9A006 also described in 9A 106 or 9A 108
9A007
MT apolies to portion of 9A007 also described in 9A 107
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9AOO8
MT applies to uortion of 9A008 also described in 9A 106 or 9A 108
9A009
MT applies to portion of 9A009 also described in 9A109

9B001
. .
MT applies wtIy to 1
portion of 9B00 1 for "production equipment" or "production facilities" sPeciallv designed for
"missile propulsion comuonents, equiment, or materials"
(To conform with MTCR 3.B. 1. and 3.B.2.)
9B002
..
MT applies en4y to 8
portion of 9B002 for "production facilities" or "production eauipment" specially designed for
''missile propulsion components, eauiument, or materials"
(To conform with MTCR 3.B.1. and 3.B.2; see Attachment 2 for a definition of "missile
propulsion components, equipment, or materials")
9B003
, .
MT applies & to
portion of 9B003 for "production facilities" or "production equipment" specially designed for
"missile propulsion components. equipment, or materials"
(To conform with MTCR 3.B. 1. and 3.B.2.; see Attachment 2 for a definition of "missile
propulsion components, equipment, or materials")

9B004
. .
MT applies edy to 4
portion of 9B004 for "production facilities" or "production equipment" specially designed for
"missile propulsion comuonents, equipment. or materials"
(To conform with MTCR 3.B.1. and 3.B.2.; see Attachment 2 for a definition of "missile
propulsion components, equipment, or materials)
9B006
MT applies to portion of 9B006 also described in 2B 1 16 or 9B106
(9B006 overlaps 2B116 and 9B106.)
9B007
MT applies to e&kee&y portion of 9B007 also described in 9B 1 15 to 9B 1 17
(9B007 is broader than MTCR 2.B. 1,2.B.2,20.B. 1. and 20.B.2, which are limited to
equipment to produce specified types of rocket motors)
9D001
MT applies to "software" for equipment controlled by 9A 1 0 6 . d .b or 9B 1 1 6 for MT reasons
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(MTCR does not cover “development” software (or any other software) for ablative liners
(3.C.1 lining).)

9D003
MT applies to “software” mqeked sueciallv designed or modified for the “use” of FADEC for
propulsions systems controlled by 9A00 1,9A005,9A007.9A009,9AO 1 1.
9A 105.9A107.9A 109. or 9A 1 1 1 for MT reasons or equiDment
9A101,
controlled by 9B001 to 9B005.9B007.9B 105.9B 106.9B 1 15 to 9B 1 17 for MT reasons.
(To conform with MTCR 3.D.1. and 3.D.2.)

9D004
MT applies to e&kee&y portion of 9D004.a. specially designed or modified for eauiument
controlled by 9B105 and portions of 9D004.b. and d. specially designed or modified for
equiument controlled bv the MT Dortion of 9A001 or bv 9A 101.
(To conform with MTCR 3.D.2. and 15.D.1,)
9E001
MT applies to “technology“ for items controlled by 9A001.9A005 to 9AO12 ... 9€3&& ... 9B115,
... 9D101.9D103.9D104.9D105 for MT reasons
(Toconform withMTCR l.E.1.,2.E.1.,3,E.l., 12.E.1,, 15.E.1., 19.E.I.,and20.E.1.;
MTCR does not cover 9B005 wind tunnel control systems)

9E002
MT applies to “technology” for items controlled by 9A001.9A005 to 9AO12, ... %W& ...
9B 1 15, ... for MT reasons
(Toconform withMTCR l.E.1.,2.E.1.,3.E.l., 12.E.1., 15.E.1., 19.E.l.,and2O.E.l.;
MTCR does not cover 98005 wind tunnel control systems)
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4.

CbanPes recommended in items controlled onlv for MT reasons

1A102
Resaturated pyrolized carbon-carbon components designed for rocket systems and usable in
rockets, missiles, and unmanned aerial vehicles with a range of 300 km or greater
(to conform with MTCR 8.A.2.)
lBlOl
Equipment, -not
controlled by ECCN lBOOl , for the "production" of structural
-"composites'', fibers, prepregs or preforms usable in "missiles", as follows, and specially
designed components and accessories therefor
(MTCR 6.B. 1. is limited to equipment for the production of structural composites usable
in "missiles")
1B115
Equipment, c&e&e&&
not controlled iR b~ 1 B002. 1BO18, BF 1B 102, or 2B0 18 for the
"production" of propellant or propellant constituents, as follows, and specially designed
components therefor
a.
... for liquid propellants or propellant constituents controlled by lCOl l.a, IC01 I.b,
IC1 11, or m-&e U.S. Munitions List Category V.a.12.i. a.20.i. b.3. c.3.i-iv, c.5, c.6.i.A,
c.6.ii.A. ~.6.ii.B.d.l.d.2,d.10.d.ll.e.2,e.3.e.6.e.7.e.16.f.3.i-i~,f.10. f.14. f.16. f.17,
or f 18.
b.
... for solid propellants or propellant constituents d e s e A k'h controlled by I C011.a,
lCOl I.b, e~ IC1 11, or e n - k U S . Munitions List V.a.12.i. a.20.i. b.3,. c.3.i-iv. c.5,
c.6.i.A.c.6.ii.A.c.6.ii.B.d.l.d.2.d.10,d.ll. e.2.e.3.e.6.e.7.e.16. f.3.i-iv, f.lO.f.14,
f.16, f.17. or f.18.
A

Y

1B119
Fluid energy mills for grinding or milling propellant or propellant constituents !qxw&dA
controlled bv lCOl l.a, IC01 l.b, w IC1 1 1 or eReke U.S. Munitions List V.a.12.i. a.20.i. b.3,
~.3.i-iv.c.5.~.6.i.A,c.6.ii.A,c.6.ii.B.d.l.d.2.
d.lO.d.ll.e.2.e.3.e.6.e.7.e.16. f.3.i-iv. f.10,
f. 14, f. 16, f. 17, or f. 1 8, and specially designed components therefor.
lClll
b.1,
Gwbex-yCarboxyl
b.2. I=&&exyHvdroxvl -terminated polybutadiene (HTPB),
the U.S. Munitions List (22 CFR 121.1 Caterrorv V(eM7U

not controlled by

lElOl
"Technlogy", not controlled bv IEOOl or 1E002, ... "use" of items controlled by 1A002,
1A102,... 1C010, ... for MT reasons
(For consistency with MTCR 6.E. 1. and 8.E. 1)
3D101
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“Software” specially designed or modified for the “use” of items controlled by 3A I O 1 .b. usable
for testing “missiles” or “missile subsysterns”or of the portion of 3A00l .a.2.a. controlled for MT
reasons
(To conform with MTCR 15.D.1. and 11.D. 1)

3E101
“Technology” not controlled by 3E001 ... for the “use” of equipment or “software” controlled by
1 e&& 3A001.a.I.a. a.2.a. or a.5.a, 3A101, or 3D101 for MT reasons.
1 .U.
n

3E102
“Technology” ... for the “development” of “software” controlled by 3EN-L3D10 1.
4A101

b.

. .

Designed as ruggedized
(4A00 1 .a.2.a covers “radiation-hardened”)

4A102
“Hybrid computers’’...
Note 1 :This control ar>pliesonly when the eauiument is suuulied with software described in
7D103 or 9D103.
Note 2:The ‘modelling’includes in particular the aerodynamic and thermodvnamic analysis of
the systems.
(To conform with MTCR 16.A.1 .)
SElOl
“Technology” ... for the “development”, “production”, or “use” of equipment or ‘‘software’’
controlled by 5AlOl.or 5D101
(To conform with MTCR 12.E. 1.)
6A 108

(MTCR does not include Related Controls part (1))

6D102
“Software” specially designed or modified for the “use” of equipment controlled by 6AOO8,
6A 108, or 6B008 for MT reasons
(To conform with MTCR 1 1.D. 1 and 12.D.3.)
6E101
“Technology”not controlled by 6E001 or 6E002 ... ”use” of equipment or “software” controlled
by 6A002,6A007.b and .c, 6A008,6A102,6A107,6A108,6B108,6D002,6D102or 6D103 for
MT reasons
7A103
Inertial or other equipment using accelerometers or gyros controlled by 7A001s or 7A002
a.
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for MT reasons, or 7A101 or 7A102 and systems incorporating such equipment.
(To conform with MTCR 9.A.6.)

7B101
... designed or modified to be used with equipment controlled by lhQ88C7A004 or 7A1017A 104, or the MT portions of 7A00 1-7A003
7B103
“production facilities” or “production eauiument.” not controlled bv 7B00 I
or 7B003. sueciallv designed for equipment controlled by 7A I 17
(To conform with MTCR 2.B. 1. and 2.B.2.)

7D101
“Software” specially designed or modified for the “use” of equipment controIled by 7A001 to
7A004,7A006,7A101 to 7A104,7A106,7A115,7A116,7A117,7B001,7B002,7B003,7B101,
7B 102 or 7B 103 for MT reasons and “software” sueciallv designed for the “use” of equiument
controlled bv 7A005 or 7A105 for MT reasons
(To conform with MTCR 2.D.1., 2.D.3., 9.D.I., 10.D.1., 1 l.D.l., and 1 1 .D.2.)

7D102
b.
Integration “software” specially designed for the equipment controlled by 7A003 or
7A I03.a for MT reasons
(To conform with MTCR 9.D.2.)
7D103
“Software” specially designed for modelling,
. $
“guidance sets” controlled by 7A117
(To conform with MTCR 16.D.1.)

~f

simulation. or design integration of the

. .

*

6‘

*

9
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7E101
“Technology”, not controlled bv 7E00l. 7E002, or 7E003, ... “use” of equipment or “software”
controlled by ... 7D001, 7D002.7D003, ... for MT reasons
7E104

Design “technology”, not controlled bv 7E004.b.5, ...

9A104
Rocket and unmanned air vehicle systems. as follows (see List of Items ControlledMalso see
9Al2OL(These items are subject to the export licensing authority of the Department of State,
Directorate of Defense Trade Controls. See 22 CFR part 121)
Items:
Complete rocket svstems (including ballistic missile systems. mace launch vehicles. and
a.
Ssounding rockets) capable of delivering at least a 500 kr! Davload to a range of at least
300 krn;
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b.

Complete unmanned air vehicle systems (including cruise missile svstems, target drones
and reconnaissance drones). capable of delivering at least a 500 kP payload to a
maximum range of at least 300 km
(To conform with MTCR 1.A.1. and 1 .A.2.)

9A105
Liquid propellant rocket engines, not controlled bv 9A005, as follows:
Items:
Liquid propellant rocket engines. usable in “missiles”, having a total impulse cauacitv of
a.
1.1 MNs or preater;
b. Liquid propellant rocket engines, usable in rockets with a ranPe capability of 300 km or
greater, other than those controlled by 9A105.a. havinp a total impulse capacity of 0.841
MNs or greater.
(Item detail needed to conform with MTCR 2.A. 1.c. and 20.A.1.b.)
9A106
Systems or components, eeker-ekeffekese not controlled by 9A006 or 9A008, ...
. .
Unit:
*
number;
(MTCR 2.A.1 .e, 3.A.3,3.A.5, and 3.C.1 (and 9A106) do not control parts or accessories)
. .
a
Interior lining usable for rocket motor
a.
cases in “missiles”;
(To conform with MTCR 3.C.1.)
9A107
Solid propellant rocket ertgiffes motors, as follows, ...:
Items:
Solid propellant rocket motors. usable in “missi.d’. having a total impulse capacity of
a.
1.1 MNs or greater; or
Solid propellant rocket motors. usable in rockets with a range capability of 300 km or
b.
greater having a total impulse capacitv of 0.841 MNs or greater.
(Item detail needed to conform with MTCR 2.A. 1 .c. and 20.A.1 .b.)
9A108
Rocket motor cases, ‘insulation’ components and nozzles
..
controlled by 9A008, usable in 1
therefor dhAa&w3
“missiles” (These items ...)
(To conform with MTCR 3.A.3.)

-9

9A109
..
Hybrid rocket motors,
,tkese not controlled by 9A009, and specially designed components therefor, usable in “missiles”
(To conform with MTCR 3.A.6.)
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9A110
Composite structures, laminates and manufactures thereof, -not
entiy 1A002. 1A102. or 9AO10, specially designed for use in “missiles” or

controlled by

-,
“missile
~ub~v~tem~”
(To conform with MTCR 8.A. 1, which covers composite structures, laminates, and
manufactures thereof specially designed for use in MTCR 2.A. subsystems, which omit
the portion of 9A005 not also described in 9A105.a and omit all of 9A007.b-e, 9A106.b,
9A107.b, 9A108,9A117,9A118, and 9A119.b, but which include 7A117 and “weapon
or warhead safing, arming, fuzing, and firing mechanisms.”)

9A116
”,and equipment designed or modified therefor usable in
Reentry vehicles,
“missiles”. as follows (see List of Items Controlled): (These items ... )
Items:
Heat shields. and comuonents thereof, fabricated of ceramic or ablative materials;
a.
Heat sinks and comuonents thereof fabricated of light-weight, high heat cauacity
b.
materials;
Electronic equiument sueciallv designed for reentrv vehicles.
c.
(To conform with MTCR 2.A. 1.b; the probable intent is to control reentry
vehicles as well as the equipment therefor listed in a, b, and c, in which case
MTCR should either delete the comma from before “as follows” or list reentry
vehicles as another sub-item.)
-

6

6

‘

.

9A118
Devices to regulate combustion
‘
of ramiet/scramiet/uulse ietkombined cvcle
..
engines which are usable in 1
“missiles” (These items ... )
(For consistency with MTCR 3.A.2.)
9A119
Individual rocket stages, usable in rockets with a range capability eaual to or greater than 300
Km et.-gree(et: ...
9A121
Weapon or warhead safinp arming. fuzing. and firing mechanisms usable in “missiles” (These
items are subiect to the export licensing authoritv of the U.S. Deuartment of State, Directorate of
Defense Trade Controls. See 22 CFR Dart 121.)
(To conform with MTCR 2.A. 1.f.; all parts of MTCR 2.A. 1. must appear on the CCL in
order to provide a basis for numerous cross references to “missile subsystems.”)

9B 105
Wind tunnels for speeds of Mach 0.9 or more usable for “missiles”

or
-
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"missile subsystems"
(MTCR 15.B.2. is limited to items usable for the subsystems listed in MTCR 2.A.)

9B106
Environmental chambers and anechoic chambers, usable for "missiles" or "missile subsvstems."
as follows:
(To conform with MTCR 15.B.4)
9B115
Specially designed "production equipment" for the
111
I

following:
Items:
a.
"missile subsvstems";
"missile
propulsion comuonents. equipment, or materials";
b.
"other rocket subsvstems"
(To conform with MTCR 2.B.2., 3.B.2., and 20.B.2. "production
equipment"; MTCR 2,3, and 20 omit the portions of 9A005 and 9A006 not
overlapping 9A105, the portion of 9A009 not overlapping 9A 109, and all of
9A 106,9A007.b-e, and 9A008 but include 7A I 17, the MT portion of 9A00 1, and
"weapon or warhead safing, arming, fuzing, and firing mechanisms", which is
proposed to become new 9A121.)

+

9B116
Specially designed "production facilities" for the f

l

9Au-9following:
Items:
a.
''missiles";
b.
"missile subsystems";
"missile propulsion comDonents. equipment. and materials"; or
C.
d.
"other rocket subsvstemsl'
(To conform with MTCR 1.B.1.) 2.B.1., 3.B.1., and 20.B.1, "production
facilities"; MTCR 1 , 2, 3, and 20 omit 9A004,9A007.b-e, 9AOO8, and 9A104, the
portions of 9A005 and 9A006 not overlapping 9A105 or 9A 106, and the portion
of 9A009 not overlapping 9A109 but include "missiles," 7AI 17, the MT portion
of 9A00 1, and "weapon or warhead safing, arming, fuzing, and firing
mechanisms" proposed for new 9A 12 1.)
9B117
Test benches and test stands for solid or liquid propellant rockets or rocket motors usable for
"missiles" or "missile subsvstems" having either of the following characteristics:
(MTCR 15.8.3. is limited to test equipment usable for "missiles'' or "missile
subsystems")

(.
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9D101
“Software” specially designed or modified for the “use” of goods controlled by 9B001 to 9B005,
9B007,9B 105,9B 106,9B 1 16 or 9B 1 17 for MT reasons
(To conform with MTCR 1.D.1,2.D.l , 3.D.1, 15.D.1, and 20.D.1.)
9D103
“Software” specially designed for modelling, simulation or design integration of “missiles”, or
“missile subsystems”
(To conform with MTCR 16.D.1.; MTCR 2 subsystems omit the portion of 9A005 not
overlapping 9A105.a and omit all of 9A007.b-e, 9A106.aand .b,9A107,9A108.a and .b,
9A 1 1 7, and 9A 1 18 but include 7A 1 17 and “weapon or warhead safing, arming, fuzing,
and firing mechanisms” proposed for new 9A 12 1 )

9E101
“Technology”not controlled by 9E00 1or 9E002 ...“development” or “production” of
commodities or software controlled by 9A001.9A005 to 9A011,9A012,9A101,9A104 to
9A111 or 9A115 to 9A119,9A121.9CllO. or “production”of9D001 to 9D004,9D101,9D103,
9D 104-4AW45 for MT reasons
(Toconform withMTCR l.E.l.,2.E.1.,3.E.l., 12.E.1., 15.E.1., 16.E.1., 19.E.I.,and
20.E.1 and with 9E001 and 9E002. Re 9D105, MTCR 19.E.1 does not control technology
for 19.D.)
9E102
“Technology”... for the “use” of space launch vehicles specified in 9A004, or commodities or
software controlled by 9A00 1,9A005 to 9A0 12,9A 101,9A 104 to 9A 1 1 1,9A 1 15 to 9A 1 19,
9A121.9B001 to 9B004.9B006.9B007, 9B105,9B106,9B115,9B116,9B117,9C110.9D001
to 9D004.9D 10 1, 9D103,9D 104 e43445 for MT reasons.

Attachment 10

Harmonization with NSG
Attachment 7 contains recommended changes in cross-references involving Nuclear Supplier
Group (NSG) items, which are abbreviated NP on the CCL. Recommendations in this
Attachment 4-10 are divided into three parts:
1.
NP portions of Wassenaar-based items;
2.
NP portions of MTCR-based items
3.
NSG-based items

-1.

NP Dortions of Wassenaar-based items

The CCL omits some NP portions of Wassenaar-based items and over-states or under-states the
NP portions of others. 740.6(a) limits eligibility for TSR to items controlled for national security
reasons only. This is logically interpreted to mean that the portions of Wassenaar-based items
controlled for NP reasons are not eligible for TSR.

1A002

. .

..
NP applies to
mm composite structures also described in 1A202
(NSG 2.C.7.a specific modulus and specific tensile strength limits are higher than those
in lA002.b.l)
1BOOl
NP applies...

..

. .

(1 BOOl covers neither coordinating and programming controls nor precision mandrels)
1COO4
NP applies to mrtion of 1COO4 also described in 1C226,
1C007

NP applies to portion of 1C007.d also described in 1C234.
lC011
NP applies to uortions of 1 CO11 also described in 1C225, 1C228, lC230. 1C234, or I C239

lDOOl
*
II
”use“ of
NP applies to “software” specially designed for the
items controlled by lBOOl for NP reasons.
(NSG 3.D.1 does not control “modified” software and does not control “development” or
“production” software)
TSR: Yes, except N/A for MT or NP
I1

II

J

lEOOl
TSR: Yes, except for the following:
(1) Items controlled for MT or NP reasons; or ...
1E002
NP applies to uortion of 1E002.f auulicable to NP portion of 1A002.
2B001
NP applies

~

~
to

9
.

,

,

¶

2B001
f
f .d and to portions of 2B001 .a.b,c also described in 2B201.
(Existing “NP applies” paragraph does not take into consideration that Wassenaar uses a
1997 standard, mandatory after December 3,2000, whereas NSG uses a 1988 standard.)

2B004
NP applies to

..

7
portion of 2B004 also described in 28204
(2B004, unlike NSG 1 .BS, controls accessories)

2B006
NP applies to
. 2B006.b. 1 .a, b. 1 .c, and b.2 and portions of 2B006.a and .b. 1.b also
described in 2B206
(NSG 1.B.3.a. and 1.B.3.b.2 use parameters which differ from those in 2B006.a. and
b. 1 .b)
2B007
NP applies to portions of 2B007.b and 2B007.c
also described in 28207
(NSG 1.A.3 covers only end-effectors having specified characteristics)
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2D001
NP applies ... and to specially designed “software” for the “use” of equipment controlled by
28004,2B006,2B007, or 2B009 for NP reasons
(NSG 1.D. 1 is limited to “use” software.)
TSR: Yes, except N/A for MT or NP
2m02
, the following mrtion of 2D002.a: “software” for any
NP applies to
combination of devices or system enabling such device(s) to function as a ”numerical control”

3
unit cauable of controlling 5 or more internolatine:axes that can be coordinated simultaneouslv
for "contouring control"
Note 1: "Software" is controlled whether exDorted separately or residing in a "numerical control"
unit or any electronic device or system.
Note 2: NP does not amlv to ''software" suecially designed or modified bv the manufacturers of
the control unit or machine tool to ouerate a machine tool not controlled bv 2B201.
TSR: Yes, except N/A for NP

2E001
CB applies to "technology" for equipment controlled by 28350 t&€33S? or 28351
TSR: Yes, except N/A for MT or NP
2E002
TSR: Yes, except N/A for MTor NP
3E001
TSR: Yes, except N/A for MT or NP
4A001
(NSG does not control 4A001 computers.)

4A003
(NSG does not control such computers.)

4D002
(NSG does not list such software)

4E001
(NSG does not list such technology)

6A002
NP apulies to Dortion of 6A002 also described in 6A202
6A003
.., .
. portion of 6A003 also
NP applies to
described in 6A203
(NSG 5.B.3, unlike 6A003.a.2, a.3, and a.4, includes a "rotating mirror" parameter)
6A005

4
NP applies ...
(i, para-hvdropen Raman shifters designed to operate at 16.000 nm output wavelength and at a
repetition rate greater than 250 Hz with a pumping source “laser” controlled bv 6A005
(to conform with NSG 3.A.2.i, per 6A005 Related Controls (3).)

6C004
NP applies to portions of 6C004 also described in 1C230. lC231. or 1C234.
6D001
(NSG 3.D. 1 does not control software for 3.A.2)

6E001
TSR: Yes, except for the following:
(1) Items controlled for MT or NP reasons; or ...
6E002
TSR: Yes, except for the following:
(1) Items controlled for MT or NP reasons; or ...
9A010
NP applies to structures also described in 1A202
NP Dortions of MTCR-based items

2.

1A102
NP applies to composite structures also described in 1A202.
lBlOl
NP applies to

. .

. .
. .
a

portion of 1BlOl.a also described in 1B201
(NSG 3.B.4 is limited to machines “having motions for positioning, wrapping and
winding fibers coordinated and programmed,” rather than “of which the motions ...
be coordinated and programmed”; and NSG 3.B.4 is limited to machines “suecially
designed to fabricate composite structures or laminates from fibrous or filamentary
materials”, rather than simply being “designed” for that purpose (underlining added).
1B 101 does not control precision mandrels.)

lClll
NP applies to portions of 1C111 also described in 1C225, 1C228, 1C230, or IC234
lC118
NP applies to portion of 1C118 also described in 1C202.
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lDlOl
NP applies to "software" specially designed for the ''use'' of items controlled by 1BlOl .a for NP
reasons.
lElOl
"Technlogy", not controlled by lEOOl or 1E002, ... "use" of items controlled by 1 A002,
1A102,... ICOIO, ... for MT reasons
(For consistency with MTCR 6.E. 1. and 8.E. 1)
NP applies to "technology" for items controlled by 1A002,I BOO1, 1BI 01, 1 C 1 16, 1 DO01 ,or
ID101 for NP reasons
(For consistency with NSG 2.E.1;
portions of 1 A002 are covered by both MTCR and NSG)
3A101
NP applies to portion of 3A 101 .b also described in 3A201 .c.
6A102
NP applies to portion of 6A 102 also described in 6A202.
9A110
NP applies to composite structures also described in 1A202

3.

NSG-based items

1A102
NP applies to composite structures also described in 1A202.
lBlOl
* .
. .
NP applies to 1

. .

portion of 1B 101.a also described in 1 B20 1
(NSG 3.B.4 is limited to machines "having motions for positioning, wrapping and
winding fibers coordinated and programmed," rather than "of which the motions ... can
be coordinated and programmed"; and NSG 3.B.4 is limited to machines "swciallv
designed to fabricate composite structures or laminates from fibrous or filamentary
materials", rather than simply being "designed" for that purpose (underlining added).
1B 101 does not control precision mandrels.)

1 B228
Related Controls: j
Plants for the production. separation. or purification of heavy water, deuterium. and deuterium

6
comuounds and speciallv designed or preDared assemblies and comuonents for these Dlants are
subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ...
*
Related Definitions:
99

$yef&eE N/A

...

c. Constructed of either:
*
Stainless steelg of the 300 series with low sulfur content and with an
1.
X f T M (or equivalent standard) grain size number of 5 or greater; or
eEquivalent materials which are both cryogenic and H2-compatible w k v k t k ; and
1.
16

1B231
b.2. Hydrogen isotope storage affB E purification systems using metal hydrides as the storagej or
purification medium
lClll
NP auulies to Dortions of IC1 1 1 also described in 1C225. 1C228. 1C230, or IC234
1c210
“Fibrous affB filamentary materials” ...
a.
Carbon and aramid “fibrous m 4 filamentary materials” ... a “specific tensile strength”
of 23.5 x IO’m or greater except AraRtie aramid .,.
Glass “fibrous 8RB filamentary materials” ... t&mw&dkcontrolled by ...
b.
1C239
..
High e
x
p
l
o
s
i
v
e
s !J .C,.
, substances or
mixtures containing more than 2% by weight thereof, of anv of the followina (see List of Items
Controlled):
..
Related Controls: ... (2)
Sub-items a.. b.. c.. and d. are subject
to the export licensing authority of the U.S.Department of State, € S h e Directorate of Defense
Trade Controls (see 22 CFR part M 121.1 Categorv V.a.2.i. a. 14, a.2 I. and a.20.i)
Items: )
a.
Cvclotetramethvlenetetranitramine (HMX) (CAS 2691 -4 1-0);
b.
Cvclotrimethvlenetrinitramine(RDX) (CAS 121-82-4);
c.
Triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB) (CAS 3058-38-6);
d.
Hexanitrostilbene (HNS) (CAS 20062-22-0); or
e,
Anv explosive with a crystal density greater than 1.8 gm/cm’ and having a detonation
velocity greater than 8,000 m/s
1D201
“Software”, not controlled bv lDOOl or 1DlOl I specially designed ewmxMed
*
for the “use” of
items controlled by 1B201

7
1E201
“Technology” ... not controlled by IEOOl or 1E101, for the “use” of items controlled by
1BOOl.a. 1B101, ... 1C116, ... 1DOO1, lDlOl or 1D201 for NP reasons
(NSG covers parts of IBOOla, IC1 16, 1DOO1, and 1D101)

...

1E203
“Technology” according to
“NSG Technology Controls” for the
“development”of “software” controlled by 1 D20 1
(Revised 1E201 would make 1E203 redundant)

2B201

. .

Unit: & p + m* ~Num
+~
b
e
r
y
Related Definition: W “Positioning accuracy” of “numerically controlled” machine tools is to
be determined and presented in accordance with this entry in coniunction with the requirements
below:
Test conditions (IS0 230/2 (1988). uaragrauh 3):
@
For 12 hours before and during measurements. the machine tool and accuracy
measuring equbment will be kept at the same ambient temwrature. During the
premeasurement time, the slides of the machine will be continuously cycled
identically to the way they will be cycled during the accuracy measurements;
The machine shall be equipped with any mechanical. electronic, or software
compensation to be exoorted with the machine;
Accuracy of measuring equipment for the measurements shall be at least four
times more accurate than the expected machine tool accuracy;
Power supplv for slide drives shall be as follows:
Line voltage variation shall not be greater than + or - 10% of nominal
rated voltage;
Frequency variation shall not be greater than + or - 2 Hz of normal
frequency;
(iii) Lineouts or interrupted service are not permitted.
@
J
Test Program (uaraaraph 4):
Feed rate (velocity of slides) during measurement shall be the rauid traverse rate;
N.B.: In the case of machine tools which generate optical quality surfaces, the
feed rate shall be equal to or less than 50 mm per minute;
Measurements shall be made in an incremental manner from one limit of the axis
travel to the other without returning to the starting uosition for each move to the
target position;
Axes not being measured shall be retained at mid-travel during test of an axis
Presentation
of the test results (uaragraph 2):
(cJ
111 “Positioning accuracy” (A) and
2
(J
The mean reversal error (B).
Note: Stated positioninp accuracy levels derived under the following procedures from
measurements made according to IS0 23012 (1 988) or national eauivalents may be used
for each machine tool model if Drovided to, and accepted bv. national authorities instead

a

a

a

a

8

of individual machine tests.
Stated “positioning accuracy” are to be derived as follows:
Select five machines of a model to be evaluated;
1.
Measure the linear axis accuracies according to IS0 230/2 (1 988);
2.
Determine the accuracy values (A) for each axis of each machine. The method of
3.
calculatinp the accuracy value is described in the I S 0 230/2 (1988) standard;
Determine the average accuracv value of each axis. This average value becomes
4.
the stated “positioning accuracy” of each axis for the model (Ax, A , . A
Since 28201 refers to each linear axis. there will be as many stated “positioning
5.
accuracy” values as there are linear axes;
If any axis of a machine tool not controlled by this entrv has a stated “position
6.
accuracy” of 0.006 mm or better (less) for grinding machines. and 0.008 mm or better
[less) for milling and turning machines, both according to IS0 23012 (1 988). then the
builder should be reauired to reaffirm the accuracy level once everv eighteen months.
... accordinp to IS0 230/2 (1988) ...
a. I
Note: ... b. ... according to IS0 230/2 (1988)
... according to IS0 23012 (1 988) ...
b. 1 .
Technical Notes:
Axis nomenclature shall be in accordance with International Standard I S 0 84 I I
1,
“Numerical Control Machines - Axis and Motion Nomenclature”.
Not
counted in the total number of contouring rotarv axes are secondarv parallel
2,
contouring rotarv axes the center line of which is uarallel to the primary rotarv axis.
Rotarv axes do not necessarily have to rotate over 360 degrees. A rotarv axis can be
3.
driven bv a linear device, e.p.. a screw or a rack-and-pinion.

2B206
Unit:

*

N_umb

e

.r .

v

28209
Unit: l3++me& Machines and mandrels in numbe-r
2B228
Rotor fabrication aRB

. .

assembly equipment, ...

2E201
NSG “Technology Controls” not
“Technology” according to
controlled bv 2E001.2E002, or 2E101 for the “development”. “production”. or “use” of
... 2B 104.28 109.2B I 16, ... 2D001 ,
equipment or “software” controlled by ... 28004, ...
... 2D101 2D201 or 2D202 for NP reasons
(The undefined expression “directly associated” in the “NSG Technology Controls”
differs from the defined word “required” in the Wassenaar General Technology Note.)
3A229
Firing sets and equivalent high-current pulse generators

~

as

9

follows ...
(NSG 6.A.2.b is not limited to firing sets for detonators controlled by 3A232)
... €&use to operate ...
b.8

3A233
Mass spectrometers ..., as follows (see List of Items Controlled), and ion sources therefor.
3E201
“Technology” ... not controlled bv 3E001 for the “use” of equipment controlled by 3A001.e.2 or
e.3,3A201,3A225 to 3A233 for NP reasons
6A203
. .
Unit: Equipment and components in numbe-r
(NSG 1.A.2, 5.B.3,and 5.B.4 do not control parts or accessories)
6A205
Unit: Equipment in numbe-r
B:

b.

. .

(Existing 6A205.b is completely covered by 6A005.d.2.c)
Neodymium-doped (other than glass) lasers with an outuut wavelength between 1000 and
1 100 nm incornorating frequency doubling to give an output wavelength between 500
and 550 nm with an average output power of greater than 40 W.
(New 6A205.b would cover NSG 3.A.2.c.2)

C.

Note: 6A205.c. does not control single mode oscillators,
(Single-mode oscillators are covered by existing 6A205.b and by
6A005.d.2.c)
d.

e..

Note: 6A205.d does not control the higher power (typicallv 1 to 5kW) industrial COz
lasers used in apulications such as cutting and welding. as these latter lasers are either
continuous wave or are pulsed with a pulse width greater than 200 ns.
Recapitulation NSG 3.A.2
a. Copper
b. Argon
c. 1.a single-mode
c. I .b multiple-mode
c.2 doubling
d. dye single-mode
e. dye other
f. Alexandrite
g. carbon dioxide

6A005
a.2.a all
a.6 part
c.2.b.2.a.2 all
c.2.b.2.b.2 part

6A205
a. all

f. all
new b.
old b all
c. all

d.2.c all
c. 1 .b.2 all
a.4 part

-

d. all

IO
h. pulsed excimer
i. Raman

-

6A225
Unit: Equipment in number6A226
Unit:

*

Number-

a. 1 s . 2 all
Related Definition (3) e. all

. .

. .

6E201
“Technology” ... not controlled bv 6E001 or 6E002 for the “use” of equipment controlled by
BA885.c.2.&-

6A003,6A005,6A202,6A203,6A205,6A225 or 6A226 for NP reasons

.(Addition of “for NP reasons” in the heading makes this “ECCN Controls” entry
unnecessary)

Attachment 1 1

Harmonization with AG and CWC
Attachment 7 contains recommended changes in cross-references involving Australia Group, or
AG, (referred to as CB in the CCL) and Chemical Weapons Convention, or CWC, (referred to as
CW in the CCL) items, including unilateral CB items and USML, DEA, EPA, CPSC, and FDA.
This Attachment 1 1 is divided into two parts:
AG and CWC portions of Wassenaar-based items; and
1.
2.
AG- and CWC-Based Items

-1.

AG and CWC Dortions of Wassenaar-based items

740.6(a) limits eligibility for TSR to items controlled for national security reasons only. This is
logically interpreted to mean that the portions of Wassenaar-based items controlled for CB
reasons are not eligible for TSR.

lEOOl
TSR: Yes, except for the following:
(1) Items controlled for MT, NP or CB reasons; or
2E001
CB applies to “technology” for equipment controlled by 28350 €e43352or 28351
TSR: Yes, except N/A for MT, NP. or CB
2E002
TSR: Yes, except N/A for MT, NP. or CB

2.

AG- and CWC-based items

1C350
License Requirement Notes ...
2. MIXTURES ...
b. A license is not required, except to Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, or Syria for ...
c. A license is not required, except to Cuba, Iran. North Korea. Sudan. or Syria for ...
4. TESTING KITS:Ch4am-m
’
Medical, analytical, diagnostic, and food testing kits containing
7
amaximum of 300 grams per chemical identified in this ECCN
IC350 as a CWC Schedule 2 or 3 chemicals are excluded from the scope of this ECCN and are
controlled under ECCN IC395 or ECCN 1C995.
(The 300 grams threshold for 1C350 controls should be specified in 1C350.)
a

.

Related Controls: ... See 22 CFR part 444 121.1 Category X1V.a.i-iii. a.3.i-iii. and c.1-4 aRB
W for additional CWC Schedule 1 chemicals and Category XIV.a.2, a.4.i. and c.5 for
additional CWC Schedule 2 chemicals controlled by the Department of State. ...

a.1 ... (CWC lB(10))
a.2 ...(CWC IB(9U
a.3 ...I CWC lB(9U
b.1 ...(CWC 2B(7))
b.2 ... [CWC 2B(8))
b.3 ...(CWC 2B(4))
b.4 ...(CWC 2B(4))
b.5 ... [CWC 2B(6U
b.6 ... (CWC 2B(11))
b.7 ... (CWC 2B(12))
b.8 ... (CWC 2B(10))
b.9 ...(CWC 2B(ll))
b.10 ...JCWC 2B(10))
b.11 ...(CWC 2B(4))
b.12 ... (CWC 2B(10))
b.13 ... (CWC 2B(4))
b.14 ...(CWC 2B(4))
b. 15 ... [CWC 2B(4))
b.16 ... [CWC 2B(4U
b.17 ... [CWC 2B(4))
b.18 ... (CWC 2B(14))
b.19 ... (CWC 2BC9)
b.20 ... [CWC 2B(13))
b.21 ... (CWC 2B(4))
b.22 ...[CWC 2B(4’j)
b.23 ... (CWC 2B(4))
b.24 ... [CWC 2B(4))
c.1 ... [CWC 3B(11))
c.2 ...(CWC 3B(10U
c.3 ... [CWC 3B(S))
c.4 ... (CWC 3B(7))
c.5 ...(CWC 3B(6)
c.6 ...(CWC 3B(12)’)
c.7 ... (CWC 3B(13))
c.8 ...(CWC 3B(14’1)
c.9 ... [CWC 3B(17))
c.10 ... [CWC 3B(9))
c.11 ... [CWC 3BW)
c.12 ... [CWC 3B(15)1

3
1C351

Move the following from I C35 1 or 1C991 Related Controls or I C991 Related Definitions to
IC35 1 License Requirement Notes:
All vaccines and “immunotoxins”, as defined below, are excluded from the scope of this
1.
entry.
Certain “medical products” and “diagnostic and food testing kits”, as defined below, that
2.
contain biological toxins controlled under paragraph (d) of this entry, with the exception
of toxins controlled kAX4wwm under d.5 and d.6, are excluded from the scope of
this entry. Biological toxins in any other configuration, including bulk shipments, or for
any other end-uses are cxm&dd+ not excluded from the scoDe of ECCN I C35 1 by this
Note.
For the purposes of this entry, only saxitoxin is controlled under ...
3.
“Medical products: containing ricin in the form of ... and saxitoxin identified by ... are
4.
controlled for C W reasons under 1C35 1.
Move the following from 1C991 Related Definitions to 1C351 Related Definitions:
(J For the purpose of this entry, “medical products” are
Related Definitions: ... 3
pharmaceutical formulations designed for human administration in the treatment of medical
conditions; @
prepackaged
@
for distribution
i
J
as medical products; and
approved by the
(J For the purpose of this
Food and Drug Administration to be marketed as medical products. 4
entry “diagnostic and food testing kits” are specifically developed, packaged and marketed for
diagnostic or public health purposes.
(AG omits the CCL definitions)

w(a)

1C352

Move the following from Related Controls to a License Requirements Note:
All vaccines are excluded from the scope of this entry.
1C354

Move the following from Related Controls to a License Requirements Note:
All vaccines are excluded from the scope of this entry.
1C355

Items:
a.1.a. ..,(CWC 2A(2))
a.2.a ....ICWC 2A(2))
a.2.b. ... {CWC 2A(5))
a.2.c. ...[CWC 2A(6))
a.2.d ....(CWC 2A(lOU
a.2.e. ...{CWC 2A(11))
a.2.f. ... [CWC 2A(12))
b.1.a. ... (CWC 3AU))
b.1.b. ... [CWC 3A(2))
b.1.c. ... (CWC 3A(3))
b.1.d. ... (CWC 3A(4))

4

b.2.a. ...(CWC 3 A m )
b.2.b. ... (CWC 3A(16))
1C395
Reason for Control: €& CW, AT

Related Controls: (1) ... (2) ECCN IC995 controls ... kits .. that contain ... lC350.d and IC991
contains such kits that contain IC35 1 .d (except d.5 or d.6). ...

1C991
Items: ...
b.
“Immunotoxinsz;
C.
-“Medical products: ...
d.
“Medical
products: ... except ... controlled
and food testing kits: ... except
e.
“Diagnostic
1 C35 1.d.5 and d.6

... controlled

under IC351 .d.5 and d.6; and
under

1E350
“Technology” ... for facilities designed or intended to produce chemicals controlled by I C350
(1 E350 is probably an empty box because of 1EO0 1 coverage of technology for the
production of 1C350 chemicals. If 1E350 is not an empty box, it would be helpful to
indicate in what manner it supplements 1EO01 .)
Hz35-&
i

r

UII

?

, i~m c i ~ 2 x 2i m c ?
A”./+.,

3 *-daJ,-

1 ~ 2 %
*-a

(AG does not list technology for disposal of chemicals or microbiological materials)

2B350
-Notes:
1.
The controls in this entry do not apply to equipment that is (a) specially designed for use
in civil applications ... and (b) inappropriate ... for use in storing, processing, producing
or conducting and controlling the flow of chemical warfare agents or any of the chemical
weapons precursors controlled by 1C350.
The obiective of 28350 should not be defeated by the transfer of any non-controlled item
2.
containinp one or more controlled components where the controlled component or
components are the principal element of the item and can feasibly be removed or used for
other purposes.
N.B.: In iudging whether the controlled component or components are the princbal
element, the following factors should be weighed: auantitv, value, technological

5

3.

know-how involved. and other special circumstances.
The obiective of 2B350 should not be defeated bv the transfer of a whole plant. on any
scale, which has been designed to produce any CW agent or AG-controlled precursor
chemical (see 744.6(a)(3)).
(Suggested Notes 2 and 3 are to conform with Australia Group texts.)

2B351
Toxic gas monitoring systemst and dedicated detectors t-lwekf,as follows (see List o f Items
Contro 1led)
(2B351 may be an empty box, because of ITAR Category XIV.f.2 controls. If not, it
would be helpful to spexcify more clearly what it controls.)
Move (and revise) second sentence from Related Definitions to two Notes, as follows:
Notes: 1.
f
l This entry controls ...
This entry does not control those used for batch mode operation in
2.
laboratories.
2B352
Related Controls: $#-A (1) Equipment for dissemination, detection. and identifiation of. and
defense against. chemical agents and biological agents are subject to the exDort licensing
authoritv of the US.Deuartment of State. Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (se 2 CFR
12 1 . 1 Category XIV(fl. (2) See also 28225,
(In 2B352.d "capable of' conforms with AG, even though EU uses "designed for")

Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services, Regulatory Policy Division, Bureau of Industry and Security
Department of Commerce
14th St. & Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Room 2705
Washington, DC 20230
October 24,2007

ATTN: Notice of Inquiry-CCL
Mr. Mooney,

The following is in response to the notice in the July 17th, 2007 (Volume 72, Number 136) Federal Register soliciting
comments on the current structure of the Commerce Control List (CCL) in the Export Administration Regulations (EAR).
Use of “de minimis” Levels: Since many chemical substances that are controlled by the CCL are used as components of
various chemical based mixtures, it seems logical that all of the chemical substances outlined in the CCL be given
specific “de minimis” levels where they are regulated for export. At levels below this minimum, these substances could
be self-classified as EAR 99. For instance, in ECCN IC1 11, hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) along with
several other polymeric substances are listed as being controlled, but no consideration is given for HTPB in a mixture.
This is contrary to existing de minimis levels seen in other CCL entries, such as 1C350 (Australia Group-controlled
precursor chemicals). Although the regulatory basis for control is different, it seems that the logic of making an
exception for mixtures that contain lower levels of controlled chemicals should be applied throughout the entire CCL.
We suggest that Commerce more clearly define parameters to exclude certain chemicals in mixtures based upon the
difficulty of extractability and high cost associated with procuring controlled chemicals through the purchase of these
mixtures, versus the cost of obtaining the pure chemical itself.
Controls for Missile Technology: In addition, BIS should consider only controlling large volumes of the substances
controlled by certain ECCN’s. For example, IC01 1 and 1C111 are controlled for their entries’ use as propellants and
binders in missiles. High volumes are inherent to the usage of these materials for this purpose and a license exception for
smaller volumes of the controlled substances; either as pure materials or parts of a mixture seems appropriate. This
would support Commerce’s stated goal of eliminating any inadvertent controls on non-critical items.
Use of Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) Numbers: Wherever chemicals are referenced in the CCL, every effort
should be made to cite a corresponding Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) number. This is done periodically throughout
the CCL but is not consistently implemented. The presence of CAS numbers, the most commonly accepted chemical
identification system, would greatly reduce the burden needed for self-classification and license determination of
conkolled chemicals by members of the affected industries.
Coordination with the US Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA): The DEA controls many substances for export through
its Chemical Control Program, as well as their Controlled Substances Schedules. Commerce has done a good job in
coordinating their export control with other agencies, particularly the Department of State, however, there appears to be
an opportunity to harmonize the CCL with the DEA’s export control efforts. One possibility would be to add a list of
cross-references in the CCL to the DEA regulations. This would create a more convenient mechanism to allow for ready
comparison when making an investigation for compliance.
Thank you for consideration of these and any other responses received. The effort to improve the CCL and allow
comments and input from interested members of the public is greatly appreciated.
Regards,

Daniel Shaw
Regulatory Affairs Specialist I1
Henkel Corporation
Daniel Shaw
Regulatory Affairs Specialist II

Henkel Corporation
1001 Trout Brook Crossing

Rocky Hill, CT 06067
USA

Phone:
Fax:

860.571.2649
860.571.5263

Den.shew@us.henkel.com
www.h*nkOl.u8

October 26, 2007
U.S. Department of Commerce

Bureau of Industry and Security
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Exporter Services
14thSt. and Constitution Ave. NW, Room 2705
Washington, DC 20230
RE: Request for Public Comments on a Systematic Review of the Commerce
Control List. (72 Fed. Reg., No. 136, July 17, 2007, p. 39052)

Dear Sir or Madam:
Cadence Design Systems, Inc. welcomes the opportunity to comment on this Notice
of Enquiry. Clarity and consistency in the CCL is essential to ensure that items
intended for export restriction by BIS are properly understood to be controlled by the
exporting community

.

Thank you for your attention to the following comments:
1. CCL Layout
A) Using the ASCII format for online accessing of the CCL (and the EAR in general)

is preferred since the dual-column layout shown in the .PDFversion is difficult to
read online. Unfortunately by virtue of the technology, the formatting created to
make the entries easier to read is lost in the ASCII version. We recommend the CCL
and EAR be changed to a single column format so that they can be more-easily read
online using font-rich .PDFformat.
B) Many CCL entries contain a combination of line items and notes that specify items

both controlled or not controlled, entered seemingly in random order. Combining the
exceptions, exemptions and 'not controlled" entries together towards the front of
each ECCN entry (with links to what ECCN would control the excepted goods or
technology), would streamline the understanding of the entries.
Create a stand-alone section for Encryption. Combine the CCL entries along
C)
with ENC License Exception information, processes for submitting notifications or
records, etc. into one section. And a flowchart diagram or bullet-point action list
would be extremely useful in translating the multiple pages of instructions into visual
form. Today there are too many separate areas one needs to check to ensure you've
captured all of the detail, with too great a chance of missing a requirement or
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exemption to this regulation. For instance to understand what is controlled or
exempted by ECCN 50002, the CCL entry advises you to reference country chart
columns NS (1) and AT (I) in EAR 5738Spir.; then §742.15(b)(1) and (b)(2); also
9742 supplements 4, 5 and 6; 5740.13(e) as well as 9734. EAR 9742 refers you to
5740 Supplements 1and 3 as well as 5732.5. The 5742 supplements advise you to
reference §740.17(6) (3) and (b) (2) as well as 9772. Don't forget to review 9748
and 5750 for information on submission and registration, I rest my case.
2. Anti-Terrorism (AT) Controls
Today as states have either been eliminated from the terrorist list for which AT
controls imposed restrictions, or have been placed under effective embargo, the AT
entries are superfluous for control purposes. Other than a few carve-outs to selected
Entities List destinations, export restrictions placed on AT level classifications are
identical to those imposed on EAR99 classified items. This unilateral US list should
be eliminated. Doing so will bring focus and clarity to the regulations without
loosening current restrictions.
3. Involve Stakeholders
Ispeak from experience. Working with BIS in the early 2000's, the EDA industry
was able to update the decade-old CCL language, ensuring that the applicable entries
contain terminology that industry users understand. We did not change restriction
levels; rather working together we brought clarity to the language, updating the
entry to reflect the significant changes and advancements in the industry in the
period since the original CCL language was created. Working together we created a
CCL entry that users trying to classify their EDA products find relevant to their
environment, thus they can classify their products without fear of misinterpretation.

BIS should reach out to each industry affected by the CCL, working to ensure that
the intent of each CCL entry is clearly defined in updated technical terms, I n this
way, a deep scrub of the CCL can be performed, ensuring that the intended items
falling under a CCL are clearly identified, and discrepancles eliminated due to
imprecise language.
Pointing to one such discrepancy, in 3A001 and 3A991 both sets of parameters listed
below can catch the same product, as the technical parameters cited are on separate
and ultimately contradictory scales;
3A00 1
Digital to analog converters with a resolution of 12 bit or more, with "settling
A.5.b
time" of more than 10 ns,
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3A991
Analog to digital converters having any of the following:
c.
c.2 A resolution of 12 bit with an output rate greater than 5 million words per
second;
c.3 A resolution of more than 12 bit but equal to or less than 14 bit with an output
rate greater than 500 thousand words per second,

...

Again, I thank you for the opportunity to raise these issues.

Sincerely,

Laurence K. Disenhof
Group Director, Export Compliance
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
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Novellus Systems. Inc
4000 North Firs1 Street

San Jose. CA 95134
TEL: (408) 943-9700
FAX: (408) 943-3422

Date: October 29,2007

+a
NOVELLUS

Mr. Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
~e artment of Commerce
14 St. 8z Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Room 2705,
Washington DC 20230

tR

Attn: Notice of Inquiry - CCL
Re:

Request for Public Comments on a Systematic Review of the Commerce Control List
72 Fed. Reg. 39052 (July 17,2007) and 72 Fed. Reg. 51213 (Sept. 6,2007)
Submitted via Email and First Class Mail

Dear Mr. Mooney,
Novellus Systems, Inc. appreciates this opportunity to provide comment to your office on
Commerce Control List (CCL) changes, and welcomes a systematic review of the CCL.

Semiconductor Industry and Recommendation Scope
The Semiconductor industry is dynamic, with new technology advances every two years
on average. Because of this, the ability to manage effective export control is challenging
due to both technical as well as political changes. We believe our recommendations will
provide appropriate level of controls, reduce the number of licenses, and support US
economic interests, and provide visibility to exports.
The recommendation allows a new US License Exception to support 2B230 and 2B350
exports, which aligns the US EX DO^^ Administration Regulation controls with Wassenaar.
ECCNs in Category 3B and 3C will not align with Wassenaar completely, as the
proposed US license exception will allow exports to Country Group B countries, while
Wassenaar requires a license for some sub-category items.
Our recommendation follows several discussions with colleagues, engineers, and
suppliers who believe the key areas to control are the lithography and technical data and
software for “Production” and/or “Development” of the tools as well as the functioning,
packaged chips themselves.

Novellus Systems, Inc.
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Recommendation Strategy and Overview
We don’t view use of an existing License Exception such as “CIV” as a solution because
significant regulatory modification is required, including expansion of the country list to
include Country Group B locations such as Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and
India. As a solution CIV will not provide any relief to Category 3B related ECCNs
2B230 and 2B350,or visibility to semiconductor-related activity specifically.
Rather than change the 3B ECCN list, we believe a better approach (from a license
exception view) would provide a method for government visibility while relaxing
controls for the Semiconductor industry, through implementation of a new license
exception, “SEM”. This strategy minimizes regulatory change impact, and facilitates
relaxation of Category 3B related spare parts, as well as provides our government
agencies visibility to semiconductor-related activity of ECCNs which previously required
a US export license.

Our recommendation includes a four prong approach:
1:

2.

3.

4.

Creation of a new License Exception “SEM” to manage Semiconductor
related equipment exports for Category 3B,2B230,and 2B350
Decontrol Category 3C002,3C003and 3C004 wafers when disabled or nonfunctioning
New definition and re-instatement of Interpretation No. 3:
(a)
“Specially Designed for” - define as proprietary design, used specifically
with/for the ECCN it relates to, when the item is not controlled on its own merit.
(b)
Reinstate 1999 Interpretation No. 3 for “Wireand Cable”
Participation in a new collaborative forum where semiconductor industry and
government representatives can review and align technology and regulatory
developments and impacts on a regularly scheduled basis.

Use of “SEM’ will significantly reduce the license volume for the involved ECCNs, and
aligns Category 2B230 and 2B350 controls with Wassenaar. These changes allow some
relaxation for equipment and related spares specific to the semiconductor industries which are not the source of control concerns. “EAR99” designation for non-functioning
materials in Category 3C002,3C003,3C004aligns with 3C001 controls.

To illustrate use of SEM and modification of the “List of Items Controlled” for the
related ECCNs, I’ve included examples of the involved ECCNs. Regulatory language
changes are shown below in BLUE bold type for ease of your review.

Novellus Systems, Inc.
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3B001 and 3B002 ECCN Change Recommendation
B. TEST, INSPECTION AND PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
3B001 Equipment for the manufacturing of semiconductor devices or materials, as follows
(seeList of Items Controlled), and specially designed components and accessoriestherefor.
License Requirements
Reasonfor Control: NS, AT
Control(s)Country Chart
N S applies to entire entry NS Column 2
AT applies to entire entry AT Column 1

License Requirement Notes: See $743.1 of the EAR for reponing requirements for exports
under License Exceptions.
License Exceptions
LVS: $500
GBS: NIA

SEM: “Yes”
CIV: “Yes”
2B230 ECCN Change Recommendation
2B230 “Pressuretransducers’’ capable of measuring absolute pressures at any point in
the range 0 to 13 kPa and having both of the following characteristics (see List of Items
Controlled).
License Requirements
Reasonfor Control: NP,AT
Control(s)Country Chart
NP applies to entire entry NP Column 1
AT applies to entire entry AT Column 1

License Exceptions
LVS: NIA

GBS: NIA
SEM: “Yes”
CIV: ccYes”
List of Items Controlled
Unit:$ value
Related Controls:

The controls in this entry do not apply when a 2B230 item is used on or in Category 3B
equipment. See ECCNs 2EOO1 (“development”), 2Eoo2 (“production”), and 2E201 (“use*’)for
technology for items controlled under this entry.
*******************Regulationscontinue ......no changes elsewhere************

Novellus Systems, Inc.
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2B350 ECCN Change Recommendation
2B350 Chemical manufacturing facilities and equipment, except valves controlled by 2A226
or 2A292, as follows (see List of Items Controlled).
License Requirements
Reasonfor Control: CB, AT
Conrrol(s)Country Chart
CB applies to entire entry CB Column 2
AT applies to entire entry AT Column 1
License Exceptions
LVS: N/A

GBS:N/A
C N :NIA
List of Items Controlled
Unit:Equipment in number
Related Controls:The controls in this entry do not apply when any 2B350 item is used on
Category 3B equipment, or equipment that is: ...
*******************Regulationscontinue ...... no changes elsewhere************

3C ECCN Change Recommendation
Allow EAR99 eligibility for ECCN’s 3C002,3COO3, and 3 0 4 when wafers are partially
processed, non-functioning, or for analysis purposes, This can be accomplished easily by
including language under “List of Items Controlled” (as found for ECCN 3C001):
List of Items Controlled
Unir: !$ value
Related Controls: “This entry does not control
equipment or material whose functionality has
been unalterably disabled are not controlled.”
Related Definitions: IWV compounds are
polycrystallineor binary or complex

monocrystalline products consisting

...

We appreciatethe ability to provide comment and recommendation for such an important effort.
We look forward to actively participating in future related efforts. Please contact me for any
questions you may have at 408-570-6223.
Sincerely yours,

Nicole Malcolm
Novellus Systems, Inc.
Sr. Manager, Trade Compliance

Novellus Systems, Inc.
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October 30,2007
Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
Department of Commerce
14th St. & Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Room 2705
Washington, DC. 20230
ATTN: Notice of Inquiry-CCL
Dear Mr. Mooney:
On behalf of the University of New Hampshire, I am pleased to respond to the
Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) Request for Public Comrneiits on a Systematic
Review uf the Commerce Control List. This public participation serves to demonstrate the
nature and preponderance of sentiment among the exporting community and, as such, is an
essential, complementary component to the work of the BIS Deemed Export Advisory
Committee (DEAC).

The University of New Hampshire is committed to complying filly and completely
with all U.S. export control laws and regulations, including those implemented through the
Export Administration Regulations (EAR). Coinpliance with these necessary controls,
however, has to be balanced against an educational institution’s need to preserve a free and
open exchange of ideas. Controls, like those imposed by the EAR, can certainly minimize
the risk posed by malevolent uses of technology but will likely also have a deleterious
effect on the nation’s strategic technical advantage, because they fail to recognize the roles
that open dialogue and collaboration play in scientific discovery,
The overall structure of the Commerce Control List (CCL) is too complex, and the
listing of items is exhaustive to the point of being overwhelming. It is our experience that
researchers using the CCL to determine an Export Control Classification Number (ECCN)
are often frustrated by the process; they complain that the threshold for control is too low
and that the technologies in question are readily available in foreign countries. They come
away froin the exercise regarding compliance as not only burdensome but unlikely to
enhance national security. In order to serve the purpose of national security in a relevant
O F F I C E OF SPONSORED
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manner, the CCL must be simplified, updated frequently, and focused on technologies that
are significant both in terms of posing real security risks and only being available from
either domestic or controlled foreign sources. An aggressive simplification of the CCL can
serve to enhance U.S. national security by focusing resources on vital technologies and
developing effective controls against those who look to procure them in violation of our
laws.
Deemed exports are of particular concern to the university community and the CCL
and/or the EAR should be modified to ensure that knowledge transfer through the
utilization of research-related tools and techniques is included under the fundaniental
reskarch exclusion (FRE). State of the art equipment, materials, and know-how are often
required to conduct kndamental research in a university setting, and knowledge transfers
required for the conduct of research are not so separable from those required for
publishable outcomes as the EAR currently implies. Controlling any information that can
be realized from access to equipment that is available for sale to the public is unrealistic;
research equipment can be readily purchased. and used in laboratories in countries that
don’t follow our deemed export rules. Hence, we suggest deemed export controls should
not apply to the use of equipment in fundamental research unless that use requires access
to controlled information not made available with the sale of the equipment.
The CCL is flawed, ultimately, in the same manner that our national approach to
controlling sensitive technology is flawed, generally. Rather than accepting that there are
limits to what can be effectively controlled, we attempt to control everything that could
potenlially be used against us. As a consequence of this approach, we expend considerable
time and resources managing technologies of little or no consequence - time and resources
that could be used to build genuinely effective controls around especially critical
technologies.
Fundamental research whose conduct raises national security concerns should be
attended to in accordance with government policy under National Security Decision
Directive (NSDD)- 189 which provides universities latitude to engage in unrestricted
information sharing while recognizing the government’s right to establish strict controls
based on legitimate national security concerns and an appropriately high standard of
process, through classification rather than export controls.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide input and applaud the decision to improve
compliance through a review of the CCL.
Sincerely,
1

(/Victor

4. Sosa, Manager
Contract Services & Export Controls

Adwndng the 8urlne.r of Techndqy

August 1,2007
Sent via fax and email

Mr. Bernie Kritzer, Director
Office of National Security and Technology Transfer Controls
14th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW
U.S. Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230
Re: AeA Recommendationsfor Encryption Control Reform

Dear Bernie:
As BIS undertakes a formal review of the controls on encryption as well as its attendant
technology, and also the Commerce Control List (CCL), as announced in the July 17,
2007 Federal Register Notice, AeA would like to take this opportunity to provide our
specific recommendations in the area of encryption.
This topic is of great importance to many of the 2500 AeA member companies,
especially our small and medium sized firms who are more severely impacted by
complex and expensive internal control programs necessary to comply with the Export
Administration Regulations.
After reviewing our comments attached to this letter, please feel free to contact me if you
have any questions or if you would like additional detail from AeA.

You can reach me at: (202)682 - 4433 or via e-mail at: Ken-Montgomery@aeanet.org.
Sincerely,

Ken Montgomery
Director, International Trade Regulation
Cc: Ms. Catherine (Randy) Pratt

8/1/2007
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Recommendations for Encryption Control Reform
1. Eliminate reporting requirements.
2. Eliminate review requirements for mass market and ENC-unrestricted products.
3. Enact classification and control reforms, including elimination of controls on
publicly accessible software and technology and on Open Cryptographic
Interfaces.
AeA endorses the technical recommendations made by the Department of Commerce's
Regulation and Procedures Technical Advisory Committee on Sept. 26,2006, in
particular as it identifies priority areas for specific, immediate action.
With this in mind, AeA makes the following general recommendations. A list of
detailed encryption recommendations is included as Attachment 1.
Eliminate Reporting Requirements

Extensive semi-annual reporting continues to be required under EAR Section 740.17 (e)
for cryptographic items shipped under License Exception ENC to all destinations except
Canada.
This is a unilateral requirement, in the sense that no other member of the Wassenaar
control regime demands it. From the business perspective, it is costly and time
consuming to collect and report the data. However, the most compelling reason for
eliminating this reporting requirement is risk of inadvertent error: under current penalty
levels, mistakes made in such reporting can in principle be subject to up to $50,000 each
in civil penalties.
The burden for complying with these reporting requirements falls disproportionately on
small, specialized exporters. Cryptographic functions are now found in a wide variety of
software applications that would otherwise have little or no export controls. Many U.S.
domestic producers of such products are often completely unaware of complex export
control requirements as their products begin being shipped or downloaded across national
borders. Often past violations show up during due diligence reviews as small companies
are acquired by larger firms.
Initially, these requirements were intended to provide the National Security Agency
(NSA) and the rest of the intelligence community with a picture of cross-national demand
for cryptographic products and product flows. However, after a decade of such reporting,
8/1/2007
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this purpose has long since become redundant, and the data obtained is not always
verifiable.
As the use of cryptographic functions has proliferated in the last ten years, so have
products subject to reporting requirements. It is not clear whether at current levels NSA
can use or even effectively review the mass of data that is being fed to it as a result of this
outdated requirement.
AeA feels that the cost and risk to exporters of continuing these reporting requirements
now far outweighs any theoretical intelligence benefits. We further urge that these
reporting requirements be eliminated. Past attempts to create complex exception
categories have only compounded the cost and risk of reporting.
Eliminate Review Requirements for Mass Market and ENC-Unrestricted Products

Most current encryption software, hardware, and components, as well as products
including cryptographic functions, are subject to detailed review requirements in order to
qualify for either mass-market status or for shipment under license exception ENC. AeA
members feel that the utility of this requirement has largely eroded over time, and should
be eliminated.
With all other parts of the U.S. export control system, including munitions control,
exporters are permitted to self classify. Classification decisions by exporters are subject
to review and verification at any time. Cryptographic products are unique in that most
must be reviewed by U.S. Government agencies prior to becoming eligible for export.
This review requirement is unique among Wassenaar allies, which control the same list of
products and which have substantial numbers of indigenous producers. As is the case
with reporting requirements, this mandatory classification procedure may have had some
justification when initially imposed ten years ago. However, since then it has become a
mechanical requirement which has taxed resources not only among companies, but
among the BIS and NSA staff that must process thousands of reviews of commercial
products each year.
As Figure 1 below demonstrates, the number of reviews processed by BIS as well as the
number of products affected by such reviews has increased substantially over the past
five fiscal years. During this period reviews have increased by over 40%, and now
constitute over a third of the total classifications issued by BIS for all dual-use products
controlled by the Department of Commerce.
These increases have continued into the current (‘07) fiscal year, and have resulted in a
dramatic increase in backlogs for BIS and NSA reviews, consuming resources that are
already tight. This backlog in turn translates into delays in issuing these mandatory
classifications, and needless disruption in product introduction and shipment. In addition
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the additional processing time required by BIS and NSA constitutes diversion of
government resources from higher priority work.

Figure 1

BIS Encryption Reviews Fiscal Years 2002-2006
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Source: BIS Annual Reports

Review requirements are repetitive, being required of essentially the same encryption
function applied in different application software packages. As “different” has
historically been defined as any change in code or functionality, software variants that are
fundamentally similar but which have undergone improvements or modifications even in
capabilities unrelated to encryption are required to undergo the same onerous review
process.
Review requirements are also affecting an ever widening range of products, as basic
encryption now appears in a very wide range of applications, including medical devices,
operating systems, word processors and tape storage. Almost all modern software has
encryption functions, virtually all of them of the same types that have been reviewed
before in thousands of other products.
Many of the serious burdens that the current approach to review requirements have
created are a direct result of the sea change that has occurred in the need for and use of
encryption in commercial applications in the last decade. In order to adapt the system to
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contemporary technological and market conditions, AeA urges that the review
requirement be eliminated.
Enact Classification and Specific Control Reforms

a. Eliminate Controls on Publicly Accessible Software and Technology

Encryption is also unique in that items in the public domain, or that are generally
available to the public, remain subject to the EAR, meaning that they retain controls to
some destinations. Specifically, notifications requirements and controls remain on
embargoed destinations.
These controls are again a legacy of encryption’s pre-1997 history as a munitions item.
At that time, steps were taken to prevent public release of cryptographic code on the
grounds of their unique sensitivity. However, these conditions no longer hold, not only
because of the great increase in the amount of encryption software available
commercially, but also because of the large amount made publicly accessible subject to
minimal controls since1996.
While the EAR (reflecting original policy pronouncements), states that the reason for this
unique treatment of publicly accessible software is that the national security concern is
centered on what the code does, rather than what it says, this rationale would apply to
many categories of controlled software. However, encryption is the unique category
where such special controls apply.
The disruptive effect of these controls is greatly disproportionate to any national security
value that they may now provide. Companies now actively pursue an “open source”
strategy, in which they intentionally make their software publicly accessible via open
source licenses. This is done so that their products may be quickly accepted by developer
and other target groups. To the extent that cryptographic functions are an intrinsic
feature of their products (e.g., operating systems), even residual controls on these open
source uncontrollable products have disproportionate and significant competitive effects.
In order to bring controls on cryptographic software and technology in line with other
controls, AeA recommends that the exemption to their removal from EAR jurisdiction be
eliminated.
b. Grant Mass Market Treatment to Components and Related Software in Mass Market
Products

Mass market treatment should be accorded to commercial components with
cryptographic functionality (including related firmware/software/technology) that are
designed and produced for use mass market products. If a PC, cell phone or other widely
available product enjoys mass market status under the regulations, the components and
related firmware/software/technology designed for such products should not be treated
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differently. Such treatment is highly important and relevant because components are
increasingly incorporating cryptographic functions to meet customer demands for
security and to protect critical information infrastructure in general.
Semiconductors and other widely available commercial components of mass market
products are inherently non-military and designed and intended to serve as the basic
building blocks of the global information infrastructure. For example, the United States
and the Wassenaar Arrangement have recognized the non-threatening nature of
commercial processor components, removing them from civilian end use controls.
Components are produced in high volumes for distribution all over the world. While not
sold over the counter akin to the mass market products into which they are incorporated,
commercial components are nevertheless generally available from worldwide
distributors.
The civilian nature of these items is enhanced by the fact that many components comply
with ISO, IEEE, FIPS and PKCS standards, which only support publicly available
civilian end-use cryptographic algorithms. Typical applications for products containing
such components include home/office networking and hornelcar access control.
Mass market treatment for components for products with mass market status was
previously considered by the U.S. Government under the “retail” classification during the
encryption regulation reform (1 999-2002). Unfortunately, upon the publication of the
final rule that revised the vernacular to “mass market,” the ability to apply mass market
treatment for components used in mass market products was not included.
Meanwhile, there is a significant un-level playing field with regard to the international
treatment of components in mass market products. A number of countries treat these
items as 5x992, while the U.S. treats them as 5x002. Such disparate treatment is
contrary to the multilateral controls intended by all countries seeking similar export
control goals, as well as how other countries apply the Mass Market Crypt0 Note for
commercial components used in mass market items.
AeA therefore respectfully requests that the U.S. Government establish a policy of
allowing mass market treatment for components and related firmware/software used in
mass market products. This is consistent with the components-related policy we thought
had been agreed by the U.S. Government. The policy should include:
1. Allowing self-classification under 5x992 of all mass market “items” without any

one time review, including technology and software/firmware for mass market
products.
2. Clarifying the scope of the mass market Cryptography Note and ensuring that its
scope covers commercial semiconductors/integrated circuits and related software,
firmware and technology.
c.

Eliminate controls on Open Cryptographic Interface (“OCI ’7
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The OCI restriction is a unilateral U.S. restriction not set forth in the Wassenaar
Arrangement International List or other restrictions. The OCI restriction does not apply
to open source products, of which there are now millions around the world. Open Source
software has OCI by its nature and can be exported under License Exception TSU
worldwide (except for AT only controlled destinations) with only a notification. Thus,
the OCI restriction creates a competitive disadvantage for U.S. companies with
proprietary software.
d. Eliminate Controls on Open Crypto Aware
Products that simply call on encryption but do not contain native encrypt coding should
be exempt from notification and review. Requiring notification on handshake or calls to
cryptography, referred to as "Crypto Aware" is burdensome since microwaves, hotel
Mini bars, TVs, videogames, and other common household articles and commercial
wireless communication devices can have these functionalities in today's domestic and
export markets.
e. Eliminate Controls on Dormant Encryption
Exporters are currently required to complete a one time technical review for dormant
encryption items prior to export under 5x992. Under the EAR, "dormant cryptography"
refers to items which, at the time of export, contain embedded cryptographic parts or
components which are rendered functionally inert or inactive by design. This dormant
cryptography must be "activated" or ''enabled'' (typically using special components or
software purchased separately) by the manufacturer before it can be used to encrypt data.
AeA believes that dormant cryptography controls should be eliminated where
cryptographic functionality in products like semiconductors is rendered inactive by
design and can only be activated via proprietary software or other mechanisms, which are
otherwise variously controlled under ECCN's such as 5x992 and 5x002.
f. Expand the Coverage of EAR Part 740.17 to Cover Third Party Contractors
The existing license exceptions set forth in sections 740.17(a)( 1) and 740.17(b)( 1) should
be expanded to include any third party contractors used by the parent company or their
foreign subsidiary as long as the specific conditions set forth under the license exception
are met. Because the current exception allows technology transfers to
individuals/persons who are "contractors" or "interns", as those terms are currently
defined in the EAR, certain legal entitiedjuridical persons should be afforded the same
treatment under the regulations, subject to the license exception conditions of Part
740.17, Le., the contractor is only permitted to avail itself of the technology for internal
purposes, and hence cannot share the technology with another party, unless such a party
is afforded the same status. Further, the contractor must only use the technology for the
sole benefit of the U.S. company and its foreign subsidiaries and in compliance with the
terms and conditions imposed on the contractor by such entities. Finally, any product
developed by such entities and its contractor using the transferred technology would
8/ 1/2007
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remain subject to the encryption regulations.
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Attachment 1: Specific Priority Recommendations for
Streamlining Encryption Controls
Note: Recommendations taken >om the September 29, 2006, RPTAC letter are in italics.

Reporting Requirements
1, Eliminate EAR 740.17(e) reporting requirements.

Review Requirements
1. Eliminate review requirements for mass-market and ENC-unrestricted products,
including specially-designed components.
Classification and Control Issues
1. Eliminate controls (Le. EAR jurisdiction) over publicly available encryption
software and technology.
2. Narrow the U.S. definition of mass-market to conform to Wassenaar
Cryptography Note 3.
3. Classify short-range wireless products and secure network management products
as 5x992.
4. Eliminate review of electronic transfer of information that is copyright protected
under the current Note 3 for Digital Rights Management.
5 . Eliminate review for bundling of products that have been previously classified.
This would apply to products bundled for marketing purposes, rather than for
those that have undergone a fundamental change.
6 . Eliminate review for products that contain decryption functions only.
7. Eliminate the notification requirement for Crypto-Aware products/products that
call on encryption including those that have no Crypto code.
8. Eliminate requirements to notify BIS when exporting beta test software under
License Exception TMP.
9. Dormant cryptography controls should be eliminated where cryptographic
functionality in products like semiconductors is rendered inactive by design and
can only be activated via proprietary software or other mechanisms.
10. The existing license exceptions set forth in sections 740.17(a)( 1) and 740.17(b)(l)
should be expanded to include any third party contractors used by the parent
company or their foreign subsidiary as long as the specific conditions set forth
under the license exception are met.
11. Eliminate vestiges of the "virtualITAR "provisions included in the 1996 controls
(e.g., restrictions on technical assistance, de minimis eligibility, foreign
availability ineligibility, etc.).
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12. Eliminate restrictions on open cryptographic interfaces in proprietary encryption
products.
13. Treat specially designated components and sofiare for mass-market items as
mass-market 5x992 items rather than ENC-restricted.
14. ClassifL ENC-unrestricted 740.(b)(3) eligible hardware and sofiare under
ECCN's 5A992 and 50992.
15. Eliminate ECCN 4A001.b and 4D003.c as redundant and confusing.
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October 3 1,2007
Sent via email

U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Industry and Security
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Exporter Services
14* St. and Constitution Ave. NW, Room 2705
Washington, DC 20230

RE: Request for Public Comments on a Systematic Review of the Commerce
Control List. (72 Fed. Reg., No. 136, July 17,2007, p. 39052)
Dear Sir or Madam:
AeA (formerly the American Electronics Association) welcomes the opportunity to
comment on this Notice of Enquiry. As the means for identifying the technological
structure of US controls, a concise, easy to use CCL is critical to the operation of
company internal control programs. In addition, the content of the list, in terms of its
scope and coverage, must be up to date and meet accepted norms of controllability,
clarity and potential for meeting specific control objectives.
The following comments will address these dimensions, focusing on products and
technologies that have particular impact on AeA members.
1. CCL Layout
Due to the need for accurate and up to date technical descriptions, an increasing
proportion of export specialists now refer to the CCL in its online version. The dualcolumned layout derived from the print version makes reference to the online data
onerous. AeA members strongly recommend that the online version of the CCL (as the
EAR in general) be changed to a single column format.
2. Anti-Terrorism (AT) Controls

The technical thresholds embodied in AT controls were, in the early 1990's, adopted from
control levels formerly employed by COCOM. For many years they did serve the
1

purpose of providing an alternative control structure for certain countries designated as
terrorist or state sponsors of terrorism. However, over the years these states have either
been eliminated from the terrorist list, or have been effectively placed under embargo.
As a result, AT entries serve no useful purpose.
In those few areas where AT controls may apply, they are discriminatory, as they are
based on technological relationships which no longer exist or encompass all products in a
given category. A case in point is computers: the control threshold is so low that all
systems in production are caught.
AT entries in the CCL have long since outlived their usefulness, and should not be used
as an alternative set of technological thresholds for either current or proposed controls.
AeA members urge that they be eliminated from the list.
Category 3 - Electronics
Wireless Telephony
Category 3 should be amended with a new note at the front of the entire section that
exempts commercial wireless telephony modules, components, and peripherals from
control.
The rationale for such a request is that the world is moving rapidly towards very broad
bandwidth wireless networks running at 2SG, 3G and even 4G in the next 5 years. At
the same time, commercially licensed wireless bands are moving well above the 43.5
GHz upper limit expressed in 3A001b.4, extending all the way into short-range 60,70,
and even 90 GHz private networks. The American made chips, amplifiers, synthesizers,
PCBs, and transceivers to enable and lead this movement need to be freely exportable.
The class is inefficiently limited by the 43.5 GHz controls.
Further, as semiconductor devices continue to scale down and chip manufacturers attempt
to add more functionality into less silicon area, a larger number of circuits are being
included into a single piece of silicon. To that end, BIS should amend the CCL by
providing exporters with greater clarification to the classification of this integrated silicon
versus stand-alone circuits.
As an example, one piece of integrated silicon may contain a number of circuits which
could be classified as 3A001A5BY3A991C2 and 3A991C3, if they were stand alone
devices. However when such analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog devices, as
classified in the above-referenced ECCNs, are incorporated into an integrated silicon
solution, the end-user does not have access to both their inputs and outputs of the circuits,
within the integrated silicon. This lack of access to both the inputs and outputs shifts
such converters from under the above mentioned ECCNs. Therefore, AeA recommends
BIS provide a Technical Note in Category 3 which expressly clarifies for the exporter
that when accomplishing a classification of items subject to Category 3, Category 3 items
are classified according to the classification of the integrated silicon, and not according
2

the potentially numerous circuits with varying performance parameters which may be
classified as 3A001 and 3A991 if they were stand-alone devices. In addition, AeA
respectfully requests that BIS add a Technical Note within Category 3 which outlines
which technical parameterdfeatures must be externally accessible in order to be classified
within the respective ECCNs.
Category 4- Computers
AeA members call for a fundamental refocus of Category 4 controls with particular focus
on 4A003 and 4E00 1.
Controls on general-purpose scalar computers have their roots in industrial-base controls
that developed during the Cold War. However, after more than 60 years, general purpose
computing has become a fundamentally civilian technology, and should finally be treated
as such in the context of multilateral export controls.
While great progress has been made in revising the thresholds upward to accommodate
increases in technology, target countries like the PRC that are not the subject of total
embargo are becoming major players in computer development and are achieving
performance levels far in advance of the current .75 WT threshold.
While the performance of individual machines may be subject to debate, China
consistently places ten or more systems into the Top 500 computers worldwide, many
using decontrolled switches and off the shelf microprocessors that can now be shipped to
non-military end-users in China regardless of performance level. An example is the
Dawning 4000A, which has been rated at over 10 teraflops and is built from AMD
microprocessors linked with a Myrinet switch, In addition, companies such as Lenovo
and Langchou have or are in the process of developing high performance systems - some
in collaboration with non-US computer companies.
In terms of hardware, AeA members support an increase of the 4A003 control threshold
to 3 WT, with eventual elimination of controls on scalar systems. 3 WT is the level
identified on the 2006 Militarily Critical Technologies List as "critical."
We would note that in addition to system controls at 3 WT, substantial existing controls
on computer equipment would also continue to apply, including:

- Special purpose products caught in 4A categories other than 4A003;
-

Systems incorporated into other controlled items;

- ITAR-controlled systems,

-

Systems above .5 WT destined for military end-use in China, and
All systems destined for proliferation end-use.

3

In terms of technology, the current multi-tiered system found in 4E001 is excessive in
relation to even existing hardware limits, and serves as a useless deterrent to collaborative
development efforts around the world. As technology levels such as the .04 and - 1 WT
are tied to hardware, they are difficult to apply to collaborative research. Known
hardware availability already indicates that the know-how required to build much larger
systems already exists in the PRC.
AeA strongly urges that this restrictive, complex system be abandoned in favor of a
single .5 WT threshold for development and production technology, which would be
consistent with military end-use controls recently imposed on the PRC.
Category 5 - Information Security
AeA has examined cryptographic controls in detail, and has developed a list of both
conceptual recommendations and specific changes in parameters. These were included in
a letter to BIS on August 1,2007. A copy of that letter is attached to this submission.
AeA proposes that BIS take immediate action on those changes that do not require
Wassenaar approval.
AeA members appreciate the opportunity to provide this initial input into the CCL review
process, and stand ready to work with BIS in its ongoing effort to reform the control list.
Sincerely,

Ken Montgomery
Director, International Trade Regulation
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October 31, 2007
The Honorable Carlos Gutierrez
Secretary of Commerce
Department of Commerce
Fourteenth Street and Constitution Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20230
Dear Secretary Gutierrez,
Thank you for your leadership at the Department of Commerce and work to keep our
country’s businesses globally competitive in a rapidly evolving economy. The
Department’s Bureau of Industry Security (81s) recently announced a request for
comments regarding the Commerce Control List (CCL) in the Export Administration
Resulations (EAR). TechNet appreciates the opportunity to provide input for i t s member
companies.
Historically, encryption has been viewed as a critical military application. However, with
the advent of commercial networking, many technologies and software including
encryption are publicly available around the world. Encryption has evolved to be a
feature in even the most generic commercial and personal software, and i s increasingly a
feature in commercial hardware.
TechNet members recognize that the nation’s export control objectives play a critical role
in safezuarding U.S. national security, preventing acts of terrorism and furthering other
important national interests. However, shortcomings i n the current system can adversely
impact U.S. companies’ ability to compete in global markets. As currently implemented,
the controls are complex, expensive and disproportionately burden small and medium
sized businesses. TechNet offers the following specific comments which will improve the
export control system.
1. Reform and streamline “one time technical review” requirements

In the information technology industry, principal export controls apply to software and
hardware products that use encryption for “information security” purposes. Often such
products are classified as a controlled item as part of the Commerce Control List. The
products may not be exported to any country except Canada without an export license
from BIS unless the product’s software has been “qualified” for export under an export
license exemption (ENC).
To qualify a product for export without ENC, the exporter must file a “one time request
for technical review” with BIS and the National Security Agency. Following this request
there i s a thirty day waitin3 period before the software or hardware product i n question i s

approved for export. Difficulties arise when any functionality to the encryption i s
changed. The company must then go through this process again. Also, this requirement
applies to a company that uses a third party component embedded in a software package
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or hardware product - even i f the company that produced the software or hardware has
completed the technical review process for the product, TechNet proposes to:
A) Allow export of “standard” commercial software and hardware with encryption

functionality under ENC, without “one time technical review.”
Under this proposal software or hardware would be classified as “standard,” i f it
derives i t s encryption functionality solely from publicly available encryption
algorithms. This product would not be subject to the thirty day waiting period or
the “one time technical review.”
6) Allow export of commercial software and hardware that derives i t s encryption
functionality from third party products without “one time technical review.”

Under this proposal i f a product has already undergone a “one time technical
review” the exporter would not need t o complete this process again.

2. Remove Open Cryptographic Interface (OCI) Controls
The existing US control requirement for products with OCI capability i s unilateral i n nature
and applies to proprietary vs. open source products. This requirement should be eliminated
for two reasons. First, the unilateral aspect of the control places US companies at a
competitive disadvantage, given the broad capability of non-US companies to produce OCIbased products without similar export control constraint. Second, the OCI control on
proprietary products i s ineffective and discriminatory, since open-source products with
encryption capability are widely available i n high volumes throughout the world.

3. Streamlining administrative process with respect t o acquired companies
An additional issue that we would like to see 61s address deals with the acquisition of small
and medium sized companies. Sometimes a company i s confronted with a situation where the
company it has acquired has not met i t s legal export compliance obligations and products
with encryption capabilities have been exported without proper authorization. The current
process to resolve this dilemma takes 90-120 days and the acquiring company i s often
contractually obligated to furnish their foreign customers with support and maintenance.
BIS could address this situation by streamlining the administrative process to resume service
and support. Specifically, TechNet proposes that either an acquired or acquiring company be
allowed to take the following steps:

A) The software or hardware company would voluntarily file and disclose prior violations
B) The software or hardware company would request a “one time technical review” to
qualify the product under ENC
C ) The software or hardware company would notify BIS that i t intends to provide support
for previously exported products and declares that i t s customers are not located i n

embargoed or restricted countries. The company would then wait a predetermined
amount of time a t the end of which the review must be completed. If the company
has not been notified of outstandins issues or concerns after a set amount of time,
then they could provide service.
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Thank you for your consideration and for requestinp input from the companies that are
impacted by these regulations. Please do not hesitate t o contact me if you have any
questions or i f I may b e of any assistance to you in the future.
Sincerely,

Lezlee Westine
President & CEO
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October 3 1, 2007
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL

U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of Industry and Security
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20230
Attention:

Notice of Inquiry-CCL
Timothy Mooney, Room 2705

Dear Mr. Mooney:
The Computer Coalition for Responsible Exports (“CCRE”) is submitting these comments in
response to the notice of inquiry published by the Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”)
concerning Request for Public Comments on a Systematic Review of the Commerce Control List.
Fed Reg. 39052 (July 17,2007).
CCRE members included the following companies and associations: Applied Materials, Dell,
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel, Sun Microsystems, Unisys, Information Technology Industry
Council and AeA.
The decision by BIS to initiate a systematic review of the Commerce Control List (CCL) offers a
critically important opportunity to review the scope of U.S. export controls and to make
adjustments to ensure their effectiveness by targeting the controls at truly sensitive products and
technology.
In undertaking its review, CCRE believes it essential for BIS to give great weight to several
important factors. First, there is a growing body of evidence that export controls are the most
effective when they are targeted at truly sensitive technologies and are strictly adhered to by all
supplier nations.
Second, the Wassenaar Arrangement, which is the primary multilateral arrangement for
controlling the export of dual use goods, represents a multilateral consensus on what should and
can be effectively controlled. Under Wassenaar, the United States and other member countries
have agreed that before a product or technology is subjected to dual use export controls it should
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be evaluated rigorously against the following criteria: (1) foreign availability outside
participating countries, and (2) the ability to control effectively the export of the goods. (Based
on these criteria, the Wassenaar Arrangement has established a list of “Sensitive” Items and a list
of “Very Sensitive’’Items.)
Computer Hardware. Computers are not included on either Wassenaar List. The fact that
computers are not included on either the “Sensitive” Items List or the “Very Sensitive” Items
List represents a considered decision by Wassenaar members, including the United States, that
computers are not “key elements directly related” to “development, production use or
enhancement of advanced conventional military capabilities whose proliferation would
significantly undermine the objectives of the Wassenaar Arrangement”.
The Wassenaar decision not to subject computer hardware to dual use export controls is also a
reflection of the fact that computing power is no longer susceptible to effective control, a fact
long recognized by the Defense Department. In 200 1, the Department of Defense issued a report
that explicitly recognized that performance based controls “no longer restrict foreign access to
high performance computing.”’ According to the DOD Report, “cluster technology, open source
software?and improved component interoperability enable users to easily integrate commodity
hardware into large high performance computer systems.” In recognition of this technology
reality, the DOD Report recommended that performance-based export controls on computer
hardware be “removed” and that the focus of controls should shift to protecting critical software
applications.
In the six years since the DOD Report, microprocessor technology has advanced further to the
point where today’s commodity laptops have the same computing power as the multimilliondollar supercomputers used in the 1990s. The availability of mass-market high-speed
networking equipment has also stimulated development of high performance clusters of
commodity microprocessors, which now dominate the Top 500 list of Supercomputers.
These facts, especially when taken together, give BIS an indisputable basis for deciding to
remove computer hardware from the CCL. However, if BIS decides not to remove commercial
computer hardware from the CCL, it should conform the CCL’s control threshold with the level
identified as “critical” on the Militarily Critical Technologies List (MCTL). The 2006 MCTL
identified computers above 3.0 WT as “critical”. If BIS decides on this course of action, it
should include a process to reconcile the CCL to any future changes in the MCTL.
Commercial Computer Technolow. CCRE recognizes that there are legitimate national security
concerns at this time that may justify keeping commercial computer technology on the CCL.
CCRE does, however, recommend that BIS bring the control threshold for commercial computer
technology into line with new technological and regulatory developments by raising the control
threshold for commercial computer technology to 0.5 WT.
The latest version of the Wassenaar “Sensitive” List identifies technology for the development
and production of computers above 0.1 WT as needing to be subject to dual use control and

’

Defense Science Board, Export Control of High Performance Computing: Analysis and Alternative Strategies,
February 2,200 1.
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“special vigilance”. Rapidly advancing technology and the new control level for military end
use in China (0.5 WT) have made the 0.1 WT control threshold obsolete.
During the process leading to the new 0.5 WT control threshold for military end use in China,
BIS agreed with the evidence submitted by the US. computer industry that the capability to
produce computers up to the 0.5 WT was available from countries outside the Wassenaar system
- in particular China. Under these circumstances, technology to produce commercial computers
up to the 0.5 WT threshold simply can not be controlled effectively by the Wassenaar countries,
including the United States.
Finally, because commercial computer technology will remain on the CCL, it is essential for BIS
to continue to work with the computer industry to develop a new intra-company license system
that recognizes the realities of the global economy and the ability and commitment of U.S.
computer companies to protect sensitive technology.
Software. In order to ensure a rational export control system, CCRE believes it is essential that
software controls be adjusted to conform to these new hardware and technology control
thresholds.
Country Coverage. The CCL affords favorable treatment to America’s Cold War allies but
reflects unwarranted discrimination against other countries that are now important strategic and
trading partners with the United States. The BIS initiative to reform the CCL offers a unique
opportunity to revise the CCL country groupings to update U.S. national security interests and to
reflect significant changes in the global economy.
First, License Exception APP should be amended to permit the export of controlled technology
to all Tier 1 Members without regard to a WT limit. Tier 1 countries do not pose a national
security or proliferation risk and should be treated as full economic trading partners - not
national security threats. Moreover, scarce export enforcement resources should be focused on
those countries that pose a real significant security threat to the U.S. national security interests.
Second, consideration should be given to moving the following countries from Tier 3 to Tier 1
Egypt, India, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Morocco, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Ukraine,
and United Arab Emirates.
End-User Screening, In order to bring the export control system into line with global technology
reality, BIS needs to evaluate end-user screening requirements for mass-market products and
technology (EAR99). The current system raises significant cost-benefit questions. For example,
the current system requires US companies to screen thousands of minor transactions that involve
the servicing of laptops.
Encryption. CCRE has several recommendations to reform the CCL with respect to Encryption.
First, the requirement for semi-annual reporting under EAR Section 740.17 (e) for cryptographic
items shipped under License Exception ENC to all destinations except Canada should be
eliminated for several important reasons. (1) No other Wassanaar members require such
reporting. (2) The reports no longer effectively enable the intelligence community to determine
cross-national demand for cryptographic products and product flows due to the wide spread use
-3USIDOCS 6409869~1

of cryptographic functions in widely availably software applications that would otherwise have
little or no export controls. (3) The cost of collecting and reporting the data now substantially
outweigh any benefits. (4) The risk of inadvertent error is preventing the development and use
of new cryptographic technology.
Second, consideration should also be given to eliminating the review requirements for mass
market and ENC-Unrestricted Products. This control currently requires detailed reviews by the
U S . government for encryption software, hardware, and components, as well as products
including cryptographic functions, in order to qualify for either mass-market status or for
shipment under license exception ENC. This is a unilateral control imposed only by the U.S.
within the Wassenaar system, which gives a substantial number of indigenous producers in our
Wassenaar partners a competitive advantage. Moreover, the requirement has become redundant,
time consuming and is overwhelming BIS and NSA due to basic encryption being included in an
ever-widening range of applications, including medical devices, operating systems, word
processors and tape storage. Encryption controls need to recognize that most modern software
now includes encryption functions, and virtually all of them of them have already been reviewed.
Third, CCRE also endorses the reforms submitted by AeA on August 1,2007 (“AeA
Recommendationsfor Encryption Control Reform. ’7 These reforms include:
Eliminating Controls on Publicly Accessible Software and Technology
Granting Mass Market Treatment to Components and Related Software in Mass Market
Products
Eliminating controls on Open Cryptographic Interface (“OCI”)
Eliminating Controls on Open Crypt0 Aware
Eliminating Controls on Dormant Encryption
Expanding the Coverage of EAR Part 740.17 to Cover Third Party Contractors
If you have any questions, please contact Kara Calvert at kcalvert@,itic.orgor (202) 626-5722.
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l<ohcriA. Shapiro
202-585-6726

FAX 202-508-1030
rdiapiro@
thompsoncoburIi.com

VIA HAND DELIVERY
Mr. Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
Department of Commerce
14th Street & Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Room 2705
Washington, DC 20230
Re:

Response to Notice of Inquiry - CCL
Docket No. 070619210-7211-01
Docket NO. 070619210-7489-02

Dear Mr. Mooney:
On behalf of Ticona Polymers, Inc. (“Ticona”)we hereby submit the following
comments in response to the Bureau of Industry and Security‘s (“BIS”)Request for Puhhic
Comments on Q Systematic Review of the Commerce Control List in order to draw attention to
inconsistencies in the way that certain polymer products are treated and described on thc
Commerce Control list (“CCL”].’ Ticona respectfully suggests differences in the levcls of
controls supplied to similar polymer products are incongruous given the ready availability of
the referenced polymers or their substitutes and the degree of interchangeability between the
products for the applications to which they are applied. Additionally, notwithstanding the
disparity in the treatment of similar polymer products, Ticona notes that the nomenclature
provided for in the CCL under Export Control Classification Number (“ECCN”) 1C008.b is
unnecessarily ambiguous and confusing.

See 72 Fed. Reg. 39052 (July 17, 2007); see also, 72 Fed. Rcg. 51213 (Scptcmbcr 6, 2007).
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I.

Background

Ticona is a leading global supplier of engineering resins. Ticona produces innovative
materials that are used in a wide range of applications in automotive, appliance, medical, and
information and communications technology, consumer electronics and other consumer and
industrial segments.
One of Ticona's most important product lines is its liquid crystal polymer, Vcctra@
LCP ("VLCP"]. Ticona maintains 15 different grades of its VLCP polymers, and distributes
them in either their "neat," or pure form; or compounded with glass fibers or fillers other than
glass fibers to form a polymer product that best meets the needs of the particular customer
application.
Ticona generally compounds LCP with glass fibers, minerals and other polymer
products. Ticona produces over 30 differentcompounded VLCP products. Compounding is
generally an irreversible process; one can not readily separate the LCP polymer from the
additives once the product is compounded.
Vectra LCP products are high temperature, high strength, high flow materials that are
effective for molding thin-walled parts at very short cycle times. These characteristics make
VLCP an ideal material for the production of small and light-we& clectrical and electronic
components and connectors needed to produce the miniaturized devices demanded by the
consumers of information technology, communications and consumer electronics products.
Ticona's VLCP products are used in connectors, sockets for computers and other elcctronic and
electrical devices, parts for headphone devices, shutter plate assemblies for the commercial
camera industry, and cellular telephone equipment, just to namc a few.
LCP was, at one time, considered to be a "high end plastic." It is now considered to be
quite common. The monomers that are used to produce LCP are generally available from
manufacturers throughout the world including several producers in China. The polymerization
technology is also commonly known and, in some instances, available without the need to
license the intellectual property, as many basic patents have cxpired.
Since these products have world-wide appeal, Ticona has a far-reaching distribution
system comprised of a network of related companies to assist it in ensuring that Ticona
products reach authorized end-users in the global LCP marketplace. The export of certain LCP
products is currently controlled in accordance with the provisions of ECCN 1C008.b, which
ECCN 1C008.b provides, in pertinent part:
1C008 Non-fluorinated polymeric substances, as follows (see List of Items Controlled).
b. Thermoplastic liquid crystal copolymers having a heat distortion tcmperaturc cxcccding 523 K (250
"C)measured according to IS0 75-3 (2004), or national cquivalcnts, with a load of 1.82 N/mm and
composed of
b. 1. Any of the following:
b. 1 .a. Phenylene, biphcnylene or naphthalene; or
461 21 78
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applies to thermoplastic liquid crystal copolymers having heat distortion tempcratures (“HDT”)
exceeding 250°C and certain other characteristics.
LCP competes against several other polymer products. A chief competitor is Polyether
Ether Ketone (TEEK”). PEEK is generally considered to be the market leader. Many of its
physical properties as well as its ability to be used in the production of electrical and electronic
components is superior to that of LCP. As a result, PEEK generally commands a premiuiii
price.
The website of a leading PEEK manufacturer, Victrex, with offices in the United States,
states that the PEEK high performance polymer is a linear aromatic polymer that is semicrystalline and widely regarded as the “highest performance thermoplastic available.”’ Victrex
further states that its PEEK is the ”choice for a wide range of defence application^."^ Indeed, on
its website, Victrex states that its PEEK is ”approved for use by the U.S. Department of Defense
per military specification MIL-P-46183” and offers an exceptional combination of properties
giving the defense industry reduced weight through metal repla~ement.~
Until recently, PEEK was classified under ECCN lC008 subject to the same level of
export controls as currently apply to LCP. The restrictions on the shipment of PEEK, however,
were recently liberalized. As a result, PEEK enjoys an international competitive advantage over
LCP notwithstanding its superior physical properties and premium price.
11.

PEEK and LCP are Similarly Situated Products

On September 7, 2006, the BIS announced a Filial Rule to implement changes niade to
the CCL. Among the changes was the amending of ECCN 1C008 by removing PEEK from
1C008 because continued NS control could no longer be justified.6 BIS nioved PEEK to a new
ECCN, ECCN 1C998, in order to maintain control over PEEK and PEEK’S associated
technology for anti-terrorism reasons.
b. 1 .b. Methyl, tertiary-butyl or phcnyl substituted phenylene, biphenylcnc or naphthalciic; aiid
b.2. Any of the following acids:
b.2.a. Terephthalic acid;
b.2.b. 6-hydroxy-2 naplithoic acid; or
b.2.c. 4-hydroxybenzoic acid;

See http:/%vww.victrex,com/en/peekgoly/peekgoly.plip,last visited Octobcr 30, 2007
See hltp://www.victrex.com/en/market-app/de/ense.php,
last visited Octobcr 30, 2007.

Id.
See 71 Fed. Reg. 52956, 52957 (September 7, 2006).
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If control of PEEK is no longer justified for NS control reasons, then it stands to reason
that Ticona’s VLCP product, which is currently classified under ECCN 1C008 but which has
similar, and in some areas, identical or even inferior, characteristics and physical propertics,
should not be controlled for NS reasons. The recent changes to the CCL, however, results in a
liberalization of the controls applicable to PEEK while maintaining relatively tight controls on
VLCP. This disparity of treatment places Ticona at a competitive disadvantage against the
domestic and foreign producers of PEEK.
As the attached Relative Thermal Index (“RTI”)chart based on values obtained from
Underwriters Laboratories (WL”) shows, the RTI values of PEEK and the T-130 brand VLCP
are identical at 1.5 mm and 3.0 mm with the exception that the RTI Mechanical Impact
(“RTI-MI”)of T- 130 is slightly lower than the RTI-MI of PEEK, thereby making PEEK a
superior product to T-130.’ Further the Heat Distortion Temperature (“NDT”),thc most
critical property for connector and electrical and electronics applications of PEEK and LCP, of
PEEK is superior to that of VLCP T-130, see the Key Property Comparison chart, yet PEEK is
not controlled under the same stringent NS control requirements of 1C008 while the VLCP, T130, is.* Based on the fact that PEEK, a product that is superior in performance to Ticona’s T130, has been removed from 1C008, it seems incongruous to continue the control of ccrtaiii
LCPs whose performance characteristics are equal to PEEK.

Ticona respectfully suggests that this incongruity may be rectified by either reinoving
LCP from lC008 or increasing 1C008’s threshold HDT from 250’ C to 3 15” C. The HDT of
PEEK. By doing so, companies with LCPs whose characteristics and physical properties are
inferior or equivalent to those of PEEK, will not be subject to controls that exceed those
applicable to PEEK.
111.

Foreign Availability of LCP and LCP-like Products No Longcr Justifies NS
Control

As announced on September 7, 2006, the BIS determined that the foreign availability of
PEEK was such that control for NS reasons was no longer justified. Like PEEK, LCP is
manufactured throughout the world in large quantities and is, therefore, available from many
different markets that compete directly with United States manufacturers. Indeed, LCP or
LCP-like competitive products are being manufactured and sold in the United Kingdom and
’ S e e Attachment 1 , RTI Published Data from UL Wcbsitc. Supporting documentation for the content of
this chart is available at: Attachment 2, UL Online CertificationsDirectory: QMFZ2.El611 131 - Victrex
MFG LTD, available at http://databasc.ul.cni (last visited October 17, 2007);Attachment 3, UI.Online
CertificationsDirectory: QMFZB. E83005 - Ticona Vectra Business Line, available at
http://databasc.ul.com (last visited October 17, 2007).
See Attachment 4, Kcy Property Comparison - Published Data, Documents supporting thc wiitcnt of
this chart are attached at Attachments 2-3.
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Japan. Less than two weeks ago, Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd. (“Sumitomo”)announced that
it was expanding its neat resin production capacity for its LCP from “an annual 7,000 toils to
9,200 tons.”’ In the same article, Sumitomo announced that a new facility was being built in
China for the production of neat LCP resin as well as LCP compounds. The facility is
scheduled for completion by January 2009. Sumitomo noted that the high demand for its
Sumikasuper LCP sparked these two changes since LCP is “increasingly replacing plastics that
have been conventionally used.”” Sumitomo estimates that the completion of these facilities
projects will enable it to meet 30%of its projected 2009 global demand for LCP compounds.”
It is quite clear that the foreign availability of PEEK and LCP products is such that
control of US.-made LCP products is no longer necessary. LCP is regularly beiiig used in place
of other plastics that have been traditionally used by manufacturers of electrical connectors and
components. Competing materials may be traded without being subjected to substantial export
control requirements. Additionally, LCP products are regularly manufactured by foreign
manufacturers. In order to level the playing field with respect to LCP products that are widcly
available in industrialized countries, the NS controls on LCPs should be lifted.

IV.

Inconsistencies in 1C008 Leads to Inadvertent Capture of Non-critical
Products

Finally, while as discussed above, it is proper to remove LCP products from 1COO8
classification, Ticona notes that the language of the CCL is unnecessarily confusing with
respect to the description of the products that are intended to be covered by 1C008.b. The
literal interpretation of 1C008.b is very confusing in that it implies that the polymers covered
are a combination of poly(ary1enes)and aromatic polyesters. We are not aware of any
commercial products that meet these parameters at this time.
Patents on LCPs are usually written by describing the aromatic core (“phenylene,”
“naphthalene,” “biphenylene”) that contains the 2 functional groups necessary to make a
polymer. We suggest, therefore, that should BIS determine that LCP must still be controllcd
under 1C008 notwithstanding the above discussion, the nomenclature should be modified to
read:
b. Thermoplastic liquid crystal polymers where the naked polymer has a heat distortion
temperature (HDT) exceeding 523” K (250”C) measured according I S 0 75-3 (2004), or

See Sumitorno Chemical to Expand Liquid Crystal Polymers Production, JCNNewswire (Octobcr 18,
2007) availalde at http://www.japancorp.nct/articlc.Asp?Art-ID= 158 15, (last visited Octobcr 31, 2007).
Id.
I‘

Id.
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national equivalents, with a load of 1.82 N/mm' and produced by condensation
polymerization of one or more difunctional aromatic monomers describcd by:
y-Ar-y, z-Ar-z, y-Ar-z
\

\
X

X

\
X

b. 1 where the aromatic group can be unsubstituted (Ar') or substitutcd

(At)

b. 1.a Ar' = Phenylene, biphenylene, or naphthalene (x = 13); or

b. 1.b A? = Phenylene, biphenlyene or naphthalene and x = methyl, tcrtiarybutyl or phenyl
b.2 where the functional groups are
b.2.a y = hydroxyl (-OH)or amino (-NH,)
b.2.b z = carboxyl (-(202)

V.

Conclusion

As discussed above, the description of the products covered by ECCN 1C008.b is
confusing and does not clearly communicate the intent of the drafters. Read literally, the
language does not cover any products that are currently being produccd. Notwithstanding this
ambiguity, the CCL has been interpreted to cover certain LCP products within ECCN 1C008.b
that are commercially similar to products that have since been removed from that heading of
the CCL. The continued maintenance of LCP on the CCL, therefore, places U.S.
manufacturers of the product at a competitive disadvantage as comparcd to the producers of
LCP in other countries and the producers of competing products both home and abroad. For
the reasons set forth above, Ticona respectfully suggests that 1C008.b'~definition bc modified
to exclude LCPs from its coverage or, by increasing lC008.b'~threshold HDT from 250" C to
315" C.
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Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned with any questions.
Very tnily yoiirs,
Thompson Coburn LLP
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Material Dsg

Color

Thk

Flame

W

A

mm

Class

I

I

Elec

Mech

Imp

c
~~

Str

T

9

T

R

5

I

~~

Polyetheretherketone (PEEK), "Vlctrex PEEK", furnished as pellets.
9OG, 9OP

NC

1.5

v-0

50

I

Polyetheretherketone (PEEK), "Victrex PEEK", furnished as sheets.
TLZO

I NC

TL40

NC

I 0.025-0.028

I Polyetheretherkeytone (PEEK),

I VTM-1 I- I-

I50

I50

I50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

0.10-0.11

I

"Vidrex PEEK", furnished as pellets.

lSOCAW

NC

0.5

v-0

1SOGW

NC. BK

0.5

v-0

450CAW

NC

0.5

v-0

450GLXX

NC, BK

0.5

v-0

9ocAw

NC

0.5

v-0

9OGW

NC, BK

0.5

150CA30

BK

-

-

-

~~

~

50
~~

50

50

50

-

-

50

50

50

-

50

50

50

v-0

-

50

50

50

0.75

v-0

0

4

-

170

220

1.5

v-0

0

3

-

200

220

3.0

v-0

200

240

I 15OFC30.450FC30

I
BK

0.75

v-0

0

3

-

180

220

1.5

v-0

0

4

-

180

240

3.0

v-0

0

4

-

180

240
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0.75

BK

NC

3

2

260

180

220

1.5

v-0

2

2

260

180

240

3.0

v-0

1

1

260

180

240

1.5

v-0

2

2

260

180

240

3.0

v-0

1

1

260

180

240

0.41

0

4

-

0.75

0

4

-

180

220

~-

1.5

v-0

0

4

-

200

220

3.0

v-0

0

4

-

200

240

0.41

3

2

-

0.75

3

2

260

180

220

3

5

4

Polyetheretherkeytone (PEEK), "Vlctrex PEEK", furnished as sheets.
Amorphous Film
NC

0.025

VTM-0

5

4

200

-

0.075

VTM-0

5

4

200

-

0.125

m

v 1000

NC

0.014-0.280

WM-0

4

1
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-
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-

-

50

50

200

-

~~

~

0.50-0.75

I Oriented Semi-Crystalline FII~n

- : .1
1

-

/yr*O
WM-0

0.125

1I 1

WM-0

220
~~

220

50

220

220

-

200

220

rex PCK", furnished as pellets.
22GL(a)

NC

50

50

50

022. P22

NC

50

50

50

045. P45

NC

, 50

50

50

1.5

v-0
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(a)

- represents a two digit number indicating the glass fiber content from 10% to 50% inclusive.

XX

- represents a two diglt number indicating the glass fiber content from 10% to 60% inclusive.

W

- represents a two digit number lndicatlng the carbon fiber content from

10% t o 50% inclusive.
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TIceNA'
VECTRA BUSINESS LINE
8040 DIXIE HWY
FLORENCE, KY 41042 USA
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LCP/PPS, "Vectra".
V133XL

NC, BK
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V-0
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v-0

-

-

~~~~

~~~
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-

h q u i d Crystal Polymer (LCP), thermotropic aromatic polyester~"Vectra",furnished as pellets.

NC, BK

All5

v-0

1.5

v-0

y

2

240

220

-

0.38

V-0

4

0.85

v-0

4

1.5

v-0

2

4

240

220

220

3.0

V-0

1

4

240

220

220

NC

1.5

V-0, SVA

2

NC

0.75

V-0

1

1.5

V-0

1

3.0

V-0

0

0.45

v-0
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V-0

NC, BK

I
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v-0

ALL
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V-0
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!

1

1

4
4

1

1

I

I
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1

4

4
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I
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V-0
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NC
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V-0
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NC
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v-0

2

4

V-0

1

4
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3.0
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~

~
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I- I-

V-0

I 1.5 IV-O
~
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NC

3.0

V-0, 5VA

NC, BK

0.30

V-0

0

4
1

I
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NC, BK

0.42

V-0

1.5

V-0

240

I220
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I

____

3.0

V-0

1

4

NC, BK

0.43

V-0

-

-

BK

0.46

V-0
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NC

0.43

V-0
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NC
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V-0
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V-0

3

4

1.5

V-0

2

4

3.0

V-0

1

4
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~~
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IV-0
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3
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-
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0
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0
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0
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I 1.5
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0

-
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0

-
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-
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0
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I Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP), "Vedra", furnished as pellets.

-
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4

0
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v-0

3

0
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1

0
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1

0
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2

0
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-
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0
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3
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I
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4
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4
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4
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ATTACHMENT 4

K E L L E Y DRYE
C O L L I E R SHANNON

D I R E C T LINE: ( 2 0 2 ) 9 4 2 - 8 8 4 1
EMAIL: ~ m C C l ~ f f ~ ~ l ~ ~ k e l l m y d r y a . c o ~

November 1,2007

ELECTRONIC
MAILDELIVERY
Mr. Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
De artment of Commerce
14PStreet & Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Room 2705
Washington, DC 20230
Re:

Recommendations for Proposed Changes to Commerce Control List
Category 2 Export Control ClassificationNumbers Affecting the Fluid
Handling Industry

Dear Mr. Mooney:
On behalf of a number of manufacturers of fluid handling equipment that are members of the
Hydraulic InstituteNalve Manufacturers Association (HWMA) Export Control Task Force, we
appreciate the opportunity to offer recommendations regarding certain changes and clarifications
to the Commerce Control List (CCL) categories for fluid handling and processing equipment,
particularly Export Control Classification Number (ECCN) 2B350. These comments are
submitted in response to the Bureau of Industry and Security's (BIS)Federal Register notice
requesting public comments for its systematic review of the CCL. See Reauest for Public
Comments on a Systematic Review of the Commerce Control List, 72 Fed. Reg. 39052 (July 17,
2007). These comments are timely, as the agency extended the deadline for comments to
November 1,2007 in a September 6,2007 notice. & 72 Fed. Reg. 51213 (Sept. 6,2007).
The companies offering these recommendations understand that changes to certain CCL
language may require consultations with multilateral export control groups. A number of the
clarificationsrecommended below, however, might be accomplished by the additional of
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definitions and other technical clarificationsto the controls that could be implemented by BIS
without interagency or multilateral consultations. We would welcome an opportunity to discuss
these comments and recommendations with the agency in more detail.
Recommendations
1. Add a definition of “seal-less centrifugal pump” to the regulations (perhaps in the Related
Definitions subsection under the List of Items Controlled, or in Part 772) to clarify the scope of
the control on seal-less pumps in ECCN 2B350. We believe an approach based on the Hydraulic
Institute’s definition of ‘‘seal-less centrifugal pump” would clarify the scope of ECCN Category
2B350.
Suggested language: “Seal-less Centrifbgal Pump: A pump design in which the impeller shaft
is directly driven by either a canned induction motor or by a synchronous or an asynchronous
magnetic drive, The design does not use a dynamic (mechanical) shaft seal as a primary
containment device. In seal-less pumps, static seals contain the product being pumped.
Centrifugal pumps shipped with a single dynamic seal or without a dynamic seal installed are not
considered seal-less centrifugal pumps.”

As the agency is aware, there are other non-centrifugal pump types that are seal-less. This
suggested definition for seal-less Centrifugal pumps is not intended to affect the classificationof
such pumps.
2. In ECCN 2B350,we recommend changing the language from “Multiple-seal” to “Mdtipleseal (on each shaft sealing interface) . . .” Some pumps have 2 separate shaft outputs from the
“wet end” of the pump (one on each end of the pump’s wet end) and a single seal on each end of
the shaft. These pumps do not qualify as “multipleseal” pumps in the sense intended by the
regulation since each shaft end effectively has a single seal. Such pumps are not any more useful
in handling chemical weapons precursors than a standard “single seal” pump with one shaft
output as they offer safety protection only at the level of a single seal pump (because each shaft
sealing interfaadend only has a single seal). In fact, such pumps are often used for water
handling.
3. Consider increasing clarity by including quantity references in the materials section of 2B350.
Currently, it is not clear to some in the industry if a trace amount of a controlled material, lo%,
25%, 50%, or more of a controlled material triggers the 2B350 control. This change would also
help prevent confusion regarding the meaning of the term “alloy.” Clarifying that the controlled
material must make up the most prevalent material (by weight) in an alloy (or plastic mixture
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containing fluoropolymer) would help clarify this issue and would be consistent with the
definition of alloy found in Category 1 of the CCL.
E.g.:
Titanium or alloys containing titanium in greater amounts (by weight) than any
other material.
Zirconium or alloys containing zirconium in greater amounts (by weight) than any
other material
4. ECCN 2B350.i lists “Ferrosilicon” as a “controlled” material. Ferrosilicon is a very brittle

material and no practical working pump could be made of ferrosilicon. High silicon iron steel,
which contains certain amounts of ferrosilicon, in contrast, is a material that is sometimes used to
make chemical handling equipment. We suggest removing the term “ferrosilicon” from the list
of materials and replacing it with “high silicon iron steel”. Additionally, we suggest specifying a
percentage of ferrosilicon content in high silicon iron steel that triggers the control.

5. The agency should clarify the meaning of the term “rotor” in ECCN 2B350.i. This term is
used by some in the industry to refer to a shaft attached to an impeller in a centrifugal pump and
also to a shaft with the impeller and bearings installed. It is also used for certain gear pump
components. It is not clear that this term is meant to be interpreted in this way, or whether the
reference is to a vacuum pump part.
6. ECCN’s 2A226 and 2A292 apply CB2 controls if the subject valve also meets the criteria for
classification under ECCN 2B350. The language implementing the CB2 control in 2A226 and
2A292 is a source of some confusion in the industry. The categories might be clarified by
removing the ECCN 2B350 references from those two ECCN’s and by adding a technical note
stating that valves that also meet the 2B350 control criteria are also subject to CB2 controls
under ECCN 2B350.

7. Valve size for products controlled under ECCN’s 2A226 and 2B350 is addressed using the
term ‘nominal’ size. Under ECCN 2A292, however, the size criterion is described as “a pipe
size connection of 200 mm (8 in.) or more inside diameter.” The agency should consider using
the same size criteria for valves, or should explain why sizes are referred to as ‘nominal’ in some
classifications and ‘inside diameter’ in others.
8. The CCL indicates ‘pipe size connection of 200 mm (8 in) or more inside diameter’ under
2A292. It is unclear whether the intent is to consider the ‘inlet’ size of the valve or the larger of
the inlet or outlet connection. Other ECCN’s, such as 2A226, clearly indicate ‘For valves with
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dyerent inlet and outlet diameters, the nominal size refers to the smallest diameter’. It would
help to have the same clarifying language in both ECCN categories. In addition, in paragraph 9,
2B999.f - consider changing the word ‘dimension’ to ‘size.’ This term is more common in the
valve industry and it appears elsewhere in the CCL.

9. Currently, 2B999.f. reads, “Monel equipment, including valves, piping, tanks and vessels”.
Valves of a certain dimension with all wetted parts of Monel typically could potentially be
classified under ECCN 2B350, but the language in 2B999 specifically calls out Monel and
indicates that those valves should be classified in 2B999.f. We request that BIS provide
guidance regarding the interrelationshipbetween these categories.
10. 2B350.g and i both refer to “all surfaces that come in direct contract with the chemicals(s)
being processed” (“processed or contained” in the case of valves) being made fiom the
“following materials.” We request that the agency clarify what it considers to fall into this
“wetted parts” category given the relatively wide variety of parts that could potentially be
considered “wetted parts,” including “0”rings, fasteners, and other components in various
product configurations.
1 1. Some members perceive an inconsistency in CCATS classificationsregarding valves with
carbon steel bodies or casings and stainless steel internals. Some are classified as EAR99 while
others are classified as 2B999.g. In addition, certain pumps with motors over 5 horse power for
industrial use are sometimes classified as EAR99 and other times as 2B999. One suggestion for
resolving this on the valve side is for the agency to change the unilateral control language in
2B999.g to clarify that the valve bodykasing and intemals of a valve must be made of 304 or
3 16 stainless steel for classification in 2B999.
12. Regarding the stainless steel sub-paragraphs in 2B999 (.g and .n respectively), both 304SS
and 3 16SS are austenitic (and in fact all 2xx or 3xx grades are austenitic). If the intent is to
control only austenitic SS, then maybe (.g) and (.n) can be combined? Perhaps (.g) might read:
“Austenitic stainless steel (including 304 and 3 16) valves, piping, tanks and vessels” and then
(.n) can be eliminated.

13. “Wear coatings” of 2B350 controlled materials that are designed to wear off products after a
few uses should not trigger classification in the 2B350 control category. Other very thin coatings
of controlled materials do not necessarily qualify a product as appropriate for handling the
chemicals in 1C350. At times, such coatings are used for protection during transportation and
for similar purposes. We recommend that the agency consider the following change in language
in 2B350 as an approach to this issue:
“Fluoropolymers with a minimum thickness of. 125 inch.”
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14. We request that the agency work to clarify the related controls language in 2B350, which
states:

Related Controls: The controls in this entry
do not apply to equipment that is: a,)
specially designed for use in civil
applications (e.g., food processing, pulp and
paper processing, or water purification);
AND b.) inappropriate, by the nature of its
design, for use in storing, processing,
producing or conducting and controlling the
flow of chemical weapons precursors
controlled by 1C350.
The industry believes that virtually all of the equipment that is currently controlled under ECCN
2B350 is specially designed for use in civil applications. Thus, industry would like further
guidance from the agency concerning what characteristics the agency believes would make these
industrial products “inappropriate, by the nature of its design, for use in storing, processing,
producing or conducting and controlling the flow of chemical weapons precursors.
15. In ECCN 2B350.g. consider clarifying the valve control language as follows: Valves with
suficient stem seal protection, with nominal sizes greater than 1.O cm (YEin.), and casings (valve
bodies) or preformed casing liners with designed for such valves, in which all surfaces that
come in direct contact with the chemical(s) being processed or contained are made from any of
the following materials:” The industry would particularly welcome an opportunity to discuss a
change that would clarify this stem seal protection language.

*

*

*

As indicated, we realize that a number of these requests for clarification may not require changes
to the ECCN categories through a multilateral process. In our view, suggestions 1,2,4, 13 and
15 may require coordination at an international level. The remaining issues could potentially be
resolved through the issuance of advisory opinions or through other technical and definitional
changes to the regulations that, as indicated above, might be accomplished without multilateral
coordination.
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We look forward to a continuing dialogue with BIS regarding all of the issues raised in these
comments. We also thank the agency again for the opportunity to provide these comments. If
BIS has any comments or questions concerning this submission, please contact the undersigned.

T

Eric McClafferty

T

Counsel to the Hydraulic InstituteNalve
Manufacturers Association Export Control
Task Force
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William Primosch

Acting Vice President
International Economic Affairs
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Mr. Timothy Mooney
Bureau of Industry and Security
Regulatory Policy Division
Office of Exporter Services
U.S. Department of Commerce Room 2705
14thSt. and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20230
RE: Request for Public Comments on the Systematic Review of the Commerce Control List
(CCL)-Notice
of Inquiry CCL
Dear Mr. Mooney:
I write on behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), the nation's
largest multi-sector industry association, in response to the Notice of Inquiry seeking comments
on a systematic review of the Commodity Control List (CCL) (Federal Register Notice E717639, July 17,2007). The NAM believes that both the CCL and the policies relevant to its
application need significant reassessment and updating to account for changes in the global
marketplace and adverse impact that unnecessary controls are having on U.S. industry. A
central recommendation is that the Commodity Control List and export controls more
broadly should be re-focused on genuinely sensitive products and technologies that affect
U.S. national security and critical foreign policy goals.
Overview
The NAM recognizes the important role export controls play in protecting our national
security and the need to prevent countries and entities of concern from obtaining technologies
that pose significant risks to the United States. At the same time, we believe advancing our
national security and economic goals are not mutually exclusive. To be effective in both areas,
however, export controls and the CCL should strive to control only those products and
technologies that are cutting-edge and genuinely sensitive in terms of their military applications.

Manufacturing Makes America Strong
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20004-1790 (202) 637-3144 Fax (202) 637-3182 www.nam.org
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The CCL is now used to control over 2,400 dual-use items including products and
technologies that may require a license for export as well as for foreign nationals to access these
items in the United States. Rapid advances in technology and the growing sophistication of
industry in both developed and emerging economies, however, have made controls on many
CCL items ineffective and obsolete. Items once easily controlled because they could be sourced
only in the United States or from a few multilateral regime partner countries are now more
widely available in the global marketplace. In the meantime, U.S. industry is adversely affected
not only because it loses commercial opportunities abroad but also because it cannot leverage the
competitive advantages of an efficient global supply chain and access to foreign technical talent.
Up until now, the CCL has been reviewed on a piecemeal basis. Although minor changes
in the CCL have been made as the international regime control lists are revised, generally the
CCL has not kept pace with the development of new products and technologies and the growing
availability of controlled items from a variety of foreign sources. The Technical Advisory
Committees are periodically tasked with submitting suggestions to BIS on changes to the CCL.
These suggestions, in turn, may or may not be incorporated into the CCL. The entire CCL,
however, has not been systematically reviewed for over a decade.
Both the structure of the CCL and underlying export control policies are in urgent need of
reassessment and updating. Where the controls have no tangible benefit for U.S. national
security or direct impact on important U.S. foreign policy interests, they should be appropriately
modified or eliminated. The remainder of this letter provides comments and recommendations
on the four areas identified in the Federal Register Notice. NAM member companies will
separately comment on specific CCL items that no longer warrant control. Our comments and
recommendations will address structural issues related to the CCL and policies and procedures
related to its application. We also highlight the importance of harmonizing the CCL with
multilateral lists and ensuring a consistent application of both.
Comments and Recommendations
Inquiry Area #1 The overall structure of the CCL, including suggestions for how the
structure of the CCL may be changed to better advance U.S. national security, foreign
policy, and economic interests

As an overall comment, the structure of CCL is problematic because it is too inclusive
and difficult to navigate. Determining what is covered by the CCL is complex and confusing
even for individuals well versed and knowledgeable of export controls. This makes it extremely
difficult for manufacturers to interpret the CCL and how it applies to their products. Many
companies must seek legal or other expert assistance to determine if the items they want to
export are controlled. Small and medium-sized enterprises are at a particular disadvantage
because their lower export volumes allow them to devote fewer resources to administrative
overhead that export controls entail. But even in large exporting companies, the cost of ensuring
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export compliance is a heavy financial burden that affects their global competitiveness and
ability to pursue other important business goals, such as research and development. In short, the
current structure of the CCL is a significant disincentive to manufacturers to export dual-use
products and explore opportunities in foreign markets.
The complexity of the CCL also adversely affects U.S. manufacturers in other ways and
acts as a defacto trade barrier. Many foreign companies find the system too difficult and costly
to navigate and consequently simply refrain from doing business with American companies in
areas involving real or potential dual-use products and technologies even though the US.sourced items are superior to others available in the global marketplace. Our members believe
that they are losing substantial commercial opportunities-likely in the billions of dollarsbecause of the reaction of foreign companies to the complexity of the CCL.
The NAM recommends several structural changes to simplify the CCL and make it more
“user friendly” while also serving U.S. national security and foreign policy interests.
1. Instituting a sunset provision for items controlled on the CCL

Under the current structure, items are rarely removed or added to the CCL despite the rapid
evolution of technology and technical specifications of dual-use products. Items on the CCL
should be limited to genuinely sensitive and cutting-edge items only. An automatic sunset
provision would help to ensure discipline in justifying the continuing inclusion of items on
the CCL as technology changes. Items placed on the CCL should be removed from the list
after a fixed number of years unless a continuing threat to national security can be explained
and justified. We recommend a sunset period of four years. To accomplish this task, we
further recommend the establishment of an interagency committee under Commerce
Department leadership to review items subject to decontrol and the appointment by the
Secretary of Commerce of private sector experts in each of the ten CCL categories to advise
the committee.
2. Creating a simplified “multinational list” and “national list”
Under the current structure, exporters have to run their products against the multilateral
control list (national security controls), the U.S. national list of unilateral controls and an
amorphous “mixed list” that contains items controlled under both the international regimes
and the U.S. national list. To simplify the process, we recommend maintaining only two
lists-a multilateral list and a national list of unilateral controls. This distinction would
remove much of the ambiguity in the system and help manufacturers understand what items
are controlled and for what reasons.
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3. Reevaluate atltllication of the “country charts” and “reasons for control”
The current structure for CCL controls includes five country charts and numerous reasons
why an item may be controlled to a specific country. We recommend reformulating the
country charts to include only anti-terrorism and national security controls. Under this
formulation only country charts for “Terrorist Countries” and “China” are needed. The new
OFAC regulation on Sudan illustrates the need to reduce confusion on the “reasons for
control.” Under the new regulations, exports to specific regions in Sudan are permissible
while exports to other regions violate the controls. This type of complexity presents
extraordinary challenges of administration for U.S. exporters. Simplification of the country
charts and reasons for control would alleviate some of the intrinsic complexity and help to
ensure accurate compliance.

4. Creating a “tlositive list” for EAR99 items
Currently if an item is not controlled by the CCL, it is defaulted as “subject to the CCL.”
Every item manufactured in the U.S. is potentially subject to export controls if exported to a
country of concern. Instead of the all-inclusive “subject to the CCL,” we recommend
creating a positive list of items that fall under the EAR99 designation. This recommendation
accords with a risk-based approach and the principle of controlling only those items that are
genuinely sensitive and necessary for national security. It makes little sense for the U.S.
government to devote its limited resources to controlling the export of everyday consumer
items (e.g., even pencils) as it does under the category of EAR99. Creating a positive list of
EAR99 items would free resources for the government and exporters to focus on those items
that are genuinely sensitive.
Inquiry Area #2 Types of items that should be listed on the CCL and the appropriate
levels of controls to be placed on those items, taking into account technology levels,
markets, and foreign availability;
Foreim Availability

As a general rule, only genuinely sensitive dual-use items that are not widely available in
the global marketplace should be subject to export controls. Current policy and practice,
however, do not take into account how foreign availability has changed in the marketplace.
Many sophisticated dual-use products and technologies are now widely available in foreign
markets, even in countries of concern. In determining what items to control, therefore, the U.S.
government should carefully assess foreign availability and the opportunities for acquiring items
from alternative sources. The very fact that more foreign businesses advertise their products as
“U.S. component and material free” suggests that there are growing alternatives to acquiring
dual-use items and that efforts to unilaterally control them are ineffective. Controls on widely
available products adversely affect US-based manufacturers and serve no objective national
security purpose.
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Foreign availability determinations are more important than ever, and the regulations
need to reflect this changed environment. Although foreign availability is addressed in the
regulations, its influence has waned over the years as interpretations by other agencies have
greatly reduced its applicability. The NAM recommends that BIS reinvigorate the foreign
availability determination process with a view to reducing the scope of the CCL. The recently
published “China Rule” set a useful precedent for reducing controls based on foreign availability.
We urge that the same criteria used to review the 47 ECCNs covered by the China Rule also be
used to scrub the entire CCL. As one of its main tasks, the new Office of Technology Evaluation
should focus on changing global availability and how this affects the usefulness of export
controls and the operations of U.S. exporters.
In addition, we recommend the following changes to increase the effectiveness of foreign
availability determinations:
1. Apply foreign availability to both National Security and Foreim Policy controls. The
Export Administration Act (EAA) in section (4)(c) states that “the President should not
impose export controls for foreign policy or national security purposes on the export from the
United States of goods or technology which he determines are available.. . from sources
outside the U.S.” However, under 9 768.1 (b) of the Export Administration Regulations
(EAR), it states that foreign availability is only assessed against national security controls.
We recommend expansion of §768.1(b) to bring it into conformity with scope of authority
authorized under the EAA and thus include foreign policy controls. The EAR needs to be
updated to reflect the current state of globalized manufacturing, a condition that wasn’t
relevant when the regulations were first published.

Also, absent countervailing human rights or anti-terrorism concerns, items controlled under
unilateral controls (Le., foreign policy controls) should be decontrolled when foreign
availability or indigenous production is determined in the country of concern. Unilateral
controls on items that are sold without restriction by many other countries should be
eliminated unless they can be rigorously justified as meeting vital foreign policy interests.
2. Use a definition of “comparable quality” that is consistent across all U.S. agencies
Under the current regulation, an item is of comparable quality if the item possesses
characteristics specified on the CCL and is alike in key characteristics. Instead of using the
“comparable quality” standard, some U.S. agencies have held foreign availability
determinations to the higher standard of “identical product.” That standard clearly
contravenes the intention set in the regulation. We recommend that Commerce and the other
agencies work together to set a common standard for determining “comparable quality” that
conforms more closely to the language of the regulation. Under the current “identical
product” standard, very few products are considered to have foreign availability. U.S.
companies making products of comparable quality to foreign products are unable to compete
against foreign competitors who are not subject to the same stringent controls.
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3. Consider foreign availability from multilateral regime members.
The current process for determining foreign availability puts U.S. exporters at a competitive
disadvantage vis-&vis their foreign competitors and does not prevent the countries of
concern from obtaining comparable products. Specifically, foreign availability
determinations do not consider availability from countries that participate in the multilateral
regimes. This approach to foreign availability assumes that all dual-use items controlled by
the United States are also controlled by our regime partners in the same way. This is not the
case. Even though the CCL and international lists are now very similar, many items restricted
by the United States are available in Wassenaar member countries because of differences, for
example, in licensing administration, compliance and enforcement procedures, technical
interpretation of the lists and application of re-export rules.
Under the previous CoCom regime (Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export
Controls) that governed dual-use exports during the Cold War, the United States could veto
licenses and prevent its defense partners from exporting dual-use items when there were
disagreements on what should be controlled. This is not possible in the current multilateral
regimes, which require unanimity in deciding what items should be controlled. As a result,
items subject to U.S. controls are now more readily available in other countries, and this
reality needs to be acknowledged in the current foreign availability process. We recommend,
therefore, that foreign availability from regime partners also be considered as a deciding
factor in determining if the item or technology should be controlled.
Unilateral Controls

Foreign policy controls, or unilaterally applied controls, are intended to advance a variety
of important foreign policy goals related to both U S . defense and non-defense interests. They
encompass issues of regional stability, human rights, anti-terrorism, missile technology, crime
controls, and chemical and biological warfare. Over time, however, these controls have become
less effective, and industry has been harmed by their unilateral application.
Unilateral controls by their very nature are less effective because other countries not
applying the controls can provide access to the products. These controls, therefore, should meet
higher standards for justification than multilateral controls. The government should maintain
only those unilateral controls that are critical for U.S. national interests.
While some unilateral controls may be necessary in specific cases, a review of both
policy and practice on unilateral regulations is overdue. As part of the assessment of current and
proposed unilateral controls, U.S. agencies should consider the following questions:
1. What is the specific purpose of the control?
2. Does the control achieve that purpose?
3. What is the economic impact of the control?
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4. Does the benefit of control outweigh the harm to industry?
Unilateral controls that are failing to achieve their stated purpose or resulting in economic costs
that outweigh objective benefits should be eliminated or at the very least modified.
Inquiry Area #3 Any updates to the CCL item descriptions that would enable the
descriptions to better reflect the intent of the multinational controls and to eliminate any
overly broad descriptions that inadvertently capture non-critical items that are not
controlled by other countries

Many CCL product descriptions are unclear and confusing. They should be updated to
better reflect the intent of the multilaterally agreed controls, provide clarity to exporters and
eliminate overly broad "accident of definition" coverage that captures non-critical items which
other countries do not control. The lack of clarity in CCL descriptions makes compliance
difficult even for well intentioned exporters and also causes uneven enforcement of the
regulations.
For example, controls on process equipment lack clarity and specificity. ECCN lB999.c
requires a license to export "industrial process control hardwarehystems designed for power
industries, n.e.s." to North Korea or Iraq. This control appears to be is straightforward ,but for
manufacturers it is not clear what "designed for" means. Does it mean l'specially designed" for a
particular use, or does it merely mean "capable of?" Does it apply to hardware, software or
both? Often, software turns multi-purpose control equipment into something that is designed for
a specific use. However, if it is the software that is controlled, there is the additional issue that
the corresponding software entry only requires a license for North Korea, not Iraq. Then, what
does "system" encompass? Is it just the digital control equipment? Does it include the
measuring equipment (meters, sensing devices, etc.)? Does it include the regulating equipment
(valves, etc.)? Both of the latter are of course essential to "process control." And all of this is for
equipment that is not subject to ANY multilateral controls. These products are freely available
from other sources. This is just one example of many that members of the NAM can provide on
the lack of clarity within the CCL.
Product and technology clarity is particularly important now that enforcement penalties
have increased without changes to the EAR. There is an urgent need, then, for BIS to update and
improve product descriptions, By minimizing "inadvertently captured non-critical items" in the
licensing process, BIS will be able to devote more of its limited resources to items and
technology that pose a threat to national security.
Inquiry Area #4 Coordination and harmonization of controls on items covered by the
multilateral regimes, such as the Wassenaar Arrangement
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Another source of ambiguity over export controls and product coverage is the confusing
variety of control lists. For example, exporters need to understand several different lists and how
they relate to one another, including the national security list, , unilateral foreign policy controls,
the annexes to the lists and the various Wassenaar lists. Businesses in regime partner countries,
particularly the European Union (EU), find it difficult to navigate the lists and interpret how they
relate to one another.
To be effective, the U.S. list and annexes, the multilateral regime lists and the allied
countries lists must be harmonized to focus on a narrow set of products and technologies that are
genuinely militarily critical. Greater harmonization of the lists would help to ensure more
accurate compliance and also reduce costs for exporters who must frequently seek expert advice
to navigate this complex system. We recommend that the U.S. government use the Wassenaar
“Sensitive List” as a starting point to narrow the scope of the controls and achieve greater
harmonization with our allies.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments and recommendations on improving
on the Commerce Control List. The NAM supports export controls as an important tool for
protecting U.S. national security, But to serve broad U.S. national interests, we believe the
controls need to be better focused on protecting those genuinely militarily critical technologies
and allow U.S.-based manufacturers to compete more effectively in the global marketplace.
Sincerely,

William Primosch

November 1,2007

Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division, Bureau of Industry and Security
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Room 2705
Washington, DC. 20230
AITN: Notice of Inquiry

-- CCL

Re: Request for Public Comments on a Systematic Review of the
Commerce Control List (72 Fed. Reg. 39052)
Dear Mr. Mooney:
The Semiconductor Industry Association (“SIA”) is pleased to respond to the
request for comments on the Commerce Control List (“CCL”) in the Export
Administration Regulations (“EAR’). In particular, SIA offers comments on encryption
control reform, the definition of “specially designed” in the CCL and the elimination of
export controls on flash memory.
SIA is the leading voice for the semiconductor industry and has represented U.S.
semiconductor companies since 1977. SIA member companies comprise more than 85
percent of the U.S. semiconductor industry.
Encrwtion Control Reform
Semiconductor manufacturers are increasingly embedding encryption
functionality into their commercial, civil semiconductor devices. This presents a difficult
challenge for both the government and the U.S. semiconductor industry as semiconductor
devices that are largely decontrolled under Category 3 or are EAR99 face the risk of
being captured under Category 5 controls due to the inclusion of encryption. The capture
of these devices under Category 5 would heavily burden the U.S. semiconductor industry
and greatly increase the workload of the Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”). As
high-volume, commercial integrated circuits increasingly qualify under Category 5 , they
will become variously subject to a number of onerous licensing, notification andlor
reporting requirements not encountered in existing classifications outside of Category 5.
The prospect of this collision threatens to chill U.S. hardware security innovation and
disrupt long-standing global distribution models. This will not only adversely impact
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1J.S. research and development, but also provide advantage to foreign competitors who
do not face such export control barriers.

In order to avoid an impending re-control of high-volume, commercial
semiconductor devices, BIS should undertake a review of encryption controls as they
apply to such devices and promulgate new measures to ensure that no new barriers to the
global distribution of integrated circuits are implemented. Consistent with this end, SIA
recommends the following encryption control reforms.
Grant mass market treatment to commercial components and related
firmware and software that are designed and intended to be used in mass market
products. SIA believes that mass market treatment should be granted to commercial
components that are intended to be used in a mass market product, as well as to
components that are distributed and sold on a mass market basis. If a civilian,
commercial product such as a personal computer or mobile phone is granted mass market
status under the EAR, then the associated components and related hardware, software and
technology embedded in that product should receive the same treatment. In any case,
semiconductors generally available to the public through any means of distribution
should be deemed to have mass market status. Semiconductors are typically sold through
various channels, including distributors who make these devices available to almost
everyone.
Mass market treatment for these components is very important to the U.S.
semiconductor industry as companies are increasingly embedding cryptographic
functionality into their products to meet consumer demands for security. These civilian,
commercial components are manufactured and sold in high volumes in many locations
around the world and serve as the foundation of information technology products.
There is a significant discrepancy in how the United States and Wassenaar
signatories treat components in mass market products. SIA understands that a number of
countries treat components as Export Control Classification Number (“ECCN”) 5x992,
which is controlled only for antiterrorism (“AT”) reasons, while the United States treats
them as ECCN 5x002, which is controlled for national security (“NS”),AT and E1
reasons and is eligible for the civil end-user (“CIV”)exemption set forth in EAR Q 740.5.
This discrepancy is contrary to the principle ofmultilateral export controls and
inconsistent with how other countries apply the Cryptography Note for commercial
components used in mass market items.
In sum, BIS should establish a policy of allowing mass market treatment for
components that are: (1) intended for use in mass market products; and/or (2) generally
available to the public through any means of distribution. The policy should grant such
mass market to treatment to related firmware and software. It should also allow exporters
to self-classify all mass market items, technology and soflware and firmware under
ECCN 5x992 without a U S . government review. and related firmware and software.
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Revise the definition of mass market to remove any doubt over coverage of
“mass market” distribution channels that may not be viewed as retail selling points.
U.S. semiconductor manufacturers sell their products in high volumes to large computer
makers and original equipment manufacturers, but also directly to system integrators,
distributors and resellers. It is not uncommon for a distribution network to include
thousands of individual channels. In fact, many semiconductors can purchased by almost
anyone from a variety of on-line distributors. Commercial integrated circuits, in short,
are widely available on the world market.
According to the Cryptography Note in CCL Category 5 , in order to qualify as
“mass market,” items must, in part, be “Generally available to the public by being sold,
without restriction, from stock at retail selling points.. ..” It is important for this
description to clearly encompass the realities of the sales and distribution channels of the
semiconductor industry.
SIA therefore requests that BIS remove the word “retail” fiom the current
description or revise the description in such a way to include the many semiconductor
products that are sold via outlets that may not be perceived as retail in nature, even
though these products are “mass market” in every meaningm sense of the term.

Eliminate Review Requirements in EAR $742.15 for Mass Market and ENCUnrestricted Products. BIS should eliminate the detailed review requirement for
encryption software, hardware, components and cryptographic functions that must now
be conducted prior to an item being granted either mass-market status or for shipment
under license exception ENC.
The EAR allow exporters to self-classify items with the caveat that classification
of items is subject to review by BIS. This system has generally worked to the satisfaction
of both industry and BIS. However, many cryptographic products require a lengthy
review by US. government agencies prior to becoming eligible for export. The review
requirement imposed on U.S. companies exporting cryptographic items is unilateral and
not required by other Wassenaar Arrangement members.
Additionally, the encryption review requirements are repetitive and imposed on
essentially the same encryption functionality applied in different applications, including
variations of software that are fundamentally the same but which have undergone
improvements or modifications in capabilities unrelated to encryption fatures. As basic
encryption is now utilized in an increasing number of applications, the encryption review
requirement now impacts a wide range of civilian, mass market products such as
integrated circuits, computer operating systems and memory storage devices. Virtually
all of these products incorporate the same types of encryption algorithms that have
previously been reviewed by BIS. Additional reviews of the same products and
encryption algorithms provide little or no benefit and merely delay exports.
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Reclassify unpackaged semiconductor die that contain encryption.
Unpackaged semiconductor die that contain encryption should be reclassified as ECCN
54992, not ECCN 5A002 as is the case today. The encryption present in unpackaged
die, in either undiced wafer or individual die form, is not enabled or even accessible. The
encryption in semiconductor products cannot be enabled until after the die are packaged
for connection into an end product. The encryption in unpackaged die cannot be made
accessible, much less enabled, without knowledge of the confidential, proprietary
information required to correctly assemble each die into final packages -- specifically the
pad ring and the substrateAeadfiame diagrams.
The substrateAeadframe diagrams are essential to understanding the chip
functions that are controlled by the pads located on the die and how each of those pads is
connected in the package substrate to the exterior connection pins or balls of the
packaged device. Without these diagrams, the only way to correctly connect the die into
a useable package would be through trial and error. Given the complexity of today’s
semiconductor devices, where it is not uncommon to have die with over 500 connection
points, a person trying to determine how to correctly package the die would have to try as
many as 500,500 combinations. The probability of choosing the right order of
connections between the die pads and the substrate/leadframe is virtually nil and would
require untold numbers of unpackaged die.
Inasmuch as the Commerce Department has determined that encryption
commoditiedsohare need not be controlled as ECCN 5A002 if the means to activate
the encryption is tightly controlled, the same policy should apply to wafers. In the case
of wafers, the pad ring and the substrateAeadfme diagrams are required to enable the
encryption. Thus, the wafers should also not be controlled under the EAR.’

Eliminate the one-time technical review prior to the export of dormant
encryption items. Currently, exporters must complete a one-time technical review prior
to the export of dormant encryption items under ECCN 5x992. SIA believes that this
review should be eliminated in cases where cryptographic hctionality is rendered
inactive by design and can be activated only via proprietary software or other
mechanisms that are controlled under ECCN’s 5x992 and 5x002.
Revise the Definition of “Specially Designed”
Despite the lack of a formal definition in the CCL, “specially designed” is
generally taken to mean intentionally created for use and capable of being used with a
particular commodity. The scope of “specially designed” is particularly significant for
the semiconductor industry since it directly affects the extent of controls for components
and, hence, virtually all semiconductor devices.

’ See EAR 5 742.15.b.4.
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SIA urges BIS to apply the definition of specially designed as set forth in section
3.(a) of the Missile Technology Control Regime (“MTCR”) to all of the CCL:
“Specially designed” describes equipment, parts, components or “so~ware”
which, as a result of “development”,have unique properties that distinguish them
for certain predetermined purposes. For example, a piece of equipment that is
“specially designed” for use in a missile will only be considered so if it has no
other function or use. Similarly, a piece of manufacturing equipment that is
“specially designed” to produce a certain type of component will only be
considered such if it is not capable of producing other types of components?
The MTCR definition of “specially designed” would remedy what has become in
practice a confusing and overreaching definition of specially designed.
Eliminate Ex~ortControls on Flash Memorv
SIA requests that the U.S. government eliminate export controls on flash memory
devices. The current controls found in Category 3 are unilateral and not imposed by the
United States’ Wassenaar Arrangement allies. SIA has long contended that imposing
unilateral export controls on widely available products is an exercise in futility. If the
United States chooses to maintain what are increasingly unilateral controls on these
items, the effect will be to cede competitive advantage and foreign market share to
foreign companies.
Typographical Correction
In a Federal Register Notice published on July 26,2005 (70 Fed. Reg 4304 I), a
correction was made to a typographical error in the text of ECCN 3A002.b. According to
the Notice, a comma was to be removed fiom between the terms “frequency synthesizer”
and “electronic assemblies.” However, the comma is still present between the two terms
in the online version of the CCL3 The inclusion of the comma wrongfblly expands the
scope of the ECCN entry.

*

3

*

*

Missile Technology Control Regime Equipment, Software and Technology Annex. March 23,2007.
http://www.access.g.gov/bis/ear/ear_data.html
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SIA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed rule and looks
forward to continuing its cooperation with BIS on this subject. Please feel free to contact
the undersigned if you have questions regarding these comments.

David Rose
Chairman
SIA Export Controls Committee

DCI 243160~12

GE

Kathleen Lockard Palma
Counsel, International Trade Regulation

November 1,2007
Via Email: publiccomrnents@bis.doc.gov

Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services, Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
Department of Commerce
14thSt. & PennsylvaniaAve, NW, Room 2705
Washington, DC 20230
ATTN: Notice of Inquiry-CCL
Dear Mr. Mooney:
The General Electric Company (“GE”) appreciates the opportunity to submit written
comments in response to BIS’ Request for Public Comments on a Systematic Review of the
Commerce Control List (72 Fed. Reg. 39,052 (July 17, 2007) (“Notice”).
GE is a diversified technology, manufacturing, media, and financial services company that
ranks among the oldest and largest in the United States. Today, GE operates through six
business verticals that produce goods and services ranging from aircraft engines, power
generation, water processing, and security technology to medical imaging, business and
consumer financing, television, film and internet-based content. GE has operations in over
100 countries (manufacturing in over 40 countries) and employs more than 315,000 people
worldwide. 2006 consolidated revenues reached $163 billion.

With significant manufacturing and research & development activities worldwide, GE is an
important stakeholder in the US export control system. The company devotes significant
resources to ensuring appropriate classification of its products, software and technologies
prior to export from the United States, whether to a customer, supplier, another GE facility, or
in the case of technology/software, release to a non-US person inside the United States. We
welcome the opportunity to comment on the opportunities we see to improve the CCL to
ensure accurate and efficient export classification. Our comments address the four areas
specified in the Notice.
(1) The overall structure of the CCL, including suggestions for how the structure of the CCL
may be changed to better advance US national security, foreign policy and economic

interests.

International Law & Policy
1299 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20004
U.S.A.

T2026374206
F2026374300
E kathleen.palrna@ge.com
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Structure/Layout:
The current layout of the CCL is not user-friendly. Readers must cross-reference and flip
between sections within part 774 as well as other sections of the EAR in order to
comprehend individual entries. We understand that BIS utilizes the current double-column
format because of the publication of the EAR through the Federal Register and cost issues
associated with its publication. However, this format makes the entries difficult to read,
particularly when an individual ECCN controls a long list of products and/or intervening
notes interrupt the flow of text. Further, BIS does not generate a CCL that allows automatic
linking in an online format, rather the CCL is published online in text and PDF formats only.
Further, entries that have a significant number of subparagraphs are difficult to navigate.
One example of an entry with a large volume of control paragraphs is 3A001. Particularly
when there is a range of items captured that are subject to different reasons for control,
grouping a large volume of entries under a single heading is confusing. Of course some of
these entries, including 3A001, are consistent with the Wassenaar control lists, but BIS
should consider whether changes to multilateral lists should also be pursued to improve the
ease of compliance worldwide.
Technoloqy controls:
There is a lack of consistency in the division of entries, particularly in the technology section.
For some technologies,the ECCNs are broken out separately for
development/production/use technology and for some, two or three are grouped in a single
entry, which can create confusion. For example, consider a few entries in category 2 of the
CCL:
2E001 controls technology for the development of equipment or software controlled
by various entries in 2A, 2B or 20;
0

0

2E002 controls technology for the production of certain equipment controlled by 2A
or 20;
2E101 controls technology for the use of equipment or software in certain 2 8 and 2D
entries;
2E201 controls other technology for the use of certain equipment and software in 2A,
2 8 and 2 0 and 2E290; and

0

2E301 controls other technology for the use of items controlled by 28350,28351 and
28352.

On the other hand:
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2E983 controls technology for the development, production or use of equipment
controlled by 2A983 or the development of software controlled by 20983.
The concern is that for a manufacturer or exporter that is accustomed to working with a
technology ECCN that groups development, production and use in a single technology entry,
it may miss controls on certain types of technology that are divided into separate headings.
The current entries also do not cross-reference to the other technology entries (nor do the
relevant 2A entries, for example.
Technology ECCNs tend to lump in a significant volume of items, subject to disparate
reasons for control. It is not possible to determine from the applicabletechnology ECCN
what level of control applies to the technology, while it is generally possible to do so from the
ECCN and subparagraph numbers in other types of entries. This difficulty is compounded
when the “A” entry includes a significant volume of subparagraphs, such that it requires a
significant amount of reading to determine the reasons for control that are applicable.
In addition, the technology entries tend to have very little descriptive information as to the
type of technology controlled, but rely on cross-references back to the “A“ entry. As product
development begins with technology,the descriptive nature of the technology entries should
be improved. further, it is increasingly common that exporters are dealing with the
controlled technology but not manufacturing the ”A” product. The current structure is
backwards in that for most entries is necessary to understand the
product/materials/equipment in order to determine if the technology is controlled. Controls
should describe the technology and then control other items only to the extent necessary to
achieve the purpose.of the control. One example of a technology entry with additional detail
is 9E003, in which the descriptions are more detailed and the end products are often not
subject to control above the level of AT-only.
finally, the General Technology Note is a key document to assist in the classificationof
technology, however, the GTN is not self-contained. Many of the key definitions necessary to
understand the GTN are contained in part 772, such that additional “flipping” through the
EAR is necessary to understand the foundational principlesof the GTN.
Recommendations:
(a) Simplify the layout of the CCL by using a single column format or other format that will
ease readability.
(b) Publish an “unofficial” version of the CCL on the 61s website that could employ more
functionality, such as:
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i. Create a table that includes a cross reference of all the linked entries (product,
software, technology, etc.),which will help users to identify the relevant categories
that apply to a family of items that are controlled.

ii. Create a “hot linked” version of the CCL on the website that could use
programming to take the reader directly to related entries, definitions, country
chart, etc. and avoid “flipping” necessary in today’s version.
iii. Utilize coding tools such that cross-referencesare automatically updated, to
minimize the need for technical correction notices.
(c) Work with multilateral regimes to break entries with a significant number of
subparagraphs into more manageable sizes or adopt such additional divisions on the
CCL to improve readability and the ease of the classification process.
(d) Adopt a consistent practice as to whether different types of technology
(development/production/use)are controlled under a single ECCN entry or broken out
into separate entries.

(e) Technology ECCNs should be divided into subparagraphs so that there is a separate
subparagraph to identify technologies that are subject to different reasons for control.
(f) Incorporate additional descriptive information as to the type of technology controlled in
the xEXXX entries.
(g) Incorporate all the relevant definitions into the General Technology Note to avoid the
need for extensive cross-referencing.
(2) Types of items that should be listed on the CCL and the appropriate levels of controls to be
placed on those items, taking into account technology levels, markets, and foreign
availability

Unilateral controls:
Many of the items that are included on the CCL today are subject solely to unilateral controls
by the United States, particularly items with the reason for control of Anti-Terrorism, Crime
Control and Regional Stability. However, if any such item is available from non-US suppliers,
these controls are ineffective and put US exporters on an uneven playing field. Support for
this fundamental principle can be found in the plain language of the EAA, for example:
“Recognizing the ineffectivenessof unilateral controls . . .” (EAA, %I).
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“It is the policy of the United States [ I to apply any necessary controls to the
maximum extent possible in cooperation with other nations.. . ” (EAA, 3(3)1.

”It is the policy of the Untied States to use its economic resources and trade
potential to further the sound growth and stability of its economy as well as to
further its national security and foreign policy objectives.” (EAA, 3(4)).

However, other determinations and US Government practices over time have basically
eliminated these principles from the administration of the current export control system and
the designation of items on the CCL. The formal procedure specified by the EAA for foreign
availability sometimes does not work or does not apply.
Moreover, the US Government has adopted policy justifications for maintaining unilateral
controls over items that do not seem consistent with the EAA, such as justifying the
maintenance of AT controls based on “US resolve not to trade with nations or entities that
fail to adhere to the acceptable norms of international behavior” (BIS 2003 Foreign Policy
Report, Chapter 4 ) despite “widespread availability of comparable goods from foreign
sources [that limits1the effectiveness of these controls” (id.). Further, items subject to ATonly controls pursuant to section 6(j) of the EAA are exempt from foreign availability
assessments.
The result is that unilateral controls over specific ECCNs are rarely revised and subject to
review based on the justification for maintaining controls over individual entries (rather than
broad, sweeping statements of policyjustification). These items are also not subject to the
annual review cycles associated with Wassenaar and other multilateral regimes.
Accordingly, many of the individual entries over which the US Government has the most
discretion to take action never receive appropriate evaluation.
Unilateral Controls on Explosive Detection Systems: 2A983, 2D983 and 2E983
GE Security’s and other US companies’ explosive detection systems (EDS)are unilaterally
controlled for Regional Stability (RS) and Anti-Terrorism reasons under ECCN 2A983. The EDS
products are primarily sold to airport authorities worldwide for passenger and baggage
screening purposes in accordance with US. anti-terrorism policies. The USG through the
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) actually requires airlines at international
airports serving U.S. destinations to deploy EDS screening systems and certifies their proper
operation. Thus, it is not clear the unilateral RS controls are consistent with the clear US.
policy objective to support and ensure EDS equipment is in place worldwide.

The RS controls do allow NLR treatment for NATO countries, plus Japan, Australia, and New
Zealand, but shipments to all other countries require an export license, often with restrictive
license conditions. The 2A983 products are also not eligible for most license exceptions,
such as GBS. There are also a few foreign EDS competitors in the UK, Canada, and Germany
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making comparable products, which would be controlled under 2A983 if made in the United
States. To our knowledge the foreign producers are not subject to similar controls or
individual license requirements. Therefore, US EDS products are adversely affected by
unilateral export controls, since non-US competitors market their products, in part, by
promising expeditious delivery.
GE Security acknowledges that certain EDS technologies should be controlled to protect
certain “need to know” and anti-terrorism information. However, multilateral controls on the
2A983 products would be more effective. Alternatively, or if the products remained
controlled unilaterally,BIS should consider narrowing the license requirements to specified
countries of concern, permitting the use of more license exceptions for hardware and
firmware, or limiting the controls to certain critical EDS software and technology.

Country Groupinqs:
Over the past ten years there has been a considerable expansion of the ”Reasons for
Control“ which has added considerable complexity to the EAR without providing any
underlying rationale for why new controls apply to certain countries. Several “Reasons for
Control”,such as Regional Stability (RS) and Encryption Information (El),have less restrictive
export authorizations for very similar but not exact groups of “low risk countries. The
differences in export authorization requirements complicate internal procedures for
marketing, order processing, shipping, and distribution, as well as general compliance
training. For example, products &technologies controlled for RS allow NLR treatment for
NATO countries, plus Japan, Australia, and New Zealand, while El controls allow License
Exception ENC benefits to countries listed in Supplement 3 of EAR Part 740. Why do EU and
EFTA countries such as Austria, Cyprus, Finland, Ireland, Malta, Sweden and Switzerland
receive Encryption benefits, but not Regional Stability benefits? Why do NATO member
countries such as Bulgaria, Iceland, Romania, and Turkey receive Regional Stability benefits,
but not Encryption?The level of risk posed by exports to all of these destinations seems low
given important commercial ties and/or the high level of military cooperation. Consistent
NLR treatment across the reasons for control would simplify compliance decisions for
certain US exporters.
Spare Parts for Medical Equipment:
The Trade Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement Act of 2000 ITSRA) created a
framework to permit US companies to sell medical devices to countries designated as state
sponsors of terrorism to ensure those countries have access to adequate medical care for
humanitarian reasons. However,TSRA and the Agriculture/Medical Program have fallen
short of the intended goal because it is difficult to service customers in those countries in
many circumstances. Currently only items that are classified as EAR99 are eligible for TSRA
treatment, however, in some circumstances non-EAR99 replacement parts are necessary to
the operation of EAR99 medical devices. From a policy perspective there seems little
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justification to limit the export of parts for one-for-one replacement of components already
exported as part of larger medical devices that are EAR99.
The Supplement No. 3 to Part 774 - Statement of Understanding -- Medical Equipment
should be amended to allow EAR99 classificationof parts necessary for the safe operation of
medical equipment shipped under license in certain narrow circumstances,where there is a
previously authorized transaction and the component will be sent as a one-for-one
replacement, with assurance that the part will be installed into the item. Such a change
would enable industry to service/support the previously-authorized installed base, thus
allowing medical equipment to operate safely and to meet the objective of TSRA and the
Agriculture/Medical Program.
BIS should also consider whether additional changes are needed to Supplement No. 3 to
Part 774 or other mechanisms to ensure that US exporters can provide necessary upgrades
and modifications to exported medical equipment in order to keep pace with the continual
advancements in medical technology, for example, the ability to remotely support medical
equipment through the Internet.

Alternatively, BIS could create a new license exception for spare parts for medical equipment
necessary for one-for-one replacement of items incorporated into previously authorized
medical equipment shipments, though it would be preferablefrom an industry perspective
to address this concern through a revised Statement of Understanding allowing EAR99
classification.
Recommendations:
(a)

BIS should adopt a sunset procedure applicable to all unilateral controls, even
those technically exempt from the foreign availability assessment procedures in
the EAA. There should be a presumption that items subject to unilateral controls
will be removed from the control lists absent specificjustification to keep the
items on the list over a reasonable period (3-5 years). Interested parties should
have the opportunity to provide comments in the context of a review and provide
information on foreign availability and technological advances relevant to
assessing the validity of continued controls. Such sunset reviews could be
championed by the TACs.

(b)

BIS should remedy the unilateral 2A983 controls by initiating multilateral
negotiations in a similar fashion as described for National Security items in
Section 5(f)(4)of the EAA. Alternatively, or if the products remained controlled
unilaterally, BIS could consider narrowing the license requirements to specified
countries of concern, such as Country Group D:1, permitting the use of more
license exceptions for hardware and firmware (such as GBS), or limiting the
controls to critical EDS software and technology.
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(c)

Create a new country group comprised of NATO, EU, and EFTA members who
would represent low risk destinations that justify less restrictive export
authorizations based on strong economic and/or military relations with the United
States.

(d)

Amend supplement No. 3 to Part 774 to address the shortfalls experienced by
industry related to exports of medical devices, to read:
Statement of Understanding - medical equipment: Commodities that are
‘specially designed for medical end-use’ that ‘incorporate’ commodities or
software on the Commerce Control List (Supplement No. 1to part 774 of the
EAR) are designated by the number EAR99. Items on the CCL necessary for
the safe operation of medical equipment that otherwise would be classified on
the Commerce Control List shall be classified as EAR99 if exported as for onefor-one replacement of parts for previously authorized medical equipment
exports.

(e)

Alternatively to address the issue of parts necessary for the safe operation of
medical equipment, create a new “License Exception” such as: “General Items for
Medical Equipment (GME)” The new License Exception will provide industry the
ability to service or support “items on the CCL necessary for the safe operation of
medical equipment pursuant to the exported medical equipment as provided
under Trade Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement Act of 2000 (TSRA).”

(3)Any updates to the CCL item descriptions that would enable the descriptions to better
reflect the intent of the multinational controls and to eliminate any over& broad
descriptions that inadvertently capture non-critical items that are not controlled by
other countries; and

There are a number of terms included in the CCL that are not defined in part 772 and which
are critical to determining whether a control may apply. One example is the use of the term
“prepreg” in 1C010. We understand that BIS currently interprets that term to mean any
combination of carbon fiber and resin, whereas industry standard practice uses that term in
a far more specialized way, to mean ordered arrangements of fiber that create strength in a
composite material. Terms critical to classification decisions should be defined in part 772
and definitions should normally be driven by industry practice as relates to those definitions.
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Publication of Classification Information:
A significant volume of information relevant to classification is currently not published or
otherwise publicly available. For example, in some circumstances BIS has developed
informal interpretative guidance that it uses in determining whether items fall under certain
ECCN entries on the CCL, but that guidance is not available to the general public to assist in
self-classification.

If a third party requests a formal classification of a US manufacturer’s products, BIS does not
currently contact the manufacturer. In some circumstances, however, third parties do not
accurately describe the manufacturer’s products or provide sufficient technical detail to
result in an accurate classification. This can yield the circumstance in which a third party
has received a classificationthat is at a higher level of control than the manufacturer’s selfclassification based on the accurate product parameters.
Recommendations:
(a) Review terms that remain undefined and with guidance from the TACs, add additional
definitions relevant to the interpretationof CCL entries. Absent special policy
justification, terms should adopt industry-standard definitions.
(b) Publish informal BIS interpretative guidance on individual ECCN entries on the BIS
website.
(c) Establish a procedure to contact the US manufacturer if a third party requests formal
classification of its products so that the manufacturer has an opportunity to submit
additional technical information that would assist in an accurate classification. This
procedure should give the US manufacturer a short window in which to respond,
perhaps 7-10 days and allow the classification to proceed absent a response from the
manufacturer. BIS should use contact information in the SNAP-R system to ensure it is
reaching the right contacts at the US manufacturers.

l4) Coordination and harmonization of controls on items covered by the multilateral
regimes, such as the Wassenaar Arrangement.
In our experience, some multilateral regime members maintain very similar descriptions in
their individual control lists and in practice interpret those restrictions similar to the United
States in terms of what items are subject to control. However, the licensing practices of
these regime members result in disparate treatment. For example, some regime members
process license requests more quickly. Alternatively, some regime members allow
comprehensive,open licensing arrangements that result in the ability for exporters from
their countries to deliver “controlled” products in a much faster time frame. If the US

GE Comments: Notice of Inquiry-CCL
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exporter must wait several weeks to obtain a license or the license has additional restrictions
and a competitor can ship immediately under an open general license,the playing field is
not level. These licensing practices have a significant impact on the competitive situation
and should be taken into account when evaluating the coordination and harmonization of
controls.
Further, in the past few years BIS has been very slow to implement the decontrol decisions of
multilateral regimes. Wassenaar changes for 2006, adopted in December of 2005, were
finally published in September 2006, nine months late. Wassenaar changes for 2007,
adopted in December of 2006, still have not been published as of the filing of these
comments. The delay in implementingthese changes unnecessarily disadvantages US
exporters.
Recommendations:
(a)

BIS should take into account the licensing time frames and open licensing
arrangements of 'key supplier countries when assessing the harmonization of
controls. Where there is a significant difference in licensing practice, BIS should
seek to put US exporters on the same playing field by adopting an expedited time
frame for processing requests and/or consider adopting additional license
exceptions or open general licenses to expedite deliveries for bona fide end users
and end uses.

(b)

BIS should automatically adopt multilateral control list changes within 30-60 days
of the decision of the multilateral regime to ensure that US exporters are not
disadvantaged as compared to foreign competitors.

*

*

*

GE thanks BIS and the Department of Commerce for the opportunity to submit these
comments. We look forward to working with BIS in the Technical Advisory Committees and
other fora to improve the current CCL for US exporters. Please contact the undersigned if

you have any questions.
Best regards,

Kathleen Lockard Palma
Counsel, InternationalTrade Regulation
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WASHINGTON, D.C

By Electronic Mail @ubliccomments@bis.doc.gov)
November 1,2007
Timothy Mooney
Ofice of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Room 2705
Washington, D.C. 20230

Re:

Systematic Review of the Commerce Control List

Dear Mr. Mooney:
I.

INTRODUCTION

On behalf of our client, Robbins and Myers, lnc., (,,R&M") we thank you for the opportunity to
participate in the Bureau's systematic review of the Commerce Control List. R&M appreciates the
Bureau's effort at striking a balance between national security and the economic interests of American
companies competing in the global marketplace.
R&M is headquartered in Dayton, Ohio, and it operates through multiple subsidiaries in the United States
and countries around the world, including Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India, Indonesia,

Italy, Mexico, Singapore, Venezuela, and the United Kingdom. For nearly 130 years, R&M has designed
and manufactured highly engineered equipment such as reactor systems, industrial mixers, and down-hole
pumps, and today that equipment plays a vital role in the global manufacturing, chemical, and energy
industries.
R&M operates in a competitive global market place, which makes it particularly well-placed to provide
the Bureau with information and insights regarding improvements to the CCL. R&M believes that the
CCL can be improved to better advance U.S. economic interests, without compromising national security.
Specifically, R&M submits that the CCL could be improved by clarifying overly-broad descriptions to
avoid unnecessary control of certain items, and by limiting the items captured by the CCL by taking into
account their commercial availability outside of the United States.
Julia.McCalmon@ThompsonHine.com Phone 202.973.2778 Fax 202.33 1.8330
THOMPSON HlNE LLr
ATTORNEYS
AT LAW

1920 N Street, N.W.
suite 800
Washington,D.C. 20036-1600

www.ThornpsonHine.com
Phone 202.331.8800
Fax 202.331.8330
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11.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO ECCNs 2B350 AND 2E002

Our focus in these comments is on ECCNs 2B350 and 2E002, which potentially control the export of a
significant portion of R&M’sequipment and related technology.’ To avoid placing unnecessary
economic burdens on U.S.exporters such as R&M, the CCL must reflect the reality of the global
marketplace. It is R&M’s position that the ECCNs in question do not reflect such reality in many
industrial sectors.
Specifically, (1) some parts and components, including some of those manufactured by R&M, have been
improperly treated as controlled under ECCNs 2B350 and 2E002, and (2) many 2B350-controlled items
and 2E002-controlled technologies are commercially available outside of the United States, including in
non-Australia Group countries.
The end result of the incongruity between how the ECCNs are being interpreted and the reality of the
global marketplace is an ineffective export control regime that harms U.S.economic interests. For this
reason, we propose the following revisions to ECCNs 28350 and 2E002.
a.

Parts and Components Should Be Expressly Excluded from the Scope of
ECCNs 2B350 and 2E002

ECCN 2B350 does not control parts and components of the equipment listed in the text of 2B350.
However, R&M suggests that overbroad interpretations of ECCN 2B350 and 2E002 have led to improper

controls on such parts and components and their related technology. R&M accordingly proposes an
amendment to these ECCNs to clarify that they do not capture parts and components that do not come in
direct contact with the chemical(s) being processed or contained, or technologies related to these parts
and components?

’ Background information on selected Pfaudler and Chemineer products is attached as Exhibit 1.
’One of the Bureau’s stated aims of this review is to “eliminate overly broad descriptionsthat inadvertently capture

non-critical items.” 72 Fed. Reg. 51,213 (Sep. 6,2007). In the context of 28350, “critical” equipment is equipment
whose surfaces come into direct contact with the chemicals being processed, and is rightly controlled by that ECCN.
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A specific example of the inadvertent control of a Pfaudler product through an overbroad interpretation of

ECCNs 2B350 and 2E002 occurred when Pfaudler sought to export to its Indian affiliate, GMM Pfaulder,
designs for a particular clamp used to bind together glass-lined pieces of a r e a ~ t o r .Clamps
~
are not
controlled by 2B350, and clamps of this particular design are not necessary for the production of a glasslined reactor, so the technology for those clamps does not fall within 2E002. However, the Bureau denied
Pfaudler’s export license application, presumably on the basis of ECCN 2E002.“
Pfaudler’s inability to transfer this technology means R&M is unable to realize a significant cost savings
and competitive advantage through overseas production. Meanwhile, manufacturers in India and other
controlled destinations, such as China, are currently producing clamps for glass-lined reactors similar to
those Pfaudler sought to produce in India? The Bureau’s interpretation of 2B350 has been harmful to

U.S.economic interests and does not advance national or global security. As such, R&M proposes that
the following language be added to the “List of Items Controlled” section of 2B350:

The controls in this entry do not apply to parts and components of equipment controlled
under this entry, where such parts and components do not come in direct contact with the
chemical(s) being processed or contained.
Likewise, to ensure that technology for such parts and components is not inadvertently controlled, R&M
suggests that the following language be added to 2E002:

The controls in this entry do not apply to technologyfor the production ofparts and
components of equipment controlled by 2B350, where such parts and Components do not
come in direct contact with the chemical($ being processed or contained.

Control of parts and components that do not come into contact with the process chemicals-“non-critical”
equipment4oes not further the goals of the U.S. export control laws.
Exhibit 2 is a data sheet for the clamp in question and a diagram of how a clamp is used on a reactor.
The Bureau’s notice of denial is attached as Exhibit 3.
’See infra note 10.
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The addition of this language to the CCL does not alter the current scope of 2B350 or 2E002.
Nevertheless, R&M believes that this clarification is necessary to maintain the intent of the controls while
eliminating the inadvertent capture of parts and components that are not intended to be controlled.

License Exception for 2B350 Equipment and 2E002 Technologies
Commercially Available Outside of the United States

b.

Worldwide commercial availability of items captured by ECCNs 28350 and 2E002 must be considered in
the EAR licensing regime. In today’s global market, many dual-use items and technologies captured by
ECCNs 2B350 and 2E002 are currently used, manufactured, and transferred throughout the world. For
example:
Several Chinese entities manufacture glass-lined reactors, storage vessels, condensers, and
other 2B350 items that compete directly with Pfaudler’s products on the world market, including
within the United States. In addition to U.S.sales, the Chinese companies sell to customers in
non-Australia Group countries such as Brazil and Iran.6
Glass-lined flush valves, which are controlled by 2B350, are currently being produced by an
Indian company and sold globally.’ Nonetheless, the Bureau denied Pfaudler’s request for
permission to transfer this technology to India.’
Pfaudler‘s Indian affiliate currently produces glass-lined agitators in India, the technology
having been transferred under export license from Pfaudler’s affiliate company in the United
Kingdom? This is the same glass-lining technology required to produce other glass-lined 28350
items.

Product specifications for glass-lined reactors made by manufacturers outside of the United States are attached as
Exhibit 4.
An advertisement for glass-lined flush valves produced in India is attached as Exhibit 5 .
The Bureau’s notice of denial is attached as Exhibit 6.
The export license is attached as Exhibit 7.

’
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The global availability of these items warrants an approach that ensures U.S. exporters are not left at a
severe competitive disadvantage.” Notwithstanding the worldwide availability of the equipment and
technology described above, the current application of the CCL prevents American businesses such as

R&M from competing with foreign manufacturers in overseas markets. In this situation, maintainance of
existing controls on these items does not advance the objectives of the Australia Group; it only serves to
harm U.S.business interests, with no national security benefit.
We propose that the Bureau institute a new license exception to reflect the commercial availability of
chemical processing equipment and technologies in the global marketplace. The proposed exception
would be available upon demonstration that the item to be exported is commercially available to civil
end-users in the importing country. This additional requirement would ensure that U.S.-origin chemical
processing equipment and technologies would only reach the civil end-users that could otherwise obtain
them from non-U.S. sources. The following is the draft text R&M proposes for such an exception:

COMMERCIALLY-AVAILABLE GOODSAND TECHNOLOGY (A VL)
(a) Scope
License ExceptionAVL authorizes exports and reexports of items on the Commerce
Control List (CCL) (Supplement No. I topart 774 of the EAR) that have a license
requirement to the ultimate destinationpursuant to the Commerce Country Chart
(Supplement No. 1 to part 738 of the EAR) for CB reasons only; and identped by “A VLYes” in the License Exception section of the Export Control Classifcation Number
(ECCN,provided the items are destined for civil end-usersfor civil end-uses in Country
Group D:3, except Cuba, Iran, North Korea, and Syria (Supplement No. 1 to part 740 of
this part).

l o Note also that in addition to the items listed above, clamps substantially similar to those Pfaudler sought to
manufacture in India (see section 11.4 supra page 3) are commercially available on the global market. An example
of such clamps, manufactured in India, is attached as Exhibit 8.
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0)Restrictions
(I) Restricted end-users and end-uses. You may not use A VL ifyou %now" the item will
be or is intended to be exported]reexported]or transferred within country to military uses
or military end-users. Such exports, reexports]and transfers will continue to require a
license. In addition to conventional military activities, military uses include any
proliferation activities described and prohibited by part 744 of the EAR.
(2) Availability. You may not use AVL unless the item is commercially available to civil

end-users in the importing country. "Commercially available means that the item is
'I

available for purchase by civil end-users in the importing country, without requirement of
government approval in that country. Evidence of commercial availability includes, but
is not limited to, records of actual sales to civil end-users]as well as advertisements,
catalogs, and product listings. Availability to military end-users or availability to civil
end-users through non-commercial channels does not constitute "commercial
availability, " and License Exception A VL is not availablefor such items.
(3) Visa status. Deemed exports under License Exception AVL are not authorized to

foreign nationals in an expired visa status. It is the responsibility of the exporter to
ensure that, in the case of deemed exports]theforeign national maintains a valid US.
visa, ifrequired to hold a visa Pom the United States.

The "commercial availability"requirement of the proposed exception will allow U.S.exporters to
compete in foreign markets, and thereby advance U.S.economic interests. Where such availability
cannot be established, the existing controls would continue to operate as they have and should under the
wording of each ECCN.
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111. CONCLUSION

R&M shares the Bureau's objective of ensuring effective controls on exports that must not end up in the
wrong hands. However, realization of this goal must not unnecessarily impair U.S.economic interests.
R&M believes the proposals outlined in these comments will enable the Bureau to realize both of these
objectives as they relate to 2B350 equipment and 2E002 technology, and at the same time keep the CCL
relevant and up-to-date in the ever-evolving global economic environment.
We thank you for your consideration in reviewing our comments and are available to assist the Bureau
with its review in any way.
Sincerely,

Julia M. McCalmon
Jason T. Hungerford
Counsel to Robbins & Myers, Inc,
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Prochem MD Series Mixers
For over 40 years, Prochem@MD Series Mixers have been the value choice
for many side-entering appllcations, Integral to the MD Mixer's design Is the
Maxflo WSE impeller. Each MD Series Mixer maxlmizes the capabllities of this
high-efRciency impeller to reduce operating costs and Increase processing
capacities.
The MD Mixer's modular deslgn, featuring Innovative shaft bearing cartridges,
allows longer operating runs between maintenance periods. Routine
maintenance and overhauls can be performed without dralning the tank or
removlng the mixer.

Horsepower and Speed Ranges
Standard MD Mixers are avaliable from 1hp to 250 hp with speeds from 240
rpm to 480 rpm. Mixer designs with enhanced operating capacity can be
designed for appiicatlons with unique requirements.

Shafts
iavy-duty, oversized shafts, the largest in the Industry, are designed to handle up to 10 times
cne normal operating bending load at full torque. MD Mixes offer shaft sizes from 1.5" to 4".

Bearings
MD Mixers offer a minimum 6-10bearing life of 100,000 houn and feature separated bearing
cartridges with a double front bearing seal for greater protection against contamination.

Unit Construction
All MD Mixers are completely assembled at our facllity with all shaft, bearings and seals

accurately allgned before shlpment, No on-site alignment is requlred.

Housings & Mounts
Housings and motor mounts are fabricated from steel and can withstand loads several times that
of typlcal appllcation requirements. TMo coats of polyurethane, catalyzed paint over a two-part
epoxy primer protect against corrosion.

Tank Shut-Off Devices
An optional secondary shut-off seal prevents fluid leaking durlng routine bearing/seal
maintenance so the tank does not have to be drained when servicing the mlxer.

Belt Drives and Guards
Ultra VX belts and sheaves provide economical power transmission with shock-absorbing capability. Belt and shalt guards are
made to OSHA standards. Guards on unlts with 3" or larger shafts contain access holes for adjusting belt tension. Drive systems
are available for 1.3, 1.5 and 2.0 belt drive service factors.

'Product Llteratum
All Product Literature Is in Adobe's PDF Format. Acrobat Reader is required to view ail documents. You may download the Acrobat

http://www.chemineer.com/prochcm-md.php
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Glasteel Column
pfaudler PIoIIWM
the devel-

opment and use of Giastd
86 a material ofmstructlon.
Advanced enameling technology Is used to produce ghss
linlng for cdumn shells,
bormets and support rings.
Pfaudler Giasteel c o l u m
combine the inert properties
of glass with the Stnmral
strength of steel.Qlass lining
olfers many advantages
ovef other llnlng materlak
Highly resistant to stmng
acids, powetful oxklizers
and organics except for fluoride elements.

Glass Is essentially inert,

so it cannot adversely affect
product Pumy or flavor.
Glass Is impermeable, eliminating cross contamination.

The fire pollshed sutface of
the glass lining provides
antl-atick propertle9, thus
mhbnhing fwling factors.

Glaaeel columns are
available in:
Sizas ranglng liom 6 inch
to 78 inch diameter,
shgle shell orjad<eted

desian.
*Wklerangeofpressve
raungstomeetvarbu8
procsss requirements.
Temperatwe ratings ranging
from -200 F to +4509 E
Glasteel columns are

designed and fabricated in
aqwtdance with ASME Code
requirements.

With all these features
and benefits, you now
have theflexibility to
minimize cost, improve
product purity and
column performance
eflciency.

Packing
Pfaudler works closely with
var(ws packing suppliers to

provkle the best random or
structured packing sdution

to your process,
Random pacldng is available
in different slzes and shapes
to provide hlgh surface contact area for mass transfer
w h i minimking pmssum
drop. Random packing Is
available in vatlous materials
of constnrctlon Such as:
fluwopolymers,alloy and
ceremb. Selected material
is dependent on axnpaubiiky
with process chemistry. The
m e design parameters are
consideredwhen selecting

l&ditional Random Packing

StNCtUBdpaddng.

Column lntsrnals
Cokmn intemals are customized to each application.
Optimization is the goal when
WofMrtg exisbing columns
or constructkrg new units.

Ladder dist+ibutorprovides
UU~~OW?Iliquid distribution
over the column packed bed.
-

Odj?ceriser distributor
h a standad ori@e

c

and weir typo distributorto
handle a wide range of liquid
@tu rates. This unique
design neulB in low press u e dwp .& nduced liquid
entrainment.

Combination distributorand bed limiter
prevents column packingfrom rising and
obstructing thefunction of the distributorin
upset conditions and reduces the number of
support rings in the column.

inbtnals areconof ~ O r o p d Y m ~
OT cenvnici and am
provided in a wlde variety of
W a n s and conliouratlons.

-*
dm

i

Engineered Systems
Satisfyingastomer needs
is ttre first piiority. Pfaudler,
through Its Engineered
systems Group, w
e
3
solutions to mass transfer
p a s s e s with costeffective
column design.
Engineers design the column
to meet the specmc chemical
or physicel process requirements by utlllzing ccinputer
shulation programs. The
deslgn takes into account
column size, throughput, tray
hydraulics, pressure drop,
packing proptvrles, heating
and cooling demands, and
corrosion parametemaffectIng materlal seleotion. The, ,
cdumn &B@I Is optimized
to p l d e high performance,
long service Ilfe and the
lowest Intial cost.

Englneert

complete
tems with
merit, PIP
and mntr

Column Systems
oeslgned and built to
withstand highly comsive
and reactive environments.
Pfaudler packed Glasteel
columns effidmtly handle
process operationssuch
89: distillation, absorption,
stripping end extmctlon.

Glesteel packed cobmns
am built to your complete
process SpecMons and

deslgnedheccordance
with ASME code.

Pfaudler supplies the
columns 1 z complete
~
systems with all i n t w
nals including rioiiaom
or structrrred packing.

Chemineer,,, the Right Mixer Company

Sealed Tank Mixers

Open Tank Mixers

SODTD

.

D l n a b O M Hlxer

High hew mixing
W@WWllS

Solid supendon
lMorponM

. .

Sealing Options

.Impdlers
TO wuws optlmm efflcitmcyforall of your mix@ applbatlona,Chemlnder offen a range of
Impeller ddgnr that pruduce maximum pumping aotion wHh mlnlmum cmergy loss.

.

.

Crammer R o d , We8t Mwdowci,Dorby De21 Sxr. England
Tel: 01332 3631t5/54oMo Fpx:01382 290325 Emoil: ~w8cheminaef.co.ukWob: www.chem#neer.com

TECHNICAL

EXPERTISE
Computer design capabilities
include Aspen B-IAC Heat
Exchanger Design, HYSYS Process
Simulation and proprietary
computer programs.
Pfaudler can design and fabricate
heat exchangers from all of the
reactive metals includlng tantalum,
niobium and zirconium.
Fabrication is in accordance
with ASME Sec. VIII, Div. 1
Code and TEMA Class B, C or
R Construction codes.
All types of heat exchangers can be
fabricated including bayonets, flxed
tubesheets and U-tube type units.
Pfaudler can also provlde GlasteeP
construction for such items as
bonnets or shells.

EXPERIENCE
Pfaudler designed and fabricated
the First tantalum heat exchanger
in 1942 and the first zirconium heat
exchanger in 1938.
Our welders range In experience
from 10 to 25 years.
We have provided corrosion-resistant equipment to the chemical
and pharmaceutical industry for
over 100 years.
Pfaudler has fabricated tantalum
heat exchangers as large as 40
inches in diameter with over 1,400
sq. ft. of surFace area.
Pfaudler designed and fabricated
the largest known zirconium heat
exchanger with over 15,500 sq. ft.
of surface area.

A D V A N T A G E S OF R E A C T I V E
METAL HEAT E X C H A N G E R S
Reactive metals have many
advantages over other materials
of construction:
Superlor Cornion Resistance

Reactive metals are inert tcr *
various compounds at
temperatures up to 200' C.
Welded Deslm Eliminates

-

-

Product Purlty - There is no
contamination from heavy metals
or flller materials.
Quick Delivery Standard size
tantalum tubing (3/4 inch OD by
0.015 inch thick) is stocked to provide quick delivery of units.

-

Low Pressure Drop - Large
diameter tubes provide lower
pressure drops, espedally for
overhead vacuum condenser
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The Greerco Homogenizer series offers a full range of tank-mounted, hiQh
to production scale. The design exceeds the high quality standards-nm
process results and withstand the rigom of difficult processes &at re
High-speed turbine running in close proximity to a fixed stator
shear forces where product is broken down Into Its primary partic
out the carrier phase
lightly held tolerances on machined components allow for consiste
The robust stator design handles severe duty better than competi
technology
The axial in-axialout flow path results in higher throughputs with lowe

akeeroo Proaemmlng Advantages
V5. Altmrnata High Shear
VI. 7badltlonrl Agitator
Impeller Qymteme
The Homogenizer offers operating speeds
and shear rates not available in traditional,
impeller systems. This dllows the Greerco
unit to dramatically reduce process times
for difficult applications as well as complete
complex operattonswhere.qandard impeller
technoloov isn't an oation (sea application

'

Mixing Hood Domlgns
The,Greerco rotor-stator design is unique
In that It utilizes an axial-idaxlalsut flow
pattern and allows for reversible operation.
When operated in the forward direction,
the Homogenizer creates an uppumping
umbrella flow pattern as opposed to the
totalized radialsut pattern offered by
canpetitive technology (see CFD images
for'iihsfrarion).in the reverse direction,
a vortex Is created that can be u s d to
incorporate solids dltectly into the mixing
head b r Immediate dispersion,

I

Redial How Ofbred by Comperftlve Tdnology

Applbatlons
Solids incorporation
Homogeneous disperslons
Solids deagglomention
Rapid blending
Particle size reduction

Cost Effaetlve Solutlon
Low Horropower
Reduces initial investment and energy consumption
Hlgh Throughput;
Faster processing rates improve productivity
Roburt Pemlgn
Minimal downtime and maintenance costs

Msahanlorl Conrtruotlon
Standerd F o r t u r 6 r
316SS wetted parts
Stellite. bushings
Lip seal shaft sealing
Explosion-proof motors
Reversible operation
SS cross supports

Optional Feertureo
Flange mounted units
Double mechanical seal
440 hardened SS rotor-stator
Alternate motor enclosures
Polished wetted components

dreeroo Homogenlzor n n k Tbrnover
.'
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Collold Mlllr

Oremroo Faatory 8mrvlosa

Greerco offers the most versatile line of colloid
mills that allow the user to easily modify the
shear rate to achieve
the desired process
results while
ensuring precise
repeatsbility.
Available in
vertlcal or horizontal mountlna
positions, thess high shear mixers
are ideal for batch, batch-continuous
or in-line applications.

Meahlne Rebulld Programat
The Greerco factory offers a total equipment
service program, where for the cost of replacement parts and a small fee, the customer will
receive a machine rebuilt to factory specifications
complete with a mechanical warranty on parts
and labor. Emergency, same day turn around
available on most models.

Plpallne Mlxerr
Greerco offers a complete line
of in-line high shear mixers for
both sanitary and industrial
applications. Available in
single or tandem shear
configurations, the pipelins
mixer is perfect for cohttnuous
In-line emulsification, dispersion
and de-agglomeration.

Chemlmer, 1110.
RO. Box 1123
Dayton, Ohlo 46401
Telephone: (g37) 454-3200
Fax: (937)464-3379
Chemlrmr, Ltd.
7 Cranmer Road
West Meadow8
Derby DE21 6XT

England
Tdephone: 44-1-332-546700
F@i:44-1932-290323
Chemlneew Salem Offiaee
MWioo

Singapore
China
Korea
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Flexible, Low.Cort Rental Progremr
All lab models and most full scale units are available
for rental. The program includes two free weeks
and credit towards the purchase of either the rental
unit or new equipmlent The ratntal program can
often be tailored to meet your speciffc needs.

@Greerco
C M r m r , Ino.
1% Aaprhlp ~ r l v e
North Andover, MA 01845
Telephone:
687-0101
FW (978)881-8500

(q)

Canada
Telephone: (805)670-9486
Fax: (905) 670-9120

www.kenlcs.com
www.greercomixen.com

Your Local Contact:
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Heavy-dutyforged nonles mlnimlze distortion, reduce
tlmsconsumlng gasket shimming.

split backingflanges, class 160, supplied With all nonles.
Flanges rated Class 300 also available.

3OoO-psl series jacket coupiings, baffled to prevent jacket
media from imphghg directly on vessel wall. FlangedJacket
coMBOtl0r)sare Optional.

* ~onventionaljacket equipped with agitating nozzlesprovides
optlmum IlquM dFwlatbn in Jacket.Optional half-pipe jacket
c ~ be
n elth~
perallel-pathOT zoned.

Adjustable pipe kg supports am supplied on 300 through
400 gallon. Side supports are optional.
Ampletesetof Pfaudler CRTenvelopegasketswith
stahless steel inserts is suppM With each vessel.

,.

Cryo-Lcck curved blade turbine is provided as standard.
One-PleCemtMt C U M impellers and 0 t h cryO-Lod<
~
conRgurations am available.
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Improve Efficienoy and Reduce Maintenance
Speclal formula glass Ilnln$, fused to steel substrate, ts highly
comslon resistant and chemlcaliy inert to nearly all substances.
Ideel emrirpnment for procegslng ultra-pm products.

* Smooth Glesteel sutface also resists adhererice by vlscoua or
sticky materials. Cleans eastty.
Cryo-Lock agltator f e a t u ~
a glass-to-glass
~
Interference IB between
impeller bot^ and shaft. provides M-the-etW

w.-1

Cryogenic coollng jolns or seperates Impeller and shaft for fast,
easy,reliable Installation and makrtenence.
fln bafRe position Is dose to sidewall to promote better top to
bottom tu-.

.'

HEV
S T A ~MIXERS
C
HN high-ef'ficiency static mixers
handle all turbulent-flow mixing
applications regardless of line dre
or shape. Mlxlng Is accomplished by
controlled vurtex structures
generated by the patented lowprofile tab geometry. This provides
uniform blending whlle limlting mixer
length to less than 1-112 pipe dlameters. Complete mbing Is achieved
with pmssure losses 76% less than
conventional static mixers.
vplcal applications for the HEV
Include all low-viscosity liquid-liquid
blending processes, as well as gasgas mlxlng. The HEV Is Ideal for
processes where pressure loss and
length are critical.

.HEVStatic Mixer
featares include:
Lowest pressure drop available
Unlimited sizes and shapes

* Shortest possible mixer length
Easy retroflt to existing lines
Available in all metals and alloys,
FRP, PVC; PFA, and epoxy-

bated -el
HEV static mixers provide installaUon
flexibility and can be configured to
square, rectangular or h i d e d ducts.
They are adaptable to open channels typically found in water treatment systems.

-

5

@Kenics

.

Chemineirf lam1 lechnologybrings
you the newest design in smUc mlxers.
The patented Kenb High E!ficieftcy
HE!/ Sblic Mixer gives you pressure
dropc Urasllcally lower than any ouwr
NUk m&8r aMilsWe M a y and can be
appU4d to any lurbuienl flow mixing
pmblorn regarclrou 01 line LIZO or
ahape.

7Lpkai applicallons far Ihe HEV indude
al low visco6lly liquid.liquidMending
problems. 8s well as gas-gas mixing. It
is offered in unlimited sims and mixes
in IS shorlesl possible pipe length (or
appliceIlOnS having space restrictions.

i..

'

HEV Technology
Unlvedly studios of turbulence led Io
the understandingof fluid flow
phenomena that made the development
ol Iho HEV Static Mixer posrible.Years
of research have gone inlo delrning UU,
palentd elemcnl geometry paramelarts
to meximizo conversion to lluid energy
Into efficient miwlnp. The length. widln.
~d allack angle of the HEV mixing
elemerUs have been optimized (or
mixing perkrrnance while llmiring
-re
amp.

lb malo mixing acilon the mixing
element Nlr(imparl mmenlum to the
lluM 8hm.The level IO which this
momentum Is conmrted lo e!feclive
mixino MUS wasted turbulence
rbWminer the mixor efllciency.
.6eeausethe H R I is cdnllgured lo
,promote 8 %atuml" mldng petlern. h e
Wimclion of thd llow meam resuils in
Wdiy no krr d pumping energy.The
kmlh you gain is minimum pressure
kss and s&f&ml energy 6avingr
c ~ ~ p ~tor static
e d mlmm uslng more
Ulsruptive-typemixing elements.
The HEV mlxing element consists 01
@pedalpatented trapemidel tebs
mounted a1an dcute angle relative lo
the downstream surface of ulo mixer
housing. As Vle process slream strikes
be base ol Itw lab, L $3deflected up
the angled Indine creating a pwssure
gradPenf between ftre wsfream and
downnnwm surtacos of Ihe lab. This
plesswe dl(krential causes lhe lluid 10
Ikw wound Ihe opposile sides of lhe
teb generating alternating lip vortker
having msir am$ d rolalion oriented in
ISdlrectien6( Ihe main fluid flow. The
auernating relations ol the lip vortices
Indm vigorous cross-stroam mixing

whbh results In npld unilwmRy 01 aS
process oomponenk

Full-scale mixing teas hava confirmed

the performanceof the HEV end lm
noulbd in highly acCuIItt0 qwlions for
pIsdMing unllonnlly Wds. Thers
equatiocu evaluale varlous pafamelam
such as dUe.Weam ratto and InJeotIon
iecrniqueslhlam innuontiallo the
process performanced the mixer.
CWlUOl od l h m parSmSlSnr 8IhO
HEV 10 be applied with complole
certainty.

Uniformity Criteria
Comprehensive teallnO of the HEV
mkec using Iracer injectiontechniques
ha8 quarulRed ita mixing perkmurncr.
Mulli-poinl mpling prob8c were
ulil&edIo genme slream CrnifOrmHy
data. Slaliaical analyrir applied to lhii
data rourllod in the equstW lnbl
predid mix qwlily a8 a lunationof the
Intel and outlet codtcient of wriaUon
[CoV, and CoV. rapectiily). 6y
knowing the Inlabtmem COnUitbns any
desired I& of iinltormHy con be
achieved by adjusting the design
ol lhe HEW
us.lwnrfJa4.rtsRlraaorpm6nl4~
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CV-24.000

PF)

(IW

450

2,900

580

48

58

70

08%

1128

do

72

87

118%

60 psi0 or full vacuum

450

4,100

450

8,900

45.

2278

78

84

109% 130%

50 p i g or full vacuum

4418

06

109

133

173'h

50 pdg or full vacuum

450

11.500

6624

102

126

160% 1Wh

50 pslg or full m u m

450

13,500

8888

120

137

167

281%

50 pslg or full vacuum

350

21,730

11261

120

190

220

284%

50 r#la or full vacuum

360

25,300

15,680

192

210

262

310%

50

360

94700

20,657

144

245

281

352

or LUm u m
50 psi0 or full vacuum

24,990

150

278

313'h
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50~lgorfulnouum
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CH-500

580

48

58

82

14

36

48

-

4

50

31

50 pigor fun M ~ U M

2,900

CKlOW

1126

60

72

102

14

38

40

82

4

84

38%

50 p l g or full m u m

4,100

CH-2000

2275

78

84

129

33

52

83

74

4

0

50 pch, or full MCUM

6,300

CMW

4418'

BB

100

157

95

63

81

89

1

111

81

50 pslo or full vacuum

12,900

CH-5000

62&4

102

125

178

36'

79

87

115

1

127

88

50 psi0 or fuU m u m

14,700

CH-7506

8888

120

137

107

35

Bl

109

127

1

130

104

50 pig or full vacuum

20,130

W1O.wO

1111

120

100

250

95

144

182

180

1

192

104

50 pab or full #cum

23.700

286 . 36

173

101

200

1

221

11Ph

w pslo M full VPWM

59,706

190

217

235

1

247

128

50 pdg or full vacuum

45,200

248

.. . . . .

288

1

278

133

50 pig or full WUM

51,100

W15,wO

l6,,681

132

218

CH-20.0W

20,850

144

245

317

35

CH-24,OM)

24,630

160

276

351

95

230
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VR-20 through VR-50

.

.

.

Md8lRWdcIplplly
(g8llm)

Full
cIprcig
(galbnr)

A
(1.D.)

VR-100 through VR-300

B
(8t.IQ)
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VR-20

23

20

13%

VR-90

32

20

19%

VRJO

52

24

22%

28%

61%

5%

VR-100

138

32

28%

96%

77

13'h

VR-200

266

40

36%

VR-300

418

40

37%

41ph

W'h

17

18%

5

5

'
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Dnlgn &mum

we d-0

27

150 pdg or lull vacuum'

!27

150 pdg or full vacuum

7%

8%

31

160 pslg or full vacuum

BY

11%

28%

160 pslg or full vacuum

34%

100 pdg or full vacuum

2,100

15%

17%

49

100 DUOor full wuum

2.760

."'

Alkalies are also included in the
permissible service environments.
Operating temperatures can be as
high as 180°F at pH 13. When the
pH reaches 14, the maximum temperature is limited to 160°F.

provide superior corrosion
resistance
do not affect the flavor, color or
purity of stored products

Pfaudler Glasteel is an inert
material. There is no contamination
of product purity. Color and taste
are not affected. Sticky materials
such as latex and resins do not
readily cling to the fire-polished
smooth surface.

require nirnimal maintenance
have a long service life.
Glasteel Chemstor tanks and

Another advantage of the smooth
glass surface is the ease with which
it can be rinsed and cleaned. Very
little time is required to thoroughly
clean a tank. It i s possible to sterilize the Glasteel surface.

Heat can be applied to the exterior
surface for products that solidify
at ambient temperatures. External
heating panels are added in number
and location as dictated by the
characteristics of the user's product.

Both horizontal and vertical designs
are offered i n a wide range of convenient standard size increments
from 20 gallons through 24,000
gallons. Pfaudler can provide
other designs i f these standard
sizes do not meet your specific
requirements.

All vessels are designed, fabricated,
inspected and stamped in accordance with Section VIII, Division
1 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code. All vessels are
designed for a maximum specific
gravity of 1.6,110 m.p.h. wind load
and seismic zone ZA (UBC).

EXHIBIT 2

J-Bolt Clampsfor GlasteeP Equipment
Data Sheet DS65-80@2

1970 Design VI
Earller Model
flanged openings on glassedsteel process vessel8 are
constructed diffemtiy than
the openings supplied on Ilned,
cwand an-metal
Due to glassing requirements,
glasaed-steelflanges am smaller
in outslde diameter and thinner
in cross section than bolted
flanges. They are not usually
drilled for bolt holes. A split-ring
flange or specialty designed,
J-bolt clamp IS used Instead
to join glassed-steel flanges.

Spllt-Ring Flanges
on 8maller Opsninga
The lap-Jointtype nozzle used
on Ffaudler Qlasteel equipment
openlng no largw than IP-krChee
nominal diameter )s a forged
stub-end flange fitted with a
drilled, split-ring flange. The spilt
flange Is instaled after the vessel
has been glassed. Refer to Data
Sheet DS66-300for speclflcatlons on Pfaudler Spilt flanges.

J-Bolt Clampa
on Lager Openlngs
On manways, agltator access
openings and the maln flanges
USBd On Clamp-tOp Vessels and
cdumns, a contoured flange
Is used in conjunction with a
specified number of forged
J-bit clamps.
Pfaudler J-bot clamps am
supplied in 314 Inch and 7/8 inch
diameters. The 3 4 inch Pfaudler
clamp has sufficient reach to
grip at W8' from the clamping
ring to the OD of a rolled flange.
Both the 7/8-lnch and 3/4-lnch
ffaudler J-bolt clamps have
sufflclent reach to grip at 3/8'
from the centerline of the clamping point to the OD of a forged
ilange. See Fig, 1.

Common Uaage
The ~

8 Of
8 J-bolt clamps IS
common on all makes of
glassed-steel process equipment. Howew, each supplier
has his own clamp design that
may or may not be Interchangeable with other brands of
glassed-steel equipment,
WARNING:The ure of an
I-bolt clamp on Pftauddrand

equipment that does not bear
the upfaudW name on the
clamp rhould be corrsidencd
hazardous, Failura to use
"?faudleP clamps on Pfaudkrbrand equipment could result
h costly equipment damage
and serious personal injury,

Standard PIaudler
J-Bolt Clamps
Part Numbers

The 1878 Dtwlgn
In 1978, Pfaudler Introduced
a new style J-bolt clamp. It
dlffers from the previous Pfaudler
design by having a loop at the
base of the clamp In place of the
Fig. 2.
lugs used formerly.
The loop provides the means for
attaching the J-bolt to a retainer
rhg when swing-away clamps
are required for frequently
opened and closed openings.
The 1978 design clamp obsoletes the previous Pfaudler clamp
and can be used to mplace the
older style. A retaining ring Is
required to replace the yoke
used with the obsolete clamps.
See Figs. 3 and 4.
Another featum of the 1978
J-bolt design is the availability
of either a zinc chromate-plated
dome nut or a polypropylenecap
for the steel nut to protect the
axposed threads from ambient
corrosion. Further detalls are
given In Fig. 4.

see

8ptMMoatlon
Materlalr
J-Bolt and Clamp
ASME S A 4 9 Forged Steel
Hex Nut and Dome Nut ASME SA-194. Gr2H Steel

-

Load Ratlnq:
34-lnch 4761 Ibs.
7/8-inch 8846 Ib8.
A ffaudler part number Is forged
Into each J-bolt conesponding to
the numbers listed in Fig. 4 to
dealgnate the grip range.

-

-

How To Order
When orderlng J-bolt clamps
88 replacement for the obsolete
Pfaudler design, It will help us to
fill your order when the following
information can be supplied.
1. Part number.
2. Diameter of the J-bolt.
3. Grlp range of the clamp.
(Refer to Fig. 4)
If the above Information is not
available, we will need the
serial number of your Pfaudler
vessel along with a description
of each openlng to be sealed
wlth damps (manway, agitator
access or main flange).
When Mderlng J-bolt clamps
for a manway opening, Identify
the style of pmtection ring ( w i i
M wlthout spring assistance) or
the extension collar used on the
vessel, if at all.

EXHIBIT 3

DENIAL NOTICE

UReAU OF INDUSTRY AND SECURITY
PWashington,
.O. Box 273, Ben Franklin Station
DC 20044

tX$E NUMBER: 2196893
ACTIdh DATE; OCT 22 2003

APPLICANT REFERENCE NUMBER:

2136893
CONSIGNEE IN COWTRY OF

APPLIW:
~386305

PPAUDLER,

me.

fDOO W T AVENUE
AT$" kO@RT TAYLOR
RUCIWTa,
14692-1360

ULTIIUTE RtSTWATION:
GUJARAT HACHINERY W U F . PFAUDJSR

LtD., CWRCHGATE HOUSE
32434 VEER NARIM nom
FORT BOMBAY, INDIA

ATTN: ROBERT F , TAYLOR
REASON:

THIS APPLICATION IS DENIED PURSUANT TO SECTION 10@)(3) OF THB EXPORT
ADHI#ISTRATION ACT OF 1979, As -ED,
AND SECTION 750,6 OF THE
W Q R T ADNINI8TRATIOIQREODUTIONS, THE D E f A R W T OF C 6 m C E , IN
C~NSULTATXONW.ITZI
0u.S. G t W m xNT
~ AGENCIES, RAS CONCLUDED THAI
mI8 El@t&'T WOULD BE DEflI)IENFAL TO U.S. FOREION POLICY INTERE8TS.
FOR FdRWtR IWFORXATION, PLEASIS SrzB TEB XNTENT To DENY LETTER 18SOtD
ON - 8
2, 2003,

EILEEN ALBMIESE
DIRECTOR
OFFICE OF EXPORTER SERVICES
OFFICE OF R%POkTBR SEWICES
P.O. BO% 273
8813 h$l4XL3;lk STATION
WA&HIUGIS#, D.C. 20044

U N R D STATE8 DWARTMENT OF COMMEROF
Burow of Induetry and Sowrity
Washington, 0.C 20230
c

SEP

2.1

20@

Mr.Robart F. Taylor
Pfaudlu; Inc.
1000 West Avenue

Rochcstsr, NY 14692-2360
Ref. No.:2196893
Dear Mr.Taylor:
Purswnt (0 Section 10(f)(3) of the Export Administration Act of 1979, a8 amended, and in
accordance with -ion
750.6 of the Export Administration Regulations (EAR),we an
informing you of our intent to dmy the refersnced application. The Deparlment has
concluded that this license would be detrimcnbl to United States breign policy.

Denial of this applicationhrthcrs tho United States policy set forth in Section 3(2)(18) of the
Export Adrnif68tAtion Act, to ''restkt the export of goods and technologvwhere necessary
to W
ar significantlytho foreign policy of the United States or to fblfil its declared
international obligations."

We will withhold firrtheraction on this application for 20 calendar days from the date of this
letter. Your application will be held and processing suspended, pending receipt of any
comments or rebuttals you may wish to make on this matter.
Should you wisb to respond to this letter, you may submit a response to this notification in
accordancewith Section 750.6 of tho BAR. Your letter should be addressad to:
Jams Seawratnam
Director, Chemical and Biological ControlsDivision
Office ofNonproliftt.ationControls and Tmty Compliance
P.O.Box 273
Washington, D.C. 20044

Please write the words "ITD Rebuttal"on the outside of your envelope and on the face of
your letter to onsm that your rebuttal receives prompt atlention. You m a y also forward a
copy of pur lattsr to this office by facsimileon (202) 482-2190.

U d m you mceive other advice &om the B m u of Industry and Security, this denial will
become fiad 45 days fiom &hedate of this letter, The process for appealing thio final d d a l
is dsacribed in Part 756 of the BAR. Any auch appeal must be made witbin 45 d a y of the
date of the final demial.
"he Commerce employee available for consultation is Dr.Scott Hubhger, of my sM,
who
can be raaohed at (202)482-5223or via facsimile at (202)482-2190.

Sincerely,

James Ssevaratnam
Director
Chemid & Biological Controls Division

Pfaudter, Inc. manufacturesglaas-llned steel reactor vessels, storage vessels,
dryers, columns, and their components and spare parts. This dual-pwpose
equipment Is frequently oonffgtmd in multiple sections to permit application of
the glass lining and flanged to provide a means of assembling sections andlor
components for operalion. A sen'ee of J-Clamp aasmblies sems to hold the
unique flanges against one another. A gasket ia positioned between the glasslined flanges beforeapplying the clamps to prevent damage to dass tined
surfaces as the clamps am tlgMened. When properly designed, manufactured
and assembled the combination of glsrrsllnedflanges, gasket and J-Clamps
result In 8 ld-tight joint cepable of preventing materialsinside the equipment
from escaping. This configurationwas developed specifically for, and is unique
to, glass-lined equipment.
The SpeCMC J-Cl8mp assemblies used by Pfeudler in the United States are
uniquely designedfor equipment produced in the United States and are not used
globally. Alternate designs exist in other regions of the world. The J-Clemps
have a nominal thread diameter of 7W and can be configured to provide varying
Qripranges. The primary components are forged from msterial wmplying with
the American Society of Mechanical Engineer's speclficalion SA-449.
W

We request an export license to transfer the technology necessary to ptoduce Jclamp assemblies in India. The technology to be transferred that would allow the
India-produced clamp to be used on our glasklined equipment would indude
material specifications, manufacturingtechniques, evaluation method8 and the
drawings andlor description8 of the requiredgeometries.

B.Gnwer 05114/03

J-Bolt Clampsfor GZasteeF Equipment
Data Sheet DS65-800-2

Common Usage

1978 Design M
Earlier Model

J-Bolt Clamps
on Larger Openings

Flanged openings on glassedsteel process vessels am
constructed differentty than
the openings supplied on lined,
clad and ail-metal \Inessels.
Due to glassing requirements,
glassed-steel flanges are smaller
in outside diameter and thlnner
in m s s section than bolted
flanges. They are not usually
drilled for bot holes. A split-ring
flange or specially designed,
J-bot clamp Is used instead
to join glassed-steel flanges.

On manways, agitator access
openings and the main flanges
used on clamp-top vessels and
columns, a contoured flange
is used in conjunction with a
s p e c M number of forged
J-bolt clamps.
Pfaudlw J-bolt clamp8 am
supplied in 3 4 inch and 7/8 inch
diameters. The 3/4 inch Pfaudler
clamp has suffident reach to
grip at 6/8" from the damping
ring to the OD of a rolledflange.
Both the 7/8-Inch and 3/4-inch
Pfaudler J-bolt clamps have
sufflclent reach to grlp at W8"
from the centeriine of the clamping point to the OD ofa forged
flange. See Fig. 1.

Spllt-Rlng Flanges
on Smaller Openings
The lap-joint type norzle used
on Pfaudler Glasteei equipment
openings no hrgw than 12-inches
nominal diameter Is a forged
stub-end flange fitted with a
drilled, split-ring flange. The spilt
flange is installed after the vegsel
has been glassed. Refer to Data
Sheet DS66-300 for speciflcations on Pfaudler Spilt flanges.

The use of J-bolt clamps is
common on all makes of
glassed-steel process equipment. However, each supplier
has his own clamp design that
may or may not be interchangeable wlth other brands of
glassed-steel equipment,
WARNINC:The use of M

i:

J-bolt clamp on pfaudler rand
equfpment that does not bear
the "pfarraler"nume on the
clamp should be considmd
hazadous. Failure to use
"Pfaudld' clamps on Pfaudler
brand equipment could msult
b costly equipment damage
and stdous personal injury.

I

bh

M

Standard Pfaudler
J-Bolt Clamps

Part Numbers
.--I

The 1978 Derlgn
In 1978, Pfaudler introduced
a new style J-bolt c h p . It
differs from the preVous pfeudler
design by having a loop at the
base of the damp in place of the
lugs used formerly. See ne. 2.
The loop provides the means for
attaching the J-bolt to a retainer
ring when swhg-away clamps
are required for frequently
opened and dmd openings.
The 1878 design clamp obsoletes the prevlous Pfaudler damp
and can be used to replace the
dder style. A retainingring is
requiredto replace the yoke
used with the obsolete clamps.
See Figs. 3 and 4.
Another feature of the 1978
J-bolt design is the availabflity
of either a dnc chromate-plated
dome nut or a polypropylene cap
for the steel nut to protect the
exposed threads from ambient
conosion. Further detalls are
given In Fig. 4.

spocmcaion
Matsrlalr

-

J-Bdt and Clamp
ASME SA-449Forged Steel
Hex Nut and Dome Nut
ASME SA-194,Qr2H Steel

-

Load Rating:
3/4-inch 4761 Ibs.
7/8-inch 8646 Ibs.
A Pfaudler part number is forged
Into each J-bolt compondlng to
the numbers listed in Fa.4 to
designate the grip range.

-

How To Order
When ordering J-bok clamps
as replacement for the obsolete
Pfwdler design, it will help us to
fill your order when the following
Information can be supplied.
1. Part number.
2. Diameter of the J-bolt.
3. Grip range of the clamp.
(Refer to Ag. 4)
If the above informationis not
available, we will need the
serial number of your Pfaudler
vessel along wlth a description
of each cpening to be sealed
with clamps (manway, agitator
access or main flange).
When ordedng J-bolt clamps
for a manway opening, identify
the style of protectlon ring (with
or without spring esslstance) or
the extension collar used on the
vessel, if at all.

nmw.pfsudler.com

SBl-400-2
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WNo.674

To:

Dr.Soon Hubinger

From :

Robsrt P. Taylor

Subject:

Inkmation Requested Eor 2196893

Date: July 22,2003

We have not beem able to ~ecurethe quested dah from GMM Pfaudler nor suzhou W l a r .
Please remember that the Bureau of Industry and Security has in its possassioa, CSMM Pfaudler's
Customer List and Intorod C o m p l h System. Heaw ale0 remember this J-clamp tbat we want
to have made in India is available &om a variety of manuEactutars throughout the world. While
the J-olamp is desfgntd to Pfaudler US'S specitrostion, similar items are avaikblo in MY
industrialized countq in the world.
*-

quoat your approval 10 uansfa the daign and manuf'achuing specification foa this Jdamp to Iudian Suppliers so that we may reduce our cost and bettor enable Pfiudlsr US to
compete with products being imported from "Low Cost Regions" of the world.

We @n

Robat F.Taylor
Managea, Planning and Procunrnent
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China Pharmaceutical Machinery & Equipment
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I
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HOT SELLING

New Products

New Product Will Meet You Everyday

Following equipment in hand

0

3 W L GIL Distillation System
The system are include
following
BJKIOOOL OIL Receiver
BJK500L G/L Receiver

TDP SINQLE PUNCH TABLET
PRESS

BHP-12M2 OIL Condenser
GIL Pump
0

Spray Booth for Car

0

BJWOO Metric Tank

it is used for research and
development and to smallscale production.

..
+J

~

-

..

Preparation Production Equipment:

papaule Filling Machine(CapaulelPill-fo~ingMachlnerylCoverRolling MachlnelPlugTurning Machine
ICapping MachinelTablet Pmss~Poliaher~GranuletorlAmpaules~Coate~Pnn~ar~Mixe~~~~~ll
lnfuwn Machine
ILaballing MachlnelFilling MachinelSuppositories
c

D Medical Packing Machinery.
IBlIster Pecking Machlne(BagPacking MachlnelPaper-cupMachinelPrintingMachlneV\I-AlPacking Machine
poxing Mechlne(Pack1ngLlnelCwnting Machine

9)

Pharmaceutical Pulverizer Machlnery.
IPulverizer lMill

2b

Pharmaceutical Water Supply Equipment.
JDistilledWater Machine

33 Analyzing

a Detecting Instrument and Equipment.

IPolarimateflMelting Point Te8teterlSpectrophotameterlBinoculrrfPH MeteflTasteflEwperimentalMachine
(PdarimetMJMeMng Point Measuring DeviceJCdorimeteflTurbidityMonitor

fi Pharmaceutical Production Line 81Technical.
lProductkn of 2000Vy FNctaollgosacchaMes~lnjeclDextrose lnvesllgation PmjecllDlmeyhylFumarate
i + Pharmaceutical
~
Chemlcal Raw material.
~2-Methylfuran~Ultravlolet
absorber: BW-(UV-Q)lAntiOxiantlSulfurizedIsobutylenelFoodAdditive

Others.
(CeramicBall Vahre(Compresror(Gan~PumptPaperarp
Machine(Graphii ElectrodesllnJediw,mold Machlnev

Company:liaoyang Pharmaceutical Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address:No.2, Shengli Road, Liaoyang, Liaoning, China Homepage:www.lpmie.net
Tel:(86 419)8601299 8601399 2262705 2261697 2262241 Fax:(86 419) 2262413 ZIP:l11004
EMAL:Ipmie@mail.lyptt.In.cn Ipmie@lpmie.net
ICPO5009373

http://www.lpmie.net/default.htm
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GLASS-LINED REACTOR

1

P-

GLASS-LINED REACTOR

Product Catalogue
MAIN APPLICATION:

stainless steel, engineering plastic and other alloysteel under a certain medium and temperature at
corrosion resistan=. It is also indispensable and economic and good corrosion resistance equipment
(for hydrolysis, neutralization, crystallization distillation evaporation and storage in industries of
production of pharmacy, chemicals, dyestuff, organic symthes, foodstuff, pesticide and defense.
MAIN STRUCTURE:
The glass-lined reactor has two kinds structure, one is opened structure,The other is closed
structure. The type of opened structure reactor is BFK, main use in under 5000L vessel or vessel
with frame agitator and anchor agitator; the type of closed structure reactor is BF, main use in over
5000L vessel or vessel with paddle agitator and impeller agitator.
THE ASSEMBLY TYPE OF AGITATOR AND THERMOMETER
=an
h
co
:r::$:
agitator, paddle agitator, impeller agitator.
Type of thermometer:
The common and wing thermometer
The assembly type of agitator and thermometer has four kinds, please see
rand t h e m
c The d
m of the -De
of a
SEAL:
The quletlng seal gasket of glass-lined reactor:
I ) A three-in-one gasket was combined with asbestos, rubber and polytetrafluoroethylene. The
gasket has good elasticity, so the seal effect is good too. But it was not suitable for temperature
above 12016 or strong irradiation medium.
2) The asbestos enveloped teflon out.
3) The asbestos inner lined steel frame, enveloped teflon.
Movable seal gasket of glass-lined reactor:
1)
2) w e mechanical seal
3) Double mechanical seal
DISCHARGE VALVE:
According the materials of valve, there is glass-lined discharge valve and stainless steel discharge

http://www.lpmie.net/txt/GL-Reactor.htm

10/25/2007
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GLASS-LINED REACTOR
valve etc. Selection is by customer.
REDUCER

According to the structure of reducer of glass-lined reactor, there is cycloid reducer and worm
reducer. There is fixed speed and adjustable speed.
MAIN SPECIFACATION
BFK-5OL Glass-lined Reactor
BFK-200L Glass-lined Reactor
5 BFK-5OOL Glass-lined Reactor
7 BFK-15OOL Glass-lined Reactor
9 BFK-3OOOL Glass-lined Reactor
11 BFK-8000L Glass-lined Reactor
13 BFK-12500L Glass-lined Reactor
15 BFK-20000L Glass-lined Reactor

1

3

2
4
6
8
10
12
14

BFK-IOOL Glass-lined Reactor
BFK-3OOL Glass-lined Reactor
BFK-1OOOL Glass-lined Reactor
BFK-2OOOL Glass-lined Reactor
BFK-5000L Glass-lined Reactor
BFK-1OOOOL Glass-lined Reactor
BFK-1WOOL Glass-lined Reactor

Address No.2, Shengli Road, Llaoyang, Liaoning, China Homepage:www.lpmie.net
EMA
L
-:I
IDmkceDlamie.net
Tal: (86 419)8601299 8601399 2262705 2261697 2262241 Fax:(86 419)2262413 PC:111004

httu://www.lpmie.net/txt/GL-Reactor.htm
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Zibo Taiji lndustriel Enamel CO.,Ltd.

Pretsnt msitim: PrnduCtn
1

Glass-lined

w ~ y p Glass-lined
e
Reactors

Glw-lined Reactors

FF Type Glaea4ined Reactws
LK T y p Glass-lined SIorage Tank
- ZF
Glass-lid Slotage Tank
ZW
Glass-lined
- TVM
.r- - - - - Sloraoe
" Tank

6p

GIMs-lined StOnge Tank

Glw-lined DietitlatlanTank

Q k n - l i dDistilbtlon Tank
Gbss-llnd Condenser
GlMS-lhrd AgilatWS

New Product

Glsrs-lnrd Condmm
Gleaa-lnedAgdelors
~nd.riruleSpeed vanator
Reduurr

DtNW

I

~-

Glass-lined accerrories

G l a d Seal

I

H ~ O Enchanger
I
Gln-Llned snd Stainless Steel F i l u

I

Ha1 P i p Equipment

I

S i g h Mechancel Seal

Centrifuge
Non-slandard Pressure Vessel

I

Page 2 of 2

Zibo Taiji Industrial Enamel Co..Ltd.

m

I

A d d n ~€art
:
205 Rosd.Gudi. H ~ lZits
. C i ,Shndong Pmvinm.China2 W 1 4 TeO
:l OO
W.brite:http:/hnvw.~sijkrumel.comE-m8ll:LljiqDlsUhnmd,wm

Fax:008&533&(09980

6 2003 Zibo Taiji lnduslrial Enamel Co..Lld. All R ~ h t Reserved
r
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httpi/www.yunlong-china.com-ProductDetdilcd
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Inftirtiialion
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0

Product Information
Product Model:KR looW to 5WOO
Dercrlption:The G-L squipmenl is made by coating the high silicon content enamel onto (he rudace of mMal body and then firing 11IS at h@’
tempsralure(900,m)in Order I O achmve a hlgh adhesive Stronglh of the enamel on the steel baric body The equipment therefw
has both high Strenglh abilily like melal and cwrorion-reiialanca ability hke mofganrc nonmetallic rnatenair The surface of G-L
equipment is very smooth and of thermal and chemical stability So 11IS widely employed in the fields of chemical pelrochemical

hnp://www.yunlong-china.~~ebusiness/en/prod~tcl-d~iail
abp”cataIogid=2&productid=6
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Fep / Pfa Lined Jacketted Flush Bottom Valve (Glass-Tef Engineering, India)
Home I Slgn I n I Join Now I

(ELAlibaba.corn'

'e

F0rBuy.n

TradeManager

I

ForSdhn

a

Translate this pagel )Search all suppllcrs

Communky

wAllb8b8

H.lP

obbd wads SEatS here.'"

Home > Buy > General Mechanical Components > Valves > Cep / Pfa Lined Jackettcd Flush Bottom Valve

Free

Member

Glass-Tef Engineering

LISTED SINCE 2007

0 Products(5)
1
3 Selling Leads
AboutUs
TrustPass PmRie

Fep / Pfa Lined Jacketted Flush Bottom Valve

Contact Information

Model No: G-I 3
Trade Show Interests

S F e p I Pfa Lined Jacketted
Flush Bottom Valve
Detailed Product Description
BODY: WCB BODY WITH JACKET,
LINING: FEP / PFA
LINING THICKNESS: 3.5 MM MINIMUM
TESTING: PRESSURE: BODY: 15Kg I Cm2 SEAT: 10 KG I Cm2
SPARK TEST: 15 KV
SIZES AVAILABLE (Inlet x Outlet) : 80NB X 50NB (3"X 2") ,
100 X 80 (4 I' X 3")
150NB X IOONB (6" X4")
FLANGE END CONNECTION: SPLIT TYPE FLANGE
FLANGE END

mmm

Other products from thi. supplier

I

M. S. PTFE Lined Dip

C Clamp For Glassiined

Fep / Pfa Lined

Fep / P h Uned Plug

http://www.alibaba.com/catalog/l2036049/Fep~Pfa~Lined~Jacketted~Flush_Bottol

11/1/2007
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Fep / Ha Lined Jacketted Flush Bottom Valve (Glass-Tef Engineering, India)

1

Pipe / SparQerFor
Glassllned Reactor

Reactor

I

Valve

Diaphargm Valve

4 -

Contact Us
Glass-Tef Engineering [View Company Details] [India]
Address: Plot No. 5241 I A1, Nr. Khwaia Chokdi. P. 0. Box No. 210, Gidc,
r, Gujarat, India
Offline

View Contact Details

Thls member's information has NOT been authenticated or verified by Aiibaba or any third party. Only
Alibaba Gold Suppliers and Trustpass members have completed an Authentication and Verification
procedure conducted by third-party credit-reporting agencies.
For more information on Aiibaba Gold Supplier and Trustpass membership, Click here

Didn't find what you're looking for? Post a buying lead.
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EXHIBIT 6

---------_---------Il____________l______-------~-~------------------

PURSUANT TO SECTION 10 OF THE EXPORT ADHINISTRATION ACT OF 1979, AS
MENDED, WE REFBRENGED APPLICATION FOR EXPORT LICENSE IS DENIED. IN REACHING
TBE DECISION, WE GAVE PULL CONSIDERATION TO ANY REBUTTAL YOU HAY HAVE W E
TO PREVIOUS COHHUWICATION PROM THIS OFFICE, THE RIGHT TO APPEAL THIS DECISION
EXPIRES 45 DAYS FROX THE DATE OF THIS LETTER. THE APPEAL PROCEDURE IS
OUTLINED IN PART 756 OF THE EXPORT ADMINISTRATION REGULATIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS REGARDING EXPORT CONTROLS PLEASE CONTACT THE EXPORTER COUNSELING
DIVISION AT 203-482-4811 OR TRE WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE AT 714-660-0144
APPLICANT REFERBNCE NUHBER:
APPtIW'fx P386305
PPAUDLER XNC.
lOd0 VEST AVEENE
ROCHESTER, NY 14692

PPA0018
CONSIGNEE IN COUNTRY OF
ULTIMTE DESTINATIONI
GOJARAT WHXNERY "UFACTURERS PFA
1001 PENII&lLA TOWERS
PBNINSULA CORP. PARK
XUXUI, INDIA

ATTN.: ROBERT TAYLOR
REASON a

THIS APPLICATION IS DENIED PURSUANT TO SECTION 1O(F)(3) OF THE EXPORT
ADNINISTRATION a T OF 1979, AS MENDED, AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH
SECTION 730.6 OF WE EXPORT ARnINlSTRATION REGULATIONS. THE
DEp1IRzr(eNT OF CQHMERCE, IN CONSULTATION WITH OTHER U.S. GOVERNHENT
AGENCIES, HASCONCLUDED THAT THIS EXPORT WOULD BE DETRIXENTAL TO U.S.
FOREIGN POLICY INTERESTS,

EILEEN ALBANBSE
DIRECTOR
OFFICE OF EXPORTER SERVICES

OFFICE OF EXPORTER SERVICES
P.O. BOX 273
BEN FRANKLIN STATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20044

01/08/2007 17:bO

FAX 2024822100

wc-CBC

tp 00l/OOL

Rd.No.:2820551

01/08/2007

L

17:40 FAX

2024822390

DOC-CBC

Qloor/ooo

Unless you receive other advice &om the Bureau of Indtlseyand sccurjty, thir desrfal wiJl
become find 45 day &om the dats of this Mar. The process for appeal@ thi8 final denial
is d d b e d in Part 756 of the BAR Aoy such appeal must be mado within 45 drrJg of the
date of the bapl d d .
The Commerce emplop available far consultaion is Ihrangcrllne ?bynolds,of my
csa be raJLobsd at (202)482-2260 or via fhdmile at (202) 482-2190.

who
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Glass-Lined FZush Valves

Data Sheet DS97-102-2

and product contaminetbn and
promote personnel safety,operational speed and efficiency.
Air-actuated valves are opened
most powerful comhres have no
byairpreasure, dosed bysprsnS
effect. There is no possibility of
action when pressure is mmetallic contamination or catalytic
maved, thus alowhg convenient,
side reaction to affect the purity
mote control of the flush valve.
of your product. In addition,
Remotely contrdled valves perthe smooth glass surfaces twk
mit safer operation of mctors
product adherence to minimize
by eliminating the need to crawl
build-up and reduce your mainteunderneath to operate a manual
nance requirements.
flush valve.
~~~ywchange~procea
s
Quicker
shutdown, easler
or process conditions, there is no
operation and a cholce of
need to change the flush valve
operational options am fadllbecause of Its remarkably broad
tated by air-actuatedflush
range of resistance to cormion.
valves. You can control valve
5~
1: Matlual g l a d i i flu&
In fact, these valves can be
operation from a local or remote
valve is simple, reliable and Bcor'lMIcBI
specified to withstand the same
panel or a control mom.
service condltians of preesure,
You
can back-chargeeither
Pfaudler Qlaacs-Llned
temperature and chemical
model
air-actuatedflush valve
Flush Valves
exposure as your GlasteeP
to allow diffusion or sparging
Installedon the bottom outlet
process equipment, except for
of gas into the reactor,
nozzle of a glass-lined reactor or
full vacuum sewlce. Therefore,
other vessel, the basic functlon
you are assured a continuous
Failure of the air actuator or
of any glassed flush W e Is sknreturn on your Investment.
loss of air pressure In either
ply to open and close the outlet
model results In the flush valve
Key Features
to drain or retain the contents of
returning to the closed podthe vessel. A manual flush valve
tion. Manual override to drain
Complete selection of glassIs opened and dosed by turning
the mctor Is possible with
lined flush valves for use on
a handwheel. The two models of
either model.
the bottom outlet nozzles of
alr-actuated flush valves employ
giass-lined vessels. You can
air pressure to open the valve,
Economical, Proven,
choose from a manual design
spring action to close it.
Manual Flush Valve
or two models of alr-actuated
flush
valves
that
also
permit
The
manual g m - M flush valve
Rellabk Product
diffusion, if desired.
( M r to Flgure 1 and Table 1)
Protection
Glass-llned flueh valves am lined provides long life and reliable
FVaudier flush valves, manual as
operation on small glass-lined
with Pfaudler's virtually inert,
well as air-actuated, am lined with
reactors or other vessels where
add- and alceli-resistant glass to
comion-resistantglass fused
speed
of operation is not an
to a rlgld, strong metal substrate
protect product Purity. A
Important factor.
one-piece valve head and stem
on the pmess slde. A oneplece, glassed valve head and
This valve employs a moothseals reliably against a glassstem doses agalnst a self-sealing
filled PTFE seat,completing
rimmed handwheel to prevent
seat Of glass-ltlld FWE. m- the internal protection.
overtighteningwhen opening
shaped packing rings seal the
or closing the valve. The valve
Air-actuated, glass-lined flush
valve stem area.
is opened by turning the handvalves help prevent corrosion
wheel cMInteffilockwise(viewed
from below) and closed by
ckckwlse rotation.
prsudlerglassis durable, hperme

able and Inert to abmad specbum
of acids and alkalis. Since there is
no expased metal Inside the valve,

Data Shnt DS97-102-2

Figure 2:Lov\r-profile,air-actuatedflush velve mounts on reactor’s bottom
outlet nanle; requires mlnimal clearance beneath the vessel.

Faster, Safer Operations

with AlrActuated Flush
Valves

A manual flush valve sems its
purpose well on a small reactor,
where it can easily be reached
from the sMe. On a hgw reactor,
however, a manual flush valve
may offer some disadvantages.
it could pose a potential safety
hazard, since someone must
crawl Into the normally tight
space beneath the reactor
whenever the valve has to be
opened or closed.
e The manual valve slows operations,since it requires several
mdutlons of the handwheel
to open or close it completely.
On mctmwhere the vatve Is
more accessible, manual operation can delay the start of
reectorshutdownandrel~ng.

Contrast these drawbacks to safe,
convenient operation with Pfaudler
air-mted fluah vatves, which yw
control by the touch of a remotely
located button, or even by a signal
from a central control system.
Thespring-to-dosededgnprovides
a continuous seating force when
the valve is In the closed position,
not found on manual valves.

Choose from TWO A l r
Aotuated Modele
Two models of air-actuated glassUned flush valves are available.
Both am designedto mount on the
bottom outlet nozzle of a glassllned reactor and may be ordered
with your choice of ANSI drillings
as shown under the Flush Velve
Operational Featurea section.
The iow-profile alr-actuatedflush
vah/e (seeFgure 2,Tables 2 and 3)
achieves its compactness by offsetting the air actuator and return
spring from the valve centerline.

A pivoting lever transmits the
actuating forces that operate the
flush v8tve. The o v d depth of
this model below the bottom
outlet nozzle Is shown for each
valve sbe in Table 2.
The vertically mounted, airactuated flush vahre (seeFigure 3,
Tebles2and3)hrrsitseiractuator
and return spring located below
the vahre stem and linked dlrectly
to it for straight-through actuatbn.
The overall depth below the
bottom outlet nozzle appears in
Tabb 2, but note that additional
dearance is requiredfor median
of the air Une.
In both models, the valw is opened when sufficient air pressure is
applied to the actuator to overcome the spring plus the effect
of m t o r pressure on the valve
head. The required air pressure for
each design Is shown in Table 3.
Upon removal of air p w u r e from
the actuator, the valve is dosed by
action of the return spring. Thus,
the faliure mode of either model is
with the flush valve closed.
If desired, either air-actuated
valve can be used to sparge gas
through the flush valve into the
bottom of the vesael. Sparglng
takes PI- when enough backcharge pressure is applied on the
outlet side of the flush valve to
overcane the retum spring and Ii
the &e head away hwn the seat.

flush Valve OperaUonal
Features
With the fiush vatve bolted to the
bottom outlet nozzle of the react%
thevahm head and seat pfoject up
into the outlet opening. When the
valve is opened,the head and
stern push upward, tending to
break up and free any layer of
residue that might have collected
in the vessel bottom.

Data S k t DS97-102-2

Valve Size

am 300

-160

Ax6

Height(H)

WeigM

Helght(H)

Weight

2X1U

11

18

11%

25

3x2

12%

28

45

4x3

13%

42

1%
1F A

0x4
8x6

20%

100

115

2w

135

201A
22%

-

Low Pronlo
Model
Helaht (H)
WebM

Velve 9hn

Ax6

2X1U

13%
13%

3x2
4x3

60
150

Vertical Mounted
Jdel
Hekht 0
Weight

40

24

42

47

24%

62

14%

61

24!4

88

0x4

22#

150

33%

160

8x0

23%

185

34%

185

Table 2 Air-Actuated Flush Ifahres
(Dimensions h Inches; weight3 In pounds)

Ax0

Low-profile
Model
Mln
MaX

2 x 1%

60

3x2

60
80

Valve Size
flgure 3 Vertically mounted, airectuated flush valve with straightthmgh ec2uatlon, suitable for reactas
with adequate clearance below the
bottom outlet.

Wfih the valve cbsed, the hydraulic
head of liquid in the vessel plus
vessel pressure (if my)act on top
of the vahre head to help maintain
a tlght seal. Hawever, the seal may
not be m p l e t e t j tlght if the vessel
Is operated under vacuum or if
there is pressure on the outlet side
of the valve.
Every Pfaudler flush valve Is airteBted and hydro-testedfor leekege
through the head to seat, body
to seat, and valve stem packing
area. Thls testing assures that
the valve you buy will function
properly, right out of the box.

4x3

~~

6x4

30

8x0

1 3 0

~-

100
100
100
100
1 1 0 0

vemwrli Mounted

ddel

Mln

Max

25
40

100

46
25

100
100
50

1 3 5

1 5 0

Table 3:Actuator Air presllure Requirement8
(Minimumand maxhum air preswrre llmits in psie to fully open vahre
ageinst 0-100 psis M)8881preaswe)

Pfaudler flush valve bodies are available in the following
drillings and pressure and temperature ratings:
Steel: Class 160 - 150 psig
-29°Cto +232"C (-20°F to +450"F)
Class 300 300 psig
-29°Cto +232"C(-20°F to +450'F)

-
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POBOX29800
Rocheater, NY 146829800
phone:58523SlOOO

FaX:6882%8993
w.pfsudkr.com
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ROCheSW,NY14002-30CU
Phone: 586 236 1010
Fax: 585 295 7923

EXHIBIT 7
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Departmentof
Tnde and Industry

George T. Barbour
Pfaudler-Balfour
Riverside
Leven
Fife
Scotland
KY8 4RW
Direct line
.Lo& fax
ourref
Your ref
Date

Export Control Organisation
Moor 3
4 Abbey Orchard Street
London
SWlP 2HT
Enquiries 020 7215 5OOO
VRL hitp://www.dti.guv.uk/
Telex 8813148 DMQ 0
M i n i m 02072156740

020 7215 0576
020 7215 0572
21094

GMM Tech
30 March, 2001

Dear Mr Barbour
EXPORT LICENCE APPLICATION NO 21094
EXPORT LICENCE NO UK01/02105P
I am pleased to inform you that your application for a licence to export gooGuto India has been
approved. Your export licence is enclosed.

Please read carefully all the conditions under which this licence has been issued, in particular any
special conditions that may have been applied.

Janet Springer
Licensing Supervisor
Internet: JanetSprhger@rdri.g&gov.uk

X.400/G=Janeta.lS~cr/OUl=XNPD/O=HMG
Department of Trade and Industty/PRh4D=HM0DWADh4D=Gold 40O/C=OB

ii '.
j
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European Community

Export of Dual-Use Items (Reg (EC)133411000)

Department of Trade & lndustry
Export Control Organisation

hxport Licence
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I. Licence Number

3. Expiry Date

UK01/02l05P

30/03/03
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Fifk
Scotlund
KYrY 4RW
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I. Counrry of Origin (Transhipment)
Mol Applicuble

l.Consiynre Country
IIlLiili

>.End User Country
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2 I. Type of Licsiicr
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The goods covered by this licence are listed on the following page(s).
..

Date:

Signed on bclialbof the Deparf;Aent of Trade and Industry
Pnor 1

30/03/200I
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(Technical Drawings; Dsscriprion of Manufacturing Processu;
and Description Tools & Equipment relating IO Glass-lined
Steel Ciyolock Agitators consisting qf': 139 Technicd
Drawings covering the rtinge 0fDesign.s and Dimensions Q'
Ciyolock rlgitators: One description qf'the munufacttiring
procedures and processes relative to the iiianufacture of'
Ciyolixk Agittitors: !jk inriivichial spec[ficrrtions ojmachines
reqtiircdfor the munt!fac~ureof the range of Clyolock Agi~titor.~

01'

/I

f1.00

-
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Total Value o f Goods:

€1.00
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Export Licence No: UK01/02lO5P

STANDARD CONDITIONS
For the purposes o f the Council Regulation (EC)

No. 1334L2000, and tlie Dual-Use ltems (Export Control) Regulations

2000 the Secretary of State licences the exporter above to export the above goods to the consignee and the end user
above within a period up to the Espiry date shown in box 3 o f this licence. subject to conditions attached or specified in
this licence.

I. Conditiolis o f the licence Subject to conditions 2 and 4 this licence must be produced to the proper officer o f HM
Customs and Excise with tlie shipping documents when the goods are presented to him for exportation unless that
officer allows otherwise.
1. If the goods are being shipped to a destination in the territory o f a Member State o f the European Community, the
exporter shall present this licence to tlie proper officer o f HM Customs and Escise at least three working days before
the date o f the proposed shipment identifying a location where the goods will be capable o f inspection at any time
during those three days. or shall comply with such alternative arrangements as arergreed with an officer o f HM
Customs and Escise. This condition shall not apply where the goods being shipped are firearms covered by EC
Directive 9 1/477/EEC or animunition for use therewith.
3. If tlic goods are being shipped to n destinntioti in the rerritory ofa Member Stare of the European Coinmunity. a
copy oftliis licence must accompany the goods to the destination.

4. If the goods are being sent by post. the licence must be surrendered nt the time o f posting by being attached in an
envelope marked 'Esport Licence' to the outside of the package. or if in a batch. to one package.

. .

.. ..

5. Tlie licence must be returned to the Department of Trade and Industry (see address in bos 6 on the front o f this
Export Licince form) on rspiry even if not exhausted.
6. Goods listed in Part 111 o f Schedule I (known ns 'The Military List') to nn EC jestination or destinntions.
Prior to tlie esportntion o f the goods to u destination in a Member State ofthe European Communities. the licensee
shall complete to the best o f his knowledge, a fonn entitled "Declaration on intra-community movement or transit
'

o f urms, niunitions. war mnterial and other militnry goods" available from tlie ECO Helpline (telephone 020 73, I5
5070). Tlie coinpleted declaration must be attached to rhe copy o f the licence which acconiponies the goods to
their destination. Tlie exporter shall keep copies of each completed declaration for at least four yews from the date
ofthe relevant esportation.
General Notes: This licence iiiay be nroditied or revoked at any time by the Department o f Trade and Industry.
The licence is not trnnsferable and inay not be altered except by the Department of Trade and Industry.
Nothing in this Licence shall affect any prohibition or restriction on the exportation or the carrying out of any other
b y ~ i r t ~ a-e - ~- ; - - act w i h i e 5 3 T o 3 e exportation 01 a n y f ~ b ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ; - omy~ macmentothertharr
proliibitioii or restriction in the legislation under which this Licence was issued. as set out above.
lfthe goods are being sent by post [he licence is valid for one posting only. even if the quantiry o f goods is less than
that shown an the licence.
The licence may also be subject to further conditions. please rend it carefully.

- ---

Details of any changes to esport control regulationsare published in Lloyd's Lisr every T!iursdoy.
Tlie box numbers used on the licence forni follow those in tire model innexed to Council Regulation (EC)No.

I334/3000.
Warning Failure to comply with any condition attaching to rhis licence may lead to forfeiture o f the goods or ro
prosecution under tlie Customs and Escise Management Act 1979. or in tlie case o f military goods, the Export o f
Goods (Control) Order 1991. or, in the case o f dual-use goods. Ihe Dual-Use Items (Export Control) Regirlations

3000.

Page 3
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FOR GOODS LICENSABLE UNDER COUNCIL REGULATION @C) No. l334/2000 ('Dual-Use Goods')
T h i s licence i s a Community Licence for the purposes of the above Regulation and the Dual-Use Items (Expon
Control) Regulations 2000.
Where the goods are to be exported out of the Community from another Member State this licence shall be presented
to the appropriate authorities in that Member State if requested.

NE: If this licence has been issued for an export to another Member State, then these goods will require a further
licence if they are to be exponed from the Community.
Last page of licence - this licence has 4 pages

,
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C Clamp For Glasslined Reactor (Glass-Tef Engineering, India)
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Glass-Tef Engineering

LISTED SINCE 2007

1
3 Products(5)
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Selling Leads

e

About

us

C Clamp For Glasslined Reactor

TrustPass Profile
Contact Information

Place of Origin: India

Model No: G-11

Trade Show Interests

%C Clamp For Glasslined
Reactor
Detailed Product Description

FORGED C-CLAMPS FOR GLASSLINED REACTOR J-BOLTS FOR MANHOLE RING
CCLAMP SIZES AVAILABLE: 1) MI6 X 80 CLAMPING LENGTH 2) M16 X 100
CLAMPING LENGTH 3) M 20X 100 CLAMPING LENGTH 4) M 20X 125 CLAMPING
LENGTH 5) M 20 XI35 CLAMPING LENGTH 6) M 24 X I 10 CLAMPING LENGTH 7) M
24 XI25 CLAMPING LENGTH 8) M 24 XI35 CLAMPING LENGTH

Other products from this supplier

M. S. PTFE Llned Dlp
Pipe / Sparger For
Glasslined Reactor

Fep / ffi Lined
Iacketted Flush Bottom
Valve

Fep / Pfa Lined
Dlaphargm Valve

Fep / Pfa Uned Plug
Valve

Contact Us
I

-

-

http://www.alibaba.~om/catalogll2036031/C-Clamp-For-Glasslined-Reactor,html
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C Clamp For Glasslined Reactor (Glass-Tef Engineering, India)

Glass-Tef Engineering [View Company Details] [India]
Address: Plot No. 5241 I A I , Nr. Khwaja Chokdi, P. 0. Box ..a. 210, Gidc,
r, Gujarat, India
Offline

View Contact Details

Thls member's informatlon has NOT been authenticated or verified by Allbaba or any third party. Only
Alibaba Gold Suppliers and Trustpass members have completed an Authentication and Verlflcation
procedure conducted by third-party credit-reporting agencies.
For more information on Allbaba Gold Supplier and TwstPass membership, Click here
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Pressure Vessel Clamp (TongYang Industry, South Korea)
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Free
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TongYang Industry
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Pressure Vessel Clamp

Contact Inforrnatlon
Trade Show Interests

Leave me

Place of Origin: China
Shandong

MATERIAL: Fo
24CrMo5 & SCI

Model No: M20-M27

Brand Name:
TONGYANG

%Pressure Vessel Clamp

Terms of Payment: TTT
Minimum Order: 50 SeffSets
-

-

Supply Abillty: 500 SeffSets per M
Delivery Lead Time: 10
- -

. .

-.

--.

Detailed Product Description
Feature:
PressureVessel clamps offer an economic & safe to pressure vessel or reactor wht
is opening or closure.
1. Reducing both the production costs & time
2. No drilled flanges
3. Preventing the loss of bolts & nuts
4. Application of Many option
Material type 8 surface finishes etc.
5. Reducing the dimensions of main flange section
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Pressure Vessel Clamp (TongYang Industry, South Korea)

Pressure Vessel Clamp

Contact Us
TongYang Industry [View Company Details] [South Korea]
ang-Dong, Yeosu-SI, Jeollanam-Do, South Korea
Leave me a message

View Contact Details

This member's information has NOT been authenticated or verified by Alibaba or any third
Aiibaba Gold Suppliers and TrustPass members have completed an Authentication and Veri
procedure conducted by third-party credit-reporting agencies.

For more information on Allbaba Goid Supplier and Trustpass membership, Click here

Have you posted all your products?
China's first coal exchange to debut ir
Import of textile machinery up 28% in
months
Registered SMEs in China surpass 4.

Copyright Notlce @ 1999-2007 Ailbaba.com Corporatlon and Its licensors. All rights resewed.
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Michelle D. Chrlsty
Director
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue, Building E l 9-750
Cambridge, Massachusetts021394307

OMce of Sponsored Programs

Phone 617.324.9022
Fax
617.253.4734
Email mchristy@mit.edu
http://web.mit.edulosp/www/

November I, 2007
Mr. Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
De artment of Commerce
14tF St. & Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Room 2705
Washington, D.C. 20230
ATTN: Notice of Inquiry- CCL (Fed. Reg. Vol. 72, No. 136, p. 39052)
Dear Mr. Mooney,
We are pleased that the Commerce Department Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) has taken the
opportunity to systematically review the Commerce Control List (CCL) and is seeking public comments.
Most of our concerns with regard to the CCL have focused on the implications for deemed exports
particularly with regard to technologies controlled for “use” that are involved in university research.
Our comments focus on the structure of the CCL and its applicability to control deemed exports at U.S.
educational institutions.
The BIS Notice asks for comments on the overall structure of the CCL, including suggestions for how
the structure “may be changed to better advance national security, foreign policy, and economic
interests.” As pointed out at the Commerce Deemed Export Advisory Committee (DEAC) meeting at
MIT this past June, the existing Commerce Control List (CCL) is overly complex, too long and
overbroad, perhaps reflecting these multiple purposes. The CCL should be updated and streamlined to
better reflect the narrow set of technologies that should be protected for national security reasons and
which are not already readily available overseas. For example, we believe that many of the technologies
controlled under the CCL are not typically seen as “cutting edge,” and they often tend to be available
elsewhere in more state of the art form. Imposing controls on such technologies creates costs and
burdens without corresponding benefits to U S . national security interests, and diminishes the overall
credibility. The CCL needs to be shorter, tighter and more dynamic with regard to technologies of real
national security concern.
Moreover, the CCL primarily regulates actual exports, and was not designed with deemed exports in
mind, and certainly not as it relates to risks associated with the conduct of campus-based research.
Given that the deemed export rule is largely a U.S. construct, we suggest that Commerce consider
developing a significantly shorter list for deemed exports more commensurate with the risks posed.
While we recognize the inherent difficulties of maintaining separate lists, the fact is that the CCL
presently comprises multiple lists. The existing multilateral export control regimes cited in the Notice

primarily regulate tangible exports, and should not present a serious obstacle to the U.S. rethinking a
new and more simplified approach to deemed exports that would minimize burdens while assuring
effective protection for cutting edge technologies where the U.S. clearly has the technological
advantage, and where the potential of reverse engineering through dissemination to foreign sources
raises legitimate national security concerns. COGR and AAU would be excellent partners in helping
BIS assess where risks actually do and do not exist and in establishing a more streamlined CCL that is
appropriate to protect areas where the US.is the clear technological leader.
With regard to the types of items listed on the CCL, one difficulty is that the CCL encompasses very
different technologies with very different characteristics. Some of the technology areas covered by the
EAR are rapidly evolving; others less so. The CCL “one size fits all” approach to listing and delisting
items does not adequately acknowledge these differences. For example, items like human pathogens
and toxins listed under ECCN IC35 1 are not likely to require relatively frequent revisions, while items
included in Categories 3 and 4 (Electronic and Computer items) change very rapidly, rendering the list
obsolete within a relatively short period of time.
There needs to be clear recognition that the CCL is, in fact, not a list of comparable technologies. The
controls need to be administered differently depending on the regulated area of technology. The role of
technical experts in other government agencies perhaps could be enhanced in determining both the items
that should be listed in particular technology areas and the appropriate level of controls. University
experts also could be helpful, perhaps through expanded participation in the Technical Advisory
Committees, particularly in those areas where technology is rapidly evolving.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment and look forward to working with the Department of
Commerce to improve the process.
Sincerely,

Michelle D. Christy

AAU Association of American Universities
COGR Council on Governmental Relations

November 1,2007

Mr. Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
De artment of Commerce
14tR St. & Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Room 2705
Washington, D.C.20230
ATTN: Notice of Inquiry-CCL (Fed. Reg. Vol. 72, No. 136, p. 39052)
Dear Mr. Mooney,
On behalf of the Association of American Universities (AAU) and the Council on Governmental Relations
(COGR), we write to provide comments in response to the systematic review of the Commerce Control List
(CCL) that is being undertaken by the Commerce Department Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS). AAU
represents 60 leading U.S. public and private research universities and is devoted to maintaining a strong
national system of academic research and education. COGR is an association of 175 research-intensive
universities, affiliated hospitals, and research institutes that is specifically concerned with the impact of
government regulations, policies, and practices on the performance of research conducted at U.S. colleges and
universities.
We are pleased that BIS is conducting a thorough review of the CCL and is seeking public input. We believe
this review is timely and appropriate, particularly given the recent review and pending report on deemed exports
by the Commerce Deemed Export Advisory Committee (DEAC).
Many of the concerns of the university community with regard to the CCL have focused on the implications of
deemed exports on U.S. institutions of higher education, particularly with regard to technologies controlled for
“use” that are involved in university research. Our comments focus mainly on the structure of the CCL and its
applicability to activities of U.S. educational institutions. In general, we believe the CCL should be shortened,
simplified, and focused on cutting-edge technologies where the U.S. is a clear leader and that have a real
bearing on national security.
1) The CCL should be simplified to help to ensure understandabilifl and compliance. The current structure of
the CCL and the way technologies are listed and described make it difficult for well-meaning individuals-even
those with a fair amount of experience working with the CCL-to ascertain when technologies are covered and
if export licenses are required. Interpreting the list in order to evaluate an ECCN entry requires significant
technical expertise. This may lead to inadvertent non-compliance. We encourage BIS to find ways to make the
list clearer and more user-friendly, and to scale the amount of effort needed to interpret the list to the degree of
risk associated with specific institutions.

Association of American Universities 0 1200 New York Ave., NW, Suite 550, Washington, DC 20005 0 (202) 408-7500
Council on Government Relations 0 1200 New York Ave., NW, Suite 750, Washington, DC 20036 0 (202) 289-6655
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2) The CCL should be uvdated and streamlined to better reflect the narrow set o f technologies that should be
protected-fornational securitv reasons and which are not alreadv readilv available overseas. AA U and COGR
are willing to work to vrovide camms- based experts to assist in making such assessments o f the CCL on an
ongoing basis. As noted in our comments to the DEAC, we believe the existing CCL is overly complex, too
long, and overbroad, perhaps reflecting its multiple purposes. We have heard frequently from universities that
many CCL-controlled technologies are not viewed by their researchers as “cutting edge,” and often are
available worldwide in a more recent, state-of-the-art form. Imposing controls on such technologies creates
costs and burdens, fails to benefit U.S. national security interests and diminishes the credibility of the control
list.

Similar points were made at a hearing on export controls held July 26,2007 held by the House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Terrorism, Nonproliferation and Trade. Specific examples were discussed, including some
provided by the Commerce Department. The CCL needs to be shorter, continually updated, and focused on
technologies of real concern.
AAU and COGR would like to discuss with Commerce /BIS staff how university experts in specific science and
technology fields might play a greater role in helping determine which technologies should be on the control list
particularly for deemed exports. We also are willing to encourage such campus experts to participate in the
existing BIS technical advisory committees that review the various CCL categories.
3) Sunset provisions should be built into the CCL to ensure it is regularlv updated and that certain non-cuttingedae, widelv available technologies are removed-fvomthe list. Under current rules, a technology on the CCL is
assumed to be a threat to national security, even if it has become widely available both in the U.S. and abroad.
The unilateral Antiterrorism controls on the CCL provide many such examples. For instance, the CCL at
ECCN 5E99 1 controls technology for the development, production, or use of mobile telecommunications
equipment. Much of the equipment controlled there, such as that used in civilian cell phones, is a ubiquitous
technology for which regulation makes no sense. The CCL should be scrubbed and such technologies should be
removed from the list.

A process for regularly pruning the CCL should be developed based on availability of the technology in the
U.S. or abroad. Given the rapid pace of technological advances, it would be useful to presume that certain
technologies will be removed from the list after a certain period of time, unless their potential threat to security
is such that they should remain on the CCL.
4) The CCL should be re-examined to eliminate technologies that are now being created and developed
overseas -- An additional dysfunctional feature of the treatment of ‘technology’under the CCL is that it reaches
information that is predominantly or entirely of “foreign content.” Although the Export Administration
Regulations (EAR) do not apply to “re-export” of predominantly foreign content technology, once the
technology enters the United States, it becomes subject to the EAR. In general, this type of export licensing
obstacle undermines the scientific and economic competitiveness of US universities by reducing our ability to
recruit top foreign students to our campuses. And when technologies have been created overseas and are widely
available, such rules do not even serve clear national security or foreign policy purposes. A good example of
this is the control placed on “design rules” for manufacturing integrated circuits (ECCN 3A991; 3E991).
Leading foundries for chip manufacturing are located in Taiwan. When these companies’ technologies enter the
U.S, they become subject to the EAR, which means an export license may be needed for students to access their
design technology. Thus, requiring licenses in such cases delays and obstructs US research, with no discernible
benefit.
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5) Protection o f commercial urourietarv information should not be considered in adding or excluding
technologies in the CCL.

While one of the primary purposes of the EAR is to protect US commercial interests, in an age of globalization
and free trade agreements, we believe that the proprietary nature of technologies should not be a significant
factor in deciding if those technologies are included in the CCL, especially for deemed export purposes. The
existing “one size fits all” approach to proprietary information in the EAR fails to recognize that information
may be proprietary for reasons of private economic interests having little to do with national security. Private
companies may at any time choose to publicly release information previously held as proprietary.
Such private interests should not determine whether a particular technology is controlled by the government,
particularly when unauthorized disclosure can result in criminal sanctions. Moreover, imposing controls on
university research which are based on the financial decisions of private companies is inconsistent with
National Security Decision Directive -1 89, which states there shall be no controls on the conduct of
fundamental research unless required by statute. If export controls are needed for certain non-classified,
proprietary information at universities, it would be better for these determinations to be made based on national
security goals as opposed to private commercial interests.
6) Given that the deemed exuort rule is laraelv a US. construct and unilateral in nature. we susxest that the
Commerce Deuartment consider develouina a significantly shorter list for deemed exuorts than for actual
physical exuorts. The current structure of the CCL was intended primarily to regulate export of commodities.
It was not designed to address deemed exports nor risks associated with the conduct of campus-based research.
For example, some types of equipment that might have national security implications and so ought to be on the
CCL for tangible export purposes are difficult to manufacture and to re-engineer, even if certain information
about their technical makeup is known. Even when they are accompanied by commercially proprietary
information, many of these potentially controllable pieces of equipment do not convey information about their
technologies merely through visual inspection or use. Therefore, they should not be on the CCL for deemed
export purposes. We suggest that Commerce seriously consider developing a considerably shorter list for
deemed exports of technologies more commensurate with the risks posed. For example, carbon fiber tape is
classified as controlled under the EAR at ECCN lC010. Controls on actual export of these materials may be
reasonable, but controlling them under deemed export rules may inhibit sharing them for research purposes,
with no clear benefit for national security.

While we recognize the inherent difficulties of maintaining separate lists, the current CCL already is comprised
of multiple lists. The existing multilateral export control regimes cited in the Federal Register notice primarily
regulate tangible exports. They should not present a serious obstacle to the U.S. rethinking a new and more
simplified approach to deemed exports. Such a separation of lists would minimize the regulatory burden, while
assuring protection of cutting-edge U.S. technologies where the potential for reverse engineering through
dissemination to foreign sources raises legitimate national security concerns.
7) The Commerce Deuartment should recognize that the CCL is, in fact, not a list o f comparable technologies,
and that controls should be designed and administered differentlvdeuendina on the specific nature o f the area
oftechnolorn being regulated. On many occasions we have discussed with BIS the difficulties universities
have faced in determining the applicability of the CCL to technologies used in university research. One
difficulty is that the CCL encompasses very different technologies with very different characteristics. Some of
the technology areas covered by the EAR are rapidly evolving; others less so. The CCL “one size fits all”
approach to listing and delisting items does not adequately acknowledge these differences.
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As an example, the human pathogens and toxins listed under ECCN 1C351 are not likely to require relatively
frequent revisions (although it may be necessary to add to the list as new virulent disease agents are identified).
On the other hand, a very different situation exists for electronic and computer items. Here rapid technology
changes are likely to render any list obsolete within a relatively short time.
There needs to be clearer recognition that the CCL is not a list of comparable technologies. Controls need to be
administered differently depending on the regulated area of technology. The Department might wish to
consider bolstering the role of technical experts in other government agencies in helping determine both the
items that should be listed in particular technology areas and the appropriate level of controls. University
experts also could be helpful, perhaps through expanded participation in the technical advisory committees,
particularly in those areas where technology is rapidly evolving.
8) The Commerce Devartment should reconsider the need for EAR 99. particularlv since the Officeo f Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) already sanctions the same countries.

At the very least, the Commerce Department should consider clarifying the CCL to provide that information
about technologies controlled only at the level of EAR 99 is not subject to deemed exports. The vagueness of
the EAR 99 concept makes the application of deemed export rules to such technologies particularly difficult.
Conclusion

On behalf of the research university community, we want to again express our appreciation to BIS for the
opportunity to comment. AAU and COGR value the good working relationship we have established with BIS
and look forward to the opportunity for further discussion of these matters.
Thank you for your consideration of our comments.
Sincerely,

Robert M. Berdahl
President
Association of American Universities

Anthony P. DeCrappeo
President
Council on Governmental Relations
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Mr. Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Burcau of Industiy and Sccuiitv
De arhnent of Commerce
14t i St. & Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Room 2705
Washington. DC 20330
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ATTN: Noticc of Inquiry-CCL
Dear Mr. Mooncy,

:
'

,
1

'I'hank you for thc opportunity to respond to your Notices of Inquiry. published in
the Federal Register on Septernbcr 6 and July 17, 9007 to request public
comments on a systematic review of the Coinincrcc Control List (CCL).
Our coiiimcnts focus on a number of proposed changes related tu spccific Export
Control Classification Numbers (ECCNs), i n particular technical parameter
revision suggestions based on the progress of tcchnology mid foreign availability.
as well as on two general topics that are of special interest to Bocing. multilateral
harmonization and clarity ofjunsdiction.
the subject of ECCNs, enclosed for your consideration, as Attachment A. is n
list of forty-nine ECCNs that includes proposed changes and rationalc for thosc
changes. These ECCNs are rcgularly exported by Bocing; our engineers and
export management personnel, who are familiar with the conditions for export for
each ECCN, as well as with rcspect to whether they cue availablc overseas, and
where, have determined that the proposed changes would greatly enhance not
only our ahility to export those items in a more cfficient, consistcnt and coinpliant
manner, but also our competitive posture in the prcsencc of foreign availability.
In fact, for about half of the ECCNs listcd. which tall mostly under Cntcgoiics 1,
3, or 9, the change requested is to technical parameters for rcnsuns of tireign
availability.
011
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Othcr but not all changes requested have to do with lack ofclarity in definitions
and with respect to the proper use of a particular ECCN, lack of consistcncy
which is needcd for understanding definitions ant1 who1 is being controlled,
confusion created by the lack of definition leading to subjective assumptions
about meaning and scope of the undefined term, and unneccssnr)’ rcstrictions on
the use of license exceptions. We also propose an updated License Exccption
LVS. Please refer to Attachment A for morc detail. It should bc notcd that the
Department’s Technical Advisoiy Comniittees are working many of these
ECCNs, especially the composite tiCCh’s by the Composites Working Group
(CWG) within the MTAC. The TRASSTAC is also working mmy of the 7E and
7D ECCNs, and hopefully the infonilation provided in the Attachment will
support those efforts.
More generally, we have the following conimcnts:

I . Harmonization of Control Lists
In a global environment which is marked by great advances in technological
know-how by an increasingly larger number of cuuntries, cxporl conlrols more
than ever have become an important discriminator with respect to the ability OC
companies to remain competitive in the international markctp1ac.c. For that
reason, the goal o f all major trading partners should be to harmonize controls, and
that should mean beginning with the basics. i.c., operating undcr thc same control
lists and having similar controls to the maximum extcnt possible. That is not
cuncntly the casc with thc 1J.S. (lual use export contrcil system; thcrc are
differences between, for example, its lists and thc EU lists, and n signilicant
portion (reportedly near 30%) of thc controls on the CCL are unilatcral.

We understand that national security (NS) controls on thc CC‘I. rcflcc! the
Wasscnaar Arrangement controls that are applied to dual use goods and
tecl~~iologies
covered by the regime; howcvcr, according to a Commerce
Department Office of Inspector General rcport datcd March 200 I , a
number of items controlled on the CCL for national sccurity reasons are
not contrdled by Wassenaar. If that is the casc. it could bc assuincd that
no other Participating Member Statc imposes controls on those items.
National sccunty controls for itcms on thc CCL that are not controlled by
Wassenaar should be removed, if they havc not alrcady bccn rcmovcd
pursuant to thc March 200 1 recommendation.
A sibmificant number of Missile Tcchnology Control Kcgimc (MTCR)
Annex items arc dual use i!ems; as such, thcy arc controlled undcr the
CCL. The United Statcs Government imposes a license requircmcnt on all
items on thc CCL that are controlled pursuant to the MTCK, Le..
controlled [or missile technology (MT) rcasons, for all cwntrics, with
only one cxception. Howeve:. we understand that thc European Uiiiori
(EU) has a significant nuinbcrofdual use M7’CK i t e m on Anncx I of its
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Dual Use List which means that they call be exported without a license
within thc EU, and undcr a general license (we believe thiit liccnsc to be
similar to NLR) to seven allied countrics--one of which is the US.-outside of thc EU. The MTCR guidclines should bc similarly
implemented by all M'I'CR members; at the very least, the USC should
harmonize its MTcontroIs on thc CCL. with tliosc on the EU Dual Usc
List to avoid disadvantaging U.S. cxporteis with rcspcct to its major
trading partners within thc ELT, and the six common allies oulsidc of the
EU. The Bureau of lndustiy and Security (BIS) should work with thc U.S.
Congress with the goal of removing licensing requirements on M T
controllcd itcms if they are not controlled under the Ell List--as long as
they are not also controllcd for national security reasons pursuant to
Wasscnaw-whcn exported to the EU meinher counlrics or the six other
co nimoii allies.
0

There have been reports thiit certain organizations. acadciiiic or othcrwisc,
that provide training on dual U.S. cxport controls to foreign governments
recommend to thesc governments that thcy use the EU dual use list as the
hasis for thcir own export controls. I f this is the casc, thc U.S.and the EU
lists should be the same, otherwise the U S . systcm will lose mulrilatcral
influence, which in turn will adversely impact L.S.exporters.

Within the contcxt of list hamionization and multilateral controls. wc would offer
that i t is no longer enough for exporters to understand the U S . control lists. It is
imperative for them. their foreign of'Iices, and their foreign subsidiaries, to have a
clear understanding of how the lists relate to cach other and what they incan with
respect to compliance with thc various export control rcgimcs, to conipctitiveness
and to hturc operations. For that reason, it i s recommended that the bureau of
lndustry and Security (BIS) establish a mcchanisni, possibly undcr thc Ofticc of
Technology Evaluation (OTE), for increasing understanding within the exporting
conimunity o r the inultilateral lists and what they mean for intcmational
collaboration, so that exporters can have the opportunity to dcrnonstratc how they
are affected by the global export control environment and to seek solutions in il
spirit of transparent collahoration.
2 . Coinmotiitv Jurisdictions and Commodity Classifications
Commoclily ,jurisdiction is becoming an incrcasingly c.omplex issue, reprcsenting
growing challenges for U.S. cxporters which can have not only important
conscquences for their operations but also prescnt significant compliance risks.
For that reason, commodity jurisdiction considcrations must be an csscntial part
o f a CCI. revicw.
Kecpinp an item on the CCL, and technology relatcd to its design,
production and developinent on the Unitcd States Munitions List (USML)
can bc confining for exporters and result in significant coinplinncc
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difficulties, particularly for small companies that may not have personnel
experienced enough to sort out requirements. Wc propose that once an
item is on the CCL, all technology related to the item remain also on the
CCL, subject to appropriate controls. Whenever an item on tlic C'CL is
subject to a licensing requirement, controls for the cxport of that item can
be and often are as stiingenl as those in place for items 011 the IJSMI,, and
therefore making the change would not have a ncgativc impact on national
sccuiity considcrations. Thc Dcpaitmcnt of Defense has a siinilar process
for reviewing applications for the export of defense and of dual use items.
and often imposes strict conditions on licenses for CCL itciiis. BIS should
work with the Department of State to establish CCL jurisdiction for
design. production and development data related tu dual use itciiis.
An itein should either be on the [JSML or on the CCL. rathcr than on oiie
list or the other on the basis of a case-by-casc rcview. We rcalizc that
there is only one item on thc CCL that Cdls undcr that category, a
component of commercial aircraft, but oncc a precedciit such as this is set.
it is only a matter of time hefore the situation arises again. and as long as
the U.S. export control systcni continucs to consist of two lists, applying
that approach would further complicate, and cvcn disrupt thc dual use
system of controls. We sincerely hope thal HIS will inaintain the current
momentum on the Hill regarding this issuc, so that it will he possiblc to
reach a permanent solution that will protect Coininerce jurisdiction for
commercial aircraft parts and cquipmcnt based on regiilotions and statule,
rathcr than on a case-by-casc review.
Thc CCL lists should be reviewed side by side with the [JSML, to ensurc
that exporters are not confused as to whcthcr thcir itcin is on thc CCI, or
the USML hecausc of the manner in which thc itcrns on each arc
dcsc,ribed. In other words, the languagc on each list as it rclates lo similar
items that may fall oii one list or the othcr depcnding oil thcir tcchnical
charuchtenstics, should bc coiyectly con-clated to avoid iiiisillterprctations
and crrors.
The CCL should undergo a disciplined, periodic rcview.
A systematic revicw of thc CCL should be done in concert with the
Militarily Critical Technologies List (MTCL) to cnsure alignment.

With respect to commodity classifications, we recommend a coordinated
approach among thc agencies that will result in challcnge-proof classificatioii
decisions, so that companies holding classifications issued by HIS can rest assured
that they will no1 suffcr costly consequcnces from an uncxpcctd i d sudden
juiisdictional changc.
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In closing, we appreciate the continuing efforts of BIS to engagc with industry, in
a spirit of collaboration and to seek input regarding all aspccts of export controls,
as well as its willingness to make changes based on that input. We arc availahlc

for further discussion on this issue, should you have any questions or concerns.

zs
6 -

B'E'Nm

Noma Rein
Senior Manager, Global Trade Controls Policy
(703)465-3655
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Attachment A

Summary Dwcrlptlon

ECCN [

!

ICoot

Materials specially designed for use as absorbers
of electromagnetic waves, or Intrinsically
conductive polymers:
CIV =Yes

I COOE

Non.Fluorinated polymeric substances

I1

IC008fa)l.
..
Non.Fluorinaled polymeric substances
I

Change

LVS: $400

I

1

Rationale

Allowance for Lightening strike
application on commercial aircratf
The Value established in LVS
should increase in order to kecp up
with inllation. LVS value has not
changed since 1985.

I

Establish cmsistency in performing
Establish a Tg standard as applied regulatory analysis of material
110 iCOl0 lor all lour 1COO8 (a) 1-4 [system and alignment with 1C010

Establish consistency in perlorming
regulatov analysis 01 malerial
system and alignment with IC010
Non-Fluorinatedpolymeric substances (technical
Use of ASTM method as proposed
note): The glass transition temperature (Tg) for
by the Composite Worklng Group
lCOO8 malerials is determined using the method
1COOA
Establish Tg standard as applied lo ASTM D.7028 lor the purpose of
:technical described in IS0 11357.2 (19991 or national
equivalents
lC010 for l C W 8 a4
establishing Tg
1ote)
Establish consistency In
'Fibrous or filamentary materials' which may be
understanding lhe definitions
used In organlc *matllx~,mltaliic 'rnrirlx" or
between veriius terms used in tho
regulalions to ensure consistent
carbon Vnatrin' mcomporlte"structures or
Define the differences hetween
C
IOO
I
Ilarninatos:
Inorganic''melalli$ and 'carbon'
Ius; in industw.
I
I
lThc Value cstablishcd in LVS
should increase in order to keep up
willi inllation LVS value has riot
changed since 1985 Establishing
'Fibrous or tllamentary matorials' which may be
the $3000 LVS standard doer not
used iri orydriic 'malrix', metallic 'matrix' or
allow enough pre-preg lor
carbon 'matnx' 'composite' structures or
.vs. $3000
laminates
lC010

1

'Fibrous or liiamentary materials' whlch may be
used in organic 'matrix'. metallic 'matrix' or
carbon 'matrix' 'composite' structures or
laminates NOTE: lCO1O.b doas not control
fabric made from 'flbrous or fllrmrntary
metrrials" for t h r rmpalr of alrcrah rtructuroi
or laminatoe, In wklch fho slro of Individual
I GO10 b
ahmls door not oxccwd SO crn x W cm.
'Fibrous or lilamentary materials' which may be
used in organic 'matrix'. metalllc 'matrix' or
carbon 'matrix' 'composite' structures or
laminates. When impregnated with materials
controlled by 1COO8 or 1C009.b, having a glass
transition temperature (Tg) exceeding 383 K (110
c) or with phenolic or epoxy resins, having a glass
lransilion lemperalure (Tg) equal to or exceeding
lCOIOe.P.d 418 K (145 c)
'PiDrOUS or tiramenrary materials- which may be
used in organic 'matrix', metallic 'malrix' or
carbon 'matrix' 'composite' structures or
laminates: NOTES: Epoxy realn "matrix"
imprognrtul carbon "tlbrous or fllamontary
matrrialr' ( p n p r q r ) for tho repair of aircrah
structuras or laminator, In which thm size of
individual shmta of propnp door not e x c d
1COlO.e
50 cm x W cm
Notes:

NOW 01 2007 18:45

Per the Wassenaar submissiori
approval in 2005 the regulations
should be drafted to rellect the
Size to increase to 1OOcm x to0 cm chsnqe lo 1 Wcm x 10Ocm.

Establish Tg standard as applied to
tC010 lor lCOO8 and 1CW9

Establish conslslency in pedorminy
regulatory analysis 01 material
system and a(qnmen1 with lC008.
1COO9, and 1C010.

1r)crease individua sheet size of
prepreg to 1OOcm x 100 c r .

Per the Wassenaar submisslon
approval in 2005 the regulations
Should bo drafled lo rCfleCl the
change to tOOL-nr x 1OOcm.
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Attachment A

ECCN

Summary (kacrlptlon

Ratlonale

Change

t COl0.e
Note (1):

or titamentary matenats' Whim may be
used in organic 'matrix', metallic 'matrix' or
carbon matrix' 'composite' structures or
laminates, NOTE(1): Epoxy main "ma1rlx"
l m p r q n a t r d carbon "flbroue or fllamentary
materialr" (preprogs) for the repair of alrcraff
nIructurer or Iamlnatrr, In which Ihe size of
individual r h w t a of proprag does not sxcMd
50 em x 90 em

1C010.e
Note(2):

'Flbrous or filamentary materials' which may be
used in organic 'matrix", metallic 'matrix' or
NOTES: Prepregs when p.
cartan 'malrix* 'composite' structures or
impregnated wlth 1COO8. (COO9 or
laminates: NOTE(2): P n p r q r when
thermoset resins having a glass
i m p r q n a t r d wllh phenolic or epoxy m i n e
transilion lernperature (Tg) less than
having a Q l mtranrtllon tempOrature (Tg) lese 433 K (160 c) and a cure
Ihan 433 K (160 c) end a cun IempmraIure
temperature lower than the glass
loww then the glans trannltlon temperaturo.
transition temperature

1c210

Fibrous or filamentan/ materials or prcprcgs, other
than those controlled by lCOIO.a. .b, .e, as
follows:
See rationale.

1C210.a
and , b

'Fibrous or filamontary materials' or prepregs,
other than those controlled by lCOlO.a, b. .e. as
follows: .a: Carbon or nramld "flbroue or
filamentary materialo" having a "rpeclfic
modulus" of 12.7 x loBm or greater or a
"spoclfic tmaiie rtrongth" of 235 x 1O'm or
gr8atM r x c w t Aramid "flbrous Or filamentary
m a t @ r i t Whaving 0.25 P*rc*nI or mora by
weight of an e s t r b a r d f i b u aurlace
modlflar. .b: Clara "flbroue or filamentary
m a t d a l r " having a "ap.tiflC t m i h strength"
of 76.2 x 10' m or qruter;

1C21O.c

'Fibrous or filamentary materials' or prepregs,
other than those controlled by 1C010.a. .b. .e, as
follows: c. Thermosel resin lmpregnatd
continuour 'ysrnr". "rovlngr", 'tows', or
"tspor" with a wldth no g r o a t r than IS rnrn
(praprmga), mado from carbon or 91888
"fibroue or fllammtary m a t r i a i s " controlled
Define 'Thermosel' resin.
b y lCZ10.e or .b.

V-iDIOUS

1C990

1E002 f
Note

NOTES: 1 ~ 0 0 8 1. ~ 0 0 or
9
thermoset resin 'malrix'
impregnated carbon 'Iibrous or
filamentary materials' (prepregs) for
the repair of aircraft structures or
laminate& in which tho size of
individual sheets 01 prepreg does not
exceed 100 cm x 100 cni
.-

Allows sharing of high temperature
prepreg materials for Ihe repair of
commercial aircrafl without a
license and limited to repair
matcrial no greater than 1Wcm x
10Ocrn.

Clarification of the language Io
ensure proper use of the ECCN for
its original intent by the GOV for
@acemen1 in the regulations

~ 1 b: *fit)rous
Add ~ 0 to 11 ~~o ,~and
or 1ilamentar-y materiels' or prepregs
for the repair of aircraft structures or
lamlnales, in
[he sire of the
individual sheets of prepreg does not Establishes consistency wilh lCOI
for the repair of commercial aircrafl
exceed 1OOcm x 1OOcm.

This category cstablisherl il new
cateQory01 resin 'Thermosel' whic
should be defined to establish
consistency in its use by industry

1C9YO 'Fibrous and filamentary
materials' a i d p r a p r q s , not
controlled by lCOl0 of lC2t0, for
use in "composite' Structures or
lC990 'Fibrous and iilamentary ma1eria:s'. nct
lamlnatrr and with a specific
controlled by IC010 or 1C210. lovuse in
modulus of 3.18 Y 106 rn or grealer Add the terms prepregs and
'composite' slnJclures and with a specific
laminates for consistency In the
modulus of 3.18 x 106 m or greater and a specific and a specific (ensile strength of
regulations.
7.62 x 104 m or graatcr.
tensile strength of 7.62 x 104 m or greater.
Other 'technology', as lollows:
NOTE: 1E002.f docs riot control
Other 'technology'. as lollows: NOTE 1 E002.f
'technology' for thc repair of 'civil
does not control 'technology' lor the repair of 'civil aircran' structures using Carbon
Allows sharing of high teiriperaturc
'hhrous or filamer.1ary mstcrrals' and technology (BMI) lor the fepalr01
aircrah' structures using carbon 'tibrous or
commercial aircratl without B
filamentary materials' and epoxy resins, contained thermoset resins. conlairled in
license.
in aircraft manufactiirers' manUalS.
aircraft manufacturers' manuals.
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Attachment A

IECCN '

Summary Description

Ratlonak

Change

Preler to see 70003 0 3 removed
Source Coae s e d tor the
development of fly.oy.wire or Ily.by however, 11 unable to do so. in ordei
to clear bp the vagueness 01 whal I!
light contro, system 'SoftWBre'
7D003.d.3 does POI
control the Ily-by winen me reqtlested change is to
ensure lndbstry mderstanas what I!
w re or liy-by.light contro. system
litself
ltruly being controlled.

Olher 'software'. as lollows d . 3 f l y b y w i r e or
70003.d 3 Illy-bylight control O y l l ( K n 8
I
[Other 'technology' as follows~1.5: Electric
actuators (1.0. eI.ctrornuhanical,
provide note' 7EW4 a.5 doas not
~Iulrohydroalallcand Intogrrtmd aclualor
control electric actuators designed
package) spoclally dwdgned for "primary flight lor use on 'civil aircraft' primary
lliqht controls.
7E004.a.5 control"
Other 'technology' as follows: b . 2 Control law
cornpnaatlon for Hnror location of dynamic
alrframa loadr, 1.0. compen.atlon for sentor
vlbration anvlronment or for varlatlon of
7E004.b.2 sensor locatlon lrom the center of gravity.

7E101

98005

98105

9DW1

9E003

I

This technology is available
dansstically and internationally and
is,nOt new or unique. . -

Remove: i.e. compensation for
sensor vibralson environment or lor The example provided wilhin the
variation 01 sensor location lrom the regulations causes confusion in its
center of gravity.
applicability.

'Technology', according to the General
Technology Note for the 'use' of equipment
conlrolled by 7A00t to 7A006,7A101 to 7A106.
7A115to7A117.78001.78002.70003,78101.
Add text to allow for Test Use.
78102,78103. or 7Dt01 to 70103.
On-line (real time) control systems,
instrumontation (including sensors) or automated
data acquisition and processing equipment,
specially designed for use with any of the
CIV =Yes
following wind lunnels or devices

Technology lo permit use 01
accelerometers for wnd tunncl
model testing is not sulficienl to
enable accelerometer USE for
navigation.

Reason tor control is NS.
Equipment is readily available lrom
non-US Suppliers
Revise speed restriction to permil
testing 01 commercial airplane
conliguratima in transonic wind
tunnels. ARects the Technology
Wind lunnels lor speeds 01 Mach 0.9 Or more,
llmitation of 9Et02
Set Mach limit to 1.1
usable lor 'missiles' and their subsystems
Soflware lor commercial
development 01 wind tunnel data
'Soflware' specially designed or modified for the
systems and mach 0 9 or greflter
'development' ol equipment or 'technology'
wind tunnels is availahls lor ltcms
controlled by QA (except 9AO18, 9A990 or 9A991).
controlled tor NS reasons.
CIV = Yes
98 (EKCept 98990 or 98991) or 9E003.
Technology lor wind tunnel modcl
design is widely kinown in
aerospace industry around h e
wrlu. Conlrolled lor ilems
lother 'technology' as follows
~ C I V= Yes
(controlled lor NS Reasons.
[Allow troubleshooting 01 wind tunne
I'Tachnolwv' accordinu to the General
I
rclaled problems that thc permit 1110
Technology Note lor the 'use' of space launch
tunnel to bc repaired or rcturn to
vehicles specllied In 9A004. or commodities or
basclrris condition in Support 01 a
software controlled by 9A005 to 9AOt2. 9A101.
wmmercial product wind tunnal
9A104 to 9 A l l l . 9A115 to 9A119.98105.98106.
test. Only lor items controlled for
48115.90110. 9R117.9[1101,90103,9D104or
lClV = Yes for 98105 Wind Tunnels INS Reasons
19D105
I
I
IFnsure consistency in
understanding &at is belng
controlled: Soware Embedded
Source Code vs Cumpound
Define h e term 'Solware'
Soltware
There is no industry standard
definition lor the term 'Struclwn'
which causes contusion k i n g
unclelined as there are assumption!
Remove tne word Slruclurc. lrom
to its delinition
the regulatlons.
"I

9E102

l
General
Note 1

General
Note 2

l

I

~~
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Attachment A
ECCN [
leneral
dote 3
A002

Summary Dmcrlptlon

IECCN 1A002 refers to "automotive industtv'*.
(Boeing requests the DOCdetine the term
automotive to include all self-propelled
vehicles
. .
(and machines

II

Change

I

IDehne the term 'Automolivc'

I1

I

I

Ratlonrle

Sec Anached Word Document:
Etymology and Definition 01
Aulomotive

equipment lor "spacecran' that have been

Me licensing ]urlsdiction of the Department ol
Commerce and that are no1 controlled by any
olher ECCN on the Commerce Conlroi List will be
asstgned a classificationunder this ECCN 9AOC4.

International Space Station

Even though DOC is very prompt in
turnlng these license requests
around, it is still an extra and unnecessaly administrative function.

ECCN to cover Ihjs use and this
data should be controlled at least tr
tho lnternalional Partners
Because there are numeroiis items
that NASA has purchosed from
foreign vendors for ISS which
NASAlBoQing subsequently has to
provide teclrnical data as outlined ir
Note 6 01 9A004 to International
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ECCN

S u m r y Deacrlptlon

Graphite arid ceramic malerials. other lhan those
lC107-a. d controlled by lC007

1C990

1E001

1 E002

lElOt
--

lE103

1E104

1E994

Fibrous and lilamentary materials, not controlled
by lCOl0 or 1C210. for use in "composlh?"
structures and with a specilic modulus 01 3.18 x
106 rn or greater and a specific tensile strength o
7.G2 x 104 m or greater
"Technology" according lo the General
Technology Note for ltw "developriieril' or
"produclion" of items controlled by 1A001 .b.
1A001.c. 1A002. tAW3.1A004.tA005. I A l O l .
18 (except lB999), or 1C (except lC355, iC980
lo 1CQ84, 1C988, 1C990, 1C991, 1C992. lC995
lo 1C999).

Other "technology",
"Technology". in accordance with the General
Technology Note, lor the "use' 01 commodities
and sohware controlled by 1A101, lAl02. lBOOl
18101,iB102,1B115to 1B119.1COO1.1C007,
1CO11, 1C101,1C107,1C111. 1C116, 1C117,
1C118. 1DOO1, lDlO1,or lD103
Technical data' (including processing condilions'
and procedures lor the regulation 01 temperature.
pressure or atmosphere in autoclaves or
hydroclaves, when used lor the "productiw1" of
"composites" or partially processed "composites",
usable tor equlpmsnt or materials specilied in
iC007 lC102.1C107. iC116. 1C117. 1C118.
9AllO.and9C110.
"Technology' lor the 'production" of pyrolyticaly
derived materials formed on a mold, mandrel or
other substrate from precursor gases which
decompose in the 1,573 K (1,3CO 'C) to 3.1 13 K
(2,900 'C) temperature range at pressures of 13C
Pa (1 mm Hg) to 20 kPa (150 mm Hg). incluaing
'technology' lor the composition of precursor
gases, Ilow-rates and process control schedules
and parameters

Technology" lor the "development". 'production",
or "use" of librous and lilamentary malerials
conlrolled by lC990

NOU 01 2007 18:47
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Change

Foreign Availability in the lollowing
countries EU. Japan, Russia The
reslricllveness of ECCN serves to
undermine the ability to generate a
sell sustaining industrial base in the

rechnical parameters need lo be
Fviewed

us.

Foreign Availability in the lollowing
counlries: EU. Japan, Russia. lho
restrictivennss of ECCN serves lo
undermine the ability to generate a
sell sustalnlng industrial base in tho

rechnicai paramotors noed to bo
aviewed

US.
Foreign Availability in the lollowing
countries: EU. Japan, Russia. The
reslrictiveness 01 ECCN serves to
undermine h e ability to generate a
sell sustaining industrial base In the

rechnicai parame!crs need to bc
,eviewed

Ratlonrle

._-. us

Technical parame:ers need to be
Pviewed

Technical pararne;ers need to be
<eviewed

rachnical parameters need to bo
wlewed

Technical parametors need lo be
reviewed

Technical parametcrs need IO be
reviewed

Foreign Availability in the lollowing
counlries: EU. Japan, Russia. Tho
rcstriclivencss 01 ECCN serves l o
undermine the ability lo generate a
sell sustaining industrial base in tho

US.
Foreign Availability in the lollowing
countries' FIJ, Japan, Russia The
restrictiveness 01 ECCN serves to
undermine the ahilily to generate a
sell sustaining industrial base iri the

us.
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ICOTT INDUSTRY COALITION ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
1700 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.20006 (202) 282-5994

November 1,2007

VIA E-MAIL AND FIRST CLASS MAIL
Mr. Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division
Bureau of Industry and Security
Room 2705
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20230
ATTN:

Re:

Notice of Inquiry -- CCL

Request for Public Comments on a Systematic Review of the Commerce Control
List (72 Fed. Reg. 39052 (July 17,2007) and 72 Fed. Reg. 51213 (Sept. 6,2007))

Dear Mr. Mooney:
appreciates the opportunity to
The Industry Coalition on Technology Transfer ("ICOTT")
comment on the Commerce Control List ("CCL") in the Export Administration Regulations
("EAR") and, in particular, on the request by BIS for recommendations regarding a systematic
review of the CCL.
ICOTT and its member associations recognize the importance of protecting the national
security of the United States and support effective and reasonable export controls. The many
companies represented by ICOTT's member associations are on the frontline of the U.S. export
control process and devote considerable time, effort and expense to assure that export
transactions comply with applicable export regulations. It is fiom this vantage point that we
respond to the above-captioned request for comments.
At the outset, ICOTT applauds the decision by BIS to seek comments on the CCL fiom
the broader exporting public, in addition to the comments that it has previously requested from
members of its Technical Advisory Committees. If it is listened to and acted upon, broad public
input regarding the structure and coverage of the CCL -- and the Department's export controls
generally -- can help to eliminate unnecessary, ineffective, outdated or unintended burdens to
U.S. export trade. At the same time, such public participation can significantly strengthen
controls by sharpening the focus of controls on the items that pose the greatest risks to U.S.
national security. This, in turn,can help to assure the compliance and enforcement resources of
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both the government and the private sector are used to their greatest effect in protecting the
national security.
In recent years, there have been a number of instances in which broad public input has
improved controls from the standpoint of both industry and BIS. The Department's review of
industry submissions regarding microprocessor controls and its review of industry data regarding
its recently-completed China regulation are two examples of how controls can be made both
more effective and less burdensome if the Department actively solicits and acts upon suggestions
from the exporting public.
ICOTT strongly encourages BIS to similarly use ideas fiom industry to eliminate
inefficiencies, inconsistencies and deadwood from the CCL. In enacting the Export
Administration Act ("EAA") over twenty-five years ago, Congress instructed the government to
"prune the control lists and . . , concentrate licensing requirements where they can be most
effective." S.Rep. No. 96-169, at 3 (1979). BIS should use a systematic review of the CCL and
specific recommendations from the exporting public to make such changes in the CCL.
In particular, ICOTT urges BIS to act boldly and aggressively in paring down US.export
controls to those that are absolutely vital to defending U.S.national security in the modern era.
There is wide agreement that the U.S.export control system and many specific U.S.
controls are relics of the Cold War and must be updated and more clearly focused on the new and
substantially different threats of the 21'' Century. Recently, for example, former National
Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft urged a wholesale re-orientation of U.S.export controls,
noting that it is "self-defeating" to "build a wall around everything, which, in essence, is what
we're doing now." Instead, he urged that U.S. export controls concentrate specifically on
controlling those technologies that are essential to the national security of the United States.
The current system of U.S.export controls often can weaken rather than strengthen U S .
national security. Congressional critics and others, for example, note that the failure of U.S.
controls to keep pace with technological and geopolitical developments has often led to
situations in which US. suppliers are denied foreign business opportunities that suppliers in
allied countries can readily exploit. In other instances, foreign purchasers refuse to purchase
from U.S.suppliers in order to avoid the bureaucratic and business restrictions imposed by U.S.
extraterritorial controls. These and other unnecessary restrictions imposed by overly broad
controls can degrade the U.S.industrial base and the leadership positions of U S . firms in key
technologies. In a number of key sectors, such controls serve as little more than a mechanism to
encourage the export of U.S.jobs. Moreover, our multinational allies have repeatedly observed
that U.S. export controls can delay the transfer of vital information necessary for military
interoperability and the support and protection of war fighters.
The effectiveness of U.S. export controls is also undermined by their unnecessary
complexity. Many of the companies represented by ICOTT's member associations have highly
sophisticated export compliance operations and play a key role in the export control process.
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However, even these highly knowledgeable exporters find that some U.S. export controls, such
as the multiple performance thresholds governing computers, are nearly incomprehensible. If
experienced exporters have these difficulties, such controls must be particularly befuddling to the
average exporter. If US. exporters cannot readily understand US.export controls, they cannot
be effective partners in export compliance and enforcement.
Criticism of current U.S.export controls is not limited to those outside the Department.
At a recent meeting of the Deemed Export Advisory Committee, Secretary Gutierrez observed
that U.S. controls are "over-designed" and noted that the complexity of U.S. controls often
reduces their effectiveness. He also criticized the assumption that specific controls and policies
can be retained without change for "years and years and years'' and emphasized that greater
"practicality" and "flexibility" are necessary to assure that controls can be effective in a rapidly
changing world.
ICOTT recognizes that wholesale change in U.S. export controls will also require
legislative and regulatory initiatives that go beyond the current CCL review. However, a carefkl
review of the CCL is an excellent place to begin the much-needed process of export control
reform because the CCL represents the point at which U.S.export control policies and practices
are made concrete for U.S.exporters. We urge BIS to eliminate or modify CCL items that are
not absolutely vital to protection of U.S. national security. To the extent that these reforms
would require changes in law or regulation, we strongly urge BIS to make or seek such changes.
We set forth below a number of ICOTT's recommendations for improving the CCL:

Focus on Effective Multilateral Controls. In enacting the EAA in 1979,
1.
Congress established as the policy of the United States that export controls be uniform among
the United States and its allies. See 50 U.S.C. App. !j 2402(3). Among other things, Congress
recognized that the vital economic security of the United States can suffer significantly when the
United States imposes export restrictions that are more extensive than those imposed by other
countries. See 50 U.S.C. App. 0 2401(2). Over the years, however, US. export controls on the
CCL have increasingly departed fiom this Congressionally established policy and have
repeatedly gone beyond control decisions reached with our allies. ICOTT strongly believes that
the effectiveness of U.S. controls on the CCL could be improved significantly if the CCL's focus
were more strictly limited to multilateral controls.

--

In deciding to retain items on the CCL -- or add or delete items BIS should strictly
adhere to the principles adopted by the Wassenaar Arrangement for evaluating proposed
controls, These principles require that proposed controls be evaluated against two criteria - (i)
the foreign availability of the item outside Wassenaar-member countries and (ii) the ability to
effectively control exports of the item. Absent exceedingly extraordinary circumstances,
controls that fail to meet these criteria should not be included on (and should be removed from)
the CCL. ICOTT urges BIS to aggressively apply these tests in a comprehensive review of
specific items on the CCL and to remove items that fail these tests fiom the CCL.
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For export controls to be effective, they must be premised on a key assumption - that an
adversary does not already have or cannot otherwise obtain a controlled item. Unilateral US.
controls on items that are freely available in the global marketplace are inherently ineffective.
Unilateral controls are like damming half a river. The builder may take pride in the majesty of
the dam but there is every bit as much water downstream as before the first shovelful of earth
was turned. At the same time, such controls can place U.S.industry at a serious disadvantage
with respect to competitors in other countries, including Wassenaar-member countries. For these
reasons, unilateral controls should be invoked-or continued-only in exceptional circumstances
and only where the resulting (and often serious) injury to American workers and businesses can
be justified when balanced against the symbolic character of the restrictions. Congress has
explicitly recognized that "national security" includes economic as well as military security, and
both of these elements must be taken into account in the administration of our export control
system through the CCL.
As BIS is well aware, an argument frequently advanced in support of unilateral controls
is that their imposition is necessary while the United States seeks multilateral support. The
historical record of this approach has been mixed at best. At a minimum, controls imposed
unilaterally under this rationale should be of a very limited duration unless sufficient multilateral
control is achieved. Similarly, in any comprehensive review of the CCL, BIS should, absent
extremely extraordinary circumstances, eliminate current unilateral controls for which
anticipated multilateral support has failed to materialize.
2.
Focus Specifically on Nuclear, Chemical Weapons, Missile Technology and
Wassenaar "Sensitive" List Items. In the view of ICOTT members and others with long
experience in the export control process, virtually all of those items and technologies that pose
the greatest risk to U.S. national security are contained on the munitions list and the multilateral
control lists of the Nuclear Suppliers Group, the Australia Group, the Missile Technology
Control Regime. The CCL should be re-focused to concentrate on items and technologies on
these lists that are within BIS' jurisdiction.

With respect to controls on dual use items under the Wassenaar Arrangement, ICOTT
recommends that the United States should reduce the scope of its Wassenaar-based controls by
focusing the CCL only on items contained on the Wassenaar "Sensitive List." Unlike Wassenaar
"Basic List" items, the export of Sensitive List items can be monitored on an international basis
because they are subject to multinational reporting requirements. At the same time, the United
States should significantly step up pressure on its Wassenaar allies to more effectively control
Sensitive List items and should work with allies to remove items from that list that do not meet
the basic Wassenaar control principles outlined above. (For example, the Sensitive List currently
controls computer technology at the 0.1 WT level, despite the fact that countries like China
possess computers up to the 0.5 WT level.)
Absent extraordinary circumstances, items and technologies that are not on the foregoing
multinational control lists should not be on the CCL. In particular, as noted above, the United
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States should impose largely symbolic unilateral controls only in highly exceptional situations in
which no other diplomatic, foreign policy or enforcement tool are available.
This sharpening of the control list would enhance U.S. national security by assuring that
the limited export control resources of the government and the private sector are used to prevent
the most serious threats. Such an approach would better support enforcement of vital
multilateral controls and would better align U S . export control policies and practices with those
of our multilateral allies. Additionally, this emphasis on vital multilateral controls would
provide a more level playing field for U.S. industry as it competes against the many foreign
suppliers subject to less extensive and less bureaucratic controls, This, in turn, will help
strengthen the U.S.industrial base by stemming the export of U.S. production capacity and jobs
attributable to over-extensive U.S.controls.

Facilitate Intracompany Transfers by Trusted Exporters. The U.S.system of
3.
export controls makes industry a key partner in export compliance, and U.S.exporters devote
very significant personnel, corporate and financial resources in assuring such compliance. In
many instances, the overall effectiveness of current U.S. exports controls ultimately rests on the
trust placed by BIS in U.S.exporters. ICOTT believes that the effectiveness of U.S. dual use
controls could be fiuther enhanced if the cooperative relationship between BIS and industry were
expanded. Specifically, ICOTT recommends that U.S. exporters that can demonstrate their
reliability in export compliance should be permitted to make transfers within their corporate
enterprises without the need for M e r approvals, as long as they can assure that an exported
item stays within the bounds of the enterprise. This broader authority should apply to all dual
use items, other than those subject to proliferation regimes, and could operate much like the
current encryption control regime. Because exporters can differ significantly in size, business
operations and products, exporters should be afforded considerable flexibility in how they assure
that items will not leave the exporter's enterprise. Such a system could significantly aid the
competitiveness of U.S. exporters and would provide a more direct link between exporter
compliance efforts and the benefits that exporters are afforded by BIS.
4.
Reform Denied Party Screening. Current export control requirements require
the screening of thousands of denied parties for even the most trivial of export transactions such
as, for example, the export of paper clips. Government and industry export compliance
resources could be utilized much more effectively if screening were not required for transactions
that have no reasonable bearing on U S . national security interests. This could be done, for
example, by exempting transfers of EAR99 items tkom screening requirements, requiring
screening only for specified categories of items, or establishing exceptions based on value or the
export cooperation of the country of destination.
5.
Adopt a Coherent Definition of "Specially Designed." In any review of the
CCL, ICOTT strongly urges BIS to explicitly restore the long-settled understanding -- by both
government and industry that the term "specially designed" as employed in the CCL means
"exclusively useful for" a given purpose rather than merely "capable of'' use for that purpose.
This important and necessary clarification in the CCL can readily be accomplished by simply

--
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eliminating the proviso in the current definition of "specially designed" (in section 772.1 of the
EAR) that limits this "exclusive use" definition to the "MCTR context" only. By doing so, BIS
would make clear that this definition now applies to all aspects of the EAR and the CCL.
Explicitly confirming that BIS will hereafter define "specially designed" on an exclusive
use basis is important for a number of reasons.
Defining "specially designed" as "capable of' puts the United States out of step with the
longstanding custom and usage of our multilateral allies, who consistently have viewed
"specially designed" as meaning "exclusively used for." For many years, the multinational
system has painstakingly constructed on a commodity-specific spectrum of export controls. The
scope of each particular control has varied depending on the weighing, on a multinational basis,
of national security, foreijp availability, technological and other factors. Broader controls have
employed such phrases as "capable o f ' and "designed for," while narrower controls have used
phrases like "modified for" and "required for," and the narrowest controls have employed
"specially designed."
A "capable of' definition is also inconsistent with longstanding US. practice and the
understanding of U S . exporters. For example, the active participants in ICOTT's monthly
meetings include trade association staff members, export control officials of major exporters and
attorneys with many years of experience in export controls. Many of these individuals have
served as export control officials at the Commerce, State or Defense Departments. The
unanimous understanding of all our ICOTT participants is and has been that "specially designed"
has the meaning of "exclusively for."

Making "specially designed" synonymous with "capable of' obliterates years of
multilateral deliberations and consequent Commerce Department practice in calibrating the reach
of specific export controls. A "capable of' definition creates inconsistencies between U.S. and
multilateral controls. It also places additional regulatory burdens on U.S.exporters and thereby
puts them at a competitive disadvantage with respect to their foreign competitors. This muddled
situation does nothing to promote the U.S. national security. BIS should remedy this situation by
making clear that that "specially designed" is to be interpreted according to the traditional,
narrow definition.

6.
Add Additional Cross References to CCL Entries. ICOl" recommends that
BIS consider adding additional cross references that would link ECCN entries for related
hardware, software and technology items. In recent years, BIS has added a significant number of
such cross references to the CCL, and ICOT" believes that this trend should continue and be
accelerated by any CCL review. Adding cross references for additional ECCNs could
significantly aid readers of the CCL, particularly those readers who begin their analysis of
applicable controls by first identifylng controls on hardware, software or technology that are
related to a specific item. These additional cross references would also add redundancy to the
CCL and thereby reduce the risk that readers would fail to note applicable requirements for
related controls.
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* * * * *
Founded in 1983, ICOTT is a group of major trade associations whose hundreds of
individual member firms export controlled goods and technology from the United States.
ICOTT's principal purposes are to advise U S . Government officials of industry concerns about
export controls, and to inform ICOTT's member trade associations (and in turn their member
firms) about U S . Government export control activities.
Sincerely,

Executive Secretary

DC:532608.1
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SEMI North America
1401 K Street, NW Suite 601
Washington, DC 20005
Tel: I .202.289.0440
Fax: I .202.289.0441
remidc@seml.org
www.reml.org

November I, 2007
Mr. Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division, Bureau of Industry and Security
US. Department of Commerce
14th Street & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Room 2705
Washington, DC. 20230

Re:

Request for Public Comments on a Systematic Review of the
Commerce Control List (72Fed. Reg. 39,052duly 17,2007))

Dear Mr. Mooney:
Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (“SEMI”) is pleased t o submit to the
Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”) the following comments on BIS’
systematic review of the Commerce Control List (“CCL”) of the Export Administration
Regulations (“EAR’).
SEMI represents over 2,000global companies that provide equipment, materials and
services used to manufacture semiconductors, displays, nano-scaled structures,
microelectromechanicalsystems and related technologies. SEMI’S over 700 US. members are
comprised of both large and small companies that make a critical contribution to the advance of
microelectronics technologies and that are central to communities of highly skilled and educated
engineers and technologists in many regions of the United States.
We commend the Commerce Department for this timely review of the Commerce
Control List and an assessment of its relevance to a modern export control policy. This project
holds the potential t o strengthen national and economic security by allowing the government t o
finely target limited resources for export administration and enforcement and by improving the
environment for U.S. companies in global industries t o thrive and provide the basis for U.S.
technological leadership. To reach this potential, it is imperative to maintain an active and on-going
government-industry dialogue beyond this first step of a public comment period. SEMI is
committed to export control reform and looks forward to working together with the government
to help achieve these goals.
The following letter outlines SEMI’S recommendations for the modernization of US. export
control policy and practice. As background, we will provide an overview of our industry and the
impact of current U.S. export controls on our member companies. Our primary recommendation
is for a systematic review of all relevant semiconductor equipment and materials controls similar to
the Core List review of the early 1990s. While this process takes place, we urge the government
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to establish non-licensable paths for exports of semiconductor equipment and materials products
to civil semiconductor fabrication facilities through expanded application of License Exceptions
such as GBS and CIV (or possibly others) and expanded application of the Validated End-User
(“VEU”) program to all countries and additional fabrication facilities.

About the Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Industry
The tools and materials that SEMI member companies produce are used principally to
manufacture integrated circuits or semiconductors. These products are designed and used to
manufacture commercial and civilian electronic devices. The principal customers of semiconductor
equipment and materials (“SEM”) companies are large, well-known semiconductor fabrication
operators, which are readily distinguishable from military entities. Semiconductor equipment and
materials are inherently civilian in character and their availability generally offers no unique military
edge in and of themselves. As with basic energy or telecommunications products, SEM are
foundational technologies far removed from any direct military contribution.
U.S. SEM companies are competing head-on with Asian and European SEM firms for
business around the world. These regions have highly competitive SEM industries. As the
following chart shows, only four of the top ten global semiconductor equipment companies are
from the United States.
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The U.S. industry is still strong competitively, but it serves a global customer base and
companies must export to survive. The average U.S. maker of semiconductor production
equipment receives over 80 percent of its revenues from overseas sales. These firms cannot be
world leaders or, for that matter, sustainable enterprises unless they engage in substantial export
sales.
A regular stream of revenue from export sales is needed, among other things, to fund U.S.
SEM firms’ enormous research and development (“R&D”)investments. Semiconductor equipment
companies reinvest, on average, I O to 15 percent of their revenues in R&D and these costs are
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escalating.’ This level of R&D is necessary for these companies to remain world leaders. The
ability to fund these investments has always been dependent on export revenues, so access to
overseas markets and the ability to compete in these markets with leading edge technology is vital
to the long term health of the U.S. semiconductor equipment and materials infrastructure
Another critical success factor in our industry is the ability to gain “tool of record”
designation with a customer. This is particularly an issue in the burgeoning China market where
access is needed to provide the next opportunity for market leadership for those companies able
to establish a presence as reliable suppliers and build key relationships with leading Chinese
customers.

SEMI expects 2007 to be the second largest year for sales of new semiconductor
equipment. The equipment market is estimated to grow by one percent to a $40.9 billion in 2007.
The global semiconductor materials market is estimated to reach $41.3 billion in 2007. Please see
Attachments One and Two for additional details on the semiconductor equipment and materials
markets and forecasted growth by region.
These forecasts confirm that Asia is where the majority of advanced semiconductor fabs are
being built. U.S. SEMI members need to have the same access to these Asian customers that their
non-U.S. competitors have. They must participate fully in the Chinese and other Asian markets to
be world leaders and even to survive.
Much of the focus of export control policy for semiconductor equipment and materials is
on China. Access to the Chinese SEM market is pivotal to the health of U.S. SEM companies and,
by extension, U.S. leadership in SEM technologies. With China representing the fastest growing
SEM market, U.S. firms cannot remain top suppliers if they do not participate broadly in this
market. While other more established markets may be larger in size, the China market enjoys the
fastest growth rates and provides the industry with the most opportunities to establish new
business.

Industry Impact of Export Controls
The semiconductor equipment and materials industry is highly controlled. The equipment
for many of the key process steps for manufacturingsemiconductors is subject to control. Among
other things, the equipment controls in Category 38 include equipment for: epitaxial growth; ion
implantation; etch; chemical vapor deposition; lithography; and certain masks. A wide range of
materials are covered in Category 3C.
The controls for semiconductor equipment and materials are out of date. The U.S.
government has not completed a thorough examination of SEM controls since the “Core List”
exercise of 1990-9 I. Despite being commercial items, SEM products remain subject to restrictive
and out-of-date Cold War-era export rules. Current controls capture mainstream commercial
manufacturing technologies and they have not kept pace with the rapidly changing marketplace.

’ For more details, please see the SEMJ R&D White Paper at ww.semi.org/r&d.
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The U.S. SEM industry is challenged by current export controls in several ways. This
includes application processing times, the repetitive nature of licensing, and in some cases lost
sales. A SEMI survey2of U.S. members highlights these issues which bear heavily on companies’
ability to compete in China.
License Processinn Times, One-half of the respondents reported that their average
processing periods range from two-to-four months. One-quarter of the respondents
indicated that their average processing times were four-to-six months. We are pleased to
see that U.S. processing times have been declining in recent years and expect that the VEU
program will help address this issue with some customers. A t the same time, this area
continues to merit attention given our understandingthat application-processingtimes
among other countries are substantially shorter than U.S. times and tend to be measured in
weeks or even days.
PeD
. etitive Licensing and Inconsistent Conditiona Our members report that they must
obtain successive licenses to ship the same types of equipment to the same Chinese
customers. Sixty-four percent of the respondents reported that these follow-on licenses
have represented 7540- IO0 percent of their licensing volume. Apart from the needless
expense to government and industry of obtaining successive licenses for similar products to
the same group of customers, the licenses commonly include varying types of conditions for
no discernable reason. This complicates company compliance and makes it more
expensive. Again, the VEU program will help alleviate this problem for a few major
customers, but this remains a problem that should be addressed by additional measures.

Lost Sales, Forty-two percent of respondents reported that export controls have
contributed to lost sales in China. A few survey respondents’ estimated lost sales totaled
several millions of dollars each. While the numbers of BIS license denials have been limited,
U.S. producers have sometimes found that the delays and other complications involved in
seeking a license have led them not to pursue sales opportunities in China. W e believe that
in most cases these sales were still made by overseas suppliers.
Current U.S. export control policies and practices also strain U.S. SEM companies given the
nature of our technology-intensive industry. The SEM producers must be able to effect prompt
delivery of the latest technology, fulfill long-term commitments of service and support, and
collaborate with customers on the adaptation and improvement of technology. United States SEM
producers’ ability to act quickly and make long-term commitments i s restricted by current export
control requirements.
There are no multilateral rules on SEM licensing policy, procedures or processing times.
We have found that non-U.S. licensing policies and practices are far more flexible and favorable
2

SEMI conducted a survey of US. member companies in April-May 2006 regarding the impact of export controls on
the industry. The survey was sent to those companies participating in the association’s export control activities. W e
received a high response rate of 43 percent with I 2 companies responding out of a pool of 28 survey recipients. Half
of the respondents were equipment suppliers and the other half were divided among subassembly and component
suppliers and materials companies. Most respondents had over $500 million in annual revenues and five had over $I
billion in revenue.
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than U.S. export controls, putting U.S. SEM companies at a disadvantage. Given the widespread
foreign availability in the industry, the result is that overseas suppliers have a competitive edge. In
addition, lack of multilateral consensus on the implementation of SEM controls means that current
SEM controls generally are ineffective and do not have a material effect on the global accessibility of
semiconductor equipment and materials.
SEMI and our member companies are committed to export compliance and to
modernization of the U.S. export control system. Our companies devote considerable resources
and executive attention to these issues. SEMI organizes annual programs at our trade shows in
China and the United States to promote compliance. W e serve as an information resource to the
government for market data, business developments and industry forecasts. We act as a liaison to
members of the business community, including to customer companies in China. SEMI and
member companies participate in the Information Systems Technical Advisory Committee
(“ISTAC”) and each year we provide proposals and comments for the Wassenaar review process.
SEMI has deepened our industry’s longstanding commitment to export control policy during
the past few years. A major example of this is the industry delegation we recruited and led for a
special Wassenaar session in Vienna in 2004. The U.S. delegation of I 7 representatives from I I
companies provided Wassenaar delegates with a detailed overview of the SEM industry, an
explanation of the primary semiconductor manufacturing processes, and presentations on how the
relevant technologies are evolving. Four non-U.S. companies participated as well.
With this high level of engagement, we have been pleased to see some progress over the
past few years. The new VEU program is a great example of creative thinking to address challenges
associated with a high number of repetitive licenses to trusted commercial customers. We
commend the government for this new approach which will allow both government and companies
to focus their resources on more difficult and non-routine cases while still maintaining visibility
with important end-users in China and elsewhere. Other accomplishments include the 2005
reform of semiconductor test equipment controls and some reduction in license processing times.
In general, there are productive and on-going discussions between government and industry
about day-to-day licensing and outreach activities. However, there is some frustration in the
industry with the type of broad export control reform that is needed. For example, we have
submitted a number of Wassenaar proposals in the past and most have not gone anywhere. This
and other experiences have contributed to a genuine lack of understanding among our industry’s
experts about the basis for many SEM controls. We would like to remedy this situation since the
potential for progress and mutual understanding is necessary to facilitate the productive role that
SEMI and its members would like to have in helping the government execute its export control
policymakingfunction. The following outlines our specific recommendations.

1. CCL Review: W e urae the U.S. government to conduct a comDrehensive review of
SEM controls with full government and industry participation.
The last comprehensive review of SEM controls occurred I 7 years ago while the
semiconductor industry creates a new technology generation approximately every I8 months. Put
another way, the semiconductor industry has progressed about ten generations since the SEM
controls were last seriously reviewed. The incremental changes made during this time have been
inadequate and have not kept pace with advances in technology. This has led to an export control
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treadmill. The industry is required to continually request that the Commerce Department make
incremental adjustments to the CCL to comport with current or future technology levels. The
treadmill approach has not worked, and SEM remains largely subject to transaction-by-transaction
licensing for exports to key international markets.
A comprehensive review could be quite beneficial. If unnecessary and ineffective controls
were eliminated, industry’s ability to compete in key markets such as China would be enhanced.
Companies would face lower costs, less uncertainty and fewer of the challenges currently
associated with export administration. The government would benefit as well. This would allow
limited resources to be better targeted, controls to be more effective and enforcement operations
to be more efficient.
Working with the industry, the US. government should be able to fashion export control
policies that minimize the licensing burden while maximizing national security. This would require
a concerted effort over a period of time. While some may have hoped the SEMI comment letter
would provide specific recommendations for individual ECCNs, the scope of that type of project is
too large for industry to undertake without a commitment from the interagency group to work
together on a serious and collaborative list review. Attachment Three provides two examples of
the types of issues we would seek to include in such a review. If the government is willing to
commit to this kind of a project, SEMI proposes to coordinate industry participation.
The approach SEMI recommends is to start with a blank piece of paper and figure out what
genuinely merits control and where true multilateral consensus can be achieved for effective
control. The conceptual framework would be to scrap current SEM controls. The US.
government should promulgate new controls on only those SEM products that are found to be
strategically critical and where Wassenaar partners would agree to implement consequential
controls. We recognize this kind of project would require an SEM review within Wassenaar, an
effort which has been primed by the 2004 technical session. This approach would presumably
result in a much smaller and more targeted set than the current controls.
In approaching this review or any examination of dual-use controls, there are several
principles we suggest guide the assessment.
0

0

Justifiability. SEM controls should be maintained only if and while they are supported by
an explicit national security justification. A license requirement should be maintained only as
long as there is a clear, valid strategic justification for it. We are unaware of any up-to-date
U.S. government justification for today’s CCL entries for SEM either for national security or
antiterrorist reasons.
Effectiveness and Foreign Availability. Controls should be maintained only if there is
true multilateral consensus. Other Wassenaar participants administer the requirements far
more liberally than does the United States. In effect, they impose no meaningful restriction
on SEM exports to any significant SEM market rendering the U.S. controls largely
ineffective. Export controls generally cannot be justified if the restricted items are readily
available from a non-U.S. source. Surely SEM controls are not advisable if, as is the case,
buyers in restricted countries like China can easily and quickly obtain the equivalent of
export controlled US.products from another country.
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Clarity. Controls should be clear and understandable. They should not be imposed or
retained if they cannot reasonably be understood. That is, different government officials
and industry professionals should ordinarily reach the same conclusions about the scope of
any given control.

0

Transparency. Controls should be the subject of an ongoing government-industry
dialogue, and the government should be transparent about control justifications.

0

Continuous Improvement. Controls should continually be improved in light of
technological and other developments. The Commerce Department should conduct
regular examinations of export license requirements to assess whether their retention
remains advisable or whether they should be adjusted in light of the principles described
above.

II. CCL Content: W e urge the government to reassess the Darameters for SEM
controls,
If SEM license requirements will continue to be based on CCL product descriptions, SEMI
urges the Commerce Department to reassess i t s approach to control parameters. ECCN 3800 1’s
use of possible output results - such as, “feature size of I80 nm or less” to establish the scope of
equipment controls has proven to be particularly problematic. This is because many factors other
than operating characteristics determine output results. These factors include the skill of persons
operating the machines, the equipment system into which the equipment at issue is integrated, and
the quality and character of materials that are used. Depending on the type of tool, use of output
results to define control parameters can be essentially meaningless.

-

Without question, use of output result parameters has led to enormous confusion. Given
the many variables, system engineers do not know how to test for inclusion under control
parameters that are defined by output results. Also, terms that ECCN 3B00 I uses to describe
output results, like “critical dimension,” do not have a fixed meaning. Process engineers refer to a
“critical dimension” as the size of a portion of a device for which they are developing a process.
Consequently, in process engineering any given device has multiple critical dimensions.

111. Other Reforms: Make License Requirements Depend on Character of End-users
and End-uses.
Pending completion of a new Core List exercise, we urge that the government establish
license-free paths for SEM exports to civil semiconductor fabrication facilities. Again, SEMI believes
that the proper approach would be to s t a r t over and completely reconsider whether any SEM
should be controlled and, if so, which products should be covered in light of the principles
discussed above. The priority, in SEMI’Sview, should be eliminating unnecessary and
counterproductive controls on shipments of conventional, civilian SEM products to conventional,
civilian fabrication facilities.
While this is taking place, there are other measures that could be adopted to improve SEM
controls. It may be more effective to base controls on end-use and end-user restrictions than on
an assessment of technical capability. For example, use for military applications or by military
entities could be restricted. SEM companies are in a good position to comply with such
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restrictions because of the difficulty of diverting semiconductor equipment and materials and the
generally high level of service and support that is necessary from the supplier.
Standing alone, a piece of SEM has no function or utility. It must be combined with
equipment and technology to contribute to the production of an integrated circuit. SEM are
designed to function in a semiconductor fabrication facility. These fabs are among the most
complex and expensive manufacturingfacilities in the world. For this reason, there are relatively
few end-users for SEM. SEM systems are, by and large, high-value and highly visible. Diversion risk
is minimal, and sales to China are dominated by a relatively few, large commercial semiconductor
manufacturingfacilities. The limited end-use and end-users for SEM provide an effective avenue to
exercise export control.

Expanded License Exception Coverage for SEM. BIS could ensure a license-free path
for SEM exports to civil fabrication facilities by enlarging the extent to which existing license
exceptions apply to SEM. For example, License Exceptions GBS and CIV could apply fully to
Subcategories 38, 3C, 3D and 3E.
Alternatively, BIS could create a new license exception especially for SEM and related
software and technology. A new license exception could essentially replicate full GBS and CIV
coverage. So, for example, unlicensed exports to Country Group D: I countries would be
permitted only to civil end-users. BIS might prefer to achieve this result with a new license
exception to build on an already high level of visibility for SEM exports. In this regard, a separate
license exception might make it easier for the government to segregate information about
unlicensed SEM shipments.

Expansion of VEU. Another means of ensuring a license-free path for exports to civil
end-users would be through expanded end-user and end-user-based authorizations. BIS has
usefully moved in this direction with the VEU initiative. Broad VEU approval of civil semiconductor
fabs in China and elsewhere could greatly improve the situation.
SEMI recommends that BIS approve additional Chinese producers and facilities under VEU
and establish that VEU approvals can be granted for trusted civil end-users in any non-embargoed
country not just China and India, as is the case today. Limiting the VEU initiative to specified
countries appears to SEMI to be unnecessary and inconsistent with the rationale of basing nonlicensed treatment on attributes of end-users rather than attributes of entire countries.

--

This approach isn’t the answer for all civilian end-users since smaller companies may
determine that their licensing activities are not sufficient to warrant VEU application. However,
VEU expansion holds a great deal of potential for larger end-users for whom a high volume of
licenses is required.
ConclusiOQ

SEMI commends BIS for soliciting public comment on CCL controls. SEM controls are
perhaps the purest example of CCL controls that cry out for fundamental reform. As was last
done I 7 years ago, the U.S. government should s t a r t from scratch and determine what, if any SEM
controls, should be in place based on a collaborative project with the industry. A t the same time,
we urge that the U.S. government immediately expand application to SEM of license exceptions and
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verified end-user authorizations to ensure that modern SEM products can be exported to civilian,
commercial semiconductor production facilities without a license.

* * *
SEMI appreciates the opportunity to address this important initiative. Please do not
hesitate to contact me if you have questions about our submission.
Sincerely,

Victoria D. Hadfield
President, SEMI North America
Attachments
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SEMI Attachment One
Comments on the Systematic Review of the CCL
November I , 2007
Semiconductor Equipment Forecast
SEMI Announces Mid-year Consensus Forecast for Chip Equipment Industry
Semiconductor Equipment Companies Expect Sales of $40.9 Billion in 2007

--

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. -July 16, 2007 The leading manufacturers of semiconductor equipment
expect 2007 to be the second largest year ever for sales of new semiconductor equipment
according to the mid-year edition of the SEMI Capital Equipment Consensus Forecast, released
here today by SEMI at the annual SEMICON West exposition.
The forecast indicates that, following a very strong year 23 percent in 2006, the equipment market
will grow one percent to $40.9 billion in 2007. Survey respondents see about seven percent
growth in 2008, and about four percent growth the following year to reach $45.5 billion in 2009.
"Semiconductor equipment suppliers saw strong sales surpassing $40 billion last year and expect to
reach similar sales levels this year, driven by continued investment in 300 mm technology and
growing investment in 45 nm tools," said Stanley T. Myers, president and CEO of SEMI.
The SEMI Mid-Year Consensus Forecast indicates that the wafer processing equipment segment
will experience the most significant level of growth this year a t an estimated four percent to $29.8
billion. Survey respondents anticipate that the market for assembly and packaging equipment will
remain flat at $2.5 billion in 2007. The market for equipment to test semiconductors is expected to
decline about eight percent to $5.9 billion this year.
The market in Taiwan for new equipment leads the growth trend in 2007, with a projected market
increase of greater than 20 percent, followed by China (about I 5 percent growth), Korea (one
percent growth). Japan is expected to remain flat, while North America and Europe expect
declines of about nine percent, and the rest of world expects a decline of about I 4 percent.
The SEMI Mid-Year Consensus Forecast is based on interviews conducted between late May and
June 2007 with companies representing a majority of the total sales volume for the global
semiconductor equipment industry.
The following survey results are given in terms of market size in billions of US. dollars and
percentage growth over the prior year:
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SEMI Attachment Two
Comments on the Systematic Review of the CCL
November I, 2007
Semiconductor Materials Forecast
The following is the SEMI 2007 Materials Forecast by market region. The source is the SEMI
Materials Market Data Subscription, August 2007.
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SEMI Attachment Three
Comments on the Systematic Review of the CCL
November I, 2007
Examples of ECCN-level Recommendations
The main body of SEMI’S comments discusses SEMI’S view that the U.S. government should
pursue a threshold examination of U.S. policy with respect to SEM exports that is similar to the
1990-9 I Core List exercise. The government would Start with a clean slate and establish what, if
any, controls should be imposed on SEM exports. This addendum is t o identify two examples of
controls that should clearly, in SEMI’Sview, be eliminated through this exercise. There are many
other specific changes we would recommend in a collaborative review of SEMI controls.
Cluster Tools. ECCN 3600I .e: The cluster tool control is an excellent example of the type
of license requirement that, in our view, could not survive a full, objective assessment of SEM
export control policy. This control applies to certain “multi-chamber wafer handling systems” that
have “interfaces for wafer input and output to which more than two pieces of semiconductor
processing equipment are to be connected.”
SEMI and our industry experts cannot discern any strategic attribute of cluster tools that
would justify this control. Almost all semiconductor fabrication facilities being built today employ
multiple parallel process chambers on one mainframe. This approach is not t o achieve the ability
to produce more advanced devices. Rather, it is to achieve production economies, something that
is not a priority for production of specialized integrated circuits for military applications.
Semiconductor production is simply more efficient not more technologically advanced by
virtue of cluster technology.

--

--

Furthermore, even if there were any strategic value in withholding cluster tools from, for
example, China, it would be impossible to do so. Almost all types of semiconductor production
equipment etchers, chemical vapor deposition systems, etc. are normally clustered today.
Apart from companies in Wassenaar partners Japan and Korea, these tools are being supplied by
producers in Taiwan and even China itself. Domestic capability and widespread foreign availability
should independently result in lifting of this control.

--

v

--

:

This control applies to certain devices that convert
pressure measurements into electrical signals. The rationale for this control is t o limit proliferation
of nuclear weapons. This is unlike the rationale for most SEM controls, which is to preserve
national security.

It is SEMI’S understandingthat this license requirement was not developed to restrict
shipments of equipment used in semiconductor manufacturing. There would seem to be no
justification for controlling such equipment. Consequently, our view is that ECCN 28230 should
be modified to specify that the control does not extend to pressure transducers for civilian
production of semiconductors.
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"Roberts, Cynthia L (SABIC Innovative Plastics)" cCynthia.Roberts@sabic-ip.com>
<publiccomments@bis.doc.gov>
Fri, Nov 2, 2007 7:16 AM
Notice of Inquiry--CCL

> Timothy Mooney

> Office of Exporter Services,
> Regulatory Policy Division,
z Bureau of Industry and Security,
> Department of Commerce
> 14th St. 8 PennsylvaniaAvenue NW, Room 2705

>Washington, DC. 20230,
>
> Dear Sir:
>
> In response to the BIS request for public comments, SABlC Innovative Plastics wishes to endorse the
"lC010 Wassenaar proposal" put forth to the Materials Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) by the
Composite Technical Working Group (CWG) on October 11.
>
> The CWG proposal:

>

raises the control thresholds of specific modulus and specific tensile strength to recognize
industry process improvements that have increased these properties for the lower class of materials;
>
more clearly specifies the resins of concerns for prepregs; and,
>
eliminates unnecessary controls on molding compounds with fibers whose reduced size no longer
enables them to provide controlled reinforcement .
>
> It is the position of SABlC Innovative Plastics that implementation of the CWG proposal would provide

appropriate controls for potential materials of concern, while eliminating the inadvertent capture of
non-critical items with broad global availability.
>
> Your consideration of this recommendation is appreciated.
>
> Yours sincerely,

> Cindy Roberts
>
> Cynthia L. Roberts
> SABIC Innovative Plastics
z Global International Trade Compliance Leader

>
>

> 1 Plastics Avenue
> Pittsfield, MA 01201 USA

T: 413 448-5494
> M: 413 441-1519

> E: Cynthia.Roberts <mailto:Cynthia.Roberts@sabic-ip.com>asabic-ip.com
> wwwsabic-ip.com <http://www.sabic-ip.com/>
>
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November 1, 2007
Via E-Mall Dubliccomments@bis.doc.oov
Mr. Timothy Mooney
Office of Exporter Services
Regulatory Policy Division, Room 2705
Bureau of Industry and Security
14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20230
ATTN: Notice of Inquiry-CCL

Re:

-

Peauest for Comments Svstematic
$isfr
Docket No.: 070619210-7489-02

Review of The C g m m a e Control

Dear Mr. Mooney:
We are writing to submit comments in response to the above-captioned Federal Register
Notice, which specifically solicits comments on the type of items that should be listed on the
Commerce Control List, 15 C,F.R. Part 774 (the 'CCL"), and the appropriate levels of
controls to be placed on those items, while taking into account technology levels, markets,
and foreign availability. See, 72 Fed. Reg. 51213 dated September 6, 2007. The American
Association of Exporters and Importers ('AAEI") greatly appreciates the opportunity t o
submit these comments, and we fully support the Bureau of Industry and Security's (WIS")
systematic review of the Export Control Classification Numbers ('ECCNs") on the CCL. W e
hope that our comments below assist the BIS in its review efforts.

Introduction
AAEI has been a national voice for the international trade community in the United States
since 1921. Our unique role in representing the trade community is driven by our broad
base of members, including manufacturers, importers, exporters, retailers and service
providers, many of which are small buslnesses seeking to export to foreign markets. With
promotion of fair and open trade policy and practice at its core, AAEI speaks to international
trade, supply chain, export controls, non-tariff barriers, and customs and border protection
issues covering the expanse of legal, technical and policy-driven concerns.

As a representative of private sector participants engaged in and impacted by developments
pertaining to international trade, national security and supply chain security, AAEI is.deeply
interested in the policies and practices of foreign governments that affect U.S. companies.
Therefore, the comments below describe government policies and interventions related to
restraints on US. exports in foreign markets.
1. Consumer Goods Classified under EAR99

The purpose of this comment is to draw attention to the disparity between, on the one
hand, the EAR99 classification given consumer goods and certain other goods even though
they contain negligible amounts of certain precursor chemicals and, on the other hand, the
more restrictive classification treatment given medical reagents with only trace amounts of
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the same chemicals. Currently, for example, consumer goods packaged for retail sale for
personal use that include precursor chemicals controlled under ECCN lC350 and 1C355 are
classified EAR99. But medical reagents which are used for common diagnostic tests and
treatment of medical conditions with even lower levels of these same chemicals are
classified instead in ECCNs that are subject to anti-terrorism (AT) controls. As a result,
these common medical products are not eligible for export licensing for humanitarian
purposes to countries such as Sudan, Syria and Iran.
2. Classification of Medical Reagents

AAEI, on behalf of members that manufacture and export medlcal reagents, questions
whether medical reagents with only trace amounts of CCL-controlled chemicals should be
subject to AT controls. We are unaware of any particular policy reason for this disparity in
treatment with consumer goods, since the EAR99 consumer goods generally have the same
chemicals, potentially in higher concentrations, than the AT-controlled medical reagents.
We discuss the precise classification criteria that currently apply, in more detail below, to
demonstrate why we believe that this disparity should not exist for export control purposes.

*

*

*

*

Medical reagents are occasionally supplied as stand-alone products but are more commonly
included as part of medical, analytical, and diagnostics testing kits. Many such medical
reagents and kits are classified EAR99, but some medical reagents (or the related calibrator
and control solutions) that include trace amounts (Le., less than 0.5% by weight) of
precursor chemicals that are controlled under ECCNs 1C350 and 1C355 are subject to
controls under either ECCN 1C395 ("Mixtures and medical, analytical, diagnostlc, and food
testing klts not controlled under ECCN lC350") or ECCN lC995 (coverlng certain mixtures
with controlled precursor chemicals as well as "medical, analytical, diagnostic, and food
testing kits not controlled by ECCN lC350 or ECCN 1C395 that contain chemicals controlled
by ECCN 1C350.dt').l
Medical reagent kits classified in either ECCN 1C395 or ECCN 1C995 because of the
presence of these trace amounts of controlled precursor chemicals are subject to antiterrorism (AT) controls. As a result, such reagents and the related kit components are not
eligible for licensing by the Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Assets Control ('OFAC")
under the Trade Sanctions Reform and Export Enhancement Act of 2000 (the "TSRA"), Pub.
L. 106-387.2
Medical reagents containing less than O.S0/o by weight of a precursor chemical controlled by
ECCNs 1C350 or 1C355 do not pose proliferation or terrorism concerns and should
accordingly be classified EAR99. At least two "License Requirement Notes" in Category 1 of
the CCL make clear that such trace amounts do not pose proliferation or any other
As an example, a diagnostic test kit used by physicians to monitor procainamide drug
levels in a patient's serum or plasma in order to control dosing includes 9 small vials (2.5 ml
each) of calibrator and control solutions. These solutions consist primarily of human
plasma, and contain trace amounts (e.g., 0.42% by weight) of sodium fluoride. Sodium
fluoride is identified on the CCL under ECCN lC350.d.18. As a result, the procainamide
diagnostic test kit is presently controlled under 1C995.
See e.g., Sudanese Sanctlons Regulations, 3 1 C.F.R. g 538.523 (requiring Official
Commodity Classification rulings of EAR99 from BIS for medical devices).

2

concerns, and support the Agency's review of the CCL to exclude such medical reagents
from the scope of ECCNs 1C395 and 1C995. We offer two reasons to support the exclusion
of medical reagents from these ECCNs.
First, the License Requirement Notes included in ECCNs 1C350, 1C355, and 1C995 currently
exempt mixtures that contain precursor chemicals identifled in 1C350 and lC355 when the
controlled chemical "is a normal ingredient in consumer goods packaged for retail sale for
personal use." The License Requirement Notes make clear that such consumer goods are
classified as EAR99. From a national security, as well as a foreign policy perspective, we
are puzzled as to why consumer goods benefit from an EAR99 classification when medical
reagents used widely in medical diagnosis and treatment for the benefit of general public
health are not similarly classified, even though the medical reagents may contain precursor
chemicals in significantly lower concentrations.
Second, the License Requirement Note presently included in ECCN lC995 excludes
"mixtures containing less than O,S0/o of any single toxic or precursor chemical controlled by
ECCN 1C350.b, .c, or .d or ECCN 1C355 as unavoidable by-products or impurities." Such
mixtures are classified as EAR99. Here again, we have difficulty understanding based on
national security or other grounds, why a product is classified EAR99 when trace amounts of
a controlled chemical are present in a mixture unintentionally, as a by-product or impurity,
but medical reagents with trace amounts or the same chemical are subject t o AT controls.
AAEI requests that BIS consider making a de minimis exemption available for common
medical reagents used widely in medical diagnosis and treatment.
Conclusion
For these reasons, AAEI supports the Agency's review of the CCL and respectfully requests
that BIS consider excluding from the reach of ECCNs 1C395 and 1C995 medical reagents
that contain less than 0.5% of any single toxic or precursor chemical controlled by ECCN
1C350.b, .c, or .d or ECCN 1C355. We believe that reassessment of the proper
classificatlon and limited exemption of medical reagents for export control purposes will
achieve the Agency's regulatory oversight goals while appropriately calibrating the impact
on U.S. exports.
I f you have any.questions regarding these comments, or wish to discuss our position in
further detail, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

Haliock Northcott
President & CEO
cc:

Melvin Schwechter, Co-Chair, AAEI Export Compliance & Facilitation Committee
Phyliss Wigginton, Co-Chair, AAEI Export Compliance & Facilitation Committee
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